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ORGANIZATION
The Boulder Canyon project, of which the Hoover Dam is the principal feature, is being
constructed by the Bureau of Reclamation, Department of the Interior, RAY LYJU.N WILBUR,
Secretary. All activities of the bureau are under the general supervision of Elwood Mead,
Commissioner, with headquarters at Washington, D .. C.·. Engineering and construction are
under the direction of Raymond]'. Walter, Chief Engin8el', with headquarters at Denver, Colo.,
and Walker R. Young, Construction Engineer, at BOulder City, Nev. The personnel of the
various offices is as follows:
Secretary's oflice.-~u,LJll.l!l_Il W'Jlb~~ ..S_~:.;~tary; Joseph M. Dixon, First Assistant Secretary; John H. Edwards, Assistanr'Sooretary; E.
.Finney, Solicitor; E. K. Burlew, Administrative Assistant to the Secretary; Northcutt Ely, Charles A. Dobbel, and William A. DuPuy,
Executive Assistants.
Bureau of Reclamation, WashingiM o.ffi.ce.-::.Elwood Mead, Commissioner; Porter W. Dent,
Assistant Commissioner; Miss Mae A. Schnurr, Assistant tO the Commissioner; George 0.
Sanford, Chief of the Engineering Division; Percy I. Taylor, Assistant Chief of the Engineering
Division; George 0. Sanford, Acting Director of Reclamation Economics (Dr. Hugh A. Brown,
Director of Reclamation Economics, Q.eceased), L. H. Mitchell, Assistant Director of Reclamation Economics; W. F. Kubach, Chief Accountant; H. R. Pasewalk, Assistant Chief Accountant;
C. N. McCulloch, Chief Clerk.
At the Denver office, the assistants to the Chief Engineer are as follows: S. 0. Harper,
Assistant Chief Engineer; John L. Savage, Chief Designing Engineer; William H. N alder,
Assistant Chief Designing Engineer; E. B. Dehler, Hydraulic Engineer; L. N. McClellan, Chief
Electrical Engineer; C. M. Day, Mechanical Engineer; Byram W. Steele, Engineer on Dams;
Ivan E. Houk, Research Engineer; Armand Offutt, District Counsel; L. R. Smith, Chief Clerk;
A. McD. Brooks, Purchasing Agent.
The field office for the Hoover Dam and power plant construction is located at Boulder City,
Nev., and is in charge of Walker R. Young, Construction En~eer. He is assisted by John C.
Page, Office Engineer; llilph LOwry, Field Engineer; Sims Ely, Boulder City Manager; Roy
B. Williams, Assistant Field Engineer; Earle R. Mills, Chief Clerk: J. R. Alexander, District
Counsel; and by R. J. Coffey, District Council at Los Angeles.
The Hoover Dam Consulting Board, acting in an advisory capacity on all matters pertaining
to the project, comprises L:mis C. Hill, David C. Benny, William F. Durand, and F. L. Ransome.
Andrew J. Wiley, now deceased, was a member of the board up to October 8, 1931.
The Colorado River Board, appointed by Secretary Wilbur, with the approval of the
President, under authority of the joint resolution approved May 29, 1928, to examine the
proposed site of the dam to be constructed and review the plans and estimates made therefor,
comprised Maj. Gen.. Willia~D: L. Sibe!'t, Chairm~;..Q~les·Jl.-"Berkey, Daniel W. Mead,
Warren J. Mead, an(f¥~bert Riif~way.
. : :; . : ·: -:- : · : ·..
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INTRODUCTION
In order to understand Hoover Dam one must understand the relation of the Colorado River
to the settlement and economic development of seven States of the arid region. A quarter of a
million square miles send their waters down this river. Eighty per cent of ita ft.ow comes from
two States, Wyoming and Colorado. Here are the lofty snow-capped mountains which fumish
the turbulent summer ft.oods.
The low8f part of the river ft.ows through the hottest and dryest part of the United States.
There are places where the annual rainfall is only three inches, where no rain falls in summer, and
where the existence of civilized life depends on ability to use the water of this river in irrigation.
Without irrigation the land bordering this river in Arizona and California is a hideous desert;
with irrigation it provides pictures of &(P.icultural opulence not surpassed in any part of the world.
Without regulation the river has little value. The quick run-oft', the absence of summer
rains, make any large irrigation development, any large power development, uncertain and
unprofitable, and it can not be depended on for the water supply of cities. Regulation of fioods
by storage is therefore the basis of all safe and profitable development. That requires a reservoir
large enough to even out the variations of ft.ow betwlf'n seasons, and also to regulate the variations in fiow in different years. Such regulation il now imperative because 800,000 acres of
irrigated land and homes of 100,000 people depend on diversions made near the boundary
between the Uniied States and Mexico, and because of the rapid extension of irrigation in the
Imperial Valley in California and in southwestern Arizona. These have created a demand for
water greater than the low water fiow of the river. An increased supply of pure water is also
needed to supply the growing population of the cities and towns of southern California and the
orchards and gardens which surround them. These social and economic changes have led the
Federal Government to undertake to make available the entire ft.ow of the river by building a
dam which in size and in ita future inft.uence on the well-being of a large part of the arid region,
is the most important undertaking now being carried on by the United States Government.
(m)
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PART I : ENGINEERING INVESTIGATIONS
SEARCH FOR THE MOST SUITABLE SITE FOR A RESERVOIR TO REGULATE THE
FLOW OF THE COLORADO
The United States Reclamation Bureau began its investigations of the Colorado River
Basin in 1904. Mter a prolonged study of the upper part of the main valley and principal
tributaries, the investigation shifted to the lower river. As a result, work was concentrated on
dam. sites in Boulder and Black Canyons. Approximately half a million dollars were expended
between 1918 and 1924 in geological examinations and engineering studies of feasibility and
cost of the Boulder Canyon project.
The upper section of the river includes the section above Glenns Ferry or practically the
drainage area in the States of Wyoming, Utah, Colorado and New Mexico. The lower section
includes the drainage area below Glenns FeJTY, or roughly, the States of Nevada, Arizona, and
California. The most suitable sites in the upper section were the Flaming Gorge on Green
River, with a c.apacity of 4,000,000 acre-feet, the Juniper on Yampe River, with a capacity of
1,500,000 acre-feet, and the Dewey, on Grand River, with a capacity of 2,270,000 acre-feet.
None of these reservoirs was large enough to serve as a regulator of the river's flow. They were
too remote from the place where regulation was most needed, and the use of Flaming Gorge as a
storage for irrigation would seriously interfere with its great value as a power site.
As a result of these upper investigations the choice narrowed down to the sites in Boulder
and Black Canyons in the lower section of the river where it was possible to build a dam which
would create a reservoir large enough to hold the entire flow of the river for two years, and being
below the large tributaries it would permit of an effective regulation of floods. Either of these
sites was near enough to the great power markets of southern California to make transmission
feasible, and each was in the center of mineralized country in Arizona and Nevada, in which
cheap power would be a great aid to development.
The sites in the upper section of the river had one advantage. During most of the year
the water which would flow into these reservoirB is clear. The tributaries of Green River have
11owed through morainal lakes in their channels for unnumbered centuries, with a reduction of'
only a small fraction of their capacity. The heavy load of silt carried by the river in the lower
section makes it necessary to provide a large surplus capacity to care for this silt, but the serious·
ness ot this is lessened by the fact that a number of storages for the development of power will
inevitably be built in the stream above, and so will help to solve the silt problem.
Black Canyon was·finally chosen by A. P. Davis, Director of the Reclamation Bureau, and
this choice was approved by the following advisors to the Secretary of the Interior:
Bon. F. C. Emerson, Govemor of Wyoming.
Prof. W. F. Durand, Stanford University.
Bon. J. G. Scrugham, Govemor of Nevada.
Bon. James R. Garfield, former Secretary of the Interior.
Owing to the fact that the upper site in Boulder Canyon had ~een first approved, the name
Boulder Canyon was retained in the legislative act, although the selection had bee1;1 shifted tQ
the Black Canyon site when this act was passed. ··
··
·
(1)
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GEOLOGY OF DAM AND RESERVOIR SITES
Black Canyon, the site of the Hoover Dam, has a width of from 290 to 370 feet at low-water
level, and from 850 to 970 feet at elevation 1,232, the crest of the dam The top of the canyon
walls is approximately 1,500 elevation. The foundation is a volcanic breccia or tu1f, originally
an accumulation of fragments of many kinds derived from volcanic eruptions, and now transformed into • well-cemented, tough, durable mass of rock standing with remarkably steep walls
and resisting the attack of weather and erosion exceedingly well. Material exposed from the
upper end to a point about a quarter of a mile below the dam site is mainly andesitic tuff-breccia.
Although the fonuation is somewhat jointed, the rock is well cemented, tough, durable, impervious, and an excellent material for tunneling, as well as for the foundation and abutments of a
high dam. This has been confirmed in a very satisfactory manner by the experience in driving
four 56-foot diameter tunnels, around the site and through the canyon walls, as it was not found
necessary to U88 any timbering for roof support.
Extensive geological investigations were made of the dam and reservoir sites by F. L.
Ransome, consulting geologist. He says that the "Dam Breccia" is excellent material upon which
to construct the highest dam in the world, and that the faults in Black Canyon are of such
character as to require very little attention in connection with engineering operations. These
faults are exposed on the canyon walls near the dam site, but none of them show any evidenee of
recent movement. Undisturbed potholes, crossed by faults, exist on the Arizona side, about 900
feet above the river, thus indicating no movement along the faults during the period in which
the river channel wu lowered 900 feet by erosion.
The reservoir fonned by the dam will be about lUi miles long, and the greater put of the
storage will be obtained U. valleys of the Virgin River and Las Vegas Wash on the Nevada side,
!loUd in the Detrital Valley o.u ~e ANona side. The upper end of the reservoir is a narrow canyon. The major portion of the reservoir is a hilly basin of hard rock ftoored ehiefty by gypsiferous
$llty beds of the Muddy Creelt formation and to a lea. exten~ by coarser detrital deposita of the
same or younger age. There is no evidence of the existence of any porous rock formatiou throup
which water might escape.
TECHNICAL DESIGN STUDIES
The dimensions of Hoover Dam and appurtenant worke are of unusual magnitude, whioh
preaent :gJ.&llJ u.nusual problema to be &Olved in design, construction, and operation. In applying
previous theories and praetieea to the design and construction of a dam of such unpl'8Cedented
dimensions, great caution must be exercised. Development of new theories and praetioes
from fundamental da~a is neeessary, and these must be checked, tested, and proved in every way,
bl order that no mistakes may be made in their development or applieation, and that maximum
economy cor;asistent with permancce and ab&olute safety may be secured. .A.ccordingiy the
bureau has undertaken a program of research that will establish beyond queation dle suitability
.ud su1ficiency of the methods of design and construction to be adopted.
Hoover Dam will be of the massive concrete arch-gravity ~ype, about 730 feet high above
foundation rock, and having a thickness of 650 feet at the base. Water pressure on the upstream
face at the base of the dam will be about 45,000 pounds per square foot, and the $otal pressure
on the upstream face will be about three and a quarter million tons. This pressure will be transmitted to and supported by the rock of the canyon walls and of the foUJldation under the dam. ·
With such conditions existing, the amount and dietribution of stresses in the dam and also in
abutments and foundation must be known with certainty. The dam must be so proportioned as
to support these tremendous loads with maximum safety and economy, with no possibility of
development of destructive stresses.
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Techn.ical design of the dam wu largely a matter of mathematical analysis, supplemented
by model testing, but many problems of a research nature were involved. A satisfactory method
of analyzing stresses in massive arch dams was unknown, until a few years ago, wh~n the Bureau
of Reclamation engineers evolved the trial load method of analysis. In connection with the
design of Hoover Dam, this method has recently been developed to a highly satisfactory working
state, and its accuracy and dependability have been established by field observations and
particularly by model tests.
·
Engineel'B of the bureau have analyzed and determined the effects of internal-temperature
variation, twist, shear, Poisson's ratio, flow under stress, fotmdation and abutment deformation,
uplift pressure at the base, uplift pressure in the pores of the concrete, earthquake shock, and
spreading of canyon walls due to reservoir water pressure. They httvo determined the magnitude
and distribution of stresses in all parts of foundation and abutments under all conditions of loading. Stress conditions caused by subcooling of the concrete during the hardening period, by
preasure grouting of the construction joints, and by other load conditions to be encountered
during construction have been investigated.
The program of arch-dam model testing that was started several yeara ago in cooperation
with the Engineering Foundation Arch Dam Committee has been considerably extended in
connection with design studies for the Hoover Dam. This testing program included the building,
testing, and analyzing of a concrete model of the Stevenson Creek test dam, a concrete model
of the Gibson Dam on the Sun River project, Montana, a plaster of Paris and celite model, and
also a soft-rubber model of Hoover Dam.
The plaster and celite model of the dam and a portion of the canyon walls was used in
studying the stress distribution and defonnations of the dam under different conditions of
reeervoir loading. It was built at the Univel"Bity of Colorado, Boulder, Colo., in the spring of
1931 and on a scale of 1 inch equals 20 feet. The reservoir load was applied to the model by
filling a rubber bag with mercury, the bag being braced against the upstream face of the model,
so that the mercury pressure corresponded to the water pressure on the real dam. All deformations, except twisting, were measured with one-ten-thousandth inch measuring dials. Results
of the model tests furnished very satisfactory confirmation of the trial-load stress analyses and
the special-stress studies.
The technical design of the dam was based on thlee fundamental requirements: (1) That
the dam should be of the massive arch-gravity type; (2) that the base of the dam should be
loeat.ed wholly within the &Na bounded by the two adjacent fault Jines in the canyon rock;
(3) that the maximam compreaaive streea ill the dam should not exceed 30 tons per square foot.
Thirty-lwo ditrereal deaigns were made for study in selecting the final cross aection and
plan. These included all prae&icable variations in horizontal curvature, many diffel'fJilt thickDfllll8 of CI'OB8 aeotion u all elevations, and various slopes of upstream and downstream faces.
Eaeh deaigD was IID&Iylled under both empty and full oonditions of rese"oir loading.
In their atudiea and inveet.iptioDa the eogineel'B of the Bureau of Reclamation had the
a.ietanee of Huuld M. Weatergaatd and Dr. Frederick Vogt as consulting engineel'B. Mr.
W•tllpard, u expert mathematieian, made speeial studies of a highly technical nature in
oaaneetio11 with the mathemadcal veatmen' of arch-dam deeigns. Doctor Vogt IUIIisted iD
caad.aing inwetiptioas aDd malring Mete on model arch dams, and IUI81lllled abnost entire
execution of testa of model arch dams made in the laboratory m the Univel'Bity of Colorado.

HYDRAULIC RESEARCH
The 81l01'1110US volum• of water th&lmuat be handled in the operation of Hoover Dam and

appart.eaat ...,rb, topther with the high heads involftd, presented extraordinary problems of
. . . aad ..vaetiaa.
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SPilLWAYS

The design of the spillways, spillway channels, inclined shafts, diversion tunnels and outlet
works structures involved important problems in hydraulic research, many of which could not
be solved on the basis of existing hydraulic theory. Investigation by means of models was
necessary. The importance of the hydraulic research problems is shown by the fact that if the
spillways should ever discharge at full capacity the total energy involved would be eight times
as great as that developed by Niagara Falls.
Because of the great height of the dam (730 feet), the location of the power plant at the
upstream face of the dam, and the damage which might resuJt should an abnormally large flood
overtop the dam, it was necessary to provide spillways of ample capacity. Securing a discharge
from side channel spillways sufficiently quiet to enter the inclined shafts without causing und~
sirnble disturbances in flow was a serious problem. The solution of this problem was aided by
means of models, the use of which was also helpful in determining the type of spillway..
The Colorado Agricultural College, Fort Collins, Colo., loaned its hydraulic laboratory to
the Bureau of Reclamation for making tests on spillway models. Various shapes of spillways
Wt>re investigated. The first to be studied was the glory-hole type, consisting of a vertical shaft
with funnel-shaped top. Tests showed that this type was not as desirable as the side channel
type. The first side channel spillway model had no gates and while it worked satisfactorily it
would have been expensive to construct on account of the excessive length of channel requried.
The second model of the same type was provided with a large Stoney gate at the upstream end
for regulation of flow. Under tests of this model, the conclitions of flow were not satisfactory.
A model with gates on the crest, the· adopted design, was next built and tested and was found
to provide satisfactory flow conditions.
Tests on the small model of the adopted design were closely checked on a larger model
constructed on a 1:20 scale on the Uncompahgre. project at Montrose, Colo. Studies of the
action of water as it will pass through the inclined shaft connecting the side channel with the
diversion tunnel were also made by models, particular attention being given to the hydraulic
conditions of flow at the· vertical bend between the inclined shaft and the horizontal tunnel.
A transparent celluloid pipe in which action of the water could be observed was used in these
~ents.
·
EROSION OF TUNNEL LIN.ING

The concrete lining in the spillway tunnels must withstand the flow of water at unprecedented velocities without excessive erosion. Under ~treme flood conditions the maximum
velocity will be approximately 175 feet per second. Consequently i' was oonsidered .imperative
that actual tests be made to determine the effects of high velocities of water·under Conditions
~t might exist in the tunnels. Tests were made on concrete specimens, usuilly 18 by 18 inches
square and. 6 inches thick. These specimens were cast in Denver and shipped to the Guernsey
Dam, on the North Platte project in Nebraska-Wyoming, where they were tested at a small
experimental plant erected for the purpose. Th~ blocks were subjected to the action of a continuous stream of water from a l-inch noale at velocities ranging from 100 to 175 feet per
second, and inclined at various angles to the surfaces ~der test. The tests indicated that the
tunnel lining will resist erosion under maximum discharge velocities, but emphasiZed the importance of good alinement and smooth surface$.
OUTLET WORKS

The plan of using vertical intake towers located above the dam to control the flow of water
to the power-plant turbines and needle-valve optlets necessitated the. testing of a model of these
towers to investigate hydraulic flow conditions and to determine the shape and: p110portions of

5
openinga to minimize losses of head. A model was constructed on a. soale of 1 : M, testing of
which led to important improvements in the hydraulic design and established the fact that ari
extensive air-vent system, which h&d been included as a. feature of design was rumeceaaary,
thereby effecting a .large saving in cost.
Outlet pipes and penstocks, unprecedented in size, will be constructed of welded plate steel,
&I'1'8Dg8d in four similar systems and installed in concrete-lined tunnels. In each of the four
systems the maximum discharge will be about 33,500 second-feet, which will mean a velocity of
'7~ feet per second in the main· header pipes. Under the most severe conditions as to water ham·
mer the conduits will operate under internal water pressure of about 300 pounds per square inch.
To detennine the pressure rise due to water-hammer under these conditions required extensive
original research.
A model of one of the outlet systems was built, and hydraulic losses and flow conditions were
determined by means of pressure measurements. A transparent model of one branch connection
was made and tested visually for flow conditions.
Discharges from the reservoir for uses other than development of electrical energy will be
controlled by large balanced needle valves. Some valves discharge into the open from canyon·
wall houses, while others discharge into the inner divemion tunnels. Valve discharge into tunnels
effects a large economy in length of outlet pipes and provides a considerable portion of the outlet
capacity, which can be operated without causing objectionable spray conditions adjacent to the
power plant, where high-voltage conductors will be installed. Correct arrangement of these
valves to avoid objectionable conditions from the standpoint of flow and erosion of concrete
could only be determined by model testing. Models of valve settiDga and.tunnels were therefore
made and tested.
OUTLET PIPES AND PENSTOCKS

Many unusual problems were presented in designing th€' outlet pipe and penstock systems.
There were no precedents for handling the quantities of water involved under such high pressures. The narrowness of Black Canyon precluded taking outlet pipes through the dam, and
made it necessary to carry them in tnnnels in the canyon willis. A tentative plan given first
consideration was to carry the water in concrete-lined tunnols. After careful studies of the
stresses that would be developed in the rock of the canyon walls it was concluded that this would
not be safe construction. Other studies showed that it was not economically feasible to make
the concrete-lined tunnels positively water-tight by steel reinforcement in the concrete, or by
placing continuous welded-steel lining against the inner surface of the concrete lining. Accordingly, the plan of constructing welded plate-steel pipes in the t11nnels with sufficient plate thickness to support the full hydrostatic pressures was adopted, thereby insuring full strength and
water-tightness and providing space in the tunnels surrounding the pipes for inspection and
maintenance.
CONCRETE INVESTIGATIONS
The engineers of the Bureau of Reclamation have the advice of a Concrete Research Board
in solving numerous important concrete problems. Membership of the board is as follows:
Dr. P. H. Bates, chief of cement division, Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., chairman;
F. R. McMillan, director of research, Portland Cement .Assodation, CbiCa.go, Ill.; Prof. H. J.
Gilkey, Univemity of Colomdo; Prof. Raymond E. Davis, Univemity of California; and Prof.
William K. Hatt, Purdue University.
Massive concrete in large dam construction where the dimensions of the structure are of the
order of several hundred feet and where the aggregate varies from fine sand to. 9-inch cobbles,
presents problems hitherto unsolved in the science and art of concrete design. In ordinary eoncrete construction the maximum size of aggregate is about l}i inches. The un~en~
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eaacaitlMie of the Hoov• Dam, with it. 3,400,000 eaio yude of eoDfJI'ete, &nd. the reqlliNinent

a

ablolute aafety and pemumeaee in this monumental structure make the aoluaon ol these
m8118 eoncrete problema more important tha.n in any dam hitherto construeted.

Heat generation in concrete during the hardening period, which causes volume changes in
the concrete, has constituted a major portion of the bureau's concrete research program. In a
maave structure such as Hoover Dam, the control of volume changes is of utmost import&Dce.
The law of heat dissipation or cooling of masses is that the time required for eooliDg is proportional
to the square of the dimensions. H Hoover Dam was built without control of the rate of placing
aDd Without special provision for cooling the concrete, the setting heat would probably not be
diuipated for several hundred years, during which time destructive volume changes would take
place, resulting in undesirable and possibly dangerous open joints or cracks in the mass.
These conditions caused the reclamation engineers to provide two new and special features
in 'he design of the dam: First, circumferential construction joints in addition to the usual radial
contraction joints, thereby dividing the mass into a series of approximately square columns or
~loeb; and, second, a complete artificial cooling system consisting of pipes embedded in the
oo:aerete t.hrough which cold water will be circulated. This cooling system will lower the temperature to normal and cause the resulting volume change to take place during the construction
period, so that the joints between the columns, which will be opened as the concrete cools and
eontracts, may be filled with cement grout forced into place under pressure before the structure
is placed in service. Extensive pioneer research was required in order to intelligently study and
effiaimtly solve these problems.
All properties of cement, both chemical aDd physical, must be ema.uatively studied in order
that a type of cement with controlled and known heat evolution may be specified. The University of California at the Engineering Materials Laboratory at Berkeley, Calif., has assisted in
researches into the properties of cement. The principal cement companies in southern California
have also cooperated in this work. The Bureau of Standards has also investigated the properties
of various brands of commercial Portland cement. Cement investigations have involved a study
of approximately 100 dift'erent cements, and have included tests on more than 15,000 specimens.
Studies have been made of the effect of chemical composition; fineness of grinding; and, to a
limited extent, the effect of manufacturing processes upon heat generation, volume changes.
strength and durability. At the Bureau of Reclamation cement laboratories in Denver, Colo.,
these studies have been supplemented by teats on mass concrete. Theoretical computation&
and laboratory tests have been supplemented by studies of the available :records of heat development. and volume changes in concrete dams previously built and by field tests on the concrete
in the 405-foot Owyhee Dam in Oregon, oompleted by the bureau in Jwy, 1U32. These tests
were started while the dam was under construction and are being continued throughout the
cooling and pressure grouting periods. Concrete cores across contraction joints have been drilled
in the interior of the Gibson Dam, on the Sun RiTer project, Montana, from which the actual
joint opening and efficiency of the pressure grouting could be determined. At the Owyhee
Dam special instruments were developed and installed io the mass eonerete te accurately measure
the volume changes.
Many other important problems in concrete research have been solved in the two 1arp
and adequately equipped Bureau of Reclamation laboratories in Denver, with the as&istanoe of
the other cooperating agencies. At Denver, test specimens in great number, varying in size
from 3 inches in diameter and 6 inches in length to 36 inches in diameter and 72 inches in length
have been manufactured aDd tested. Among other equipment is a 4,000,000-pound hydraulic
oompression testing machine. At the contractor's concrete-mixing plant at the damsite the
bureau has maintained a laboratory where tests have been carried on in connection with concrete
lining of the diversion tunn•.
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.!Prom the mveetfgationa carriecl on at the Univenity of California, the meat' promisin&'
cementa were selected for further and final testa at the Denver laboratories. The bureau
engineers, with the advice and aaaistance of the Co11crete Research Board, then wrote a set of
specifications covering the requirements for construction of the Hoover Dam, power plant, and
appurtenant works. The board in a report emphuizing the need for a new cement specification
for the Hoover Dam work said:
The unprecedented hefcht of Hoover Dam, the rapidity of itt construction, and the climatio COQditiou
prevaDing at the Bite of the work Introduce probl8lDB of unusual cluu'aeter In design and coDBtruction. This Ia
true particularly with reapect to the pneratlon of heat by hydration of the cement in the concrete m111111. The ,
UJ)M8Ion during the be&tlq period 81lbalquently ohnllnc to contncUon dariua coaUnc bal eaUI8d craolraiD
JUQY COQCJ'ete daaul built during the last :ao yean. It lB of the utJaQA IPJ,pQrtuce that 4ftOidDg of oo~ be
avoided In the Hoover Dam and one of the principal meana to that end Is the uae of a cement part.loularly IIUiW
to the requirements of the. work. Thfa fact neoeeaitatea the draftlnc of a cement speciftcatfon more oompreh.enalve and more redrfetlve In ita provlslona than ia provided br alstfng standard apeclftoatlona.

The specifications embrace two types of cement, one of low-heat properties {type A.) and
the other of modera~heat properties {type B). The proportionate requirement for each type
of cement is not definitely known, and determination of this division may be dependent on
experience gained duriDg the first year's construction operations. It is not anticipated that the
requirement for type B cement will exceed 25 per cent of the total cement requirement (after
July 1, 1933) of about 4,000,000 barrels, or that type B cement will be used in any appreciable
amount, if at all, during the summer season. The contractors expect to begin placing DlN8
concrete in the dam by July 1, 1933. Samples of cement obtained at the mills are tested and
&D&lyzed at one of the Bureau of Standards laboratories. The Bureau of Reclamation is
constructing a cement-blending plant at Boulder City for blending cementa of the same type but
originating from different mills, and for combining cements of the two types in any desired
proportiona.
The Engineering News-Record in discussing the new cement specifications said:
Above all, the Hoover Dam specification Ia welcome becauae it will bring a new and potent Inspiration to
the art and Industry of cement making. These b$11ong been cryinc need for moh Inspiration; art and Industry
alike have suffered from being centered all too much on production, too little on how cementa might be made of
broadest aervlce to man. l£BpeotaDy in the preeent era of lnduatrlal me. can thla inaplratlon aerollle moJilllltoua
infiuence by shaping thought and practice, by reorienting the Industry, and by revitalbing the art of concrete
making and uae.

The tentative specifications have been sent to the following cement companies for their
comm.enta: Monolith Portland Cement Co., Los Angelea; Southwestern Portland Cement Co.,
Los ADgaltw; California Portland Cement Co., Loa Angeles; Yosemite Portland Cement Corporation, San Francisco; Pacific Portland Cement Co., San Francisco; Santa Cruz PortJa.n<l
Cement Co., San Francisco; Calaveras Cement Co., San Francisco; Henry CoweR Lime &
Cement Co., San Francisco; Utah-Idaho Cement Co., Ogden, Utah; Union Portland Cement
Co., Denver; Idaho Portland Cement Co., Pocatello, Idaho.
The tentative specifications are as follows:
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TENTATIVE SPECIFICATIONS FOR PORTLAND CEMENT FOR HOOVER DAM,
POWER PLANT, AND APPURTENANT WORKS
Denver, Colo., November 2, 1932
GENERAL

1. Purpose.-These specifications cover the requirements for cement for construction of the
Hoover Dam, po_wer plant, and appurtenant works, or any part thereof.
1. Beferences.-Those. parts of Federal Specifications S8-0-191 for Portland cement,
dated October 14, 1930, and Paper No. 21, Portland Cement .Association Fellowship, on "Calculation of the Compounds in Portland Cement," referred to herein shall form a part of these
specifications.
3. Definition and types.-Portland cement purchased under these specifications shall be the
product obtained by finely pulverizing clinker produced from an intimate and properly proportioned mixture of materials selected to give the properties hereinafter specified, with no addition
subsequent to calcination excepting water and/or uncalcined gypsum. Portland cement shall be
of the following types, as specified:
(A) Typt A cemeni.-Type A cement shall be a Portland cement of low heat evolution as
fully defined in the detailed requirements included herein.
(B) Type B cemeni.-Type B cement shall be a Portland cement of moderate heat evolution,
as fully defined in the detailed requirements included herein.
4. Patents and/or copyrights.-The contractor shall hold and 18Ve the Government, its
officers, agents, servants, and employees, harmless from liability of any nature or kind, including
costs and expenses, for or on account of any copyrighted or uncopyrighted composition, secret
process, patented or unpatented invention, article, or appliance manufactured or used in the performance of this contract, including their use by the Government, unless otherwise specifically
stipulated in this contract.
DETAIL REQUIREMENTS FOR TYPE A CEMENT

6.. Chemical composition.-The following limits shall not be exceeded:
~on

qpu~on

eea~
___________________________________________________________________ Plr
aoo

Insoluble residue---------------------------------·-------------------------------- • 60
Sulphuric anhydride (BOa)--------------------------·------------------------------- 2. 00
!&agnesia

(~s<>>------------------------------------------------------------------ ~00

Uncombined lime (CaO>----------------------------------------------------------- 1. SO

The ratio of the percentage of iron oxide to the percentage of aluminum oxide shall not exceed 1.5.
8. Compound composition.-The theoretical comJ>ound composition when computed according to the method described in paragraph 25 shall be within the following limits:
Diealcium silicate (2CaO.SiOa) ______________________________________ Not over 60 per cent.
Triealcium aluminate (3CaO.AJ,Oa) ---------------------------------- Not over 5 per cent.
NoTII.-Final specifications may include limite on triealtium silicate and tetraealcium alumlnoferrite of
approximately 36 and 20 per cent, respectively.

7. Fineness.-The specific surface of the cement shall be not less than 1,300 nor more than
1,700 square centimeters per gram.
NOTII.-The above limite are roughly equivalent to finene&Re8 of 87 and 97 per cent pueing the No. 200meeh sieve, respectively. The specific surface limite specified are based on determinations using the microneter
apparatus of the Riverside Cement Co. of Riverside, Calif. The finenesees are not likely to be changed although
the specified values may be altered to correspond with values obtained by the turbidimeter method deecribed in
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28. PJ.aubave been made for the Bureau of 8taDdarr.ls, ~Bureau of BeolNM.tloD, and~ UDIvandty of Califomfa to determine independently the relation between experimental apeoiflc anufaoe valuea
obtained by the U. of the turbidimeter and the microneter.

8. Soucb:Leu.-A pat of nea.t cement shaJl remain firm and hard and show no signa of diatortion, cracking, checking, or disintegration in the steam test for soundness.
Noa.-In the fiDal speciflcatiou a neat cement and/or mortar bar, approximately 1 by 1 iDoh by 8 mcbee,
for JeDci;h meuurementa before and after exposure to the steam, may be substituted for the conventional neat
oement pat.

· 9. Time of seUblg.-The cement shall not develop initial set in less than 1 hour and 45
minutes when the Gillmore needle is used. Final set shall be attained within 10 hours.
10. Compreuive avenph.-The average ~mpreesive strength in pounds per square inch
of not less than 3 concrete cylinders (see par. 31 (A)) for each age of test, composed of 1 part of
cement and 5.2 parts by w~ht .of_ Hoover Dam aggregate graded to ~-inch maximum size ae
hereinafter specified shall be equal to or higher than the following:
..

I (=~I)

"

Apia&

7
28

Compnastve

Ston&e o1 apeclmeu

test

(dap)

1 day in moi.t air, 8 days iD water or fog _______________
1 day in moist air, 27 days in water or fog ______________

1,000
2,000

The average compressive strength at 28 days shaJl be at least 50 per cent higher than the
strength at 7 days.
11. Beat of hydration.-The cumulative heat of hydration as determined by the heat of
solution method (see par. 32) shall not exceed the following:
(g)

7
28

lleM ol hydration

80 calories per gram.
70 calories per gram.

12. Temperature of cement.-The temperature of the cement at time of delivery shall not
exceed 135° F. during the months of May to September, inrlusive.
DETAIL REQUIREMENTS FOR TYPE B CEMENT

13. Chemical composition.-The following limits shall not be exceeded:
Loea

PwCIID&

on ignition__________________________________________________________________ a 00

Insoluble

~ue-----------------------------------------------------------------

Sulphuric anhydride
(80.>--------------------------------------------------------(llg()) _________________________________________________________________
)&~

.80

2. 00
~00

·Uncombined lime (0&0)---------------------------------------------------------- L 60
The ratio of the percentage of iron oxide to the percentage of aluminum oxide .shall not
exceed 1.5.
. 1.4. Compound co~position.-The theoretical compound composition when computed
&cool'd:ing to the method· described in paragraph 25 shall be within the following limits:
Tricalcium .plicate (3Ca0-Bi<>.l~--------------------------------------Not over 60 per oent
Trioalolum aluminate
over 8 per oent

(3CaO.AJeOa>-·----------------------------------Not
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11. l'lneaeu.-Tile specific surface of the cemeDt ahall be aot 1-. than 1,200 aor more
than 1,800 square centimeters per gram.
NO'rii.-The above limit. are roughly equivalent to flnen_. of 8& and 96 per cen~ puaiDa tlle No, 200-me-"
wleve, reepeetiftly. lee alllo Dote attaehed to puapoaplt. '1.
18. Souaclneaa.-A pat of neat cement shall remain firm and hard and show no sips of
distortion, cracking, checking, or disintregation in the stleam teet for IOUDdneiB.
NoTII.-See note attached to paragraph 8.

1'1. Time of 18UiJac.-The cement shall not develop iDitial set in Ia t.ban 1 bour Uld 4:5
minutes when the Gillmore needle is used. Final set shall be attained witb.in 10 hours.
18. Compressive aue.ph.-The average compressive strength in pounds per square ineh
of not lea than 3 concrete cylinders (see par. 31 (A)) for eaeh age ol. teet, composed of 1 part of
cement and 6.2 parts by weight of Hoover Dam aggregate graded to ~ch maximum size a
hereinafter specified shall be equal to or higher than the following:

••
(=)

7

•

. . . . . rl . . . . . .

1 day ln moist air, 8 dayaln water or fos--------------1 day In moist air, '¥1 dQiiD water Cll' 101--------------

Owa;awllw

~

2,000
3,000

The average compressive strength at 28 days ahall be higher than the strength at 7 days.
19. Beat of hydration.-The cumulati'f'e heat of hydration as determined by the heat of
solution method (see par. 32} shall be greater than 70 calories per gram at 7 days and 181!18 than
100 calories per gram at 28 days.
SAMPLING AND INSPECI'ION

10. Teat aamplea.-Samples for testing in accordance with the methods hereinafter prescribed may be individual or composite samples. Each test sample shall weigh at least 6 pounds.
Every facility shall be provided the Government for ca.reful sampling and inspection at the mill.
At least 14 days from the time of sampling sb&ll be allowed for completion of all 7-day testa
and at least 35 days shall be allowed for the completion of all 28-day testa.
(A) Bvlk cemsnf.--8amples of bulk cement ahall be taken at the JPill and one test sample
shall represent each 400 barrels unless otherwise specified by the contracting officer.
(B) Sadttd cemsm.-Samples of sacked cement sholi be taken at the mill or from ears. If
sampled at the mill, one composite teat sample sba1l be taken to represent not more than 200
barrels unless otherwise specified by the contracting officer. If sampled iu ears, one sample
sb&ll be taken from 1 sack in each 40 sacks (or 1 barrel in each 10 barrels) and combined to form
one test ample to represent 50 ba.rrela.
21. Kethod of B&JilpliDc at the mm.-Unless otherwise specified by the contracting officer,
the sampling of cement at the mill shall be from the conveyor delivering to the biD. Samples
may be aecured by takiDg the entire teat sample at a aiogle operadaa, Jr.nm aa tM "grab
method," or by combining eeveral portions taken at regWa.r intervals, b.own u the "comJIOSite
method." The sampling shall be done by or under the direction of a responsible repreaen.t,..u.ve
of the Government.
II. Treataent of sample.-Bample~ ahall be abipped aud stored in znoiatun.pzoof. airtight containers.
18. B&ora~e.-The cement shall be stored in sealed wea~t biu whica williRiitablJ
pmtect the cement from dampneE.
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14. lejeatlon~-Cement will be rejected if it fa.ils to meet any of the requirements of these
specifications. Cement remaining in storage prior to shipment for a period greater than six
months after test shall be retested. Cement failing to meet the test for soundness in steam may
be aeeepted if it p88888 a retest using the original sample at any time within 28 days thereafter.
The provisional acceptance of the cement at the mill shall not deprive the Govemment of the
right of rejection on a retest of soundness and time of aetting at the time of delivery of cement
to the Government at destination.

nsrs

10. Chemical analysis and compound composition.-The method of chemical analysis
shall be as specified below. The method of compound computation from the chemical analysis
shall be the method outlined by Bogue in Paper No. 21, Portland Cement Association Fellowship, on "Calculation of the Compounds in Portland Cement." Compound percentages shall
be computed to the nearest one-tenth of 1 per cent and reported to the nearest 1 per cent.
(A) Loss on ignilion.--One gram of cement shall be heated in a weighed covered platinum
crucible, of 20 to 25 c c capacity, as follows, using either method (1) or {2) as specified:
Method (1).-The crucible shall be placed in a hole in an asbestos board, clamped horizontally so that about three-fifths of the crucible projects below, and blasted at a full red heat
for 1S minutes with an inclined flame; the loss in weight shall be ehecked by a second blasting
for 5 minutes. Care shall be taken to wipe oft particles of asbestos that may adhere to the
crucible when withdrawn from the hole in the board. Greater neatness and shortening of the
time of heating are secured by making a hole to fit the crucible in a circular disk of sheet platinum
and placing this disk over a somewhat larger hole in an ubestos board.
Metltod (!).-The crucible shaD be placed in a muftle at any temperature between 900°
and 1,000° C. for 15 minutes and the loss in weight shall be checked by a second heating for
5 minutes.
(B) lmolubk ruidw.-To a 1-g sample of cement shall be added 25 c c of water a.nd 5 c e
of concentrated hydrochloric acid (t~pecific gravity 1.19). Material shall be ground with the
flattened end of a glass rod until it ia evident that the decomposition of the cement is complete.
The solution shall then be diluted to 50 c c and digested on a steam bath for 15 minutes. The
residue. shall be filtered, washed with cold water, and the filter paper and contents digested in
about 30 c c of a 5 per cent solution of sodium carbonate, the liquid being held at a temperature
just short of boiling for 15 minutes. The remaining residue shall be filtered, washed with hot
water, then with a few drops of hot hydrochloric acid (1 :9), and finally with hot water, then
ignited at a red heat and weighed as the insoluble residue.
(0) Sulphuric anhydf"Uk. -To a 1-g sample of cement shall be added 25 c c of water and 5 c c
of concentrated hydrochloric acid (specific gravity 1.19). Material shall be ground with the
flattened end of a glass rod until it is evident that decomposition of the cement ia complete. The
solution shall be diluted to 50 c c and digested on a steam bath for 15 minutes, filtered, and the
residue washed thoroughly with hot water. The solution shall be diluted to 250 c c, heated to
boiling, and 10 c c of a hot 10 per cent solution of barium chloride shall be added slowly, drop
by drop from a pipette and the boiling continued until the precipitate is well formed. The
solution shall then be digested on the steam bath at least three hours, preferably overnight. The
precipitate shall be filtered, washed~ and the paper and contents placed in a weighed platinum
crucible and the paper slowly charred and consumed without flaming. The barium sulphate shaD
then be ignited and weighed. The weight obtained multiplied by 34.3 gives the percentage of
BUiphuric anhydride. The acid filtrate obtained in the determination of the insoluble residue
may be used for the estimation of sulphuric anhydride instead of using a separate sample.
IIIS21--v--2
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· (D) U1WOmbiMd litM. -One gram of the cement shall be ground to an impalpable powder
and transferred to a 200 c c Erlenmeyer flask, which has prenously been dried in an electric oven
to remove all traces of moisture. To this shall be added 60 c c of standard alcoholic glycerin
solution, and 1 gram of anhydrous barium chloride which as been dried in the electric oven at
800° C. Shake the materials well in order to disperse the cement in the solution. Insert a
water or air reflux condenser in the neck of the flask and boil the mixture on the hot plate.
Titrate the solution with standard 0.2N alcoholic solution of ammonium acetate at 20 to 30
minute intervals until there is no further color change. Mter the end point has been reached,
the flask and contents shall be subjected to a further boiling until no perceptible color change is
noticed after 1 hour's continued boiling. The percentage of uncombined lime shall then be
calculated by multiplying the number of c c of standard ammonium acetate solution used by the
calcium oxide titer times 100. The standard solutions shall be prepared as follows:
(1) GI:JJcerol alcoholsolulion..-Prepare a solution consisting of 1 part by volume of U. S. P.
glycerol and 5 parts by volume of absolute ethyl alcohol or anhydrous alcohol denatured in accordance with formula 3-a or formula 2b of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. To each liter of this
solution add 2 c c of an indicator prepared by dissolving 1 gram of phenolthalein in 100 c c of
absolute alcohol.
Nou.-U is eaaential that the pyeerol-alcoholaolution be neutral to the indicator. U the eolut.ion is colorleas, add a dilute alcoholic eolution of eodium or potaaaium hydroxide until the pink color appears, and jwst remove
this by a drop of an alcoholic solution of ammonium acetate. If the initial color u pink, jwst remove by the alcoholic solution of ammonium acetate.

(2) Approri:maluy O.!N alcoholic solution of ammonium acetate..- Dissolve 16 g of crystalline
ammonium acetate in 1liter of absolute ethyl alcohol or anhydrous alcohol denatured by formula
3-a or formula 2-b. Standardize this solution by titrating against pure calcium oxide which
bas been freshly prepared by calcining pure calcite or calcium oxalate in a platinum crucible at
900° to 1,000° C. to constant weight.
(E) Siliea.-Five-tenths grams of the finely powdered cement shall be transferred to an
evaporating dish, preferably of platinum for the sake of celerity in evaporation, moistened with
enough water to prevent lumping, and 5 to 10 c c of strong hydrochloric acid added and digested
with the aid of gentle heat and agitation until solution is complete. Solution may be aided by
light pressure with the flattened end of a glass rod. The solution shall then be evaporated to
dryness, or as far as this may be possible on the bath. The residue without further heating
shall be treated at first with 5 to 10 c c of strong HCl which is then diluted to half strength or
less, or upon the residue may be poured at once a larger volume of acid of half strength. The
dish shall then be covered and digestion allowed to go on for 10 minutes on the bath, after which
the solution shall be filtered and the separated silica washed thoroughly with water. The filtrnte
shall again be evaporated to dryness, the residue being baked in an oven one hour at a temperature of about 110° C. or less. The residue shall then be taken up with 10 to 15 c c of dilute
hydrochloric acid (1: 1) heated on the hot plate and the small amount of silica it contains shall be
separated on another filter paper. The papers containing the residues shall be transfererd to
a weighed platinum crucible, dried, ignited first over a Bunsen burner until the carbon of the
filter paper is completely consumed without flaming, and finally over a blast burner or in an
electric oven at 900° to 1,000° C. until constant weight. The silica thus obtained will contain
small amounts of impurities. It shall then be treated in the crucible with about 10 c c of hydrofluoric acid and 4 drops of sulphuric acid and evaporated over a low flame to complete dryness.
The small residue shall be finally blasted for a minute or two, cooled and weighed. The difference
between this weight and the weight previously obtained gives the amount of silica. Washing
of the silica precipitates can be made more effective by using a hot solution of dilute hydro-
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chloric acid (1: 99), and then completing ·the washing with hot water. The weighed residue
remaining after volatilization of the silica shall be taken up with dilute hydrochloric acid and
added to the filtrate from the silica precipitation or may be considered as combined aluminum and
ferric oxides and added to the result obtained from that determination.
(F) Fmic oxidl and alumina.-The filtrate, about 250 c c from the second evaporation for
SiO. after adding hydrochloric acid if necessary to insure a total of 10 to 15 c c of strong acid and
a few drops of methyl red indicator, shall be treated with NH.OH, drop by drop, until one drop
changes the color of the solution to a distinct yellow. The solution containing the precipitated
iron and aluminum hydrates shall be brought to a boil, washed once by decantation and slightly
on the filter. Setting aside the filtrate, the precipitates and filter paper shall be transferred to
the same beaker in which the first precipitate was effected. The iron and aluminum hydrates
shall then be dissolved in hot dilute hydrochloric acid, the solutio~ made up to about 100 c ~.
and the hydrates reprecipitated as in the first case. The precipitates shall then be washed with
two 10 c c portions of a hot 2 per cent solution of ammonium chloride, placed in a weighed
platinum crucible, slowly heated by a Btmsen burner until the papel'B are ~rred, and finally
ignited for five minutes with care to prevent reduction, and weighed as Al10 1 + FesQ1,
((}) }'mit: or:Uk.-The combined ferric and aluminum oxides shall be fused in a platinum
crucible at a very low temperature with about 3 or 4 g of potauium bisulphate, tmtil all the
oxides are dissolved. The melt shall be allowed to cool, and taken up with so much dilute sulfuric acid, that there shall be no less than 5 g absolute acid and enough water to effect solution
on heating. The solution shall then be evaporated and eventually heated until acid fumes come
off copiously. After cooling and redissolving in water the small amount of silica that may separate
shall be filtered out and corrected by hydrofluoric acid and sulfuric acid. The filtrate shall then
be reduced by zinc, using either a gas bottle or a reduetor, and titrated with permangana~
The s~ of the permanganate solution shall not be greater than 0.0040 g of ferric oxide.
Nou.-For analytical purpoaee any amall &Dlounta of maDganeee ahall be 'calculated aa manpoeee oxide
and added to the peroentap of alumina, whereas titanium.ahall be oolllldered aa ferric onde. Bodium oxalate
aha1l be used in the atandardiaation of aU permanganate aolutiona. The amall percentage of SiOa which may
aeparate from solution after the bisulphate fusion ahall be added to the percentage of silica and reported as such,
after purification with hydroftuoric acid.

(H) Oaleium ozidt.-To the combined filtrates from the alumina and ferric oxide precipitation shall be added a few drops of NH.OH and the solution brought to boiling. To the boiling
10lution shall be added 25 c c of a saturated solution of amnionium o~ate, the boiling being
continued until the precipitated calcium oxalate assumes a well-defined granular form. It shall
then be allowed to stand for 20 minutes or until the precipitate has-settled, filtered, and washed
with hot water. The filter paper containing the precipitate shall then be placed wet in a platinum
crucible and the paper burned off over the small flame of a BW18en burner. The precipitate
shall then be ignited, redissolved in HCl and the solution made up to 100 c c with water. Ammonia shall be added in slight excess and the solution brought to a boil. If a small amount of
alumina separates at this point it shall be filtered out, weighed, and the amount added to that
found in the original alumina determination. The lime shall then be reprecipitated by ammonium
oxalate, allowed to stand until settled, filtered, washed, care being taken to avoid~ excess of
water, and finally weighed as the oxide after ignition and blasting to constant weight in a weighed,
covered platinum crucible.
(1) Magnuia.-The combined filtrates from the calcium precipitation shall be acidified
with Ha and concentrated to about 150 c c. To this solution shall be added about 10 c c of
diammonium phosphate solution (25 g of the salt per 100 c c of water) and the solution boiled
for several minutes. The solution shall then be cooled by placing in a beaker of ice water. After
cooling, NH.OH shall be added drop by drop with constant stirring until the crystalline am-
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monium-magnesium orthophosphate begins to form, and then in moderate exeee~ (5 to io per
cent of the volume of the solution), the stirring being continued for sevenl minutes. It shall
then be !et aaide for ee\Teral hours in a cool atmosphere and filtered. The precipitate thus obtained shall be redissolved in hot dilute HCI, the solution made up to about 100 o c, 1 o o of the
solution of diammonium phosphate adtled, and ammonia drop by drop, with eonstot stirring
until the precipitate is again formed as described and the ammonia in moderate excess. It shall
then be allowed to stand for about two hours; filtered, and washed with two 10 e c portions of
wuh solution (200 c c ooneentrated ammonium hydroxide; 100 g ammonium nitrate; 800 c e
water), plaeed in a weighed platinum crucible, the paper slowly charred, and the reaulting carbM
carefully burned off. The precipitate shall then be ignited at a temperature between 1,Ul0°
and 1,2oo• C. to constant weight, care being taken to avoid bringing the pyrophosphate to a
melt. The weight of magnesium pyrophosphate obtained multiplied by 72.5 gives the percentage
of tn&gD.eaia.
18. rt.eneaa.-FinenfJ88 as represented by specific surface shall be measured by meBIJS of a
type of apparatus which is essentially a turbidimeter and consists of a source of light of constant
intensity which passes through a suspension of the cement to be tested, into a eensitiTe photoelectric cell. The CUlT8Dt generated in the cell is measured with a microammeter and the indicated reading is a measure of the turbidity of the suspension. General considerations indicate
that turbidity is a measure of the surface area of a suspension, and that change in turbidity due te
aettling of the suspended material is a measure of the distribution of that surface area.
(A) Apparalm.-The apparatus consists, more specifically, of the following parts:
(1) &w,rce of lighi.-The·souree of light shall be a 3-candlepower electric lamp operated by
a 6-volt ston.ge battery in connection with a parabolic reflector which shall be mounted behind
the lamp and focused in such a manner as to permit a beam of approximately parallel light to
paes thtou~h the windows of the settling tank. The light intensity shall be regulated by means
of ~wo rheostats, mountecl in pa.nllel, of 6 and 30 ohms resistance, respectively.
(2) Wctflr MI.-The light shall pus through a water cell before entering the windows of
the settling tank, in order that heat rays may be absorbed. 'nte cell shall be so arranged that all
·beams of light trom the source shall pass through it before entering the settling tank. The dimensions of the cell shall be approximately 4 by 4 inches by 2" inches high, and shall be made of
glass or contain glass panes to permit the transmission of light.
(3} Settling fad.-The settling tank shall be of noncorroding metallic material rectangular
in form, and shall be of the following approximate dimensions: Length of base, 2 inches; width
of base, 2 inches; height, 18 inches. The tank shall be fitted with windows at two levels or depths
from the top, these levels being 1 inch and 14 inches, respectively. The windows, approximately
2 inches high and
inches wide, shall be rectangular and shall be cemented to the metallic
surface of the tank by means of some suitable material as sealing wax. The windows shall be so
arranged as to permit a beam of parallel light to pass completely through the suspension or clear
liquid in the tank and into the photo-electric cell.
(4) Photo-metric ceU.-The means for measuring the light intensity shall be a sensitive
photo-electric cell (Weston Photronic) which shall be connected directly to a tnicroa.ttlmeter
of 0-50 microamperes range. The internal resistance of the microammeter shall not be over
100 ohms.
(5} Mounting.-The source of light, water cell, and photo-electric cell shall be so mounted
on a movable shelf, which reste on brackets, to bring it in position of the windows at the top or
lo"Wer levels of the settling tank as desired.
(B) Tut procedure.-One gram of the cement after passing a standard 325-mesh sieve shall
be placed in a test tube with about 10 ml of kerosene and 5 drops of oleic acid. (Oleic acid is
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added einoe it U. a euitable diependq apnt and has elicht or no eleet 01a tht vieoolity of ~
8U8JM!I1diDg medium.) The mixture shall then be stirred fo~ one minute with a .rotating brush
attached to a stirring motor, and shall then be boiled for one .or two minute&, cooled and 1'8!ltirred
for another minute. The mixture shall then be traasferred to the settling tank, t.he brush and
tube being thoroughly washed with clear kerosene, which is also added to the suspension, and
the tank filled to the required depth with clear kerosene. The tank shall then be vigorously
shaken for two minutes and placed in the proper postion in the path of the light beam. A timing
clock shall be started at. the instant shaking of the settling tank is topped and mieroammeter
readings shall be taken alternately at. the upper and lower windows at half-minute intervals.
The readings taken at the lower level give the turbidity values for the larger size particles and in
consequence the first turbidity reading taken at the lower level gives an indication of the total
surface of the sample. The specific surface of the sample finer than about 76 microns shall be
obtained from this first lower reading, taken after the elapse of a definite time interval approximating 1~ minutes. The theoretical relation is expressed by-

8= 0 log Io/I4
in which
8 =specific surface.
0= constant of transmittancy.
Io=intensity of light transmitted through clear kerosene, microamperes.
I4=intensity of light transmitted through suspension, microamperes.
(0) DerirJation. of lra.mmiUa-nq constant '' 0. ''-The transmit.tanoy constant "0" varies
witb each cement. For cements produced at a siagle plant, however, it is probable that "0"
will not vary greatly unless the fineness varies greatly. TheJ'efore, for such a product it will

only be necessary to establish the constant once, or only occasionally.
The determination of the transmittancy constant requires the calculation of the average
part.iele diameter in microns and the corresponding log of the ratio of the light inteDSlty at these
points. The determination shall be carried out in the following manner. The equation that
represents the evaluation ia-

W

0-0.0000525X~d6Iog 1./1.
in which

o.... constant of transmittancy.

W ... weight of suspended sample.
0.0000525 ==a constant.
l)l6log I./I4 -summation of the products of the mean diameters of corresponding particles
in microns times the corresponding increments with respect to log I.! I4
referring to relative light intensity.

W sha.ll be determined as percentage passing a No. 325 sieve of the sample of ceiilent to be
tested and is equivalent to approximately 75 microns separation, the limiting value of the
analysis. This value W shall be expressed as parts by weisht of a 1-gram. sample and shall be
obtained by sieving several samples of the cement to be tested to the end point using a certified
·
No. 325-mesh sieve to cheek results within ± 0.5 per cent.
The value l: d 4log I./I1 , termed the value of the summation, sha.ll be obtained by following
the method for obtaining specific surface area as above mentioned and continuing by taking
alternate readings at the high and low levels at H minute intervals for a period of 10 minutes,
meanwhile recording a.1l data. The summation value sha.ll then be obtained by taking the
differences or increments between values of log I./14 at succeeding time intervals and multi-
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plying them by the corresponding average particle size in microns for that particular range of
particle distribution. The sum of these cumulative products taken during a tO-minute interval
at both upper and lower windows is the value of the summation.
The value d in this calculation is obtained from the following equation:
3luX101
(Ps-Pt)fldl

1=-----

in which
I= time of settling in minutes.
d =diameter of particle in microns.
l =depth of suspension to level of light, in em.
u =viscosity of suspending medium in poises.
P 1 =density of cement.
P2 =density of suspending medium.
g =gravity constant of acceleration, in em/see. 2 •
The value for density of cement P 1 shall be taken as 3.15.
27. Xizing cement paste and concrete.-The method for mixing cement paste shall be
carried out as described in section F-3c of Federal Specifications 8S-C-191 for Portland cement.
The method of mixing concrete for the 3 by 6 inch cylinders shall be carried out as hereinafter
described in paragraph 31 of these specifications.
28. Normal consistency.-The method for determining normal consistency shall be carried
out as described in section F-ad of Federal Specifications SS-C-191 for Portland cement.
29. Soundness.-The method for the determination of soundness shall be carried out as
described in section F-3e of Federal Specifications SS-0-191 for Portland cement.
NoTm.-Bee note attached to paragraph 8.

SO. Time of settiDg.-The method for the determination of the time of setting shall be carried
out 88 described in section F-3f of Federal Specifications 8S-C-191 for Portland cement.
Sl. Compression tests.-The procedure for making compression tests of concrete shall be
essentially as follows:
(A) Form of lui piece.-The test piece shall be cylindrical, 3 inches in diameter and 6 inches
in height.
(B) Aggregate.-The aggregate used shall be Hoover Dam aggregate obtained from the
Arizona gravel deposit near the dam site. (A supply of this aggregate, separated into the
standard sieve sizes, will be furnished on request and without charge to prospective bidders
under these specifications.)
(0) Proportioniflg arul miziflg.-The concrete shall consist of 1 part by weight of cement,
5.2 parts by weight of aggregate, and sufficient water (estimated average W/C = 0.55 by weight)
to produce a fixed consistency 88 hereinafter specified. A batch of concrete made with 4 pounds
of cement and 20.8 pounds of aggregate is slightly more than sufficient for making the consistency determination and casting six test cylinders. Aggregate of the proper gradation shall
be obtained for each concrete batch by weighing out and recombining the separated aggregate
in the following proportions:
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Materials shall be brought to room temperature (18° to 24° C., 65° to 75° F.), before beginning the tests and the aggregate shall be in a room-dry condition. The concrete shall be mixed
by hand in a premoistened shallow metal pan (approximately 20 by 20 by 3 inches) with a
10-inch bricklayer's trowel which has been blunted by cutting oft' about 2~ inches of the point.
The cement and aggregate shall firSt be mixed dry until the mixture is uniform in color, and a
crater formed in the center, into which a known quantity of clean water slightly less than the
total estimated requirement shall be poured. After allowing 30 seconds for partial absorption
of the water, the material on the outer edge shall be turned into the crater and the whole continuously mixed for 2~ minutes, additional water of known amount being added during the
mixing process as may be found necessary to produce concrete of the required consistency.
The concrete shall be of the proper consistency when the slump, as measured and hereinafter
defined, is 3 inches, plus or minus ~ inch. If the consistency of the concrete is found by test
to be outside the limits specified, the concrete shall be discarded and a new batch made.
(D) Consistency and q:uantily of mixing waler.-The concrete to be tested for consistency
shall be formed in a mold of No. 16 gage galvanized metal in the form of the lateral surface of
the frustrum of a cone with the base 7 inches in diameter, the upper surface 3~ inches in diameter,
and the altitude 10~ inches. The base and the top shall be open and parallel to each other and
at right angles to the axis of the cone. The mold shall be provided with foot pieces and handles.
The mold shall be placed on a flat, stationary, nonabsorbent surface and the operator shall
bold the form firmly in place, while it is being filled, by standing on the foot pieces. The mold
shall be filled to about one-third of its height with the concrete which shall then be puddled,
using 25 strokes of a *inch steel rod, 20 inches long, bullet-pointed at the lower end. The filling
shall be completed in successive layers similar to the first and the top struck oft' so that the mold
is exactly filled. The mold shall then be removed by being raised vertically, with a slow steady
motion, immediately after being filled. The molded concrete shall then be allowed to subside
until quiescent and the mean height of the specimen measured.
The consistency shall be recorded in terms of inches of subsidence of the specimen during the
test, which shall be known as the slump.
The quantity of mixing water used shall be expressed in terms of the water-cement ratio
by weight.
(E) Fabrication.-The cylinder molds shall be of metal and shall be tight to prevent the
ese&J:e of mixing water during molding. Each mold shall be oiled with a heavy mineral oil
before using and placed on an oiled plate glass or machined metal base plate.
The test specimens shall be molded by placing the fresh concrete in the mold in two approximately equal layers and rodding each layer with 25 strokes of the *inch rod previously specified.
After the top layer has been rodded, the surface of the concrete shall be struck off with a trowel
and covered with plate glass or a machined metal plate.
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In order that the cylinder may present aBm.ooth plane end lor testing, the test specimens shall
be capped with a thin layer of stiff neat-cement paste or sulphur compound. If a neat-cement.
cap is used, it shall be placed two to four hours after molding the specimens and shall be formed
by means of a piece of plate glass or a machined metal plate. The plate shall be worked on the
cement paste until the plate rests on top of the mold. The cement for capping should be mixed
to a stiff paste two to four hours before it is used in order to avoid the tendency of the cap to
shrink. If a sulphur cap is used, it shall be placed just prior to making the compression test.
The sulphur cap shall be formed by placing a narrow strip of paper and rubber band around the
specimen so that the paper extends slightly above the top, pouring the molten compound on top
of the specimen, and pressing a wann, machined metal plate on top of the compound while the
cap is cooling. The sulphur compound shall consist of a mixture of about 3 parts powdered
commercial sulphur and 1 part fire clay or equally suitable diluting material.
(F) Ouring.-Immediately after molding, or molding and capping, test specimens shall be
stored for 20 to 24 hours in a fog curing room at a temperature of 70° F. ( ± 2.5° F.) or in a moist
closet maintained at a temperature of 70° F. ( ± 2.5° F.) and a relative humidity of 95 per cent
( ± 5 per cent). The specimens, stripped of molds, shan thert>nfter be stort'd in fog or in clean
water at 70° F. ( ± 2.5° F.) until time of test.
(G) Testing.-Compression tests shall be made at the age of 7 and 28 days, with the specimens in a moist condition.
The metal bearing plates of the testing machine shall be placed in contact with the ends
of the test specimen. An adjustable bearing block shall be used to transmit the load to the test
specimen. The diameter of the bearing block shall be the same or sli~htly larger than that of the
test specimen. · The upper or lower section of the bearing block shall he kept in motion as the
bead of the testing machine is brought to a bearing on the test specimen. The load shall be
applied uniformly and without shock. The moving head of the testing machine should travel
at the rate of about 0.05 inch per minute when the machine is running idle.
The total load indicated by the testing machine at failure of the test specimen shall be
recorded and the unit compressive strength calculated in pounds per square inch, using the area
computed from the average diameter of the cylinder.
32. Heat of hydration.-The heat of hydration of type A and type B cement shall be determined as follows:
(A) DetermiMiion.-Three hundred grams of the dry cement sample shall be placed in a
container and sealed until test. Three hundred grams of cement and 120 grams of distiJled water
shall be mixed together at a temperature of 70° F., vigorously stirred with a mechanical stirrer
for five minutes and placed in four 1 or more containers in approximately equal amounts. The
containers shall be sealed immediately, stored at 70° F. ( ± 1° F.) for one day, then stored at
100° F. (± 1° F.) until test. At each of the ages of 7 and 28 days, the heat of solution of one
specimen of the partially hydrated cement in a given acid mixture shall be detennined. One
determination of the heat of solution of the dry cement in an identical acid mixture shall also
be made not later than the date of the 28-day test on hydrated cement. The heat of hydration
at the age of 7 days shall be determined by subtracting the heat of solution of the specimen of
cement, which has hydrated for 7 days, from the heat of solution of the specimen of dry cement.
Similarly, the heat of hydration at the age of 28 days shall be detennined by subtracting the heat
of solution of the specimen of cement which has hydrated for 28 days from the heat of solution
of the specimens of dry cement.
1 This number provides for two companion specimeM, over and above normal requirements, to allow for
f"heoking, breakage, etc,
·

..
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Thtt heat of solution of a cemeat sample, either dry or partiall:y h:ydrated, sh&U be det.ermined
by dissolving a known weight of the cement iu a dilu~ Ditrio-md-hydrofluoric-acid mixture and
by observing the resultant temperature rise. Sufficient data shall be obtained to make corrections
to the obser:ved temperature rise for all 1011 or gain in heat due to other causes than heat of solution. From the corrected temperature rise and other necessary data, the heat of solution of the
sample in calories per grun of dry, unignited cement ahall be computed. The entire testing
)N'OCed.Ul'e shall be conducted with such accuracy ~t two determinations of heat of solution
upon oompaaion specimens will each check the other within 3 caloriflll per gram of cement.
(B) Heat of, BOlvlion lui em drtJ cewanl sampk.-The equipment to be employed in the heat
of solution test shall consist of the following:
(1) A cylindrical copper vessel of not less tb&a 1,200 milliliters' capacity, lined with pure
gold, 81ld chromium plated and polished on the outside. This vessel is herein designated as the
inner vessel.
(2) A copper cover for the inner vessel, plated ud polished on its top surface &Dd covered
on its lower surface with beeswax, bakelite varnish, or other material which is not chemically
attacked by nitric or hydrofluoric acid.
(3) A cylindrical metal vessel of such size as to completely surround the inner vessel, chromium plated and polished inside and fitted with a removable water-tight cover. This cover
shall be provided with such chimneys as are necessary for introduction of cement, for admittiDg
metastatic-thermometer stem or electrical-thermometer lead wires, for admittiDg heater-coil
lead wires, and for housing beariuga and a portion of a shaft whiah is used to drive a propeller
in the inner vessel. The size of the outer vessel abaJl be related to the size of the inner vtlil1i81 in
such manner that when the inner v8118el is held in position within the outer vessel aD air apace of
approximately 3 centimeters thickness separates the two veasela.
(4) An electrical heating coil of from 10 to 100 ohms l'8listance, housed in a metal container
which is protected from chemical attack of acid by a aurfaoe coating of beeswax, bakelite vamish,
or equally suitable materiaL This ooil ehall be mounted on the cover of the inner vessel in such
position as to be within tJUs vessel when the oover is attached to the vessel.
(5) Means for determiniDg heat energy reJeued by the heater coil during &Dy stage of its
operation.
(6) A stirred, water bath of not less than 20 gallons capacity.
(7) Means for maintaining the water bath at a temperature of approximately 25° C. with
an hourly variation of not mDN than 0.01° C.
(8) Means for detennining bath temperat111e with a maximum allowable envr of 0.005° C.
(9) Means for determining temperature within the .inner vessel with a maximum allowable
error of 0.003° C.
(10) Means for detennining time intervals with & maximum allowable error of two seconds.
The procedure in making a heat of solution deWminatioll on a dry cemellt I&ID.ple shall be
as follows:
The cement shall be removed from its sealed container and thoroughly rolled, and a representative pottion consisting of at least 9 grams shall be placed in a weighing bottle. An amount
of 6.000 grams of cement, to be herein designated as the calorimeter sample, is then taken from
the weighing bottle, placed in a suitable container, a.ud brought to water-bath temperature. An
additional amount of 2 to 3 grams of cement, the exact weight beiog accurately determined and
recorded, shall be removed from the weighing bottle and placed in a platinum crucible for 1018 on
ignition de~nnination.
Into t.he inner vessel shall be placed 1,200 grams of 2.000 normal nitric acid and 10 milliliter&
of chemically-pure hydrofiuorie acid, the whole beq at a temperature at leut 1.6° C. below
water-bath tempe~ure.
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The inner vessel. then shan be placed •within the outer vessel and the covers placed on the
respeetive vessels. The assembled vessels then shall be placed in the wa6er bath with the chimneys of the outer-vessel cover extending above the water surface.
The rotation of the propeller in the inner vessel then shall be begun and continued for 'the
duration of the test.
By means of the heater coil, the temperature of the aeid mixture in the inner vessel shall be
raised until it is approximately 1.6° C. below the temperature of the water bath, at whieh stage
the use of the heater coils shall be discontinued. Aeid temperatures, water-bath temperatures,
and corresponding times shall be observed and recorded at intervals of one minute. When acid
temperature has raised to 1.5° C. below water-bath temperature, the calorimeter sample shall be
slowly introduced into the acid. While the temperatUI'e of the acid rises quite rapidly, observation and recording of temperatures and corresponding times shall be continued at sufficiently
frequent intervals to provide data for preparing a chart of the time-temperature relations. The
test shall be terminated when the solution of cement is complete as evidenced by a substantially
constant rate of cooling of acid.
The rise in temperature of the aeid mixture from the time at which introduction of cement
was begun, to an arbitrarily chosen time somewhat later than that at which the solution of cement
was completed, shall be computed from· temperature determinations and designated as the uncorrected temperature rise: The time during which the uncorrected temperature rise occurs is
designated as the elapsed time.
The product of elapsed time and mean temperature difference between acid mixture and
water bath shall be determined by area ~easurements on the time-temperature chart.
Making use of the observed rate of heating of the aeid before cement has been introduced and
the observed rate of cooling of acid after solution of the cement has been completed, coefficients
of temperature change due to stirring and due to heat transfer to or from the inner vessel, shall
be computed. The former coefficient is to be expressed as degrees centigrade per minute
and the latter is to be expressed as degrees centigrade per minute per degree.
Adjustments shall be now made to the observed temperature rise to correct for heat of stirring
and heat transfer. The product of elapsed time and coefficient of temperature change due to
stirring provides a correction for the temperature rise due to heat of stirring. The product of
mean temperature difference between acid mixture and water bath, elapsed time, and coefficient
of tempeature change due to heat transfer provides a correction for heat transfer to or from the
inner vessel. By applying these corrections to the observed temperature rise, the temperature
rise due to heat of solution of the cement shall be obtained.
Having determined by a separate test in which the heater coil is employed, the number of
calories of heat which are necessary to raise the temperature of an identical acid mixture under
identical conditions by an observed amount, temperature rise due to heat of solution of cement
shall be converted into calories of heat. This quantity shall be divided by the weight of the
calorimeter sample (6.000 grams), the quotient thus obtained being the heat of solution of the
cement in calories per gram.
The water-bath temperatures during a test on a dry cement sample shall be within 0.1° C.
of the temperature during a test on a corresponding partially-hydrated sample.
Any heat of solution test shall be disregarded if undissolved material in an amount exceeding 0.2 per cent of calorimeter sample remains in the inner vessel after the test.
(0) Heal of solution test on partially hydraled cement sampk.-The determination of heat of
solution of a partially hydrated sample of cement shall be accomplished according to the method
specified for dry cement in paragraph 32 (B), with the following exceptions and additions:
(1 )· The calorimeter sample shall consist of approximately 9 grams of the partially hydrated
specimen which has been rapidly ground and passed through a No. 100 sieve.
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(2) The quantity of dry, unignited cement contained in' the damp calorimeter ·samples
shall be computed from ignition tests on correspoading dry and partially hydrated samples.
This quantity shall be used as a divisor in place of the actual weight of the calorimeter sample
for computing from the· total heat of solution determined in the test, the heat of solution of the
partially hydrated cement in calories per gram.
(3) Such auxiliary tests as are necessary shall be made so that corrections may be applied
for any extraneous differences which exist between conditions for the tests of the partially hydrated and dry cement.
(D) Ohanges in teBiing proculwe.-When approved by the contracting officer, changes or
modifications in equipment or procedure for making heat of hydration and heat of solution tests
may be permitted. In no case will approval be given to methods of procedure which, in the
opinion of the contracting officer, will produce results of lower accuracy than those specified in
paragraph 32 (A, B, C) hereof.
aa. Humber of testa.-Unless otherwise directed by the contracting officer, the number
of tests shall be as follows:
(A) Teals for normal COMiBieney, time of setting, soundnus, and finenus.-Testa shall be
made on each test· sample.
·
(B) Teals for cl&emical compoBition, compound composition, Mat of hydraJion, aful comprusir:~
Blrenglh..-Tests shall be made on samples representing each 2,000 barrels of cement. The
samples to be used shall be obtained by combining equal amounts, whenever practicable, of the
unused portions of cement from the regular 5-pound test samples.
PACKAGING, PACKING, AND MARKING

M. Packacinl, packi.Dg, ud markiDg.-The cement shall be delivered in packages as speei•
fi.ed with the brand and n8.11le of the manufacturer plainly marked thereon, unless shipped in
bulk. When shipped in bulk this information shall be contained in the shipping advices accompanying the shipment. A bag shall contain 94 pounds net. A barrel shall contain 376
pounds net. All packages shall be in good condition at the time of the inspection.
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PART II :PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
During the period of preliminary investigations the officials of the Union Pacific Railway
System cooperated with the engineers of the bureau in determining the most feasible route for a
railroad to the dam site. Later this eompany made other location surveys which culminated in
an oWer to oonetruct a portion of a braneh line from Bracken, 7 miles south of Las Vegas, Nev.,
1
on the Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad, to the summit between the desert plateau and the
f.
Black Canyon. After several conferences with the Union Pacific ·representatives, particularly ,.,.in regard to freight rates, this company was authorized to construct the railroad-'nle work,
consisting of 22.7 miles of branch line and 5.2 miles of secondary track, was advertised and let
by contract to. the Merritt-Chapman-Scott Co. by the railroad company. Construction of the
line was completed on February 5, 1931, and scheduled train service to Boulder City, which
had in the meantime been located near the 8UlllDlit, was commenced on April17, 1931. The
railroad company also constructed approximately 4 miles of yard tracks in. the delivery and in~
chaoge yard near Boulder City, which are beiDg jointly operated and maintained by the railroad
company and the con·tractor for the dam.
UNITED STATES CONSTRUCTION RAILROAD
The end of the Union Pacific b~anch railroad at the. s~t n~ar Boulder City was at elevation 2,500. To reach the dam site, about 6.7 miles dista.pt, irivolved some diflicultlo~tion and
coDBtruction work. The point selected as ~he end of the line 110t far from the Nevada rim of the
eanyon was at elevation 1390, and in order to obtain suitable irades, it was neeessary to locate
a route about 10.3 miles long. The construction of tltis line,.knon as the United States CoD..
struction Railroad, was done by contract,,. the Lewis Co~~~ction .Co., being ~enced on
March 1, 1931, and completed early in September, 1931.
.
The first 6 miles was readily accessible but the remainder had to he built through rough
mountainous country, which required the construotiotr of 5 tuimels varying in length from 165
to 415 feet, with a total length of about 1,500 feet, in additi,on to many heavy rock cuts and fills.
Getting to the tunnels was the most difficult part of the entire job and necessitated the construction of 7 miles of construction roads up steep mountain slopes. The longest of t4ese was 2 miles
in length and much of it was on a 15 per cent grade. The fills between the tunnels varied from
100 to 140 feet in height.. The ma.ximum open cut was .120 feet in depth. The roadbed waa
graded to a width of 16 feet on fills and 20 feet in cuts. A 6-inch gravel cushion was placed on
the roadbed in rook excavation. The track was standard gage, and oonsisted of 90-pound
relay rails fully tie-plated upon untreated fir ties, which was complet~y ballasted. There are
no upgrades toward the dam and the maximum grade from the dam is 3 per cent. The maximum
curvature is 10 degrees.
·
The contract for the construction of the dam provides for the operation and maintenance
of this railroad by the contractor and for the hauling materials for the Government at definite
prices. The contractor for the dam is also required to furnish the necessary rolling stock and to
construct all passing, switching, and spur tracks reqllire4 for his operations.
(23)
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BOULDER CITY-HOOVER DAM HIGHWAY
A contract was made with the General Construction Co. for the construction of a highway
from Boulder City to the dam site; i. e., to a point near the end of the United States Construction
Railroad. This highway is for transportation of workmen and of small equipment and materials
to and from the works by trucks during construction, and for the future operation and maintenance of the completed dam and power plant. The stretch of highway, 7 miles in length, was
constructed with a roadway width of 22 feet and was gravel-surfaced and oiled. The maxim.J.UD
plus grade toward the dam was 4 per cen~ and from the dam 6.7 per cent. Construction of this
highway was completed on July 30, 1931. The oontract for the construction of the dam provided for the extension of this highway by 3,500 feet on the Nevada side of the canyon and abou~
a mile on the Arizona side, which will C1'088 on top of the completed dam and connect with the
road to Kingman, Ariz.

CONSTRUCTION POWER

Electrical energy for construction purposes at Hoover Dam is obtained from power plants
of the Nevada-California Power Co. and the Southern Sierras Power Co. These power plants
are located more than 200 miles from the Hoover Dam site and feed into a substation located at
San Bernardino, Calif.
In order to deliver the electrical energy required for construction purposes at Hoover Dam,
it was necessary for the Nevada-California Power Co. to construct a transmission line from the
San Bernardino subtltation to the Hoover Dam site. This line has been constructed and is now
in operation. After the dam is completed this line will be -used to transmit power from the
Hoover power plant to San Bernardino and into the power system of the N eva.da-Califomia
Power Co. for supplying a portion of the light and power to be used in southern California.
The transmission line is single circuit, 3-phase, 60-cycle, and 88,000-volt. From San Bernardino to Victorville, Calif., it crosses the San Bernardino range, reaching an altitude of 5,500
feet at El Cajon Pass, from which point it drops rapidly to a substation near Victorville, then
following a northeasterly course Cl'08888 191 miles of desert wastes and rocky foothills, including
one mountain pass east of Baker, Calif., to the rim of the Black Canyon above Hoover Dam site.
PROVISIONS FOR SEVERE WINTER WEATHER

The line structures and conductors are subjected to heavy wind and ice loads during the
winter months at points where the line crosses the mountain passes, and at such points it was
necessary to shorten the span between towers and to use heavier supporting structures. In addition to this protection against heavy loading, it was found desirable to make other provisions
for insuring continuous service between San Bernardino and Victorville, where winter conditiollzl
are very severe. This was done by providing another available circuit in case the main line
should be out of service.
.
The supporting structures are of galvanized steel, and for additional protection all steel
used in footings was treated with a heavy coat of petrolastic asphaltum before erection.
The standard type of structure is an H-frame consisting of two latticed masts each 2 feet
square which support a horizontal trussed crossarm 34 feet in length at a 'height of 52 f~t above
the ground surface, and terminate at the base in a wedge-shaped spade made of steel plates.
The total weight of this type of structure is 2,610 pounds.
Structures used at horizontal angle points in the line, for angles up to 50°, or at other points
where additional strength is required, are of the A-frame type. For angles up to 25° a structure
weighing 5,775 pounds is used, and for angles between 25° and 50° a structure weighing 6,325
pounds is used. For angles greater than 50° or where exceptional stability is required, the struc-
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ture is made up of three vertical masts tied together at the top of the horizoD.tal arm. .All the
masts are guyed and each conductor dead-end assembly is connected direct to the mast top. The
bases of the A-frame type towers rest on concrete footings .
.All masts of the H-frame type of tower and side members of the A~frame type of tower were
shipped to the field in two sections. . Field erection consisted of assembling the xp.asts anf:l side
members, raising them into position, and connecting them at the top with the trussed crot~S-&rm.
No further connection was made between the masts of the H-frame towers, but increased strength
and stability was secured for the A-frame towers by the addition of horizontal and transverse
lattice frames between the two side members.
On line tangents at least one standard structure in every mile is storm-guyed. Guys are
seven-sixteenths inch, high-strength, double galvanized ste.el strand, and are connected to 1
inch by 10 foot galvanized anchor rods and reinforced concrete anchors.
The line is operated at 88,000 volts. However, it is insulated for 132,000 volts, which is the
voltage to be used for transmission of power from the Hoover pOwer plant to San Bernardino
after completion of the plant. The line insulation consists of 9 Jeffrey-Dewitt suspension insulator units in suspension strings, and two strings of 10 units each, in parallel, in dead-end
~blies.
'
The line conductors are 4/0 aluminum cable steel, reinforced, having an ultimate strength
of 8,435 pounds and an elastic limit of 5,940 pounds. The stringing tension l!Sed conformed
closely with that recommended by the California Railroad Commission in General Order 64-A.
The total length of the line is 222.26 miles and the average span length is 750 feet. The total
weight of the conductors used on this line is approximately 1,250,000 pounds. The line is patrolled
by men with patrol ears located at the Hoover Dam s.ubstation and near the half-way point at
Yucca Grove. Patrol men are also available at Barstow, Victorville, El Cajon, and San Bernarhighway bet1rnen Las Vegas and San
dino. Since the line for the most part follows the
Bernardino, patrol service is easily maintained.

main

CONSTRUCfJON SUBSTATION

The Hoover Dam construction substation is located on the rim of the Black Canyon. It is
815 feet above the Colorado River and 1,400 feet west of the dam site. This substation consists
of an outdoor high-voltage switching and transformer station and an indoor synchronous con-

denser and low-voltage switching station complete with control room, battery room, etc.
The 88,000-volt line enters the substation through a 132,000-volt automatic oil circuit
breaker to an overhead bus from which a bank of three single-phase, 5,000 kilovolt-ampere, 60~
cycle transformers are energized. One spare transformer has been provided, and arrangements
have been made on both the high-tension and low-tension sides for cutting in the spare unit
without moving it from its normal position.
·
Immediately back of the transformer bank is the substation building, which is 45 feet by 72
feet in plan and of steel frame construction covered with heavy metal lath and a double plaster
coat. A 2,300-volt, 3-phase bus is located directly over the oil circuit breaker rooms, which are a
portion of the building proper. These rooms contain the control equipment for the synchronous condensers, and connection is made from the overhead bus to the oil circuit breakers through
roof bushings just below the bus. Two 7,500 kilovolt-ampere, 2,300-volt synchronous condensers
are housed in the main operating room of the building. One of these units has sufficient capacity
to maintain satisfactory voltage under normal operating conditions ~o that the other unit serve$
as a spare.
.
.
At one end of the building a bus room, 18 feet by 45 feet in plan, is reserved for the use of
the Six Companies (Inc.) and the Bureau of Reclamation. .Two 2,300-volt, 3-phase busses .are
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installed in this room, one for the Six Companies (Inc.), feeders, and the other for the feeders of
the Bureau of Reclamation. Eleetrically operated, frame-mounted, remote-controlled, oil
circuit breakers for the eleven 2,300-volt outgoiDg feeders are installed in this room. Connections
bet•een the main outdoor 2,306-volt transfonner bus and the two busses are made through the
wall of the bus room. The panels and switchboards for controlling the 132,000-volt oil circuit
breaker, all 2,300-volt oil circuit breakers, two synchronotis condensers, and all auxiliary equipment, are loeated in one switchboard I'OObl.
TELEPHONE LINE

A double circuit telephone line running para1lel to the main transmission line has been constructad by the Nevada-California Powfll' Co. to aid in the operation and maintenance of the
transmission line. Should an outage occur at any point on the transmission line between San
Bernardino and the Hocmn- Dam construction substation, it is possible by alternately closing the
seetionalizing switches located at Victorville, Daggett, Midway, Wind Mill, and State Line, and
reporting the results by telephone, to quicldy locate the section in which the trouble has occurred.
CONSTRUCfiON PROGRESS

The final surveys and preliminary construction of the line were started on October 30, 1930.
The entire transmission line and substation were completed 238 days later. On June 27, 1931,
Mr. A. B. West, president of the Nevada-California Power Co., closed a switch which, by means
of control relays. energized the transmission line.-Rulamation Era, April, 1991.

BOULDER CITY, NEV.
Geaeral Uaforlll&tioa.-Boulder City h&s been established by the United Sta"tes Bureau of
Reclamation as the headquarters for the constJ:ucuon of Hoover Dam and appurtenant works
and for the operation of the power plant and reservoir when completed. The construction will
require approximately 6 years (ufttill937) and during this period the residents of Boulder City
will include the engineering and clerical employees of the bureau, most of the employees of Six
Companies (Inc.), the contractor building the dam, the employees of Babcock & Wilcox, contractor for fabricating steel pipe for outlet tunnels, and business and professional people engaged
in their enterprises in this town. After completion of construction, the contractors' forces will
vacate, and the population of Boulder City will be composed of the operating personnel and such
business and professional inhabitants as are justified in staying by the business then obtainable,
augmented by tourists traveling over the transcontinental highway which will cross the Colorado
River on Hoover Dam. The present population of the town is approximately 6,000.
The site chosen for the location of the town is 23 miles southeast of Las Vegas, Nev., and
6 miles southwest of Hoover Dam site. The elevation is 2,500 feet above sea level, 1,000 feet
higher than the top of the canyon wall at the dam site and 500 feet higher than Las Vegas. The
town is located on the divide between the river area and the plain sloping toward Las Vegas.
There is a rather sharp descent from the town site to the north, and when Hoover Dam is completed a beautiful view will be had of the 145,000-acre reservoir 4 miles distant.
The temperatures at Boulder City during the year vary from 20° to 120° above zero with
a mean temperature of 52° in December and 94° in July, the average temperatures being 7°
cooler than at the dam site and 2° cooler than at Las Vegas. The summers are hot and dry, but
the winter climate is mild and agreeable.
The town is situated on a branch line of the Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad (Union
Pacific System) extending from Boulder Junction on the main line 6 miles south of Las Vegas
to the town site. An oiled surface highway 22 feet wide and 23 miles in length connects Boulder
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City to United States Highway 91 at Las Vegas, Nev. Other highway connections are via
Searchlight, Nev., to United States Highway 66 at Bannock, Calif., 78 miles from Boulder City,
or by way of a ferry across the Colorado River near Williamsville and a recently improved road
to Chloride, and thence to Kingman, Ariz., on Highway 66, a distance of 96 miles from Boulder
City.
CoD8U'1lc&ion.-The facilities now provided in Boulder City include complete water and
sewer systems, street improvements of paving, curb and gutter and sidewalks, and an electrical
distribution and street lighting system. The water supply system consists of a series of pumping
plants capable of lifting 1,500 gallons of water per minute from the Colorado River to a 2,000,000gallon storage tank which is located on a hill at an average height of 160 feet above the town.
Water is distributed from this tank to consumers through 10-inch, 8-inch, and 6-inch east-iron
mains eo.onecting with oopper service lines of three-quarter inch diameter for residences and of
larger diameter for public buildings. The sewer system consists of 4-ineh to 6-ineh dia.met~r
service lines leading to 6-inch and 10-ineh mains and by a 12-ineh outfall line to a modem eewage
disposal plant.
All the principal streets in Boulder City are paved with asphalt concrete and additionally
improved with concrete curb and gutter and concrete sidewalks. The residential streets are
paved with oil-treated gravel or a gravel surface and further improved with concrete curb and
gutter and gravel sidewalks.
The electrical distribution system covers the entire occupied area of the town with single
phase 2,300-volt, 60-eycle lines, which for power purposes are supplemented in the business and
industrial districts by three-phase lines of the same rating. Transformers are installed in required locations to furnish the consumer with single-phase current at 110 or 220 volts and three~
pbaee current at 220 volts. The street lighting system consists of ornamental steel standards
with concrete bases in the business district and along the principal thoroughfares, and bracket
lights on poles in other sections of the town. Street lamps are all of 6,000 lumens brilliancy.
BaildiDp.-.Approximately 1,000 buildings have been erected or are in process of erection
in Boulder City. Of these, the Six Companies (Inc.) has constructed 681 buildings, which include 10 donnitories of 1,500 persons total capacity; 661 residences of 2, 3, 5, and 6 room size;
a mess hall seating 1,300 persons; a laundry, clubroom, and large commissary. The Babcock
& Wilcox Co. is building a 79-room dormitory, and a number of 4 w 6 room residences. PersoDS
holding permits for business enterprises in Boulder City have erected nearly 100 commercial
buildings or residences, and the Government has completed, or nearly so, a group of 100 residences,
administration building, two dormitories, municipal building, and six other structures of various
types. The town is adequately protected from fire by two volunteer fire engine companies.
Schools.-.A census recently completed in Boulder City lists 851 children, 651 of whom are
of school age. The Government has constructed and equipped a modem school building for 12
grades. During the present school year the school will be maintained by contributions from
Six Companies (Inc.) who will pay a greater portion of the cost, as the children of its employees
are greatly in the .majority. The Babcock & Wilcox Co. will also help pay the expenses of
operation. The school is operated under the jurisdiction of the city manager, Mr. Sims Ely .
.Excellent school facilities are also available in Las Vegas, where a high-school building was
erected in 1930 at a cost, with equipment, of $250,000. Tuition must be paid by all residents of
Boulder City whose children attend school in Las Vegas.
Jliacellaneous.-The Catholic, Episcopal, and Latter Day Saints denominations have
erected church buildings in Boulder City. A community church has been established, and
meetings are held at present in the American Legion Hall. Efficient mail service is provided in
Ullllll--zt.-3
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Boulder City by a post-office force of eight persons. The office has recently been moved into
the new Municipal Building. The Six Companies (Inc.) has a hospital with 60 beds which is
adequately equipped in all details to provide its patients with scientific and modern medical
attention.
More than 10,000 trees and shrubs have been planted for landscaping purposes in Boulder
City. The Government has a landscape gardener to supervise the planting. Babcock & WJlcox
Co., under its contract to furnish and install plate-steel outlet pipes, must locate main field offices
and house at least 95 per cent of its employees in Boulder City. The Government operates the
water supply and distribution system and fumishes water to consumers through individual
meters. The Nevada-California Power Co. supplies electricity to the Govemment which
re-sells it to consumers.
Business establishments.-The principal contractor, following the usual practice in large
construction operations, is operating a general store and a laundry, as well as all operations
connected with the housing and feeding of its men, and the requisite shops and warehouses used
in construction activities. The commissary, operated by a subsidiary organization, the Boulder
City Co., is a combined department, grocery, and drug store carrying rather complete lines of
most standard articles. Credit books or "scrip" are supplied to its employees which are redeemable only at the company store.
Approximately 50 individuals or firms have constructed buildings under Government
permits for concessions in Boulder City. These include 2 wholesale gasoline and oil stations, 2
restaurants, 2 tourist camps, 2 men's clothing stores, dry cleaning shop, building supplies yard,
garage and filling station, lodging house, moving-picture theater, bus tennina1 station, Western
Union telegraph office, barber shops, lunch rooms, general store, drug store, beauty shops,
laundry, mortuary, electrical appliances store, and several other businesses. Additional applicants are submitting plans for approval and making other preparations toward establishing their
enterprises.
Administration of Boulder City.-Boulder City lies in the Boulder Canyon Project Federal
Reservation and is entirely controlled and regulated by the United States Government through
the Bureau of Reclamation and directly by the construction engineer, Mr. Walker R. Young.
A city manager, Mr. Sims Ely, has been appointed for administration of Boulder City, including
matters concerning business concessions and all transactions usually performed by a city government. Police powers are vested in Federal rangers operating under the city manager. A committee bas been appointed to act in an advisory capacity to the construction engineer and the
city manager on all matters relating to the administration of the Federal Reservation and of
Boulder City. The members of this committee are Officer Engineer John C. Page and District
Counsel J. R. Alexander, of the Bureau of Reclamation, and Mr. J. F. Reis, an official of the Six
Companies (Inc.). On March 1, 1932, all offices of the project were moved from Las Vegas to
Boulder City. The construction engineer and the field and office engineering and clerical forces
employed in supervision of the building of the project occupy the Administration Building. The
city manager and his staff of assistants are located in the Municipal Building.

BOULDER CITY WATER SUPPLY
After a decision had been made, for reasons of climate, accessibility, and from the standpoint
of health of the workers, to locate the construction camp for Hoover Dam at the present site of
Boulder City, Nev., the Government was confronted with the problem of procuring an acceptable
water supply for the camp.
Two sources were available-one from artesian wells located in the basin near Las Vegas
and the other from the Colorado River. Water from the wells in the Las Vegas plain was clear
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and free from bacteria; but possessed an average hardness of 633 parts per million. The pressure
line to Boulder City from an assured source of adequate supply would be approximately 25 miles
in length and pumps would be required to lift the water a difference in elevation of 600 feet.
Colorado River water possessed an average hardness of 367 parts per million, the source of
supply was 6 miles from Boulder City, and pumps would be required to lift the water from low
river elevation 645 feet to top of storage tank in Boulder City at 2,670, a difference of 2,025 feet
in elevation. Additional disadvantages of river water were its high silt content, an average of
6,000 parts per million, and its large bacteria count.
COLORADO RIVER WATER SELECfED

Studies were made of both sources, and 4 was decided to use the river water principally b&eause the supply was sufficient and determinable, and the estimated cost of the system was nearly
$200,000 under that for the artesian supply. There was also grave danger, if the Las Vegas
Basin supplied Boulder City as well as the Las Vegas Valley, that the additional water requirement might deplete the underground basin storage to such an extent that a shortage would
result.
To obtain acceptable water for domestic use, it has been found necessary to remove the silt
from the river water, soften it to approximately 100 parts per million of hardness, and treat it
chemically to destroy harmful bacteria. The lift of 2,025 feet from low-water surface at the river
to a storage tank in Boulder City is provided by four pumping stations-the first by the intake
plant from the river to a presedimentation basin, the second by pumping plant No. 1, which
forces the water to pumping plant No. 2, which in tum lifts the water to a receiving tank in
Boulder City. From this tank it flows by gravity to the filtration plant and from there it is
pumped into the distribution line or to the storage tank.
The location for the intake pumping plant was selected downstrean1 about 3,000 feet from the
Hoover Dam site, at the mouth of Water Trail Canyon, where a break in the wall of Black Canyon
extends westward toward Boulder City. Sometime in the future theintakewill be moved to a
point upstream from the dam, after this structure is completed, in order to procure clear water
and take advantage of the higher water surface in the reservoir, thus eliminating a certain amount
of pumping and the necessity for removal of silt.
INTAKE PLANT

The intake plant consists of three 550-gallon per minute 115-foot head centrifugal pumps,
each operated by a 25-horsepower induction motor. The pumps and equipment are mounted
on a carriage, which is supported and moved on 4 wheels, nmning on 45-pound rails, laid 7 feet
apart on a 47~ 0 incline. The carriage is raised or lowered by an electrical hoist to suit the stage
of the river. A 10-inch diameter cast-iron pipe, with 8-inch laterals at 9~-foot intervals for connection to the discharge side of the pumps, is laid between the rails and leads to a 225,000-gallon
concrete presedimentation basin located at the mouth of Water Trail Canyon.
This presedimentation basin is 13 feet high, 55 by 55 feet inside dimensions, and is situated
with its base at elevation 734. Approximately 97 per cent of the silt is removed here by a
detention period of two and a half hours. The basin is equipped with a traction clarifier and a
94-gallon per minute sludge pump for removal of the settled solids. On a basis of 500,000
gallons of water flowing through the sedimentation tank in 24 hours, the sludge pump will be
required to remove nearly 15 tons of solids.
From the presedimentation basin the clarified water flows by gravity to a 30,000-gallon
sump tank, from which it is lifted by the three 500-gallons-per-minute, 1,150-foot head centrifugal pumps of plant No. 1, the power being furnished by three 200-horsepower induction motors,
through 3.9 miles of steel pipe, the first 1,834 feet of which is 10-inch inside diameter and the
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remainder 12-inch, to pumping plant No.2. This line is la.id from elevation 726 at the pump8
of plant No.1, to elevation 1,712 at the pumps of No.2. The trench for the pipe was excavated
for more than half the distance in solid rock and the pipe laid by the Wheelwright Construction
Co. of Ogden, Utah, during the summer of 1931, when it was necessary that all work be done
at night or in the early hours of the morning on account of high temperatures. During the day
all steel exposed to the sun would blister the hands when touched and the temperatures in the
trenches would rise to nearly 150°.
The profile of the pipe line has three sharp changes in its grade, where automatic air valves
are installed, and one summit where an air vent has been placed. Two gate valves have been
provided at low points on the line for drainage purposes, and immediately preceding the entrance
of the pipe into plant No. 2, a steel tank of 4 ·feet.. inside diameter and 95 feet high serves to
equalize the flow through the two high-head pumping stations.
Pumping plant No.2 is equipped with the same type and number of pumps as in plant No.1
and is likewise housed in a structural steel building. Walls and roof of the building are respectively of tile and metal lath stucco, differing from those of plant No. 1 where the walls and
roof are of "Transite," an asbestos fiber composition. The pipe line is protected from surges
and water hammer by means of automatic surge suppressors, one of which is installed near the
lower end of each section of the pipe line. These surge suppressors open automatically upon a
drop in pressure such as that caused by stopping of the pumps upon failure of power supply and
they remain open a sufficient period of time to permit the surge to damp itseU out after which
the surge suppressors close at a very slow rate. All pumps are automatically controlled by
means of pressure or float switches.
WATER TREATMENT

Water from pumping plant No.2 flows through 2.7 miles of steel pipe, the first 3,050 feet
of which is 10-inch inside diameter and the remainder 12-inch, to an aerator installed at the top
of a 100,000-gallon steel receiving tank in Boulder City. The maximum static lift between
these two stations amounts to 824 feet, as the inlet to the aerator is at elevation 2,554.
The aerator consists primarily of a tank 7 feet in diameter, having outlets through U-shaped
pipes to the centers of two horizontal circular plates of approximately 36 inches in diameter and
equipped with small vertical baffles. The water is aerated in its passage over the vertical baffles
to the edges of the circular plates and in its fall of 6 feet or more to the water surface in the
receiving tank.
The aerated water flows by gravity from the receiving tank to the filtration plant, where it is
submitted to complete clarifying, chemical, and filtering processes, emerging at the end of this
treatment perfectly clear, entirely free from harmful bacteria, and with hardness reduced to
about 100 parts per million. The manner in which the river water is treated to secure this pure
product will be discussed in a future article. Suffice to say that there are now only five of this
type of filtration plants in existence, and the water softening features observed here will be found
only in those plants that have been designed within the last two years.
The treated water from the clear well of the filtration plant is pumped by three 600-gallonsper-minute pumps, powered by 30-horsepower induction motors, against a maximum static
head of 160 feet to a storage tank of 2,000,000 gallons capacity located on a hill northeast of
the plant. The storage tank, situated on Water Tank Hill, on the northerly edge of Boulder
City, has an inside diameter of 100 feet and a height of 35 feet. Its walls are of~. to %inch
steel plates, the floor is composed of ~-inch steel plates resting on a concrete floor slab and sand
cushion, and the roof is made up of 10-gage steel plates supported laterally by 10 and 15 inch
channels bearing on 15 columns, each constructed of two 12-inch channels.
The water-supply system is placed in operation by starting the pumps at the intake station
and the presedimentation tank equipment. The clarified water discharging into the sump tank
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actuates a float-control switch placing in operation the number of pumps in plant No. 1 that
were preset for starting. Water raising in the equalizing tank at plant No.2 operq.tes a pressurecontrol switch, when sufficient bead has been developed, and places in operq.tion the pumps
in plant No. 2, that are in starting position. The equipment at the filtration plant is manually
controlled with the exception of the three pumps which force the water from the plant to the
storage tank. TJtese are started by three float-controlled switches, located in the clear well.
To shut down the system, the intake pumps are stopped and all other stations automatically
cease operating as the water supply is cut off.
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

A complete distribution system covers the entire occupied area of Boulder City and is so
designed and laid out that all mains are in loops and there are no dead ends. The distribution
system is supplied by two mains, each consisting of a 12-inoh cast-iron pipe from the main storage
tank. Cast-iron mains, 4 to 10 inches in diameter, branch from the main supply lines in each
intersecting street. Service connections from mains to consumers are~ to 1~ inch copper tubing.
Fire protection for the town is provided by 89 fire hydrants and by 2-inch and 4-inch standpipes in dormitories and public buildings. Nearly 13 miles of mains and more than 15 miles
of service lines have been laid to date. The statio pressure for the distribution system varies
from 90 feet in the buildings at the north side of town to 220 feet at the south, the average
being 160 feet, or nearly 70 pounds per square inch.
Water pumped from the river at the present time amounts to approximately 15,860,000
gallons per month, requiring 200,400 kilowatt-hours of electrical power for pumping purposes.
AU water used in Boulder City is on a metered service. The cost of the supply, treating, aud
distribution system totaled approximately $410,000.-Reclamation Era, November, 1981.
BOULDER CITY SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM

Realiaing the extreme importance of adequate health facilities, and in line with ita policy

to create a pleasant, modern, and healthful place for the builders and operators of Hoover Dam
to lin, the Bureau of Reclamation included in its construction of Boulder City an exteDai.Ye
samtary ·sewer system covering the entire occupied area and built an efficient sewage disposal

plant.
The lines of the sewer system were laid in conjunction with the water-distribuuon syskun
ud preceded the construction of walks, curbs, and street paving. Service lines of 4-inoh to
6--iJloh diameter lead to 6-inch and 10-inch mains and thence by 12-inch outfall to a sewage diapoaal plant located at the head of a ravine, approximately one-half mile southeaat of $he town.
AU sewer mains and laterals are of vitrified tile. Cast-iron soil pipes lead from servioes outside
.the house foWldations to plumbing fixtures.
The aewage-disposal plant is of the separate sludge digestion type and is designed to afford
primary treatment for an average sewage flow of 1,500,000 gallons a day. The strueture consiats principally of reinforced concrete tanks and chambers, constructed mainly below the groUild
surface, including a 30-foot clarifier tank of 8-foot side water depth, a digester tank 24 feet squ&le
of 13-foot side water depth, and a chamber containing a sludge pump and heatiug apparatus,
all combined in one monolithic reinforced-concrete unit approximately 45 by 61 feet in plan.
A 1-atory brick building, 27 by 38 feet in plan, has been built over the digester tank, sludge pump,
&Dd heating chamber. The roof of the building is of timber construction covered with uphalt
composition shingles laid over one layer of asphalt-saturated felt roofing. The concrete roof of
the digester tank is supported by structural steel trusses that also partially support the roof of
the building.
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PLANT EQUIPMENT

The mechanical equipment includes a Dorr clarifier equipped with a scum skimmer, a
sludge pump, a Dorr digester tank mechanism, a gll.S-fired boiler, and a circulation pump, together
with the piping system, valves, fittings and specials, electric motors, and operating mechanism.
The raw sewage enters the plant through bar screens of l-inch openings, to remove the larger
particles of indigestible foreign matter from the flow. It is then introduced into the clarifier
tank for a subsidence period of two hours at maximum rate of flow to allow the suspended solids
to settle to the tank bottom as sludge. Approximately 97 per cent of the suspended solids are
removed in this tank.
The clarifier mechanism consists essentially of an arm equipped with scrapers that revolves
very slowly, so as to create a minimum of disturbance, around the conical-shaped bottom of the
tank. The sludge that settles to the bottom is carried by these scrapers to a small sump in the
center of the tank, where it is removed periodically by the sludge pump to the digester. Mounted
at the water surface of the clarifier is another arm which revolves with the scraper arm at the
bottom. The function of this arm is to convey the scum that constantly fonns on the sewage
to a sump at the side of the tank. As this sump fills it raises a float which actuates a switch and
automatically starts the sludge pump which pumps the scum to the digestive tank. The float
stops the pump when the sump is empty. The effluent from the tank, which is practically free
from nuisance-forming properties, flows over the weir on the opposite side of the tank from which
the sewage enters, through a short outfall sewer to a near-by ravine. The effluent is deficient in
dissolved oxygen and is therefore unstable as it leave-s the tank. The outfall sewer discharges
down a series of concrete steps to pennit intimate contact wit.h o>.-ygen from the air, and the
effluent is clear and free of obnoxious odors.
The digester is equipped with heating coils and a stirring mechanism to break up the sludge
and release the gas which is produced in the process of digestion. The digestion process, consisting of a reduction of all organic solids to inorganic solids, is accomplished by anaerobic bacteria
and requires an alkaline reaction of the sewage and a temperature of about 90° F. to secure the
beet results. The akaline reaction is maintained by the addition of lime when necessary.
A maximum of 150 pounds per day is used to prevent foaming during the hot summer months.
The gas produced by -action of the bacteria contains approximately 80 per cent methane
(CH 4) and has a heat value of approximately 700 B. t. u. per cubic foot. The gas is trapped in a
gas dome installed in the tight roof of the digester and is utilized as fuel to heat the water which is
circulated through the digested sludge by a system of 1*-inch coils. The gas not needed for
heating purposes passes through a water seal to a stack, opening above the plant. Approximately 6,000 cubic feet of gas are produced daily, and the sludge temperature is maintained near
the optimum point for maximum digestion and gas formation without difficulty.
The digester is designed for a 60-day digestion period at 1,500,000 gallons daily of sewage ftow.
At the present time the flow is approximatly 500,000 gallons a day and digestion is maintained
for nearly 90 days. The effluent from the digester flows to a near-by ravine. The digested
sludge, an inoffensive, black, nonodorous, inorganic humuslike material, is deposited on drying
beds at intervals of approximately six months.
The cost of the sanitary sewerage system in Boulder City was approximately $62,000 and the
sewage-disposal plant $25,000, or $87,000 for the entire system. A health and sanitation boa.rd,
appointed by the construction engineer, maintains general supervision of all sanitation features
and makes frequent inspection of the sanitary measures in force in Boulder City and elsewhere
on the Federal reservation.-Reclamalion Era, February, 19SS.
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SURVEYING IN BLACK CANYON
Inspection of a topographical map of Black Canyon where Hoover Dam is being built
reveals many features that are quite unexpected and decidedly unusual in a map of this type.
Tracing a contour along the canyon wall, it may merge abruptly with 10 or 20 others and then
cross, with a dotted line, a dozen or two of its associates before returning to view as a line of
single elevation along a less precipitous part of the canyon.
The sheer walls, overhanging cliffs, and deep water-worn caverns that produce this condition
present obstacles to ordinary types of surveying that are not only difficult to surmount but
hazardous in the extreme. In addition, a vast amount of time is required to procure exact
topographical data on account of the inordinate number of transit shots or observations that are
necessary, and by reason of the precipitous canyon walls and large expanse of surface that is
covered by a relatively small horizontal area.
As an example of this situation, 4,000 transit shots were taken for a horizontal area of 330
feet by 660 feet on a section of the canyon wall, which is shown on the topographical map.
The 660-foot measurement is parallel to the river, and the distance of 330 feet in a horizontal
direction away from the river covered a difference in elevation of 600 feet.
Ordinary surveying methods, with triangulation forming the basis for horizontal control
and elevations from United States Geological Survey bench marks for vertical control, were
used in the early investigations and for all engineering data concerning Black Canyon preceding
the year 1930. In conjunction with the examinations by the Bureau of Reclamation of Boulder
and BJack Canyons during 192o-1923 the topographical survey conducted hy the United States
Geo]ogical Survey of the Colorado River upstream from Boulder Canyon was continued downstream through Black Canyon and a triangulation system established at the latter canyon.
At this time more detailed topography was taken at Black Canyon for locating the proposed
dam in the most favorable site and for aiding in the design of the dam and its appurtenant
works.·
After Congress had passed the Boulder Canyon project act, thus assuring construction of
the dam, and the Colorado River Board had approved the site in Black Canyon, surveys in the
canyon were renewed. Many new triangulation points were set; permanent bench marks were
established; the town site for the construction camp at Boulder City was laid out; location and
quantity surveys were made for United States construction railway, Boulder City-Hoover Dam
Highway, transmission line from Nevada-CaJifomia substation to the dam site, a telephone
line from Boulder City to the dam site, and other construction features.
PHOTOTOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYS

The area of 50 square miles over which construction activities would extend was much too
large to be adequately covered by ordinary surveying methods within a limited period, and other
measures and methods were required in order not to delay commencement of construction.
Contracts were awarded for ground and aerial phototopographical surveys of areas adjacent
to the dam site, and for making an aerial photographic controlled mosaic map of the entire area
in the vicinity of the dam site, which would be covered by project activities. A contour interval
of 5 feet was required and a horizontal seale of 400 feet to the inch for aerial surveys and 50 feet
to the inch for ground phototopography.
Brook & Weymouth Co., of Philadelphia, was awarded the contract for the aerial survey,
and the Aerotopograph Corporation of America, Washington, D. C., for the ground phototopography. Both companies started work in July, 1930, and completed the field work in August.
The aerial mosaic was completed and forwarded to the project office on November 29, the ground
phototopography on December 2, and the aerial topographic map on January 22, 1931. The
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mosaic covered an area of more than 96 square miles, the aerial topography about 18.5 square
miles, and the ground phototopography 7,400,000 square feet, projected on a vertical plane.
A Fairchild monoplane and Brock aerittl plate magazine mapping camt>ra wef(' the prindpal
equipment used for the aerial survey. All aerial photographs were required by specifications
governing the contract to overlap at least 50 per cent in the direction of the line of flight and at
least 20 per cent between parallel flights. Ground c.ontrol was procured by marking points of
known location, and generally of unknown elevation, with 12 by 12 feet white sheets or by painting 12 by 12 feet squares with whitewash on the ground surface. The contractor built a triangulation system by measuring a base line 7,138.57 feet in length and extending this by a system of
triangles and quadrilaterals to include Bureau of Reclamation triangulation stations, significant
points in connection with the aerial survey, and finally tying the network to the "Gyp-River
Mountain" line of the triangulation system of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California, which is in tum tied into the Texas-California arm of primary triongulation of the
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.
The underlying principles of both ground and aerial photographic surveys are f'ssentiull:r
the same, differing chiefly in the position of the camera when pictures are taken. For aerial
views the plate of the camera should be in a horizontal position and all pictures taken from a
definite height above the ground, dependent upon the focal length of the camera and the required
scale for the map. This height is maintained by the plane's barometer, which is checked for
elevation on the flying field at the beginning and end of each flight. Photographs for ground
surveys should preferably be taken with the plnte of the r.amern in a position parallel to the
ground surface, which may be nearly vertical when there arc large ditfrrencl's ir. elevation in the
landscape being surveyed.
MAKING niE MAPS

The topographical map from the aerial survey was prcpurcd by stereoscopic scrutiny and
by means of equipment similar to the u acrocartograph" and coordinatograph, a dl',scription of
which may be found in an article, Photographic Surveys of Hoover Dam Site in "Civil Engint>cring" for April, 1931.
·
Prints from 171 negatives, covering an nrea of more than 90 square miles, WE're assembled
on a network of accurate control, E:'.stablishE>d by triangulation, field traverse, and graphic triangulation of the photographs, to form the completed mosaic. ThE'se prints had been rephotographed
from the originals, after the originals had been adjusted in the reproducing machine to correct for
tilt of the camera, different heights of the plane above the ground and other factors.
In Black Canyon where the steeply sloping walls, numerous caverns, and overhanging cliffs
preclude the use of aerial photography, the survey was conducted by means of ground photography, using a phototheodolite. Greater detail was also required in this section, where the
dam was to be located, and, as stated previously in this article, the maps from this survey were
required to be made on a scale of 1 inch equaling 50 feet.
The phototheodolite is built in the same fashion as a transit, practically the only difference
being that a eamera is mounted in place of the telescope. The plate holder of the camera ean
be removed and an eyepiece with cross hairs inserted in its place. The camera lens then becomes
tbe objective lens of the transit, or the theodolite, and the optical axis becomes the line of
colimation. The details of this survey are described in the article mentioned in a previous
paragraph.
From the enlargement of the aerial mosuic to a wall mup 8 by 20 feet in size, the relationship
of various project features could be discerned at a glance. The topographic maps aided in
locating structures and furnishing approximate estimates of the amount of yardage that would
be removed in excavations for the dam, power plant, and other features in Black Canyon and
adjacent areas.
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Owing to the unemployment situation, the contract for construction of Hoover Dam was
awarded in March, 1931-six months ahead of the time originally planned. Six Companies
(Inc.), of San Francisco, to whom the contract was awarded, commenced work from many
places and the requirements for surveying rapidly increased. Under the demands for locations
of numerous features, rapid but accurate work was required to be accomplished under extreme
Stl.'e88.

SURVEYORS ENCOUNTER DIFFICULTIES

The work was severely fatiguing, as well as exceedingly hazardous.

Laddl'rs wt>re built

to reach some locations, but others were found inaecessible except by lowering men by ropes.

To ascend or descend the canyon walls by ordinary means usually required long hikes over trails
that were few and far between.
The \\inds of the springtime, causing discomfort and danger by carrying sharp sand particles
and dislodging pebbles and rocks along the canyon walls, were succeeded by the severe high temperatures of the summer. During July, the mean temperature in the shade was 107.4°. On two
days the maximum temperature was 128°, and for two-thirds of the month the thermometer at
some time during the day registered above 120°. In th(' sun, thermometers broke at 140°, rocks
and metal burned the hands, and the canyon walls reflecting t.he sun's rays <'rea ted an inferno in
the canyon below. All accurate measurements required temperature corrections for chaining,
surveying instruments had to be shaded, and heat waves made reading of record or point impossible for any except short distancPs. Surveying was started at 2 o'clock a. m. and stopped at
11 o'clock a. m. The men worked with practically no clothing, only shoes, trousers, and helmets.
Reflecting the loyalty of the men to th('ir organization and indicating the careful manner in
which the work was performed, it is of interrst to note that none of the men quit work on account
of its arduous character, none were diseharged, and none were killed or seriously injured.
The contractor, starting at a few locations, soon extt>ndcd these to a dozen as tunneling got
under way, then to twice this number as the tunncls were widenrd to the full 56-foot diamett>r.
With the starting of excavations for spillways, intake towers, trash-rack structures, connPcting
tunnels, and adits, the number was further increased until in March, 1932, the contractor was
proceeding with 15 distinctly different operations in Black Canyon at 36 locations. Thirteen
Government survey parties, totaling 48 men, and two parties of the Si.~ Companies (Inc.), were
required for lccation and quantity surveys. Some of their duties were to locate all structures
and give line and grade for subsequent operations, cross section all sites for structures, measure
quantities of material removed in their excavation, and to outline the tunnel section with white
paint after each blast in dri\ing diversion tunnels. Considerable ingenuity was exercised in
obtaining some of these measurements, particularly for the completed 56-foot diameter tunnel
section; the outlining for excavation for canyon wall structures and the measurement of excavation removed.
CANYON WALLSURVEYS

As the preeeding surveys were not sufficiently accurate and complete for all purposes, a
survey was instituted in Deeember, 1931, of the walls of Blaek Canyon in the area of the dam
site. The map prepared from the readings obtained is plotted on a scale of 20 feet to the inch
and with 10-foot intervals between contours.
For this canyon wnll survt'y two transits were located at points of known locations and
elevations on a wall of the canyon and oriented by backsighting on ea<'h other. The rodman,
tem1ed in this instance a "rigger," descended from the opposite eanyon rim in a vertical line to
the river's edge, stopping at points required for accurately delineating the canyon wall surface.
Horizontal and vertical angles were read at both transits for each designated point. Over most
of the area surveyed, the rigger was lowered by ropes in order to reach otherwise inaccessible
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places. A 15-foot pole with flag attached at one end was used to reaeh the back of eavee or
below overhanging cliffs, but in many instanct>S it was necessary for the rigger to swing himself
inward as a pendulum in order to secure readings under high overhanging clifl's.
The survey crew for these operations consisted of 11 men. An assistant engineer acted as
crew chief and was assisted by 2 transitmen, 2 recorders, 2 riggers, 2 ropemen for lowering the
riggers, 1 man stationed in the canyon below to warn workmen of rocks that would be dislodged
by the operations above, and 1 signalman who was stationed between the transits to establish
communication between the transitmen and the rigger. The rigger was lowered by threequarter-inch rope snubbed around two drills driven securely into crevices in the canyon rim.
When he reached the river's edge, he removed the rope and returned by trail and ladders to the
top. While one was returning, another was being lowered at a different location.
The data secured from this survey are plotted by drawing the intersecting lines according to
the recorded horizontal angles of the transits and scaling on the map the distances from transits
to the point of intersection. The elevation of the point is then calculated from this scaled horizontal distance, the vertical angle recorded by the transits and the known instrument elevations·
Surveying is never slow or monotonous in Black Canyon. The contractor is creating records
in the rapid removal of large quantities of excavated material and the speed \\ith which unusually
large structures are being built. Accurate location and quantity surveys must precede all
operations and be carried along with them. Responsibility for maintaining surveys in precedence
of the contractor's undertakings rests upon the field engineer who is in charge of field work for
the Government and upon an associate engineer who is directly in charge of field surveys.
The work of the surveyor is ordinarily taken as a matter of course, is seldom mentioned in
reports of construction activities and is soon forgotten when the structure is completed. It is
weJI to remember when viewing or reading of some masterpil'ce of the constructor's art that its
design was founded on the surveyor's data, its foundations were laid under the surveyor's directions, and the structure was built in accordance \\ith the surveyor's measurements. His work
is done in an unobtrusive manner, but its importance is of first-order value.-Reclamation Era,
Oclober, 1981.
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HOOVER DAM AND APPURTENANT WORKS
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PART Ill : PROJECT FEATURES-DETAILS OF DESIGN
REPORT OF CONSULTING BOARD
The board of consulting engineers on Hoover Dam, comprising W. F. Durand, D. C. Henny,
Louis C. Hill, and A. J. Wiley, made the following report on April 20, 1931:
"Your board has been furnished with copies of the contract and specifications covering the
plans for the design and construction of the Hoover Dam, and the members have individually
and in conference, given careful cosideration to the same. They have furthermore been in
contact, since their organization as a board, with many of the chief problems involved in this
undertaking and have therefore approached this study with the advantage of these earlier
contacts.
"From this study we are of the opinion that these plans and specifications provide for the
construction of a safe and efficient structure and we hereby express our approval of the same for
contract purposes.
"The contract designs and plans, following usual practice, have been made general and must
naturally be supplemented by numerous detail designs and considerations relating to matters
of secondary importance. We are of the opinion that the U>rms of the contract provide adequately and fully for such developments and variations in detail as further study may suggest or
changing conditions require."
DAM

,.-

The Hoover Dam will be of the m~~Ssive com·rcte arch-gravity type, in which the water load
is carried by both gravity RCt.ion and horizontal arch action, with a crest length of 1,180 feet
and a height of 730 feet above the lowest point of the foundation. It will be 45 feet thick at the
top, 650 feet thick at the base of the crown section, and will have an upstream horizontal projection of 110 feet at the crown sl'Ction. The curvature of the top of the dam will be on a radius
of 500 feet. The volume of concrete in the dam will be about 3,400,000 cubic yards. Hoover
Dam will be the highest in the world and will raise the water surface of the Colorado River about
584 feet, and 30,500,000 acre feet or 10,000,000,000,000 gallons can be stored in t.he reservoir.

CONTRACTION AND RADIAL JOINTS
Plans for the dam provide circumferential contraction joints in addition to the usual radial
joints. The contraction joint system will divide the concrete into blocks or columns approximately 50 by 50 feet in plan, the upstream and downstream faces being laid out on chords parallel
to the axis of the dam. The other faces will vary from parallel to the river in the lower part of
the dam to radial in the upper portion. The circumferential contraction joints thus fonned by
the columns, will be broken by staggering the columns, but the radial joints will be continuous
through the dam.
The radial joints will be fonned to provide interlocking vertical keys 5 feet 12 inches in
section with the ends beveled to prevent shearing of the corners due to shrinkage of the concrete.
Circumferential joints will be provided with horizontal keys. The total area of circumferential
and radial contraction joints will be about 3,800,000 square feet.
All contraction joints will he equipped with small metal pipes and fittings, installed in
separate systems or units. After the concrete in each system hn..c; been placed and the setting
heat dissipated, the joints will be filled with cement grout forced through the pipes undm· pressure. Copper expansion strips will be placed across the joints a short distance back of the
(38)
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face8 of the dam and at other locations aa required by the sepuaoo grouting syatems. Construction of the joint grouting system will require about 820,000 feet of standard steel pipe,
ranging from~ to 1~ inch diameter, about 400,000 pipe fittings, 140,000 eonduit box covers
and 150,000 linear feet of copper expansion strips.
·
CROUT AND DRAINAGE SYSTEM
Percolation of water through the foundation "'ill be lessened by a concrete cut-off and by
drilling and pressure grouting the rock formations below the cut-off. Grout holes wiD be
spaced at 5-foot intervals in a single line and will vary in depth from a minimum of 20 feet near
the ends of the dam to about 150 feet at the sections of greatest height. Alternate holes will be
only two-thirds the depth of adjacent holes. Geological investigations have indicated unusually
good foundation conditions, from which it appears that the grouting will be required primarily
for sealing fine seams and joints.
A drainage system is provided to handle leakage. The drainage gallery will be parallel to
the axis of the dam, with the upstream wall of the gallery at a horizontal distance of -6 feet
downstream from the axis of the dam. In elevation the gallery will follow generally the profile of
the canyon, rising by steps at the abutments of the dam. Spiral stairways will be provided in
t.b.e vertical sections of the gallery.
Drainage holes, varying in depth from about 15 feet in the abutments near the crest of the
dam to a maximum of about 100 feet at the lowest part of the foundation, will be drilled into
the foundation from the drainage gallery. These holes will be spaced at 5-foot intervals, will
have bottom diameters not less than 2 inches, and will not be drilled until all adjacent grout
boles within a minimum distance of 150 feet have been drilled and grouted. The portions of
these holes through the concrete of the dam will be formed by 3}rineh steel pipe as the concrete
is poured. Porous concrete tile drains will be placed vertically on 10-foot centers in the concrete near the upstream face of the dam and each of these will have a direct outlet into the drainage gallery. The collecting trench in the bottom of this gallery will connect with radial drainage
conduits discharging at tho toe of the dam.
In addition to the drainage gallery, an extensive system of shafts and galleries will be formed
in the dam for inspection purposes. Two elevators, with adits at the elevation of the generator
floor of the power house, will provide transportation between the power house and the top of the
dam and will provide means of access to all gallel'ies. The vertical travel of each elevator will
be. about 580 feet, equal approxinu1.tely to that required for a 50-story building.
CONCRETE COOLING SYSTEM

The rapid placing of so large a mass of concrete in a structure having such large dimensions in its vertical and stream directions called for a plan of cooling the concrete. If cooling
were not provided, a large proportion of the setting heat of the concrete would remain in the
dam for years, and the gradual loss of the exceas temperature would result in concentration of
stresses, cracking, and leakage, thereby impairing the safety and shol"teDi.Dg the life of the
structure. Studies were made of various methods of cooling, all based upon the mathematical
theory of heat conduction. From these studies a method waa evolved of running cooled water
through a system of embedded 2-incb metal pipes. The pipes will be placed circumferentially
parallel to the axis of the dam with spacings of 10 feet vertical and 11.55 feet horizontal.
In order to test the workability of the cooling plans a similar experimental system was
installed in the Owyhee Dam, recently completed on the Owyhee project in eastern Oregon.
One-inch diameter pipes were placed in each of seven consecutive 4-foot lifts of concrete. The
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initial temperature of the concrete was 118° F. By pumping water at 64° F. through the pipes
the mean. temperature of the concrete was reduced to 84° F. in two weeks, the computed and
observed values of the concrete temperature differing by less than. 2°.
The specifications provide that after any portion of the concrete in the dam and tunnel
plugs has set for a minimum period of 6 days, it shall be cooled by removing the excess heat
above 72° F. The general contractor shall furnish, install, and operate a complete refrigeration
pla.nt for removing the excess heat. This plant shall have a capacity sufficient to reduce from
47° F. to 40° F. the temperature of a fiow of 2,100 gallons per minute. The average temperature rise due to setting of concrete is approximately 40° F. above placing temperature. There
will be embedded in the concrete a system of pipes containing 800,000 feet (150 miles) of pipe
through which cooling water from the refrigeration plant will be circulated.
DIVERSION WORKS

During construction of the dam and power plant the Colorado River is to be diverted
around the site by a temporary earth and rock-fill cofferdam through four 50-foot diameter
tunnels, excavated to 56 feet and lined with 3 feet of concrete. These tunnels, two on each
side of the river, are driven through the rock of the canyon walls. They will carry over 200,000
second-feet of water and have a total length of15,934 feet or 3 miles. The upstream cofferdam
is located 600 feet below the diversion tunnel portals. This dam is 90 feet high and 70 feet
thick at the top, with steel sheet piling driven 40 to 50 feet to rock at the upper toe. On the
upstream face there is 6 inches of reinforced concrete paving, and on the downstream face t.here
is a layer of dumped rock. This cofferdam contains 568,000 cubic yards of earth and 157,000
cubic yards of rock. A similar cofferdam will be built just below the power plant site, which
will be 60 feet high and will be protected downstream by a rock barrier 53 feet in height.
On November 13, 1932, at 11.30 a. m., the Colorado River, which for centuries past has
fiowed undisturbed through Black Canyon, was turned from its course and diverted around the
dam site through diversion tunnel No.4 on the Arizona side. Just before noon a mighty blast
was fired which tore a hole in the barrier in front of the tunnel. A few hours later, entrance
to the No.3 (Arizona) tunnel was effected, allowing river water to enter a second of the mammoth tubes. These two tunnels can accommodate the Colorado's flow during the winter of
1931-32. Work was immediately started on the cofferdams. The concrete lining in the two
Nevada tunnels will now be finished, and before the 1933 flood waters come down from the
upper basin in May or June all four tunnels will be ready for diversion.
OUTLET WORKS

Outlet works will be installed on each side of the river. Each division will consist of two
separate systems, each system being regulated by two welded plate-steel cylinder gates, one
placed near the bottom at elevation 894, and the other near the middle at elevation 1045, in a
reinforced concrete intake tower about 390 feet high and 75 feet in average diameter. There
are four towers, two for each system, located above the dam, and about 165 feet apart in a
direction parallel with the river. Each tower will control one-quarter of the supply of water
for the power plant turbines.
At the upstream intake tower the water will discharge through the cylinder gate into a
30-foot diameter steel conduit constructed in the inner diversion tunnel below the upstream
tunnel plug. Below the tunnel plug four 13-foot diameter penstocks will branch off to the
power plant, and then 102-inch diameter steel conduits, in separate tunnels, will lead oft to the
six 84-inch needle valves of the canyon wall outlet works.
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These valves will discharge into the river at elevation 820, which is about 180 feet above
river level. Below the- junction with the 102-inch conduits a 25-foot diameter steel conduit,
located in the large tunnel, will lead to six 72-inch needle valves in the downstream tunnel
plug.
At the downstream intake tower, the water will discharge through the cylinder gate into a
30-foot diameter steel conduit, to be constructed in a 37-foot diameter tunnel at elevation 820.
This conduit will serve in turn four 13-foot diameter power penstocks, and then the 6 valves
of the canyon wall outlet works. Reservoir outflow will be controlled in all outlet works by
internal differential needle valves, each of which will be protected by emergency slide gate placed
just above the needle valve.
The valves located in the canyon wall structures will not be used except under emergency or
flood conditions because of the undesirable spray conditions which will result from discharges of
this oharacter. Discharge through the valves in the tunnel plugs, together with the flow from
the power-plant draft tubes, will provide for irrigation water demands in the river section below,
with occasional release through the lower canyon wall outlets when the demand for power is low.
Because of the high hydrostatic heads it was not considered advisable to depend upon concrete lining and the rock cover for resistance to internal water pressure. Hence, the pressure
conduits in all tunnels will be of steel construction with sufficient outside clearance in the tunnels
for assembling and welding. The steel conduit sections will be brought in through adits constructed for this purpose, which will afterwards se1ve as entries for inspection and drainage
outlet conduits. Concrete tunnel lining will provide protection to the steel conduits from rocl..fal1s and cave-ins. In the branch tunnels leading to the valves the space between the smeller
diameter steel conduits and rock will be solidly filled with concrete.
The main outlet pipes will be 30 feet in diameter and will have a total length of about 4,500
feet. Made .of welded plate-steel with a maximum thickness of almost three inches~ they will
be the largest ever constructed. One length of this pipe 12 feet long will be made from three
plates, and one erection-section comprising two lengl.hs welded together will weigh 150 tons,
heavier than many types of railroad locomotives. Smaller outlet pipes vary in size from 25
feet down to 8~ feet. About 110,000,000 pounds of steel plates and castings will be required
for the outlet pipes.
SPILLWAYS
The maximum known flood of the Colorado River appears to have occurred in 1884 and is
estimated to have reached a peak discharge of between 250,000 and 300,000 second-feet at the
dam site. It is desirable to limit the reservoir discharge for a flood of this order of magnitudeestimated to occur about once in 200 years-to 75,000 second-feet, which would correspond to
about 62,000 second-feet in the (jelta region. Making allowance for power plant discharge and
asBuming all other outlets to be closed, the required spillway capacity at the top of flood storage,
i.
at elevation 1229, will be 63,000 second-feet. In view of the comparative shortness of the
period of flood reco~ and consequent uncertainty cf the maximum discharge to be expected,
the low freeboard allowed, and the magnitude of the works, the designs have been prepared for
a spillway discharge of 335,000 second-feet with reservoir water surface at the top of flood
storage, or 400,000 second-feet with water surface 3 feet higher; i. e., at the elevation of the
top or roadway surface of the dam.
Two spillways will be constntcted; one on ea<'h side of the river. These will be essentially
alike in their general features. Each will consist of a concrete-lined open channel about 650
feet in length, 150 feet wide, and 120 feet deep, with the side next the river fonned into an
ogee-ehaped crest. Each channel will discharge through an inclined shaft 50 feet in diameter
and 600 feet long into the outer diversion tunnel on the same side of the river. Each spillway

e.,
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crest will be divided into four 100-foot openings by three concrete piers, and will be provided
with a structural steel drum gate 16 feet high. An operating chamber will be formed in the
crest below each gate.
The drum gates will be made of steel skin plates, carried on transverse plate steel gin:ler
frames spaced 28 inches on centers. They will be hinged to the upstream lip of the operating
chambers throughout their lengths; and their upstream faces will be so shaped that when
lowered they will form continuity of surface with the concrete spillway crest.
The gates may be controlled either automatically or manually. It is planned to install
and operate them so that up to the discharge of 63,000 second-feet for all gates no movement
of the gate will be required. Should this discharge prove insufficient to hold the reservoir
water surface at elevation 1229, the gates may be set to automatically lower so that when
completely down 335,000 second·feet may pass without a rise in the reservoir water surface.
The spillways will then have uncontrolled crests and additional rises in the reservoir water
surface will result in corresponding increases in discharge.
The two spillways will require 625,000 cubic yards of rock excavation. The maximum
velocity in the spillway tunnels will be about 175 feet per second.
POWER PLANT
The proposed power plant will be a U-shaped structure forming in fact two independent
plants, one on each side of the river, joined together by a section of building across the downstream toe of the dam. The physical characteristics of the site lend themselves to this arrangement as a rock shelf of sufficient width to accommodate practically all of the building lies at
about the elevation of the draft tube floor on each side of the river. The two wings of the
U also diverge sufficiently to provide good hydraulic characteristics for the tailrace. The
building will be of steel and reinforced concrete with a heavy fill of rock on the roof to protect
against rocks falling from the canyon walls. Access to the building from the upstream side
will be by means of two elevators in the dam as mentioned before. Railroad track from a
cableway landing below the plant will be provided for handling heavy equipment.
The building layout provides for the installation of fifteen 115,000-horsepower and two
55,000-horsepower vertical hydraulic turbines, 15 main generators of 82,500-kilovolt-ampe:recapacity each and two main generators of 40,000-.k-ilovolt-ampere capacity each. Eight of
the larger units are located on the Nevada side of the river. The weight of the rotating parts
of these units and the handling of other machinery and equipment will require the installation of four 300-ton and one 100-ton electric overhead traveling cranes.
Transformers for stepping the voltage up to 220,000, or such other transmission voltage
as may be selected, will be located on a platform on the tailrfl,ce sides of the building. Each
platform will also support a railroad track for handling equipment. These tracks will lead
into the portion of the building across the toe of the dam where machine shops, control rooms,
storage and other rooms will be located.
A high-voltage switch yard for controlling the outgoing transmission lines "'ill be located
on a comparativ('ly flat space back of the rim of the ctmyon on the Nevada side. The neeessary oil circuit breakers, control equipmf'nt, control-house, and other equipment will also be
located at this point.
Based on past records of river flow and considering future depletion by upstream irrigaiion and othe1· consumptive uses, it has been ebtimated that a firm power output of approximately 494,000 kilowatts, or 667,000 horst>J>Ower, will be available at the dam in the year 1938.
This will allow a firm power output of 4,330,000,000 kilowatt-hours per year. It is also estimated
~t further developments in upstream consumptive uses will decrease this amount by 8,760,000
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kilowatt-hours per year each year Ulereafter.fOl" a period of 50 years, or until.l988, which wu
~e period studied in ccmnection wita the financial operation of the project. In years of more
than avenge run-off ·.there will be large amoUDts of dump power available in addition to the
above firm power.
The luger of the power plant units are the largest yet mannfaetured, exeeedi.Dg hi siae
t.he 83,000.horsepower 'urbines and 76,600-kilovolt-ampere liBerators in t.he Dnieprostroy
plant in 'Ruuia. On March 1, 1N3, bids were opened at Denver for fumiahing the initial
installation of turbines, five 115,~horsepower, and two 55,~horsepower units. Approximately $17,000,000 will be spent for power plant machinery and equipment. The turbines
will Opel"ate under a m.a.ximum head of 590 feet and an average head of 530 feet. The iDstalled
capacity of the power plant will be 1,835,000 horaepower (rated) which is three times the amount
of power that can be developed at Muscle Shoals (Wilson Dam) and is four times that developed
at Niagara Falls on the American side. The es.timated cost of the Hoover Dam power development is $38,200,000.
PERMANENT CABLEWAY
At the do1\"D.stream end of the power plant an electrically operated 2-epeed cableway, with a
capacity of 150 tons and a span of about 1,200 feet, will cross the canyon. It wiD be used for
tranaporting 30-foot diameter steel pipe sectioas, power-plant machinery, gates, valves, and
other machinery and materials to or from a lottding platform at ·elevation 1,262 from or to two
landing platforms on each canyon wall, the upper platform on each mde being at elevation 799,
and the lower platform on each side at elevation 670. The cableway eonsists of a track made
up of a number of steel wire cables placed in a horizontal plane, supported on a structural steel
tower on the Nevada side, and on a saddle on the .Arizona side, connected at both ends to I-bars
embedded in concrete anchors. The hoisting machinery is installed in a hoist house located
between the tower and the anclwr on the Arizona side.
The carriage will be operated at a speed of approximately 240 feet per minute, with provision
for aeceleration and deceleration, the total travel being approximately 1,050 feet. The load
speed for hoisting and lowering will be approximately 30 feet per minute when raising loads of
from 40 to 150 tons or lowering loads of from 50 to 150 tons, and 120 feet per minute for raising or
lowering smaller loads. Provision will be made for creeping speeds when conveying and inching
speeds when hoisting or lowering. Five control stations are required, control station No. 1 being
located on the tower for the chief operator, who will direct the conveyance of the load to a point
over each of the other four statiollB. The oontrol will then be transferred to the desired station
at one of the landing platforms, where an operator will direct the lowering or raising of the
load, with ability to convey the load at creeping speed within a restricted zone. Direction of
operations by the chief operator will be by means of a telephone connected to all stations.
Transfer of control between stations will be made with all equipment deenergized, aBd resumption of operation made by means of a definite interlock to the station assuming oontrel. The
control apparatus will be so arranged that all operations, inaluding hoisting, lowering, and
conveying, can be controlled at control station No. 1 by .meaDS of a change-over switch located
in the hoist bOUle. Signal lights will be provided at eacll station, showing by means of green
and red lights which station is energized. Operation and control will be by direct current
supplied by motor-generator sets.
The first four years of service will consist principally of the lowering of fabricated sections
of welded steel pipes, the principal sections of which will be 80 feet in diameter and from 12 to
23 feet in length. Approximately 46,000 tons of these pipo sections will be lowered from the
canyon rim and deposited on landing platforms at the entrances to two adits on each side of tM
river. There will be ·a total of approximately 38,000 tons of maximum-size pipe sections to be

...
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handled during the 4-year period. Beginning with the seeond year of operation of the cabl&way, it will be used for lowering generating machinery for the power plant, and gates and valves
and other miscellaneous machinery for the outlet works, for which the heaviest piece will weigh
80 tons, and will be used for that purpose and for general maintenance purpoaea thereafter.
In addition to the service described above, the cableway will be used for general purposes,
handling misoellaneous materials in loads from 1 ton to the muimum, as construction, operation, and maintenance needs at Hoover Dam may require, but with no specific duty schedule.
REPORT OF COLORADO RIVER BOARD
The following report was submitted to the Secretary of the Interior under date of November
19, 1932, by the Colorado River board, consisting of Daniel W. Mead, acting chairman; Charles
P. Berkey, secretary; Warren J. Mead; and Robert Ridgway:
The Colorado River board has the honor to make the following repol't covering questions
pertaining to plans and designs for the Boulder Canyon project, which have arisen since
November 6, 1931, the date of its last report.
The major question submitted to the board at this time was presented by Acting Chief
EngineerS. 0. Harper, under date of November 11, 1932, as follows:
The board has been oa1led together at thfa time for flna1 conaJderation of the general plan and 01'018 aection
of the dam. The contractor will aoon be ready to .tart abutment excavations and definite approval of the desip
of the dam ia needed 10 that these excavations oan be staked.

Several additional matters bearing only indirectly on the design of the dam proper, but
vitally pertinent to certain subordinate works and to the success of the project, which were considered by the board and discussed with the engineers in charge, are, at the request of Chief
Engineer R. F. Walter, also treated in this report.
The board greatly regrets the absence, through resigntLtion, of General Sibert, chainnan since
its organization in 1928, and the consequent loss of his wise counsel and sound judgment.
The remaining four members spent several days duril•g the past week at the dam Bite under
the personal guidance of Chief Engineer R. F. Walter and Construction Engineer Walker R.
Young. Particular attention was given to the relations of the natural features of the site to
questions before the board, in the light of infonnation now so well disclosed by the work in
progress. Both the natural physical conditions at the site and the general conduct and execution
of the work appear to the board as thoroughly satisfactory.
Additional time has been spent with the engineers in charge of design and research in Denver.
The board is impressed with the progress made in those studies and with the thoroughness, care,
and ingenuity with which these investigations a.re carried on.
DESIGN OF THE DAM

The board approves the plan and maximum section of the dam as shown in drawing No.
45-D-2080 of study No. 37, dated September 22, 1932. It is understood that such design ia
subject to possible minor changes, such as the substitution of a straight instead of a curved
downstream profile in the lower part of the dam and of such additional fillets on the upstream
profile and at the arch abutments as continuing studies of these features may indicate as advisable.
ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS

.Abuunent esoavation.-It is obvious that the best possible seating of the dam against the
canyon w&lls is essential and that every precaution must be taken to attain that end. The
rock of the abutments is of such excellent quality and so much superior in strength to the concrete which would replaee any excess removal that excavation should be limited to the requirements of proper abutment stress design.
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Despite the superior quality of the I'OCk, it can be materially weakened by heavy blasting.
The board is informed that these possibilities are appreciated by the engineers of the Reclamation
Bureau.
IDfonaadcm diaaloaed bJ wmeliDc operatiou.-The excavation of the four great 50-foot
diversion tunnels has now been completed.
These tunnels have explored the side walls of the canyon back of the abutments of the dam
and have shown the rock condition &Dd quality in detnil and in a wholesale manner. It is now
matter of record that the rock behavior during tunneling operations has been exceptionally
good. Only in rock foi'II18rtions of the highest quality can tunneling on such a seale be done in
lalety. It is in general to be expected in driving largo tunnels that zones of weakened rock re( qui.ring roof support will be encountered, that falls of rock from the roof will occur, and that
\ there will be a certain amount of overbreak due to the weakened condition of the rock. Here,
1 however, in 16,000 feet total length of finished bore, not a single place required support and the
i excavation was carried remarkably true to the specified Cl'088 sections. No element of weaim-.
, or of questionable behavior was developed in the four diversion tunnels around and back of the
: abutments of the dam.
·
The thoroughly dependable character of the walls of the canyon, a matter wholly of judgment
: and interpretation when this site was selected, therefore, is now fully proven. There is no doubt
of the satisfactory quality and condition of the. rock formation which is to support and hold the
dam.
Tlumel Bo. 1 ouUet.-The outlet portal of the spillway tunnel on the Nevada side
(Wnnel No. 1) is of necessity 80 located as to require a deep side cut over 600 feet long, the wall of
which turns slightly toward the river. For part of this distance the excavation cuts a zone of
fractured rock not oceu.rriDg elsewhere in the immediate vicinity of the dam site. The rock
slope of the excavation through this section is 80 unstable as to appear to require protection from
heavy spillway discharge to obviate the hazard of undercutting the canyon wall. This could
be avoided by extending a concrete conduit downstream from the portal 400 feet or more, but
the eost would be excessive. It is believed that adequate protection can be afforded also by a
properly designed concrete wall. Some such provision should be made if experience during the
constructi~n period, while the tunnel is used for diversion of the river ftow, indicates the necessity
of it.
... The upper od'erdam.-The board has observed with much satisfaction the suitable character of the foundation, the excellent quality of the material being used in the fill, and the ~ptable
mmner in which the work is being done on the upper cofferdam.
In the portion of the river bed 8%p08ed in the westerly half of the cofferdam now under construction, after the removal of some. 20 feet or more of silt and loose gravel, a fairly uniform bed
of compact and well-assorted gravel was encountered furniabing better foundation for this
sk'ucture than was cqinally anticipated. The material for the dam which is beiDg placed on this
foundation is obtained from the Hemenway Wash and, when wetted and properly rolled in plaoe,
is a dense, fairly impervious mass well suited to the purpose.
The steel sheet piling so far as placed in its final position at the time of the visit. of the board,
had been set in a concrete footing in open excavation to bedrock and back filled by puddle on
both sides. The compact and relatively impervious and stable nature of the river fill as disclosed
in the excavations and the manner in which construction wo:rk is being carried on promise a
thoroughly successful structure for protection of the work of excavation and the construction of
the lower portion of the main dam. No difficulties are anticipated provided that no unusual
Aood OCCUl'8 during the early stages of the cofferdam construction.
,'-.., liver flll ud ita beh&vior.-One of the elements of greatest uncertainty in the beginning
..,_ throuah the whole period of development to very recent date has beaD. the river fill. Nor-
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mally the gorge is filled to a depth of more than a hundred feet with sand, gravel, and bowlders,
the exact physical character and behavior of which could not be predicted. It was realised
from the beginning that great difficulty and expense might have to be met if this materiahhould
prove to be loo!e and pervious and inclined to slump and ravel when the excavation for the dam
is made, whereas all these difficulties would be greatly simplified if the river fill should prove to
be stable and comparatively tight.
On this matter there is riow considerable additional information. The excavation made for
the westerly half of the upper cofferdam has exposed this river-bed material to a depth of over 30
feet. 1ts quality with respect to physical structure and stability and its relatively low permeability are both more satisfactory than originally anticipated. Not only does 1he material
exposed at the site of the cofterdam furnish an eminently suitable foundation for that structure
but it stands well in the excavation walls and yields surprisingly little water. The amount of
infiow from the immediately adjacent river into an excavation over 700 feet in length and about
30 feet below the river level, covering half the width of the river trench, is so small as to be almost
negligible in handling the work.
This is new and very important information. There is good ·reason to believe that similar
·
eonditions·will be encountered in the excavation for the main dam, and, although much variability
in eharacter of material as well as increase of seepage with increase of head to be expeeted in a
deposit· of this kind and of such great depth, there is now little doubt about its general stability
and comparative freedom from costly and dangerous behavior.
The excavation to be made for the main dam will furnish a unique opportunity to determine
the structural detail of the river fill of this great gorge·ofwhich advantage should be taken to make
a complete descriptive and graphic record. Such a record will be of use not only in case of
additional developments on the· Colorado River but will be of future value on other rivers of simila.r
history.
Spillway geology a.nd treatment.-8uflieient variation in quality of foundation rock has been
eneowitered in both the Nevada an~ona spillway excavations to warrant making special
provision for the foundatiOii()fiiieweirs an<lprevetilfnt undesirable water seepage. In each
ease the proposal to excavate for the foundation of the· weir at least as low as the excavation
for the spillway channel at the particular places where more broken and porous rock ha\"e been
disclosed, is a suitable treatment of the situation and there is no doubt of the safety of the
·structure when adequately grouted and drained.
The Arizona spillway exhibits somewhat-special geologic conditions. The so-called spillway
breccia is made up of a mixed lot of volcanic d~bris filling an ancient volcanic vent up through
which hot vapors continued to issue for a long time after the accumulation·had completely·filled
the crater and the site had been covered with later deposits. It is because of this history that
the 111aterial is so variable in make-up and in physical condition. Certain portions have more
open texture .and are more porous and more modified than other portions of the same mass, and
it is one of these more porous portions of the vent that bas been encountered in the excavation.
').
This ground introduces no particular difficulty or danger and affords and adequate found.a1 ·. tion for the spillway structures.
The deeper excavation proposed in the most porous rock near
the center of the foundation of the weir is undoubtedly an advisable pree&ution for securing
stable foundation, but it is not necessary to carry the rest of the excavation to equal depth.
The whole spillway excavation requires heavy concrete protection backed up by thorough
grouting and adequate drainage.
Structural material.-The m&terial as developed in the Arizona gravel deposit is admirably
~suited for the concrete aggregate and it· is doubtful if material of a better quality and grading
· 'for the purpose could be found. The stripping of the deposit is light, and the material is ee well
graded that there is tittle wate and there appears to be a sufficient quantity for alldmnands.
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Observation tunnel beneath. the rigr.-A t.wmel. inteBcled· to 881'Ye 118 a drainage eump far
the foundation excavation has been driven by the contractor beneath the floor of the gprge. At
the present stage this tunnel does not reach beneath the deepest notch in the floor and it eads
at a point some distance downstream from the toe of the dam. For its o~al purpose littiB
more may be required, but the usefulness of this tunnel is not confined to its service as a sump.
.Already it has added materially to the accuracy of knowledge concerning the quality and
condition of the rock floor beneath the dam. It is especially encourgaillg to note that the
tunnel thus far has encountered only sound rock. .At the time of the board's inspection this
tunnel was inaccessible, but reports indicate that there i& virtually no leakage into the tunnel
under the river.
The opportunity for obtaining other kinds of information, however, is of greater importance.
Advantage should be taken of it to carry a branch tunnel of small cl"'88 section for observation
purposes, entirely across the river beneath the toe of the dam. Such a twmel would explore
the remaining portion of the rock beneath the deepest section of the gorge and is fully warranted
even for that purpose alone. It would make possible in addition a series of important direct
obae"ations bearing on matters now necessarily treated wholly on theoretical lines.
Measurements can be taken of the strain conditions now existing in the rock beneath. the
gorge and it is desirable that these measurements be continued during and following the con·
struction of the dam. It would give unique opportunity to measure the effect of loading this
rock foundation with the dam itself and the additional effect of filling the reservoir.
This is a most important service and the opportunity should not be lost for gathering
whatever data may be furnished by the extraordinary conditions imposed by the new structure
at this place. The tunnel should be kept open and should be fitted with whatever devieea
are neceasa.ry to secure reliable data.
Besearch and pubHcauon.-The unprecedented nature of this great work has created the
oeceaai.ty of extensive researoh in order to secure information necessary to the solution of many
problema that have not hitherto been of equally vital importance. In this connection there
have been developed new methods of procedure and an unusual refinement of technique not
ordinarily possible in work of lesser magnitude. The magnitude of the structures and the
importance of utilizing every advantage in the proper control of the immense foroes to be imposed, together with the severe conditions under which operations must be conducted, have
led to refinements in methods of analysis and design which had not been previously developed.
This vast amount of valuable information which is accumulating during the design and
construction of the work should be published in order that the advances made in methods of
study and design may not be buried or lost. This information would then be available for
future similar work, eliminating duplication of the effort and expense which in work of lesser
magnitude would be impoBBible.
A large amount of important and valuable geological information is being brought to light
by the numerous and extensive surface and underground operations. .As a matter of good
eugineering practice it is important that the geological features be accurately noted and recorded.
This information can best be obtained during the progress of th~ work, and provision should
be made for it ae oQe of the contributions,
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PART IV: PROGRESS OF CONSTRUCfiON
CONTRACT WITH SIX COMPANIES (INC.)
AWARD OF CONTRAcr

In order to assist in relieving unemployment conditions existing in 1930, Secretary W'Ilbur
requested the Bureau of Reclamation to speed up preparation of plans &nd specifications for the
Hoover Dam and appurtenant works, so that a contract for co.ostruction could be awarded at
the earliest possible date. The engineers of the Denver office responded by having the specifications printed in December, 1930, or 6 months ahead of the original program. Bids were
opened at Denver, Colo., on March 4, 1931, and three regular bids were received. Six Companies (Inc.), of San Franeiaeo, Calif., submit.ted the low bid of $48,890,995. This concern is
made up of the Utah Construction Co., Ogden, Utah; Henry J. Kaiser & W. A. Bechtel Co.,
Oakland, Calif.; McDonald & Kahn (Ltd.), Los Angeles, Calif.; Morrison-Knudsen Co., Boise,
Idaho; J. F. Shea Co., Portland, Oreg.; and the Pacific Bridge Co., Portland, Oreg.
The contract was awarded to the Six Companies (Inc.), on March 11, 1931, one week after
the opening of bids. The contractor was notified to proceed with the work on April 16, 1931,
and in a few days workmen had established a temporary camp and the project was under way.
Frank T. Crowe is general superintendent for the contractor.
The contractors were obliged to build the roads &Dd railroads neeeaaary to their operations, beyond those built by the Union Pacific and the Government. The difficult nature of
the country made this a costly undertaking and involved the construction of 30 miles of hardsurfaced highway and 25 miles of standard-gage railroad. The railroad connects the dam
with the gravel pits located about 8 miles up the river on the Arizona side. Excavation of
the four tunnels was the firBt important task undertaken by the Six Companies.
EXCAVATION OF DIVERSION 111NNELS

Four diversion tunnels, each 56 feet in diameter, having an average length of 4,000 feet,
and a combined capacity sufficiently large to carry the entire flood flow of the Colorado River,
have recently been excavated as an integral part of the construction of Hoover Dam.
Two of these bores have been driven through the walls of Black Canyon around the dam
site on the Arizona side of the river and the other two through the walls on the Nevada aide.
After lining with concrete to an inside diameter of 50 feet and making connections to other
structures, these tunnels will be used for diversion of water around the site of the dam and
power plant during the construction period, and upon their completion will form component
parts of the spillway and power house features.
Preceding the driving of the tunnels and in conjunction with the usual preparatory work
of building roads to the tunnel portals, installing compressor stations and moving construction
equipment into position, the walls of the canyon were stripped of loose rock above all tunnel
portals. For this latter work, men were lowered by ropes from the tops of the sheer cliffs and
barred or blasted loose all rocks that might. become dislodged and fall into the canyon below.

i..._

ADI'n AND PILOT BORU

Underground work was commenced during May, 1931, in two 10 by 12 foot adits which

were driven, one on each aide of the river, into the abutments of the dam to intersect the
diversion tunnels. When the adits penetrated to the intersections, at distances varying between the limits of 363 to 826 feet from the adit. portals, pilot bores as top headings 12 by 12 feet
(49)
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in section were started in both upstream and downstream directions. After the diversiontunnel portals had been excavated to their approximate poeition, 12 by 12 foot top headings
were also started from these locations. During September, 1931, operations were in progress
at 14 headings, in which month 3,300 Hnear feet of pilot tunnel were excavated, removing 20,000
cubic yards of rock. Altogether, 14,637 linear feet of 12 by 12 foot tunnels were driven, excavating 84,815 cubic yards of rock and using approximately 765,000 pounds of 40 per cent powder,
an average of about 9 pounds of powder for each cubic yard of excavation. Tunnel' procedure
and equipment were similar to those in modem usage, 5o-horsepower €onway mucking machines, 8-ton storage-battery locomotives, compreB88d-air drifter drills, and 2-cubie-yard mine
ears comprising the principal equipment.
Headings, consisting of the top 41 feet to the full 56-foot diameter, were staried from diversion-tunnel portals during October, 1931, and by January, 1932, were progressing from the inlets
and outlets of all tunnels. The procedure for these excavations difl'ered radically from ordinary
tunnel methods, the principal dilrerance being in the size of equipment that was· uaed eaicimtly
in these large bores.
DIULLINC JUM80·

After a vertical face was seeured at the portals, the wings on both sides of the pilot tunnel
were blasted outward to the 56-foot diameter section and· to a. depth o.long the tunnel of at least
25 feet. A "drilling jumbo," consisting primarily of a. steel frame and two decks supporting
five horizontal bars on which were mounted as many as 30 drifter drills, the whole carried on
a 10-ton truck, was backed into position against the tunnel face at one side of the heading. After
blocking the truck to retain ita position, air and water lines were connecW, drills inserted, and
drilling commenced.
A total of 48 holes were drilled en depths as great as 20 feet and the jumbo was then moved
to the opposite side of the tunnel, where the· op81'8.tions were repN.ted. Only two set.-ups of the
jumbo were required for drilling the faee. Holes were spaced· as shown on the aceompanying
diagram, with the two higher rows drilled upwaro tow.ard. the floor of the top headings and
wing sections. Loading was done as the holes were drilled, in all cases allo\\ing at least one
drilled hole to remain between the loading and drilling operations. Dynamite of 40 per cent
strength was used, requiring approximately 1,800 pounds for each round. After drilling and
loading were completed, all men and machinery were moved to a safe distance and the round
was fired electrically in 15 delays, the number by each hole on the accompanying diagram indicating the sequence of the firing. The face was advanced an average of 16 feet at each round,
breaking approximately 1,000 cubic yards of rock, or an average of 1.8 pounds of powder per
cubic yard. To maintain the top heading in advance of the main beading, the wing sections on
both sides of the pilot tunnel were blasted simultaneously with the 56-foot face.
After the smoke and fumes had been cleared by blowers of capacities between 34,000 to
120,000 cubic feet per minute, installed near the adit entrances to pilot tunnels, a 30-horse--power
caterpillar tractor equipped with a bulldozer emerged from the pilot tunnel and pushed the
broken rock from the top leading on to the bench below. After a "60 cat." bulldozer had eleaned
up the bottom, an electrically operated 3~ cubic yard' power shovel moved to the face, followed
by a fleet of 7 to 10 cubic yard trucks to eommenee mucking operations. .After all rock was
removed, Government engineers outliDed the t11nnel periphery on the face of the heading and
the drilling jumbo reentered to eonDue the cycle of operations.
Tunnel& of the 41 by 56 foot section were excavated for a combined length of 6,848 feet during
the montJl of JaD.ua.ry, 1932, removing 4M,335 cubic yards of rock. A record was establishecl
for one da:y when, in $lmle shift. on January 20, 206 liaear feet were excavated, breaking 17,000
cubic yards.
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After the 41' by 36 foot headings were holed through, the remaining 15 feet in the in'Mit section of the tunnel was removed in a manner similar to tdlat for the section above. For this
operation, the top deck of the drilling jumbo was taken off and bars shaped to the invert were
added on both sides of the drill carriage. The entire invert heading was drilled from one set-up
of lhe jumbo, 25 holes being drilled to depths of 20 feet. Approximately 750 pounds of 40 per
cent dynami~ were used for each round, breaking 320 cubic yanls of rock.
TRIMMING OPERATIONS

Reaming the tunnels to the specified croBB section was accomplished from a "trimming
jumbo" for the 41 by 56 inch section and by gantry crane, truck, skip, and power shovel in the
inYert. The trimming jumbo eonsisted essentially of two parallel steel tru8888, each shaped to
the periphery of approximately a 36-foot sootion of a 50-foot diameter circle, which were plaeed
about 9 feet apart and connected by 8 steel framework. The atructure was mounted on car
wheels and· propelled on parallel rails located for line and grade with respect to the tunnel by
Government engineers. A triangular plate, haYing at its center of gravity a small ring or other
contrivance for fastening a steel tape, was affixed to the jumbo by three cables, each equipped
with turnbuckles and so arranged that the plate was held near the center line of the tunnel.
When the jumbo was set up, Government engineers adjusted the plate so that the ring was accurately placed at the tunnel center line, and workers, operating from the timber platforms, took
measurements with a steel tape from the ring to the tunnel roof and walls to determine which
projections ahould be removed. These they barred down or blasted loose.
Trimming the invert was done immediately in advance of tunnel-lining operationa. Skips
were loaded by hand or power shovel and were transported to the dumping. ground directly by
truek or, where neeessary, first by a gantry crane, installed for eoncreting operatioDB, and thence
by truck.
The ingenuity and skill that the principal contractor for building the Hoover Dam and
power plant displayed in driving these tunnels are worthy of commendation. Starting the work
on·Ma.y 14, 1931, it was carried forward through a summer when the temperatures in the canyon
J'e&Ched 128° in the shade. During August, operations were halted for one week by labor troubles Blld in February for 10 days by an unexpected rise of the Colorado River. Despite all
obstacles, the work progressed rapidly, and the last section of tunnel was holed through on May
23, 1932, a year and nioe days from the starting date. In the 12-month period 1,500,000
cubic yards of rock were removed, all of which, by reason of the contract specifications, were
required to be dumped out of reach of the ColorAdo River at all stages of its water height. This
latter requisite necessitated removal of excavated material a distance as much as 1 mile from
the tunnel portals.-Reclamation Era, September, 199!.
CONCRETE AGGREGATES

The concrete which was poured on March 5, 1932, in the foundation for the 100-foot high
trash rack at the inlet portal of the Nevada inner diversion tunnel was the first concrete to be
poured under the contract for construction of Hoover Dam, power plant, and appurtenant
works.
.
This operation was the commencement of concreting which will continue until approximately 4,400,000 cubic yards have been poured. It also marked the culmination of the investigations and studies that have been conducted since 1929 for the location of a deposit of suitable concrete aggregates, the building of a railroad for transportation of these aggregates, the
construction of a screening plant for segregation and classification of sand and gravel, and the
building of a mixing plant capable of manufacturing, in the required quantities, the quality of
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concrete designated in the specifications of 2,600 pouncls per square inch compreaaive strength
for mass conerew and 3,500 pounds per square inch for thin sections.
Aggregates of sand and gravel for the concrete are taken from the Arizona deposit by a
5-cubic-yard electric dragline, dumped into 50-ton side-dump ears, tnmaported &el'OS8 the
Colorado River on an 850-foot pile-trestle bridge and then over 6 miles of railway to the 101'881ling plant. Here the aggregates are dumped into bunk81'8, thence vansported by a seriee of
lateral belt conveyors to rotary and vibrating screens which separaw the pit material into
sand and four sizes of gravel, and then by another series of transverse conveyors deposit each
in a separate stock pile. Sand and each size of gravel are loaded by belt conveyors into separate railroad cars and transported 4.7 miles to a concrete mixing plant located in Black Cauyon approximately 1 mile upstream from the Hoover Dam site. The sand and gravel are
dumped from the ears into their respective bins below the track and then elevated by belt
conveyors to storage at the top of the concrew plant. The sand, gravel, and eemmt are conveyed to bateh81'8 and to the mixers where water is added. Mixing of each batch is carried
on for a minimum of two and one-half minutes in 4-cubic-yard mix81'8. The eoncrew ia then
dumped into an agitator drum mounted on an 8-ton truck and transported to the site for
pouring.
ARIZONA GRAVEL DEPOSIT

The Arizona deposit, from which all aggregates for the construction in Black Canyon will
be obtained, is located on the Arizona side of the Colorado River 6 miles by air line north of the
Hoover Dam site. The deposit lies along the river, cov81'8 an area of more than 100 acres, and,
from investigations by test pits, has an average depth of more than 30 feet. It ia expected that
not more than 3 feet of this depth will be discarded by surface stripping or removal of silt pockets;
thus there will remain approximately 4,500,000 cubic yards of aggregates available for uee in
the dam, all of which will be needed. This deposit was chosen after extensive search had been
conducted of ib.e region for 50 miles in all directions from the dam site and teats had been made
of aggregates from more than 20 diBerent deposits.
An electrically driven dragline equipped with a 5-yard bucket is used for stripping and for
loading aggregates. The pit is operated with three shifts daily, and at present an average of
one hundred and fifty to two hundred 50-ton ears are shipped to the screening plant each 24
hours. The aggregates are transported in side-dump ears pulled by 90-ton locomotives. The
railroad line from the deposit to the screening plant is 7 miles in length and was constructed
by the Six Companies (Inc.), contractors on the dam.
SCREENING PLANT-GENERAL DBSCIUPTION

The location of the screening plant is in the fiat area at the lower end of Hemenway Wash,
about 2 miles west of the river and 2H miles by air line northeast of the Hoover Dam site. It
is situated at Three-Way Junction on the oontractor's railroad, from which point one line leads
to the Arizona deposit, another to the concrete plant in Black Canyon, and the third to the
United States construction railroad connecting with Boulder City.
The screening plant essentially consists of a scalping station with its attendant crusher,
four classification towers, sand washer, sand shuttle conveyor, four live storage piles east of
the classification towers, and sand storage piles across the gravel loading tracks west of the
towers. The aggregates from the Arizona deposit are either dumped at a raw storage site
adjacent to the screening plant or into bunkers at the north end of the plant.
A 42-inch belt conveyor running in a concrete tunnel beneath the bunkers receives the
aggregates through gates and hoppers installed in the roof of the tunnel and transports the
material to the scalping station, dumping the aggregates into a 20-foot cylindrical revolving
screen.· This screen allows all material less than 9 inches in size to pass through its perforations,
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and dumps cobbles above this size onto a transverse conveyor leading to a gyratory crusher.
After going through the jaws of the crusher, the broken cobbles are conveyed by belt to the
42-incb principal conveyor and return through the scalping station.
From the scalping station the material less than 9 inches in size is conveyed by a 36-inch
belt conveyor to the first classification tower, which is equipped with two vibrating screens. The
first screen allows aggregates less than 3 inches in size to pass and dumps the 3 to 9 inch material
onto a traverse conveyor which transports it to the stock pile. The second screen allows all
sand less than ~ inch in size to pass through its perforations and dumps all gravel onto a lateral
conveyor leading to the second classification tower. In a similar manner the vibrating screen
and traverse conveyor at this second station remove the ~ to 3 inch gravel to a stock pile and
the lateral conveyor transports the material less than 1~ inches in size to the third tower.
Here gravel of ~ to
inch size is removed to a stock pile and all materials passing through the
screen are conveyed laterally to the fourth tower, where a transverse conveyor transports this
gravel of ~ to ~ inch size to its stock pile.

1-"

IL\IIID WASHING

The sand removed by the vibrating screens in the first classification tower is chuted to a
series of mechanical sand washers or classifiers. Water is added to the sand after it leaves the
screen, and the sand and wash water enter the lower end of a mechanical sand washer consisting of drag blades installed on eccentrics. This arrangement, by reciprocating action, moves
the sand progressively up the sloping bottom of the washer tank and out over the end to a
chute through which the sand is conveyed by water to a second washer of the same type. The
water and silt separated from the sand in the tanks overflows at the lower end of the sand washer
to a flume and thence to a sedimentation tank equipped with a traction clarifier and sludge
pump. From this clarifier the water runs to a sump tank and is then pumped to a sedimentation tank located on a hill southeast of the plant for reuse. The sand after passing the second
sand washer is transported by a belt conveyor through a concrete tunnel underneath the railroad tracks to a conveyor running parallel to the tracks. This conveyor connects with a tripper equipped with two transverse conveyors, all of which are mounted on a framework and
rails supported by a steel trestle. This arrangement for sand storage permits piling the sand
into stock piles, one on each side of the lateral supply conveyor and parallel to the railroad
tracks.
Five railroad tracks have been laid for efficient loading of sand and gravel from the plant.
Between the classification towers and the sand stock piles, there are three tracks---Qne for gravel
loading, the next for sand loading, and the third, adjacent to the sand piles, for the operation
of a railroad crane. On the west side of the sand piles are two tracks, the first for the railroad
crane and the other for sand loading. The sand is loaded into cars by the crane, equipped with
a clamshell bucket.
A concrete tunnel, 11 feet in height and 9 feet wide inside, is constructed beneath all gravel
stock piles, and has contained therein a 24 or 30 inch conveyor belt which leads to screens in
the lower part of the classification towers. The gates installed in the roof of the tunnel are
opened from inside, allowing the gravel to drop into a hopper from which it is fed to the loading
eonveyor belt.
The belt dumps the gravel into a vibrating reclassifying screen, which passes all gravel of a
size less than that supposed to be in the stock pile, dropping this smaller material onto a lateral
conveyor which :returns it to the scalping station. The material remaining on the screen flows
from its lower end to a hopper and a 48-inch shuttle conveyor and thence to bottom-dump
railroad cars. The gravel is kept continuously wet by sprinklers installed at the top of the
stock pile and is washed by water jets as it is dumped from the reclassifying screen onto the
loading conveyor.
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The capacity of the plant with its present installations i& more than 600 toDB per
Four 50-ton cars can be loaded out every 16 minutes. P.resant oonsWuoiion alloW& fw atorap
in stock piles of 1,700 tons of cobbles, 1,500 tons of each sise of gravel, aad 22,000 tons of aand.
By increasing the speed of the conveyor belts and maki&g slight. alteratioDs, priDcipally by
extension of the transveree conveyom and the tunnels beneaUa the stock pilee, the plmt caD be
increased to a capacity of 1,000 tons per hour.
The plant is run by electrical power, requiring more than 50 induotion motor& for all opera.
tions. The supply conveyor and the conveyor to the first clasailication tower are run by 60homepower motom, the oth81'8 by 10 and 20 horeepower, and moat of the soreeDB by 5-hol88p0wer
motors. The supply conveyor is 220 feet .long, the lateral oonveyon are 1,160 feet iB total
length, the transverse conveyors 710 feet, and the loading and shuttle oonveyom 670 feet. The
plant contains a 5-foot diameter, 20-foot long soalping screen, and 13 vibratiDg screeas, 11 of
which are 10 by 4 feet in size and 2 are 12 by 4 feet.
The plant is controlled from a central switehiug station located in the top of the aoalping
tower. Thirty-four sets of pushbutton switches electrically oontrol all writs of the plan~, and
one switch can stop all operations. At this same station the nine gates in the bottom of the
supply bins are regulated by rheostat control, thus governing the supply of aggngates to the
primary conveyor and the output of the entire plant. The conveyors are all operated at a
constant speed regulated by the gearing from the driving motors. The speed of the lateral
conveyors vary from 150 to 350 feet per minute, the tr&.llSverse conveyon from 150 to 225 feet,
and the loading conveyom from 225 to 300 feet.
Water for washing purposes in the plant is pumped from the Colorado River by stages
through 2 miles of 12-inch pipe line against a static head of 415 feet to a sedimentation tank
located on the hill southeast of the plant. The character of the silt in the river water is such that
98 per oent of it can be removed by a detention period in the tank of three hours. Water from
the river contains an average of 6,000 parts per million of silt, and water sent to the screening
plant is required to contain not in excess of 500 parts per million. The presedimentation tank.
constructed of reinforced concrete, is 150 feet in diameter and 15 feet in height. It has a eapaoity
of 800,000 gallons of water and is equipped with a Dorr traction clarifier. Sludge is removed
by gravity.
Construction of the screening plant wa.s started in November, 1931, md it was first operated
on January 9, 1932, when S. 0. Harper, assistant chief engineer of the Bureau of Reclamation.
closed the switch to commence the initial operation. More than 385 tons of structural steel
were used in the construction, and the cost of the plant amounted to approximately $450,000..Bula.mation Era, May, 1931.
CONCRETE MIXING

Gravel and sand loaded into bottom-dump cars at the screening plant are transported over
four miles of railroad to the contractor's concrete mixing plant in Black Canyon. This plant is
situated on the Nevada side of the river at the base of the high wall of the canyon and Ie. than
a mile upstream from Hoover dam site.
Aggregates from the screening plant are dumped from the cars into separate compartman1a
in the bunkers beneath the railroad tracks, and when required are separately trusported an
average distance of 450 feet by two 42-inch belt conveyors up a 16° incline to the tipple at the
top of the concrete plant. Hoppers with movable spouts receive the material and drop it onto
shuttle conveyom which transport it to the designated bin.
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The dimensions of the concrete plant are 78 feet by 118 feet in plan, 88 feet in height from
truck-loading plat.fonn w top of ewrage bin, and 120 feet to top of tipple. A heavy eoocrete
foundauOll supports the four 4-cubic yard Smith mix81'8 and is extended westward beneath
the etruetural eteel fnunewoPk of tile plant. The rop of the foundation for the mix81'8 is at
elevatioa 735, 16 feet above the truck-loading platform. Above the mixers is the control deck
and abo•e '&hilrthe con•eyor and hatcher floor. The bottom of the 33-foot high storage bins is 9
feet aOO.e·the hatcher floor and the tipple riaes about 30 feet above the bins.
The bins at the top of the plant are 6 in number,3 ohrbich are for gravel, 1 for cobbles, another
for sand and the sixth for· oement. All are 78 feet wide, and from front to back of the plant 30
feet of the total length of 118 feet is used for cement, 16 feet for 3 to 9 inch cobbles, 16 feet each
for eoarse, intennediate, and fine gravel, and 24 feet for sand. The bins are of steel fnune
eonstruetion with laminated timber Bides and partitions. The walls are of 3 by 8 inch to 3 by
12 inch pla:Db and the :floor of 3 by 16 inch planks. The cement bin is covered and is waterproofed on the i:aside with tar and felt.
Bulk cement, transported by rail from the place of manufacture to Boulder Junction on
the Loa Angles & Salt Lake Railroad south of Las Vega, to Boulder City over the Union Pacific
branch line, to the eoncrete plant, via the United States Construction Railroad and the contractor's line, is elevated to the bins through 6-inch steel pipe by air pressure, the unloading
machine :resembling a large vacuum cleaner.
Water for the plant is pumped from the Colorado River to a 50-foot diameter Dorr clarifier
located on the canyon wall approximately one-quarter mile up-stream from the mixing plant.
All silt above 500 parts per million is eettled out in this tank, and the water flows by gravity
to a 126,()()()ogallon storage tank situated in a aide canyon above the mixing plant.
CONTROL OF ACCRECATE QUANTI"nES

When the plant is placed in operation, the sand and different sizes of gravel from " to 3
inches are each dropped through an automatically controlled gate into a batch hopper, termed
a "hatcher," located below each bin. Doors in the bottom of the hatchers are opened in rotation by air-eontrolled electrically operated devices, the hopper nearest the mixer opening last,
and the ._..egatee are spread in thin layers on a 48-inch belt conveyor leading to a mixer hopper
installed above and back of a mixer. When the 3 to 9 inch cobbles are used, they are allowed
~ p188 through a door in the bottom of the cobble bin to an automatically controlled steel belt
conveyor and to the cobble hatcher. A chute connects this hatcher directly with the mixer
hopper.
For each mixer, cement runs from the cement bin through four chutes to an automatically
ccmt.rolled double acrew conveyor cement feeder placed at the top of the cement hatcher. The
p&e in the bottom of the cement hatcher is just above a chute which leads to the throat of the
miser hopper. Water fn>m the storage tank on the hill back of the plant flows to a water
hatcher through an automatic valve which shuts off the water when the hatcher has received its
deaignated weight. The outlet from the hatcher leads to the mixer through a discharge valve
which is Dl&llually controlled.
The automatic controls referred to in the above paragraphs are operated in all caaes by
tbe weight of Ule b&tcher and its load. The hatcher is mounted on the end of a dial scale which
COillleeta by a series of levers and balancing weights to mercoid cut-off controls. At the scale,
weight& are added, depeadent on the amount of material desired to be included in each hatcher
load.
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The m81'00id controls, installed on the weight end of the system, are electrical switauw
operated by change in position of a glaas capsule containing a globule of ID8l"CUU'Y. The electrical circuit is broken at two projections inserted at one ead of &he capsule and the circuit :m&y
be closed by lowering the end of the capsule containing the projections, thus allowing the electrical current tA> How through the mercury globule. One of tJ1e controls is termed the "main
How cut-oft" and the other the "final balance cut-oJf." Whso. the weight of aggregates in the
hatcher reaches about 95 per cent of the predetermined weight, the awing of the beam on which
the controls are mounted, causes the mercury globule in the main How cut-oft tA> move away
from the two projections, thus breaking the electrical circuit aod by meaDS of electromagnetic
coils, closing the gate in the bottA>m of the aggregate hatcher by compressed air. The electrical
current operating through the mercury globule in the final balance cut-oft, by me&D8 of a small
motA>r and air valve, alternately quickly opens and cl0888 the gate tA> allow small amounts of
material tA> dribble intA> the hatcher until the predetermined weight is acquired, at which time
the adjusted position of the cut-oft beam breaks the contact in the final balance cut-oft.
In the system of balance levers, there is a connection by rods tA> a reconler which regietem
on a 20-inch dial the visual record of the weighing. Connection is also made from the system
to a graphic recording device consisting of a pen traciDg on a time constant operated paper
roll which is graduated in intervals of weight. The consistency of the concrete and the l&Dgth
of time it was mixed are also recorded on this roll by a hookup with a wattmeter which measures
the power used in operating the mixer in question. As the power for rotating the mixer drum
varies as the amount of water in this mix, this arrangement indicates t.he consistency and at the
same time shows graphically the period of mixing after all materials were in the mixer. The
chart gives a visual image of all operations of the plant and as well furnishes a permanent record
of the weight of all materials that are placed in each batch of concrete. Similar visual and
graphical recording instrumentAl are employed for measuring the amount of water used, these
devices also being operated by weight.
For actual mixing of the concrete, water from the water batcher is started into the revolving mixer. After approximately five seconds, the mixer hopper and the cement hatcher
gates are opened, allowing aggregates and cement tA> How into the mixer drum; thus water,
aggregates, and cement enter the mixer tA>gether. After all materials have entered, mixing is
continued for a minimum period of 2~ minutes an.d the concrete is then dumped by Qlting the
mixer drum.
The concrete pours from the mixer plant through a chute into 4}ryard agitator drums
mounted on trucks, or into 2-yard buckets carried by trucks. The agitator is in effect a mixer,
which is rotated at intervals as the concrete is being transported in order to retain its consistency
and uniform density. The buckets, two of which are transported by each truck, are of bottomdump type. Rails, set in concrete to provide a smooth roadway for trucks, have been laid below
the mixers for later transportation of concrete by railroad cars. At the present time all concrete
for lining the diversion tunnels is transported by to-ton trucks, and rail transportation will
probably not be started until pouring has commenced for the dam and power-plant struc~ures.
While one batch of concrete is mixed, another has been discharged into the mixer hopper
and the cement and water hatchers have been loaded. Thus under capacity operation, using
all four mixers, 16 cubic yards of concrete can be manufactured by the plant in 3~ minutes.
On this basis, the theoretical capacity of the plant over a 24-hour period would be 6,600 cubic
yards.
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PLANT EQUIPMENT

The concrete plant contains 1,493 feet of conveyors, four 4-eubic yard Smith mixers, two
hatchers each for water, cobbles, sand and each of the three grades of gravel, and four hatchers
for cement. Sixteen visual gages and two plant-operation :recorders have been provided.
Eight hundred tons of structural steel were used in construction, and the cost of the plant
amounted to $351,000 of which sum $103,000 was paid for equipment. The principal power
equipment consists of 75-horsepower motors for each mixer and 200-horsepower motors for
each of the supply conveyors.
The capacity of the bunkers under the track is 1,500 cubic yards, or 300 cubic yards in
each compartment. The two supply conveyors will together transport 1,500 tons of aggregates per hour. The storage bins have a total capacity of 5,400 cubic yards of aggregates and
14,800 barrels of cement.
The aggregate proportions in the concrete depend upon the type of construction for which
the concrete will be poured and the amount of moisture present in the aggregates. As an
illustration, one mD: that has been used has a ratio of 2,000 parts of cement, 4,200 of dry sand,
and 9,400 of dry gravel by weight. The gravel in this particular ease was composed of 32
per cent of ~ to " inch, 32 per cent of " inch to 1~ inches, and 36 per cent of 1X to 2" inches.
Cobbles will be used when mass concrete is manufactured for the dam or similar structures.
It is contemplated that concrete for the dam will be transported from the present plant
by r&Uroad in 8-eubic yard buckets. These buckets will be filled directly by the mixers and
upon arrival at. the dam site will be picked up by a 20-ton cableway and transported to position, and there dumped by trip line. It is anticipated that the dam will be poured to elevation
900 or 935 from the present plant, and that the plant will then be moved to a site on the canyon
rim near the end of the United States construction railroad for pouring the remainder of the
dam.-Bulamalion Era, J'Uly,1981.
CONCRETE LINING IN DIVERSION TUNNELS

The type of conveyance used for transporting concrete from mixing plant to pouring site
depends upon the means adopted for plaoiDg the concrete in its final location. Trucks loaded
with two 2-yard bottom-dump steel buckets are employed when the concrete is conveyed from
trucks to pouring site by gantry crane, and the agitator drum, mounted on truck, is used when
it is poaaible to pour concrete directly into place or into a chute leading to a hopper, where it is
tnmaferred to the steel buckets.
The inlets of all diversion tunnels have been exca.vated to the portals and a concrete arch
colerdam built around each portal for protection from floods. A rock fill nearly to the top of
the coBerdam has been made between these structures and the river, and as a result trucks ea.u not
be driven directly into the tunnels at these portals.
The present procedure for pouring the 3-foot lining in the diversion tunnels is to transport the
concrete from the mixing plant to the inlet portals in 4-cubic-yard agitator drums. Upon arrival
at the tunnel portal the concrete is dumped into a chute leading to a steel hopper, from which it
is dumped into the steel buckets as desired. These buckets, two of which are loaded on each
10-ton truck, are then conveyed to the pouring site, where a 10-ton gantry crane lifts the buckets
from the truck and moves them to the pouring position.
lAning diversion tunnels is performed in three operations-the invert section, comprising the
lower 74° of the tunnel, is poured first; this is followed by pouring side walls, 88° on each side;
followed in turn by pouring the remaining 110° in the roof or crown of the tunnel. All sections
are poured for the same linear distance, so that a transverse construction joint is secured around
periphery of the tunnel. At present this section is 40 feet in length for all tunnels
the
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except in the portions of the two outer tunnels, whieh will later be used for spillway purposes,
where the construction joints are placed 26" feet apa.rt.
PRELIMINARY OPIIIIATIONS

Following the excavation of a tunnel to its full 56-foot average diameter, the first operation
preliminary to lining is the pouring of a concrete gantry rail base on both sides of the tunnel.
The top of this foundation is 3.1 feet in height above the finished tunnel invert, and its inside
comer is accurately poured to line and grade at a distance of 15 feet 9~ inches from the center
line of the tunnel, with the result that the comer is located 24 inches from the finished face of
the concrete lining, the 24 inches being the specified minimum thickness of lining. On each of
these bases, which have an average width of 2~ feet, is placed a 6 by 12 inch timber, to which is
spiked a 90-pound rail. On these parallel rails is then mounted the 10-ton gantry crane, which
is capable of traveling along the tunnel at the rate of 300 feet per minute. The transverse
traveler of the crane, equipped with two hooks of 5 tons' capacity each and operated by a 10ho:rsepower electric motor, has a traveling speed of 125 feet per minute and a hoisting speed of
100 feet per minute.
Longitudinal steel side forms 2 feet high, made up in sections 10 feet long, are set in position
on the concrete foundation and held rigidly in place by bolting the form to the gantry rail concrete foundation and to the timber rail base. Transverse steel forms 2 feet wide, approximately
32 feet long, and spaced 26" or 40 feet apart, are bolted to the longitudinal forms and braced
against the rock floor of the tunnel. The space between the form and the floor is filled with a
2-inch timber bulkhead. Both transverse and longitudinal forms are constructed of 1~age
steel plate, smooth inside, supported by 2-inch angle top flanges and 2 by 3 inch sti1fen81'8.
Keyways between abutting sections of concrete, 1~ by 10 inches in transverse forms and 6 by
12 inches in longitudinal forms are provided by grooves of these shapes in the steel plates.
UNJNCl TilE INVERT

The shape of the invert is procured by a device consisting primarily of two steel screed.s
supported on car wheels which nm on the inside bottom ftanges of two I beams. The beams,
shaped to the invert and separated by an approximate distance of 11 feet, are connected at each
end by a steel framework and supported by pairs of car wheels which run upon the upper ftangee
of the longitudinal forms.
Each of the screed.s has a horizontal upper deck mounted on the screed plate, which itself
is shaped to the radius of curvature of the finished tunnel section, which is 50 feet in diameter.
The screed plate is approximately 11 feet long and 4 feet wide. On the upper deck is mounted
a hand winch operating two cables, each of which is fastened through single sheaves to the
framework connecting the I beams, so that by winding the wineh the screed is moved upward
across the invert toward the side forms.
For concreting operations the winch on the screed is unwound, allowing the two screed& to
meet at the center of the tunnel. The gantry crane picks up the two buckets of coa.crete from
the truck and transports them to the pouring site. Concrete pouring through the bucket gate,
which is opened or closed manually by a large removable handwheel, is dumped on the tunnel
wall aide of each screed and puddled into place beneath. When the space is filled the ~~Creeds
are pulled toward the tunnel walls, leaving behind them the molded shape of the invert. This
process is repeated until the screeds arrive at the side forms.
To move the screeds and their track framework lengthwise of the tunnel, screw jacka
installed on the axles of the wheels, which run on the side form, raise the framework alightJy,
is of.great
allowing it to be pushed manually to its next position, or, if the distaDce to be
lqth, tile gantry crane picks up the framework bodily and moves it to tlle delireclloca.tjon.
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TM aurfue ol the invert is finished by mea working from a mo•able $imber platlora sup.
.,.n.K iliH above ~ CODcrete b7 curved I beama placed 5 feet apart. The I beam are _,.,
....,.. M aiCh end br a steel framework which contains double-8aDged wheels mooing oa the
181*7...... tnek.
After tile CODCNte in the invert has been fiDiahecl, sand ia dumped oa it for a depta of
.appnzimetaly 3 feet on the center tine of the tunnel, to ad as a roadway for operation of trucks.
SIDE-WAIL SEC110NS

In pnparatioa for pouring the aide wall and crown seotiou, a eoocrete lbelf 1~ feet wide
is poured along each side of the finished inv«t u a foundaaon for iO-pouad rai.J. which are
pl...d 11~ feH from the ceoter line of the tunnel. These nils are the track for the side-wall
jambo, an 80-foot loog and 50-foot high structural steel framework weighing 385 tons, wbich
IIUppOd.l tile ~ steel akin plate for forming the walls.
Thia jumbo is equipped with chutes, a tl"aveling crane, 8lld other JDAC!baniun for placing
t.M CODCI'8te ia desip.ated position, and a aeries of 8Cl'8W jaeks and ratchets used for diatribu&ian oflaydmatatic preiSBure of green concrete and for tae adjuatm.en' of poaitiou of the wall
foiiD8 for pouing, or for moving the jumbo to a aew position. .Beea.ue of unequalleogtha of
walls on curves the jumbo is made up in five panels, three of 20 feet and two of 10 feet length.
Each of these sections is equipped as a unit with supporting double-Hanged wheels, rectangular
chutes, and "coffin" chutes. Screw jacks and steamboat ratchets are mounted at the top of
the section and bear against the rock crown to resist the upward pressure of green concrete.
Otb~ jacks are installed in the ends of the horizontal struts connecting the forms on each side
of the twmel and bear against the arch beams holding the steel form face. On curves, wooden
gores are built between the steel sections.
A 5-ton bridge crane, equipped with two steel hooks and powered by a 10-horsepower motor,
nms on a pair of 50-pound steel rails carried on a longitudinal to-inch H beam, which is in tum
supported by the vertical struts on each panel. The bridge has a traveling speed of 300 feet
per minute and the transverse traveler a hoisting speed of 100 feet and a traveling speed of 125
fee~

per minute.

The concrete chutes from the interior face of the jumbo to the faces of the forms are spaced
from 4 to 6 feet Tertically at the form face and are from 8 to 16 feet in length. Six of the chutes
are of ordinary type, 12 inches deep and 30 inches average width, made of M-ineh plate and
2-inoh angles. The opening in the form face at the lower end of tlle chutes is closed when
desired. by a 12 by 24 inch steel door pushed into position, fl.ush with the form face and bolted
in place. The uppermost chute, termed the "coffin," is, in effect, a hopper 3 feet 3 inches deep
at the end next the tunnel center line, 12 inches deep at the form face, and 4 feet wide. This
chute is hinged at the form face, and concrete is dumped over the top of the form by raieing the
loading end by means of a cable connected through sheaves to a compressed-air winch located
at the base of the jumbo. This "coffin" is made and operated in the manner designated to
permit pouriDg the top 4 feet of waH, which otherwise could not be poured by gravity on account
of ita proximity to the roof of the tunnel.
POUIUI'fO THE COffca&ft

Pouriag . , ...... eonsist of lifting the 2-eabie-yard bucket from the tnck which It•
bela driwm to the 18efiion of the fGr'Dl designated for pouring, hoisting the bucket to the clwt.e
wJae the cencrete ia required, moving the bucket so tbat the hooks on ~he bucket gate an above
a 8oGeJa IIDUDi tripping iron bar over the chute i then by lowering the bucket sligJKly the mppDg bar opana tlaa INcbt gate, pouring the concrete into the chute. When emptiiecl tbe
bucket is disengaged from the bar, lowered to the truck, and the ot.her bucket is Jilted, mev.ed to
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the opposite side'of the tunnel, and poured in a similar manner. An inspector and five to seven
laborers are behind each form to puddle the concrete into place. A timber bulkhead, framed
to provide a 1~ by 10 inch keyway similar to that in the invert concrete, is placed at the center
or one-third point of the SO-foot length of forms, and each of these 40 or 26" foot sections is
poured to the top of the form before the adjacent section is started. As the top of the section
is completed, carpenters remove the lower part of the bulkhead, continuing this removal as
concrete rises in the section. Obviously, concreting is started at the lower level of chutes, and
the doors at the ends of these are closed before pouring is started through the chutes above. A
longitudinal keyway, approximately 2 by 10 inches, is formed or cut in the top of the side-wall
concrete, against which the crown concrete will abut.
At present 34 hours are required for pouring an 80-foot section of wall on each side of the
tunnel. After the 80-foot section has been poured the forms are required to remain in place for
12 hours. When this period has elapsed the timber bulkhead, erected at that end of the form
which does not abut on a previously poured wall section, is removed, the jacks and ratchets are
loosened, and the form moved to a new position. · Moving the jumbo is accomplished by means
of a block and tackle attached to the rails ahead and rigged to air winches installed on the
jumbo at its base. Each 80-foot section of side wall requires approximately 60 hours per cycle.
CROWN SECTIONS

A structural steel jumbo is used for pouring concrete in the crown section of the diversion
tunnels. Essential parts of this jumbo are a concrete gun carriage, pipe carrier, traveler, and
arch-form support. All these parts are supported on flanged wheels traveling on the 90-pound
steel rails laid for the side-wall jumbo.
The gun carriage, approximately 45 feet long and 47 feet high, is equipped with a 2-drum.
electric hoist and two pneumatic concrete guns, with their receiving hoppers and concrete conveyors of 8-inch wrought iron and rubber hose. A 25-horsepower motor is used to move the
carriage on its track. Its maximum speed is 100 feet per minute in a forward direction, or 20
feet per minute in reverse. The hoist for raising the buckets of concrete is powered by a 50horsepower motor and has a lifting speed of 300 feet per minute.
The pipe carriage and traveler serve to support the 8-inch pipe through which the concrete
is forced into the space above the crown forms. . The pipe carriage in pouring position is connected to the gun jumbo, while the traveler may be moved to a position between the pipe carriage and the arch-form jumbo to support the conveyor pipe.
The arch form jumbo is made up in 10-foot and 20-foot panels, each panel of which is built of
structural steel and equipped with jacks to place the face of the form in correct position for pouriDg, or to lower the form face away from the finished concrete. Trusses at 7-foot 4-inch maximum intervals, having lower chords 33 feet 4 inches long, support. t.he center 88° of the crown
section. The ~ inch form face and its supporting beams for the lower 11° on each side of the
center is connected at one end to the truss and supported at its opposite and exterior end by
screw jacks bearing on the framework of the jumbo. Bulkheads are placed to secure transverse
construction joints at 40 feet or 26" feet., in manner similar to those for the invert and sidewall
sections.
·
For pouring, the electric hoist installed on the gun carriage lifts the 2-yard buckets from the
truck B.nd dumps them into the gun hopper. ·The gun, by air pressure, forces the concrete
through the 8-inch pipe to the center of the arch form. From here it flows to its final position
through a 90° elbow and continuation of the conveyor pipe, or by a chute and baffle arrangement running down the arch form. Pouring is started at the end of the form farthest removed
from the gun, and the conveyor pipe and its appurtenant placing device are pulled lengthwise
on the forms as concreting progresses.
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All concrete in the tunnels is sprinkled as soon as the forms are removed and is kept continuously wet for 14 days thereafter. Pipes with jet sprays are installed along the walls and a film of
water is permitted to nm unintenupted over the concrete surface. This water is pumped
from sumps dug near the ends of the tunnel portals, the water being comparatively clear, as the
silt is removed by the filtering action of the loose excavated material.
The lining of divel'Bion tunnels constitutes a prominent part of the concrete-pouring program
for Hoover Dam and serves to give an impression of the magnitude of the work and the efficient
methods the contractor is using to gain the desired results. I.ining the inclined spillwa7 tunnels,
the spillway open cuts, the pressure tunnels, penstocks, and pouring concrete for the intake
towers and the main structure, a 727-foot dam and its attendant power plant will present special
problems, each of which will be solved in different manner.-&damation &a, .Augu.tt, 1981.
STEEL CATES FOR DIVERSION TUNNELS

The four diversion tunnels for Hoover Dam have been excavated to their 56-foot average
diameters, three have been lined with a 3-foot thickness of concrete, lining is 90 per cent completed in the other, and since November 13, 1932, the two tunnels on the Arizona aide have
been carrying the entire flow of the Colorado River.
Reiuforced concrete structures that have been built or are under construction at the
portals of the tunnels comprise transition sections and portal structures at the inlets and outlets
of all four tunnels; t~-rack foundations at~ inlet. and s~ gate structures at the
outlets of the two tunn~ nearest _Ui_e_ rinr (Ui& inner tnnnels)j and bt1Ik1i8&d gate structures
at the iiileta-ot1Jii1o tunnels farthest from the river (the outer tunnels).
The necessity for the bulkhead and Stoney gates during the construction period is best
explained by a review of the general construction program. It is contemplated that the diversion
tunnels will be lined, cofferdams built, gates erected, excavation for the dam structure finished,
and pouring concrete in the main structure started by the fall of 1933. Excavation and lining
of the 37-foot diameter penstock header tunnels connecting with intake towers and the 18-foot
diameter branch penstocks leading from header tunnels to power house are to be completed by
January, 1934. Placing the so-foot diameter steel headers in the 37-foot diameter tunnels will
then be started, and it is expected these will be installed on the Arizona aide by December, 1934,
by which time the spillways will be completed, power house structure finished and installation
of power machinery started.
The inner tunnels will then be closed, possibly one at a time, by temporary dams around the
inlets and Stoney gates at the outlets. The upstream plugs and gates will be placed in these
tunnels and trash racks installed at the inlets. The canyon wall outlet works are to be completed aoon after, as well as the installation of the 30-foot header pipes in the Nevada 37-foot
penstock tunnels.
Mter the plugs in the inner tunnels have been completed and gates installed therein, the
Stoney gates will be lifted, the temporary dams at the inlets will be removed, and water allowed
to ftow through the inner tunnels. The bulkhead gates at the entrances to the outer tunnels
will be dropped when the ftood stage has reached such a point as is judged will provide water for
power purpoaea by September, 1935. The water will then, under control of the gates in the
plugs in the inner tunnels, start rising back of the partially completed dam.
By the late fall of 1935 th~ contractor proposes to finish the intake towers and the plugs in
the outer tunnels at the intersection with the inclined spillway tunnels. Within the following 18
moDtha it is expected that the main structure of the dam will be completed, the 30-foot steel
penstock headera placed in the inner tunnels, penstock connections made through the 18-foot
tunnels to the powerholl88, and that all of the power machinery required at this time will be
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The Stoney and bulkhead gates have been shipped to the project aDd are being erected in
their final positions. Each Stoney gate is 50 feet wide by 35 feet high and oonsiate of seveu
ho:rizonkl structural steel girders, unequally spaced from 3 feet 3 inches at the bottom oo 10 fee'
5 inches at the top of gate, connecting the vertical girders at the sides and coverei OD the river
or doWDBtream faee by Mrinoh steel skin plates.
The steel cross girders are 51 feet 6 inches long, and 6 feet 2 inches wide at center, and 3 feet
7* inches at the vertical girder connections. Vertical girders are approximately 37 feet long,
and 3 feet 7~ inches in width. Two carbon steel ear plates extend beyond the upper ends of
the vertical girders to form connections for the operating hoist chains. Twenty vertical latticework trusses equally spaced are designed to stiffen the gate.
The concrete structure for the gate contains the counter-weight wells; the gate teee88e81
equipped with guide plates; a rail-protected inspection platform 56 feet above the tunnel ilrven;
a hoist house extending 861'088 the entire width of the structure, with its floor elevaaon 99 feet
above the tunnel invert; and a spiral stairway connecting the inspection platforJn and lleist
house.
The gate is raised and lowered by two hoists, each hoist consisting of a sprocket driven
through gears from a lined shaft which is connected through a worm gear to a 10)6 hotaepowfl'
slip ring induction motor.
A water seal is maintained by seal pipes of 3*inch heavy brass tubing, one on each aide of
the gate. The seal pipe bears against a bronze plate on the outside comer of the gate~
and against the skin plate of the gate.
The operating chains, each 82 feet 10 inches in length, run from the gate up and around the
hoist sprocket to counterweights and are constructed of 5-inoh diameter bronze pine and 19 by
9 inch link units of high carbon steel plates. Motor control is secured by a drum-type rev8llliui
controller with limit switches for upper and lower ends of gate travel.
Each of the two counterweights for a gate is composed of a steel hanger and Dine 11,200.
pound precast concrete blocks, and is connected by earpieces to the hoist chain.
The suspended weight of each Stoney gate and chain, with gate down, is approximately
261,000 pounds and that of the counterweights and chains 215,500 pounds. FrictionallOBieB
in pins and sprocket bearings are estimated at 44,000 pounds.· The groeelifting capacity of the
mo~r and hoists is 212,000 pounds; thus a surplus lifting effort of 122,500 pounds is provided.
The normal hoisting speed is 0.891 foot per minute and the total lift of the gate is 58 feet.
The 50 by 50 foot steel bulkhead gates are of much heavier construction than the Stoney
gates, being designed to withstand a hydrostatic head of 295 feet at the ga~ seat and olosure
UDder a JD&Jrimum head of 60 feet, while the maximum head for a Stoney gate will be with watet
at its top, and operation of the gate always will be under balanced head. Except fat testilqJ
purposes, it is not contemplated that the bulkhead gates will be lifted after once being lOW'ered.
Therefore, the gate operating mechanism was designed for controlled and sealed closure rather
than for recurrent operation.
Each bulkhead gate consists of 19 horizontal strudural steel proers connected to a verticil
girder on each side. The horizontal croBB girders are 55 feet 3 inches long and 12 feet 6)6 inches
wide, and the vertical girders are 50 feet 5~ inches long and 10 feet 6M inches wide. Connections to the stems of hydraulic cylinders, which control the gate operations, are obtained b:t
extensions of the web plates of vertical girders.
On the upstream side of the gate is a cover pla~ unit 47 feet 0 inches wide and 50 feet 6
inches high of l-inch thick plates riveted to cross girders, and on the exterior face of this anil
are nineteen "-inch plates, one for each cross girder. Skin plate units of 1~-inch thickaeill
are placed between croBB girders at a location 10 feet 7~ inches from the upstream face of gate.
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The concrete structure for the gate is 119 feet high and contains structural steel guides,
brackets, roller tracks embedded in the gate recesses, and cast-steel stationary wedges fastened
to the embedded brackets. An assembly receBB is located above the tunnel entrance, reaching
from 56 to 119 fe~t above the tunnel invert, and a foundation and platfonn is provided
above the assembly recess for two large hydraulic cylinders and a control board for gate
operations.
The gate is erected in raised position in the assembly recess supported· there by steel I-beams
until time for closure, when the means of support is shifted to lock nuts at the upper ends of
hydraulic cylinder stems. When the gate is to be lowered, water will be introduced in the
cylinders, the lock nuts will be removed, and by means of a suitable arrangement of piping and
valves the water will be released gradually from the under sides of the pistons by an automatic
equalizing device lowering the gate slowly into the closed position.
The hydraulic cylinders are constructed of steel castings, are 69 feet in height and 7 feet
7 inches inside diameter. The pistons and cylinder heads are cast steel and the piston rings
are of cast manganese bronze. Maximum piston stroke is 62 feet 5 inches. Each piston stem
is a 19-inch outside diameter tube with l~inch thickness of walls. The cylinders have been
designed to withstand a pressure of 290 pounds per square inch.
Six roller trains of caterpillar type are installed on each side of the gate to reduce the
operating friction. The carriages are attached to crOBB girders and the rollers travel upon a
high carbon steel seat plate set in the concrete structure. The rollers are 14~ inches long by
8 inches diameter cylinders of Meehanite (a chilled cast-iron alloy) and their axles are of l*inch
diameter rolled manganese bronze pins.
To insure tight closure of the gate and to transmit wat~r· pressure directly to the gate
structure, freeing the rollers, a movable wedge is provided on mwh side of the gate for its full
height, contacting with the stationary wedge fastened to the gr.te frame. The stems of the
hydraulic cylinders are connected to toggle mechanisms operating the movable wedges so that
overtravel of the stems, obtained by introduction of wak'r pressure on the top of the cylinders,
causes the toggles to force the wedges downward. Both stationary and movable wedges are
t'.onstructed of cast steel and have a taper of "-inch in 1 foot. Ni~kle steel was used for the parts
of the wedge mechanism.
A comer filler is placed in each lower comer of each gate recess to keep rocks or other obstructions from accumulating in the recess, thus preventing ~omplete closure of the gate. This
filler consists essentially of three reinforced concrete slabs laid on a filling of clean sand. The
slabs are locked in position and at the time of gate closure w111 be removed by releasing tho
locks and pulling the slabs upward and outward from their seats by .wire ropes fastened to the
Blabs. The sand will be jetted from the recess by two jet pipe layouts.
Cooling sprays are provided to reduce the temperature of the metal in the gate, before lowering, to a value as near that of the river water as is practicable. The spray systems consist of
three 1~-inch diameter pipe lines; one placed horizontally above the gate with jets set to spray on
the tunnel side of the gate; and the other two lines running vertically within the gate between
the upstream cover plate and the skin plate.
· Sprays and jets will be operated at a pressure of 100 pounds per square inch. This same
force is available for seating wedges and the cylinders can be filled under 220 pounds per square
inch pressure. It is estimated that the total amount of water required for lowering each gate
will be approximately 98,000 gallons and that the maximum quantity required at one time will
be 660 gallons per minute. The cylinders can be filled in 75 minutes and the gate lowered in
45 minutes.
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The gate will be sealed in position by a rubber and a bronze seal at the downstream sides
and top of the gate and a babbitted seal at the base. The bronze seal is attached by retainers to
the cross girders, extends the full height of the gate at its sides and around the top and is held
against the gate frame by a series of coil springs which bear against the seal retainer.
·
Each of the bulkhead gates weighs 2,180,000 pounds and the weight of the gates, hydraulic
cylinders, wedges, and steel frame amounts to 3,065,000 pounds. More steel is used in this gate
Ulan is ordinarily required for erection of a 12-story office building. Forty-two railroad cars
were required for transporting each gate to the project; one girder was loaded to a car, and as
the girders extended beyond the length of the cars, empty :Bat cars had to be inserted between
alternate girders. The average weight of a horizontal or vertical girder was 66,000 pounds.
Bolts and rivets required for field erection of a bulkhead gate weighed 29 tons and included
35,300 pounds of l-inch diameter rivets. Construction of the two cylinders for each gate
required 15 tons of stud bolts, each bolt weighing 35.4 pounds.
Exclusive of erection charges, the cost of the two Stoney gates, frames, and hoists was
approximately $64,000 and of the two bulkhead gates, frames, and hydraulic hoists, approxi·
mately $266,000.-Reclamation Era, March, 1999.
CONSTRUCTION OF COFFERDAMS

The construction of diversion works, to leave dry the river channel where the main structure
of Hoover Dam will be built, is rapidly nearing completion. The four 50-foot diameter tunnels
that carry the water around the dam site have been excavated and soon will be completely lined
for their aggregate length of more than 3 miles. A temporary dam was thrown across the
river downstream from the inlets of the diversion tunnels, and on November 14, 1932, the entire
flow of the river was turned through the two tunnels on the Arizona side. Two-thirds of a
million yards of earth and rock fill were placed in the upstream cofferdam during the months
of November, December, 1932, and January, 1933, and work is now concentrated on the
construction of a similar structure downstream from Hoover Dam site.
The cofferdams have been designed of sufficient mass and height to tum a river flow of
200,000 cubic feet per second, the probable maximum discharge of the river during construction
of the project. The flow of the Colorado River at Black Canyon usually ranges between 3,500 and
150,000 second-feet, although a discharge of 200,000 cubic feet per second may occur in unusual
years. The four 50-foot diameter diversion tunnels have a fall of 14 feet from inlet to outlet
and will carry 200,000 cubic feet per second with a water surface elevation at the inlets of 707,
17 feet above the tunnel roofs, and at elevation 683 at the outlets, 7 feet above the tunnels.
The crest elevation of the upper cofferdam was, therefore, established at 720, giving a minimum
freeboard of 13 feet; and the lower cofferdam at 690, 7 feet above the maximwn water surface.
The axis of the upper cofferdam is approximately 600 feet downstream from the inlets of the
diversion tunnels and 850 feet upstream from the axis of Hoover Dam; the lower cofferdam is
800 feet upstream from tunnel outlets and 1,340 feet downstream from axis of the dam.
The principal mass of the upper cofferdam is composed of a central section of earth fill98 feet
in height, crest width of 70 feet and slopes of 3 to 1, containing over one-half million cubic yards
of material. The slopes are protected by a rock blanket and the upstream face· is paved with a
6-inch thickness of reinforced concrete. The dam is 480 feet wide, 98 feet in height, and 750
feet thick.
Percolation of water through the upper cofferdam is prevented by the face paving, a steel
piling cut-off driven generally to bedrock across the upstream toe, three concrete cut-offs on
each canyon wall reaching from base to crest, and rubber fabric seals on both sides and the lower
edge of the face paving.
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The lower cofferdam is also an earth fill which has ita upstream face protected by a roek blanket. The dam will be approximately 360 feet wide, 500 feet thick, and 66 feet high. The cMJt
width will be 50 feet, the downstream slope. is to be 5 to 1 and upstream slope 2 to 1. The dam
will contain approximately 230,000 cubic yards of earth and 63,000 cubic yards of t'OOk. Two
ooncrete cut-oft's from base to crest are to be placed at each canyon wall to le88811 pereolation
between dam and cliffs. The downstream face is not covered by a protective surfacing, since
a ba~r of 127,000 cubic yards of rock placed downstream from the cofferdam will aet 88 a
buffer against eddy action from the backwash of the river.
To prevent fl<>?ding of partially co~ple~ work and consequ~nt repetition of co:nstructi?n,
· 1t 1s necessary to budd the cofferdams dunng a smgle season of low-nver flow and, 88 construction
of the dams involves the placing of over a million cubic yards of earth and rock, with flash floods
causing possible delays, commencement of oonstruction was advisable at the earliest date. Therefore, when the river flow diminished following the flood of early September, construction operations were immediately instituted. A fill of tunnel muck was advanced from the Nevada side
of the canyon to the center of the stream, downstream, and back to the Nevada side inclosin«
half of the upper cofferdam site and forcing the river toward the Arizona side. The inclosed
area was pumped dry, a 5-cubic yard electric dragline was brought down from the Arizona
gravel deposit, three 3}f-cubic yard electric shovels and a fleet of trucks were moved to the site
and removal of the silt and sand was started to uncover a consolidated formation suitable for
the dam foundation. This formation was discovered at elevation 622, 18 feet below the river
bed and 98 feet below the dam crest.
A pile trestiP. bridge was built across the river immediately downstream from the inlets or
diversion tunnels and as soon as tmmd No.4 was opened for river flow, trucks commeBced haul•
ing rock and dumping into the river on both sides of the bridge. Within 30 hours after initial
diversion, the temporary dam thus constructed had rison sufficiently high that all water was
flowing through the Arizona diversion tunnels except a small amount of seepage through the
hastily constructed fill. To cut off the seepage and to prevent flooding the coft'erdam site by
po11sible flood, the temporary dam was then heightened ond wideued, using muck from the
cofferdam excavation.
Soon after the temporary dam was completed above the upper cofferdam, a similar fill was
finished immediately upstream from the outlets of the diversion tunnels. The water in the
river channel, thus inclosed, was pumped out and excal'ation of the upper cofferdam extended
to the Arizona wall. The excavated material was hauled by 8 and 10 yard trucks to the tailroad and used for widening the railroad bench along the river, or unloaded at a dump ground
near the mouth of Hemenway Wash. The excavation for the upper cofferdam was started
, on September 25 and finiaboo on December 5. Approximately 212,872 cubic yards of sand and
gravel were removed at an average rate of 5,200 cubic yards a day.
Desirable material for the earth fills had been located by test holes in Hemenway Wah.
Pits were opened with 3}rcubic-yard electrie shovels, railroad traek laid to the pits from the
Black Canyon line of Six Companies (Inc.), and the material loaded into side dtimp cars for
transportation to the coft'erdams. Arriving at the unloading site, the earth was dum)*i from
a trestle, reloaded into trucks by 3~ubic-yard shovels and hauled to the cofferdam fill. Hdn
it was dumped by the trucks, spread by bulldozers installed on 30-horsepower catetpillar
tractors, the correct amount of water sprinkled on the material, and the mixture rolled by
6-ton Rohl rollers polled by 30-horsepower tractors.
Approximately 510,000 cubic yards of material were placed from October 31, 1932, to
completion of the fill on January 1, 1933. More than 420,000 cubic yards of eanh were cJ.
posited in the fill during December, 18,000 cubic yards or 4,000 truck loads of JdM8rial 'heiag
placed in many 24-hour periods of that month. Three 3}f-cubic-yard electric shovels were
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tlllld at. ~he pi~ for loading the trains and two·or th.w U.O.els of the SliDe capacity for loading
Ute fleet of 35 trucks at the trestle near the cofferdam. For hours at a time eaeb shovel waa·
loading, swinging, a.nd dumping a shovelful in less than 30 seconds.
Steel sheet piling at the upstream toe of the upper cefrerdam was driven by air h&IIUilen,
exeept near the Nevada canyon wall where an 11nusual number of lugle bowldan was 811C0111ltered. A trench was excavated ~t this location and the pitiDg plaeei on a concrete feoting
resting on bt>drock. The 5-cubie-yard dragline with its 80-foot boom was used to set sheet
piling in position and for holdmg the air hammer when the piling was driven. Each pile is
of the arch-web type, 16 inches wide and 40 to 55 feet long.
The eoncrete cut-offs at the canyon wall near the center of the dam were formed and
poured as the earth fill progressed upward. The concrete 1V8S hauled from the mixing plant
in 4-eubic-yard agitators, and the agitators were lifted from trucks to the pouring site by the
kubic-yard drag line.
The rock blankets on the slopes were placed after the earth fin was nearly finished. The
rock was secured from the stripping operations or excavatious on canyon walls, requiring
151,000 cubic yards for the slope facings.
The reinforced concrete paving on the upstream slope is poured in 16-foot sections running
from a concrete curb at the sheet piling cut-off to the crest of the dam. This work was started
on December 20, 1932, and was approximately 60 per cent completed at the end of the following
January. When finished, the paving will contain 3,500 cubic yards of concrete and almost
'4 miles of "-inch reinforcement bars.
The site of the rock barrier has bt>en excavated and more than 80,000 cubic yards of rock
baNe been dumped therein. This fill when completed will have a thickness of 210 feet, a
height of 54 feet, and will contain approximately 127,000 cubic yards of rock.
Construction of the lower cofferdam has been delayed by stripping of canyon walls· and
the excavations at the sites of the outlet works. The earth fill for the dam probably will be
secured from l!emenway Wash. The railroad will be eitended downstream, and end at a
trestle erected near Hoover Tiam site, where the material will be dumped, reloaded, and hauled
to the cofferdam site and the fill constructed in m&DDel' similar to that for the- upper cofferdam.
A All four diversion tunnels will be completely lined and both cofferdams are expooted to
be completed before the high water of the spring and swnmer of 1933. The low stage of the
river from October to January and the respite from flash floods have materially aided the
uninterrupted progress of construction.
The cofferdams are only to serve a temporary purpose until Hoover Dam is built above
(tOO entrances to outlet tunnels at the bases of intake towers; then the bulkhead gates will be
icl~ at the inlets of the outer diversion tunnels, the flow of the river temporarily controlled
by slide gates installed in the inner diversion tunnels, and the upper cofferdam will be overtopped and inundated by the reservoir back of Hoover Dam. The lower cofferdam and rock
barrier will be removed from the river channel to clear the tailrace for efficient operation of
the power plant.-Reclamation Era, April, 1999.
CONTRACT WITH BABCOCK & WILCOX CO. FOR PENSTOCK PIPES

Bids were opened at Denver, Colo., on June 15, 1932, under Specification No. 534 for
furnishing, erecting, and painting plate-steel outlet pipes with branch connections, Y branches,
and manifolds on r.oncrete-lined tunnels at the Hoover Dam. The Babcock & Wilcox Co.,
of New York City and Barberton, Ohio, submitted the low bid of $10,908,000 and was awarded
the contract. A performance bond of $6,000,000 was required to fully protect the Government
against any possible loss resulting from suit for patent infringement.
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The main header pipes are 30 feet in diameter, reducing to 25 feet, and branch pipes have
diametel'B of 13 feet, 8 feet 6 inches, and 7 feet 2 inches. The contractor is now erecting a
fabricating plant at Bechtel, 1 mile from the dam site, where the steel plates will be rolled
and the pipe sections fabricated. The Government will transport the pipe sections from the
fabricating plant to landing platforms at entrances to tunnel adits. From there the contractor
will transport the pipes into final position in the tunnels.

LIST OF PRINCIPAL CONTRACTS

..._

No. of sped-

Work or mata'lal

Power for construction purpoeee. Nevada-California Power Co. 11, 730, 000. 00
and Southern Sierraa Power
Co.
329,917. 15
Boulder City - Hoover Dam General Construction Co.______
Highway.
Lewis
Construction
eo
________
_
United States Construction
416, 509.. ao
Railroad.
Hoover Dam, power plant and Six Companies (Inc.) •• _------- 48, 890, 995. 00
ap_purtenant works.
Grading, surfacing, paving New Mexico Construction Co __ _ 273, 972. 00
sidewalks, curbs, gutters,
sewer and water systems,
Boulder City.
233,200.00
Bulkhead and Stoney gates and Consolidated Steel Corporation,
(Schedules 1 and 2).
hoists.
Hardie-'I'ynea Manufacturing
60, 395. 00
Co., (SChedule 3).
Reading Iron Co., (Schedule f).
32, 500. 00
Plate-steel outlet pipes for Babcock & Wilcox Co __________ 10, 908,000. 00
Hoover power plant and appurtenant works.
Cement (335,000 barrels) _____ _ Riverside Cement Co.. California
428, 800. 00
Portland Cement Co., Southwestern Portland Cement Co.,
ldonolith Portland Cement
Co.

Oct. 28, 1930

f86-D.

Jan. 23, 1931

517.

Jan. 28, 1931

518.

Mar. 11, 1932

519.

July 27, 1931

521.

June 11, 1932

533.

May 20,1932
May 20,1932
July 9, 1932

534.

l''eb. 10, 1932

3333-A.

~~~~i~C::B:l;8r·
-~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~:: ---~~~~~~~-~- -~:-~~~~~~power plant.

537.

CrHnder gates and entrance Goslin-Birmingham Manufactur-Hntlera for Intake towers.
ing Co. (item 1).
Elemeat hlealll&8 , . _________ Westinghouse Electric and
ldanufacturing Co. (item 2).

MI.

56,000.00
334,737.00
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PART

V :ALL-AMERICAN CANAL

SUMMARY OF GAULT REPORT
The All-American Canal, authorized for construction under the Boulder Canyon project
act, will be 80 miles in length, and the branch canal to the Coachella Valley 130 miles long, according to a report on "All-American Canal Investigations" by H. J. Gault, dated May, 1931.
TheBe investigations have been carried on since May, 1929, by the Bureau of Reclamation in
cooperation '\\ith the Imperial irrigation district and the Coachella Valley County water district.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

It is planned to divert from the Colorado River at a point about 5 miles above the Laguna
Dam of the Yuma (Federal) irrigation project, in section 9, T. 15 S., R. 24 E., S. B. M. The
proposed diversion dam '\\ill be of the floating or Indian weir type, with a crest 1,700 feet long,
providing ftoodway capacity of 170,000 second-feet without overtopping the gate structure.
Total flood capacity of the works \\·ould be 259,000 second-feet, besides the canal diversions.
Six desilting basins are provided, any five of which are to be used for divei'Bion to the canal, while
&he sixth basin is being sluiced. The dam will raise the river water surface about 22 feet.
Capacity assumed for the main canal is 15,000 second-feet from the dam to Siphon Drop on
the reservation division of the Yuma project, where 2,000 second-feet are diverted for this project;
13,000 second-feet from Siphon Drop to Pilot Knob, and 10,000 westward from Pilot Knob for the
Imperial and Coachella Valleys. The Coachella Canal would carry 2,000 second-feet at the head
and 1,000 where it enters Coachella Valley. It is estimated that the diversion dam, desilting
works, All-American Canal, and Coachella Canal can be built for something less than $34,000,000.
The Imperial Do.m-8iphon Drop section of the All-American Canal-will have a bottom width
of 130 feet, a water depth of 22 feet, and will carry an amount of water equal to 70 per cent of the
aveage flow of the Colorado River at the Hoover Dam.
CANAL LOCATION

The route of the canal follows the river closely to Laguna Dam and then parallels the present
Yuma main canal to the Siphon Drop. Several washes must be crossed by culverts or siphons.
From the Siphon Drop to Pilot Knob the canal follows the foothills, and bridges for the Southern
Pacific Railroad, the Inter-California Railroad, the State highway, and county road will be required. Beyond Pilot Knob, at three different points and for a total distance of 14.8 miles, the
canal is located near to and parallel with the international boundary.
For 10" miles the canal line p88888 through the sand hills, a region covered with dunes except
for a few bare spots. The deepest cut in the sand-hill area is over 100 feet and the dune sand is
about 80 feet in depth. Instead of lining the caoal with concrete in this S&Dd-hill area, it appeara
ad'riaable to leave it unlined and prevent sand blowing into the canal as much as possible, and to
remove the sand by suction dredges if necessary. The canal section through the sand hills is
designed with a mean velocity of 4.5 feet per second at full capacity, which is intended to be
noDSCOuring and nonsilting. Portions excavated in finer sand for the water section and liable to
scour are to be overexcavated to a depth of 1~ feet and the space refilled with screened gravel
to form a scour-resisting lining. Means of preventing sand from being blown into the canal may
be by one or more of the following methods: (a) Growing vegetation on the 881ld in a zone on
each aide of the canal by irrigation from small pipe lines; (6) spraying the saud with orude oil;
(68)
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(c) covering the dune sand with material from the canal excavation in the mesa formation which
is too coarse to be blown by the wind; (d) excavating a berm 15 feet wide on each side of the canal
at the mesa floor level. By adopting these methods in operation it is expected that the quantity
of sand blown or drifted into ~he canal will be small.
From the sand hills the canal line runs west across the east mesa to the present East High Line
canal of the Imperial district distribution aystem, and then through the extreme southern portion of the Imperial Valley, where it erosses 17 principal ditches and pasaes through the town of
Calenoo before it reaches it& terminus, the pl'fJ88nt West Side main canal. Here the ...-ater surf&ee is -6.7, and a& this point the canal has capacity sufficient to supply lands under the West
Side canal and also to fumish water for additional lands on the W es~ Side mesa.
COACHEI.LA CANAL

About 16 miles west of Pilot Knob the Coachella branch canal will take out of the AllAmerican Canal and run in a northwesterly direction across the east mesa. The location crosses
the Southern Pacific Railroad near Iris, passes east of the Salton Sea and the Coachella Valley
~ a point near the town of Coachella, where it again crosses the Sou them Pacific and runs southwesterly across the valley, and then south to the Riverside-Imperial county line. There are
more than 160 washes croesing the Coachella Canal line, ordinarily dry, but at times of heavy
rains or cloodbul'8ts, carrying floods of short duration, heavily loaded with sand and silt; these
must be crossed with siphons or culverts. By combining these washes in groups by the use of
training levees and diversion channels, the number of structures can be reduced to about 90.
The last 47 miles of the canal will be lined with concrete.
SURVEYS

Soil surveys of 1920 in the Imperial VaUey have bf>en reviewed and a soil reconnaissance
was made of the Pilot Knob mesa, lying east of the sand hills. The lands within the present
Imperial irrigation district have been classified. Topography was taken of a zone along the
All-American Canal covering a width of 1,000 feet and along the Coachella Canal of a zone 800
feet wide. The following additional field work is necessary: (1) Completion of topography
along the Coachella Canal; (2) relocation of first 10 or 15 miles of Coachella Canal; (3) studies
and surveys o£ minor revisions of location; (4) studies for wasteways, surveys of washes, and
location of training levees. Final location of turnouts for new lands can not be made until the
lateral ditches are located, which in tum should follow topographic mapping and investigatiom
of the inigable areas.
The Imperial irrigation district, comprising 512,000 acres, is supplied with a complete system
or lateral ditches, with about 425,000 acres in cultivation. In the Coachella Valley about
16,300 acres are now under cultivation, being supplied by pumping from wells. There is no
general canal or lateral system in the Coachella Valley. The east and west mesas, the Dos
Pabnas area east of the Salton Sea, Pilot Knob mesa, and the greater part of the Coachella
Valley are desert lands with no improvements. It is contemplated that the boundaries of the
Imperial irrigation district will be extended to include lands in the Coachella Valley irrigable
from the canal when constructed.
The accompanying table shows the iiTigahlf' lands wt>st of Pilot Knob as determiood by the
Imperial irrigation district.
These areas may be materially changed after irrigable area surveys have been made.
There ~e opportunities for development of power at Pilot Knob and at several. points on the
canals, but such development must be financed by the inigation district and other interested
agencies. Where canal drops are planned Cor power development, chute drops will be built by
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the Government, but it is expected that power plants will eventually be constructed by the
district. Before any money is appropriated for construction of this canal a repayment contract
must be made with the irrigation district, and negotiations are now under way. This contract
will provide for the delivery of stored water from the Hoover Reservoir and the Colorado River
in accordance with allocations yet to be made.-Reclamation Era, Jvly19S1 .
AU-Americon Caf&lll projut-SummarJI of irrigabl. Ianda 1I1M of Pilot Knob

I
Lands

I

Imperial irrigation district_ _________ __
East Palmas
mesa_--- --- ----- -- -----____________
___--____
____ -__
Doachella ___________ ________ __ __ ____
West mesa _____ __ ____ ______ _____ ____

T~~..r:;~; :.:"~-~~-:: ::::::::::::

p

Grand totaL______ ___ ___ _____ _

Acres under pump lifts
Acr

Total

gravl~)'

601 L

100 loot

150 foot

200 foot

521, 600 --- ----- ---- ---- -- ----- - --- ----1, 4 4
195, 432 -- -- - - - - -- - -- --950
10 450 -------- --- ----- --- -- --- ---- ---2, 200
115,025 ----- - -- 27, 315
J 500
--- ------ - 29, 500 ---- ---- 5, 2 9 -------m

~2,_ '07_-~=~ ~·~42,507

29,500

('- ~~~27,315

235 feet

521, 600
197,866
10, 450
153, 040
125, 7 9

--------- - -----

--------

-------11 ,000

9, 9 4 11, 000 1, 008, 745
J 439
22, 334
- ------- 22,334 - ------J

439

32, 318

11, 000

1, 031, 079

NO'DI.-Pumping lilts are approximate for the various areas and are repreeentative of maximuma.
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STANDARD GOVERNMENT FORM OF CONTRAC'f
(CONSTRUCTION)

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR AND

SIX

COMPANIES (INC.)

Contract for construction of Hoover Dam power plant and appurtenant works.
Amount, $48,890,995.50.
Place, Boulder Canyon project, Arizona-California-Nevada.
This contract, entered into this 11th day of March, 1931, by the United States of America,
hereinafter called the Government, represented by the contracting officer executing this contract, and Six Companies (Inc.), a corporation organized and exist~ under the laws of the State
of Delaware, and of the city of San Francisco, in the State of Califorma, hereinafter called the contractor, witnesseth that the parties hereto do mutually a_gree as follows:
ARTICLE 1. Statement of work.-The contractor shall furnish labor and materials, and perform all work required for construction of Hoover Dam power plant and appurtenant works, as
covered by items Nos. 1 to 119, inclusive1 of the Schedule of Specifications No. Yf. Boulder
Canyon project, Arizona-California-Nevac:J.a, for the consideration of forty-eight 1· ·on e~ht
hundred ninety thousand nine hundred ninety-five and 50/100 dollars (148,890,995.50) in stnct
accordance with the specifications, schedules, and drawings, all of which are made a part hereof
and designated as follows:
Specifications No. 519, amended as provided in notices to bidders, dated February 17 and
21, 1931.
The work shall be commenced, and shall be com~eted within the time provided in paragraph twenty-four (24) of the specifications: Provided.z. That the contract period of time is exclusive of an_y time that may intervene between the enective date of orders of the Government
oo suspend operations on account of weather (or other) conditions and the effective date of orders
oo resume work.
ART. 2. Specijicaiions and drawing&.-The contractor shall keep on the work a copy of the
drawings and specifications and shall at all times give the contracting officer access thereto.
Anythi.Dg mentioned in the specifications and not shown on the drawings, or shown on the dra~
and not mentioned in the specifications shall be of like effect as if sh.own or mentioned in both.
In case of difference between drawings and specifications, the specifications shall govern. In
any case of discrepancy in the figures or drawj.ngs, the matter shall be immediately submitted
oo the contracting officert without whose decision said discrepancy shall not be adiusted by the
contractor, save oruy at hls own risk and expense. The contracting officer shall furmsh from time
oo time such detail drawings and other information as he may consider necessary, unless otherwise provided. Upon completion of the contract the work shall be delivered complete and
undamaged.
ART. 3. C'ha11.Ru.-The contracting officer may at any time, by a written order, and without
notice to the sureties, make changes in the drawings and (or) specifications of this contract and
within the general scope thereof. If such changes cause an increase or decrease in the amount
due under this contract, or in the time required for its yerformance, an ~quitable adjustment
shall be made and the contract shall be modified in writmg accordingly. No change mvolving
an estimated increase or decrease of more than five hundred dollars shall be ordered unless
ap:J!roved in writing by the head of the department or his duly authorized representative. Any
claun for adjustment under this article must be asserted wtthin 10 days from the date the
change is ordered, unless the contracting officer shall for proper cause extend such time, and if
the parties can not agree upon the adiustment the dispute shall be determined as provided in
article 15 hereof. But nothing provided in this article shall excuse the contractor from proceeding with the prosecution of the work so changed.
ART. 4. Changed condirior!.8.-8hould the contractor encounter or the Government discover1 during the progress of the work, subsurface and (or) latent conditions at the site materially
difrenng from those shown on the drawings or indicated in the specifications, the attention of th.e
contracting officer shall be called immeaiately to such conditions before they are disturbed.
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The contracting officer shall thereupon promptly investigate the conditions, and if he finds that
the;r materially differ from those shown on the dra'!ings or indicated in the ~cations, he
shall at once, with the written approval of the head of tbe department or hiS representative,
make such changes in the dra~ and (or} specifications as he may find necessary, and any
increase or decrease of cost and (or) difference in time resulting frOm such changes shall be
adjusted 88 provided in article 3 of this contlact.
ART. 5. E:dras.-Except as otherwise herein provided, no charge for any extra work or
material will be allowed unless the same has been ordeJ.'ed. in writmg by the con~ officer
and the price stated in such order.
ART. 6. l1Uipeclion.-(a) All material and workmusbip (jf not otherwise deaipated by the
specifications) shall be subject to inspection examinatioll, and test by Government ~toll
at any and all times during manufacture and (or) construction and at any and all places where
such manufacture and (or) construction are carried on. The Government shall have the right
to reject defective material and workmanship or require its correction. Rejected workmarullip
shall be satisfactorily corrected and rejected material shall be satisfactorily replaced with proper
material without charge therefor, and the contractor shall promptly segregate and remove the
same from the premises.
(b) The contractor shall furnish promptJy without additional charge, all reasonable facilities,
labor, and materials necessary for the safe and convenient inspection and test that mar
be required by the inspectors. All inspection and tests by the Government shall be ~rfonned
in such manner as not to unnecessarily delay the work. Special, full size, and peiiormance
tests shall be as described in the specifications. The contractor shall be ch~ with any
additional cost of inspection when material and workmanship are not ready at the time inspection
is requested by the contractor.
(c) Should it be considered necessary or advisable by the Government at any time before
final acceptance of the entire work to IIUlke an examination of work already co~_pleted, by
removing or tearing out same, the contractor shall on request promptly furnish all necessary
facilities, labor, and material. If such work is found to be defective in any material respect,
due to fault of the contractor or his subcontraactors, he shall defray all the expenses of sueh
exa01ination and of satisfactory reconstruction. If, however, such work is found to meet the
requirements of the contract, the actual cost of labor and material necessarily involved in the
examination and re,placement, plus 15 per cent, shall be allowed the contractor and he sluall, in
$ddition, ii completiOn of the work has been delayed thereby, be granted a suitable extension of
time on account of the additional work involved.
(d) Inspection of material and finished articles to be incorporated in the work at the site
shall be made at the place of production, manufacture, or shipment, whenever the quantity
justifies it, unless otherwise stated in the specifications; and such inspection and acceptance,
imless otherwise stated in the specifications, shall be final, exceP.t as ~ latent defects,
departures from specific requirements of the contract and the specifications and drawings made
a {l~rt thereof, damage or loss in transit, fraud, or such gross mistakes 88 amount to fraud.
Subject to the requirements contained in the preceding sentence, the ins~tion of material
and workmanship for final acceptance as a whole or in part shall be made at the site.
AnT. 7. Material~ and workmanship.-Unless otherwise apecifically provided for in the
specifications, all workmanship, equipment, materials, and articles inco~rated in the work
covered by this contract are to be of the best grade of their respective kinds for the p~.
Where equipment, materials, or articles are referred to in the specifications 88 "~ual to' any
particular standard, the oontractillg officer shall decide the question of equality. The contractor
shall furnish to the contracting officer for his approval the name of the manufacturer of machinery, mcchanieal and other equipment which he contemplates installing, to~ther with their performance capacities and other pertinent information. When required by the specification!~ or
when called !or by the contactmg officer, the contr~tor shall furnish the contracting omcer
for approval full mfonnation concerning the materials or articles which he contemplates iDoor~ra~ in the work. Samples of materials shall be submitted for approval when so directed.
Machiriery, equipment, materials, and articles installed or used without such •pprovalshall be
at the risk of subsequent rejection. The contracting officer may require the COJltractor to dismiss from the work such employee as the contractini officer deem$ incompetent, carelees, insubordinate, or otherwise objectionable.
·
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Aft. 8. ~ 6y eommekn'.-The co:atractor shall give Ilia personal saperintendence to the work or have a competent foreman or superintendeBt, satisfacto~ te the eonneting
oflieer, en the work at &II times during progress, with authority to act for him.
AM'. 9. D'tkp-Da.tMgts.-If the contractor re:hues or fails to prosecute the work, 011 an1
8ep&l'able ~rt thereof, with SMh ~ence as will insure its eom~etioD within the time sJM!lCl'fied in art~ele 1, or any extension thereof, or fails to complete Bald work wnhin soeh time, the
Ooftntmeftt may, by written notice to the contractor, terminate his right to proceed with the
worift or aueb part of the work as to which there has been delay. In such eTent, the Oovem..
ment may take cnrer the wDrk aRd :proseeute the same to completion by contract or otherwise,
and the eontraeflor and his sUftltie& shall be lie.ble to the Government for any exeeas e&st occasioned the Government thereby. If the contrador'l!t right to proceed is so terminated, the
Government may take possession of and utilize in completing the work suea materials, apptianeM, and plant as may be on the site of the work and neceaa&ry $herefor. If the Goverament
doM DOt terminate the right ef the contractor to pl'O(leed, the eontraetor shall continue the
wmok, in W'bieh event the act\181 damages for the delay 1rill be impossible to determine and in
lieu thflreof the eontraetor shalt pav to t.he Government u fixed, ~' and liquidated damages for each calendar day of delay until the work is completed or accepted the amount as set
forth iB the speeifieations or accompanying papen and the COD.traetor and his sureties shall be
liable for the amount thereof: Prt1V'i4ed, Tllat the right of the contractor to proceed shall no~
be temrinated or the contractor charged with liquidated damages because of any delays in the
eempletion of the work due to unforeseeable eatlles beyond the control and without the fault
er negligence of the coatractor, including, but not restricted to, acts of God, or of the public
eaemy, acts of the Government, firea, floods, epidemics, qu81'antine restrictions, strikes, freight
embargoes, and unusuaJty severe weather or ~ays of wbcO'Iltr~~ettns due to such causes: ProDided f'urlher, That the contractor shall within ten days from the begimting of any sueh delay
Mtify the contractinr oftieer in writing of the causes of delay t wb& shall ascertain the facts
lllld the extent of the delay, and his findings of facts theYeen snall be final and eonelwlive on
the parties hereto, subject only to ap~l, within tlriny <k1s, by the contractor to the head of
t.be iepartmmt eoneemed, whose dectsion oJt such appeal ae to the faets of delay shall be final
auuJ conclusive on the parties IMnto.
ART. 10. Pmnits aftd cttre rf ""'"*.-The ~.ontraeter shall, without additional expense to
the Govemment, obtain all reqmred lieen8es aad pnmit& tmd be responsible for all damages &o
penons or properly that occur as a result of his faul~ or negligence in connection wnh the proaecutiolr ef the werk, and shall be responsible for tb.e proper care and proteetion of aJl materials
de&nretl and work performed until com~letion and fiaal aceeptanee.
ART. 11. Eight-hour law-Omwict labor.-(a) Ne laborer or mechaoic doing uy part of
the \ft)rk oontemplated by thia eontraet, ia t'-e employ of the contractor or uy subcontractor
fJOirtraeting for arry part of •id work contemplated, shall be· required or pennittAKi to work JIIOI'e
th&ll eightB.owrs in any one ealead.r tia.y upon weh work at the site thereof. For eeeh viol&tioa
of t.he .teqllirements ef this art.iele- a peDalty of five doll81'8
shall be impoeed upon tAe eeatractor for each laborer or mechanic for every calendar day in which such employee ia required
er permitted to labM Jlllt)J'e tbaA «ght houn upon said w<Wk, and aU 1)8Da}ues taus imposed
sltall he withheld for the uae and benefh of the 0onl'lllll8nt: P'lf1fliAIMJ, That this lti}NlaU8n
shall be subject in all respects to the exceptions and provilioas of tile aet of June 19, 1~n2 (37
8tat. 1•}, fef&ting to belU't ctllabor.
_
(6) The contractor shall not employ any person underping l!leDUmee of imprisollllllent u

<•5)

hudlabor.

Att'P. 1'2. OmJef'UJAt ~ ~jul.-The eontrutor waft'llllu .run he has nm em..
ployed &IJ.Y person to sohcit or secure this contract upoR ay agmement for a cowari-ion, per·
~~ brok~, or eontillgent f88. Breach of th• wai'I'Ulty altai give the Oovemmeni the
lilht te tel'lllia.Me the eoatn.ct, or, ill its ~n, to deduo& from the CODtl'aet priee or oon..
siCleration the amount of such commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingl!lot fees. This
warranty shall not applY' to commissions payable by contractors upon contracts or sales secured
or made through bona fide established commercial or selling agencies maintained by the contractor for the purpose of securi!!g business.
AaT. 13. Olhlr contracla.-The Government may award other contracts for additional
work, and the contractor shall fully cooperate with such other contractors and carefully fit his
own work to that provided under other contracts as may be directed by the contracting officer.
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The contractor shall not commit or permit any act which will interfere with the perfol'IJWlce
of work by anrether contractor.
A:aT. 14.
· not to benejU.-No Member of or Delegate to Congress, or Resident Commissioner, sh be admitted to any share or part of this contract or to any benefit that may
arise therefrom, but this provision shall not be construed to extend to this contract if made with
a corporation for its general benefit.
A:aT. 15. 1Ji8pv.tU.-Except as otherwise specifica.lly ~rovided in this contract, all disputes
concerning questions of fact ~ under this contract shall be decided by the contracting officer
or his duly authorized representative, subject to written a:pp~~ the contractor with.iD. thirty
days to the head of the department concerned, whose decislon
be fina.l and conclusive upon
the parties thereto as to such questions of fact. In the meantime the contractor shall diligently
proCeed with the work as directed.
ART. 16. Pa'!J1Mflh to contractors.-(a) Unless otherwise provided in the specifications, partial
payments will be made as the work progresses at the end of each ca.lendar month, or as soon
thereafter as practicable, on estimates made and approved by the contracting officer. ~:
paring estimates the material delivered on the site and preparatory work done may be
mto consideration.
(b) In~ such partia.l payments there shall be retained 10 per cent on the estimated
amount until final completion and acceptance of all work covered by the contract: Pf'Of1idld,
/&otostlerl That the contracting officer, at any time after 50 per cent of the work has been completed, if he finds that satisfactory progress is being made, may make any of the remaining partial
pa~ents in full: And '[J'I'Of!idtd jurflur, That on completion and acceptance of each separate
building, vessel, public work, or other division of the contract, on which the price is stated
separately in the contract, payment may be made in full, including retained percentages thereon,
less authorized deductions.
(c) All material and work covered b;r partial pa:rm.~nts made shall thereupon become the
sole property of the Government, but this provision shall not be construed as relieving the contractor from the sole responsibility for the care and protection of materia.ls and work upon which
payments have been made or the restoration of any damaged work, or as a waiver of the right
of the Government to require the fulfillment of all of the terms of the contract.
(d) Upon com:pletion and acceptance of all work required hereunder, the amount due the
contractor under this contract will be paid upon the presentation of a properly executed and duly
certified voucher therefor~ after the contractor sluill have furnished the Government with a
release, if required, of a.ll Claims against the Government arising under and by virtue of this contract, other than such claims, if any, as may be specifica.lly excepted by the contractor from the
operation of the release in stated amounts to be set forth therein.
ART. 17. .Additionalsecurily.--Should any surety upon the bond for the performance of this
contract become unacceptable to the Government, the contractor must promptly furnish such
additional BeCurity as may be 1'8Cluired from time to time to protect the interests of the Government and of persons supplying 18.bor or materials in the prosecution of the work contempl8.ted
by the contract.
ART. 18. De.fi:n:iJioM.-(a) The term "head of department" as used herein shall mean the
head of the executive department or independent establishment involved, and "his representative" means any ~n authorized to act for him.
(6) The term ' contracting officer" as used herein sha.ll include his duly appointed successor
or his duly authorized representative.
ART. 19. .Alterations.-The following changes were made in this contract before it was
signed by the parties hereto: The words "other than the contracting officer" have been deleted
from paragraph (a) of article 18 hereof.
A:aT. 20. A'P'IJ1'0fHI1.-This contract shall be subject to the written approval of the CommiaBioner of the Bilreau of Reclamation and the Secretary of the Interior, and shall not be binding
until so approved.
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In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed this contract as of the day and year
first above written.
TBB UNITED STATES OJ' Alu:RICA,
By R. F. wALTER,
Okiej Engi:nur, B'Uf'UI,u of Bulamation.
Six CoMPANIJIIS (INc.), OO'I&Iraclor.
By w. H. WATTIS,
[SEAL.]
Presidtft.t, 510 FiM'I&Cial Oenllr Bufldi'l&fl,
San Fraf&Ci8co, Oal'if.
Approved April 11, 1931.
ELWOOD MEAD,
Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation.
RAY LYMAN WILBUR,
Seaelary of the Jmerior.
Two witnesses:
PAULs. MARRIN.
SAMUELs. STEVENS.
I, Charles A. Shea, certify that I am the secretary of the corporation named as contractor
herein; that W. H. Wattis, who signed this contract on behalf of the contractor, was then president of said corporation; that said contract was duly signed for and in behalf of said r.orporation
by authority of its governing body, and is within the scope of its corporate powers.
CHARLES A. SHEA. [SEAL.]
I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowled~e and belief, bBSfld upon observation and

~aa~ih~rlty-i<; ~~~~t,; -the- ;~~e-,-~d. -i~- th; ~~vi!:~d~~: ~:~:!Jl:rt:ni~is-~~ -.;h.;i;
of this corporation with the public generally.

d.ffu:..

Oof&lradi'l&fl
This contract is authorized by the act of December 21, 1928 (45 Stat. 1057), known as the
Boulder Canyon project act, and acts amendatory thereof or supplemental thereto.
DIRECTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF CONTRACT

1. This form shall be used for every formal contract for the construction or repair of
public buildings or works, but its use will not be required in foreign countries.
2. There shall be no deviation from this standard contract fonn, except as provided for
in these directions, without prior approval of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget obtained
through the Interdepartmental Board of Contracts and Adjustments. Where interlineations,
deletions, additions, or other alterations are :pennitted, specific notation of the same shall be
entered in the blank space following the art1cle entitled "Alterations" before signing. This
article is not to be construed as general authority to deviate from the standard form. Deletion
of the descriptive matter not applicable in the preamble need not be noted in the article entitled
"Alterations."
3. The blank space of Article 1 is intended for the insertion of a statement of the work
to be done, together with place of performance, or for the enumeration of papers which contain
the necessary aata.
4. If it is deemed necessary to include an article on Patents the Invitation to Bidders
shall so state and the following article be used:
ARTICLE ----· Palef&I8.-The contractor shall hold and save the Government,
its officers, agents, servants, and emrloyees, hannless from liability of any nature
or kind for or on account. of the use o any patented or unpatented invention, artiC?Ie1
or appliance furnished or used in the perfonnance of this contract, excepting patentec1
articles required by the Government in its specifications, the use of whicli the eontractor does not. control.
5. Where only one payment. is contemplated, upon completion of the contract., all except
paragraph (d) of Article 16, "Payments to Contractor," must be stricken out.
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6. If Approval of tlte contract is required before it shall become binding, the following
article must be added:
ARTICLE ____ • Approtai.-Thia contract shall be subject to the written approval
of ------------------------------ and shall not be binaing until so approved.
Contncts subject to approval are not valid until approved by the authority designated
to approve them, and the 0011traetor's copy will not be delivered, nor any distribution made,
until such appro9'8l. All changes and deletioRB must have been made before the controct is
forwartled for approval.
7. The number of executed copies and of certified copies, desigDatim of d.iabunliac ofticer,
statement of appropriation, amount of bond, designation of place of inspecuon, as well as other
administrative details, shall be as directed by the department to which the contraetpertains.
8. All blank spaces must be filled in or ruled out. The contract must be dated, and the
bond must bear the same or subsequent date.
9. An officer of a corporation, a member of a partnel'Bhip, or an agent signing fOI' the principal, shall place his signature and title after the word "By" under the name of -the principal.
A contract executed by an attorney or agent on behalf of the contractor shall be accompanied
by two authenticated copies of his power of attorney, or other evidence of his authority to aet
on behalf of the oon~ractor.
10. If ~ contractor is a corporation, one of the certificates following the signat111'88 of ihe
parties must be executed. If the contract is Bigned by the seoretuy of the corporation, tile&
the first certificate mus~ be executed by some other officer of the corperation uader tile corporate
seal, or the second certificate executed by the contracting officer. In lieu of either of the foregoing certificates there may be attached to the co11tract copies of so much of the records of the
corporation as will show the official character and authority of the officer signing, duly certified
by the seeretaiY. or assistant secretary, under the corporate seal, to be true copies.
11. The full name and business address of the contractor must be inserted, and the contract
signed with his usual signature. Typewrite or print name under all signatures to contract and
bond.
12. The contracting officer must fill in the citation of the act authorizing the contract as
indicated at the end of the last page of the contract.
13. The Invitation, Bid, Aeeeptance, and Instructions to Biddel'B are not to be incorporated
in the contract.
14. The specifications should include a paragraph stating the amount of liquidated dam·
ages that will be paid by the contractor for each calendar day of delay, as indicated in Article
9 of the contract.

,,
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Spedflaatioas No. 519
UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTDIOR
BAY LYMAN WILBlJB.

~

BUREAU 01' RECLAMATION
BLWOOD IIBAD. C1

hd

11r

SPECIFICATIONS, SCHEDULE, AND DRAWINGS

HOOVER DAM, POWER PLANT
AND

APPURTENANT WORKS
BOULDER CANYON PROJECT
ARIZONA-CALD'ORNIA-NEVADA

Bids will be received at the office of the Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colorado, until
10 o'clock a.m., Mareh 4, 1981.
--
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OP RECLAMATION,
0PPICE OP THE COMIIIBBIONER,

Washington, Deumber 16, 19SO.

Memora:rul:um for the &crdary.
Herewith is transmitted specifications and schedule of drawings of Hoover Dam, power
plant, and appurtenant works. As soon as these are approved, bids will be invited.
The estimates show that the work can be completed within the limits fixed by the authorization in the Boulder Canyon act. The pressure for action on this matter, as a means of furnishing employment and encouraging a revival of business is, as you know, very great. It is
proposed, if these can be approved within the next day or two, to fix the date for opening bids as
Mi.rch 4, 1931.
ELWOOD MEAD,

Commissioner.

Approved: December 17, 1930.
RAY LYKAN WILBUR,

&tnlary.
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38. Roads and highways, pneraL. _____ .
39. CoDStruotlon highway _____________ _

13
13
13
13
13

40. Conatruotlon railroad--------------41. Transporting Government freight from
OODStruotlon railroad to power hou1e.
42. Use of inclined
freight elevator by con-_
________________________

....
24

26
26
27
27
27
29

~r

13
43. Acceptance of oofferdamt by Govern13
ment.-------------------------13
44. Development of power prior to oom13
pletlon of dam------------------14 Earthwork:
46. Stripping canyon walla oflooae rock ..
46. aa.lftoatlon of excavation _________ _
14
47. Lines and grades __________________ _
14
48.
_________________________ _

30
30
31
31

32
32

~ng

14
14
16
16
16
16
16
17
17

19
19
19
20
20

28. Materials to be furnished by the oon-

49. Open-cut excavation, general _______ _
ao. Preparation of rock foundations for the
dam and other structures ________ _
61. Tunnel, adft, and abaft excavation,
pneral------------------------62. Temporary timbering in tunnels ____ _
63. Steel ribs and steel Uner plates in
tunnela, adfta, and shafta ________ _
M. Open-cut excavation for diversion tunnela.--------------------------66. Excavation of diversion tunnels. ___ _
68. Cue
of__________________________
river and unwatering founda-_
tions
67. Removal of dowoatream ootrerdam
and rock~er---L------------68. Common excavation for foundatloaa of
dam, power hon~e,and cofferdams ••
69. Rock
excavation for foundation of_
dam ___________________________

33
83

33
3f
36
36
36
36
36

37
87
38

21

tnwdor-------------------------·
materlals----------------------ll'oundatlon and other teat drDling

22

31. Report
on pology ________________ _
~------------------------32. River dlloharp recorda ____________ _
83. Approval of plana by Colorado Rlftl'

22
22
22

~-------------------------34. U•
of Boulder Oty u oamp lite ••••

23
23

29. Preference for domestic artlclee or

-·-·"

~--------------------------37. Sand
and gravel depoetta ___________ _

13

27. Materials
furnished by the GoverntDeDt__________________________
_

30.

Special oonditioue-Continued.
30. Drinking water at site of works _____ _
36. Electric power for coDStructlon pur-

60. Ezcavatton for upstream cu~ trench
in foundation of dam _____________ .
61. Ezcavation for spDlwaya, in open out.
62. Excavation of Inclined aplllway tun-

n~----------------------------

63. Excavation for CBDyon-wall 'ValVe
hoUIBB-------------------------64. Excavation for Intake towers _______ _
66. Excavation of ahafta for outlet works
and OOilllecting pllerlee __ - - • _-- __
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IV

Earthwork-Continued
66. Excavation of penstock tunnels, outlet tunnels, and power peoatocb __
67. Rock excavation for power hou.ee ___ _
68. Excavation for switching station ____ _
69. Excavation for inclined freight elevator ltructuree ___________________ _
70. Excavation for highway___________ _
71. Excavation for highway structure~~ •••
72. Back fill for power hou.ee ___________ _
73. Back fill for switching station ______ _
74. Back fill on roofs _________________ _

75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

Embankment construction, generaL ••
Borrow pits and quarries ___________ _
Rook fill in diversion cofferdams ____ _
Rock protection. __ ---------------Rock blanket on upstream cofferdam.
Rock barrier below downstream cofferdaiD---------------------------81. Earth fill in cofferdams____________ _

82. Rubble masonry walls.-----.-~---_-83. Disposal of excavated materials _____ _
Grout and drainage systeiDS:
84. Drilling grout holes in tunnels, adits,
and shafts ________ ---- ______ ----·
85. Drilling grout holes in foundations for
daiO and spillway crests _________ _
86. Drilling drainage holes in foundation
for dam------------------------87. Prelaure grouting, generaL---------88. Pressure grouting in tunnels, adits,
and shafts---------------------89. Pressure grouting in foundations for
dam and spillway crests. ________ _
90. Contraction joints in dam __________ _
91. Pressure grouting contraction joints

Pace Concrete-Continued.
108. Protection________________________
39
109. Damaged or defective concrete______
40
110. Reinforoement bars and
40
111. Measurement of concrete___________
112. Payment for concrete_______________
40
113. Concrete Uninga in tunnels, adite and
40
llhafte___________________________

ran.________

41
41
41
42
42
43
.a

114. Concrete Uoinga, wa1la and slabs
against rock in open cut__________
116. Concrete in inlet structure~~ for inner
diversion tunnels_________________
116. Concrete in inlet structures for outer
diversion
tunnels and bulkhead
gates___________________________

43
"

117. Concrete in outlet structures for diversion tunnels_____________________
118. Concrete in linings of diversion tunnels.
119. Concrete
in paving for upatream.cotrerdam____________________________

"45

45
46

120.
121.
122.
123.

47
47
48
48
49
49
60

124.
125.
126.
127.

128.
129.
130.

53
M
M
66
66
57
57
57
58
68
58

60

142. Painting·-------------------------

103. Milling •• ------------------------104. Temperature of concrete ___________ _

106. Forms •• --------------------------

106. ~ng.-------------------------107. Finishing._-----------------------

M
M

86

78

98. (kQn~tion ••••••••••••••••••••••
97.
~ent--------------------------98. Saod
____________________________ _

stocks •• -----------------------133. Concrete for switching station and
Steel tower footings______________
134. Concrete in inclined freight elevator
structures_______________________
136. Concrete in highway ltruotures______
136. Gunite surfacing on concrete________
137. Rough finish for tile floors__________
138. Cement mortar finisb for concrete
floors·-------------------------139. Thin walls of metal lath and plaster..
Metal work and painting, general:
140. Installing metal work_______________
141. Weights
of machinery and metal
parts___________________________

100. Cobble rook----------------------101. Samples of CODcrwilte aggregates ••••••
102. Water for mixing _________________ _

83

78

52
52

99. Broken rock or gravel _____________ _

83

71

Tile roofs------------------------Asphalt saturated felt roofing _______ _

Cooorete:

83

86
86
87

60
51
51

131.
132.

82

Concreteconcrete
in dam------------------Cooling
in dam____________
Concrete in parapets_______________
Special finishing of walls io power
house, parapets and other concrete
surfaces ________ ----------------Concrete in spillway structures.----Concrete in linings of inclined spillway
tunnels·-----------------------Concrete in diversion tunnel p1uga. _ _
Concrete in outlet and penstock tunnels •• -----------------------Concrete in linings of shafts for outlet
works and connecting galleries_____
Concrete in canyon-wall outlet works.
Concrete in intake towers, foundations,
and superstructure_______________
Concrete in bridges to intake toW81'8..
Concrete in power house and pen-

in dam------------------------Anchor
bars in rock _______________ _
Porous ooncrete tile drains in d&IO. __

92.
93.
Roofs:
94.
96.

.._.
80
80
81
81
81
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88
88
89
89
89
70
70
70

70

71

71
71
71
73

74
74
75

v
Pipes and structural steel:
143. Standard steel and C&Bt-iron pipe, fittings, and valves ________ --------_
144. Pipe handraUing ________ --------- __
145. Pipe for grouting tunnels, adlta, and

~-------------------------146. Pipe for grouting foundations for dam

and spillway cresta ______________ _

for
grouting contraction jointa in_
147. Pipe
dam
___________________________
Pipe for draining foundation of dam._
Pipe for cooling concrete ___________ _
Control piping for high-pressure gates_
Metal pipe for highway drains and
culverta ________________________ _
162. Conduit lining castings ____________ _
153. Plate-steel
conduit linings for outlet_
works _________________________

148.
149.
150.
161.

154. Plate-steel
linings for power_
penstocksconduit
______________________
155.
166.
157.
158.

Structural steel, general ____________ _
Structural steel for bridges _________ _
Trash rack metal work ____________ _
Steel
piling for upstream coffer-_
damsheet
___________________________

Paae Pipes and structural steel-Continued.

161. Metal floor plates _____ ----_--- ____ _
77
162. Metal stairways. _______ -------- __ _
77 Gates and other mechanical machinery:
163. Stoney gates and hoists ___________ _
78
164. High-pressure,
hydraulically operated_
gates __________________________
78

79
79
80
80
81
81
82
82
83
84
84

159. Track rails _______________________ _

_ 85
86

160. Metal work in Inclined freight elevator guide structure _______________ _

86

165. Cylinder
gates and hoists in intake_
towers _________________________
166. Needle valves. ___________________ _
167. Traveling cranes __________________ _
Electrical installations:
168. Electrical equipment, general ______ _
169. Resistance thermometers. _________ _
170. l!.'lectrical conduita ________________ _
Windows, doon and other miscellaneous items:
171. Metal-sash windows and partitions._
172. Metal-saah window operators. _____ _
173. Metal swing doors ________________ _
174. Metal rolling doors ________________ _
175. Wooden doon ___________________ _
176. Hollow tile _______________________ _
177. Ceramic-tile walls and floors _______ _
178. Plumbing and hardware ___________ _
179. Steel partitions ___________________ _
180. Sheet metal work _________________ _
181. Temporary end walls in power house_
182. Miscellaneous items of metal work •• _
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HOOVER DAM, POWER PLANT, AND APPUBTENANT WORKS, BOULDBit
CANYON PROJECI', AIUZONA-CALD'OBNIA-NEVADA

'

B1U will be ooulaend. oa tile foDowlq 80Jae411le. bul 110 bl4 will be oouitl..a fer o* a part fill tile • • •

SCHEDULE
~

n.a
No.

of Do•, Powr Plant, cmd Appvrleftant Worn

Wart ar material

-:!!t.

1

·~-=:ar;;o:U.....U.~

2

Ezca.,.ation: Common, in open
cut for divendon twmele.

160,000 ou. yda., at • __ •• _(weri.) _________ . ______ _

------------------ <•----------> per cu. yd _______
(Words)

------------------ (1---------->
3

'

Excavation: Rock, in open cut
for divenion tunnels.

Excavation: All
lion twmeJa.

c.._,

·------------

69,000 cu. yda., at•• ---- __________ --- ____ . __ ._._.
per cu.

rd------- --------------

844,000 u. yda., at----------------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd.------1--------------

In diver-

1,663,000 cu. yds., at --------.------------------(Words)

1-----------------_

($ _______ . __ ) per cu. yd.------ --------------

6

Excavation: Common, in open
trench for concrete cut-oft' in

u~ cofferdam.
6

Ext':::Oio~ !':c~te ~ut-o?fu
upltream ootrerdam.

1,000 cu. yds., at _________ . _ . -.------- ----- .. -(Words)

i

1------------------ ($ ___ - --.--.) per cu. ycL ------------- ··-I

SOOcu. yda.,at --------··(w~i----------------
_______________ . __ (S. _________ ) per cu. yd. __ -_-_ - __ --- . ------.

7

Excavation: Removal of earth
ftll iD downstream cotrerdam.

230,000cu.yds.,at ____________________________ _
(Words)
_ _ __ _ _ ________ • _ (S. _____ .•• _) per cu. yd._-- .• - -. __ ----.-----

8

Excavation: Removal of rook flU

191,000 cu. yds., at -.- __ ---.--------------------

9

Excavation: Common, for foundation of dam, power house,
and ootrerdama.

857,000 cu. yds., at-----------------------------

1)

(Words)
in dowutream cofferdam and
rook barrier.
__________________ ($ __________ ) per cu. yd. __ ---- - __ -----------

Exca...atton: Rock, for foundation of dam.

<Words>

------------------ <•----- ---- _) per ou. yd_-- ---- -------------400,000 cu. yda., at----------------------------(Words)

------------------ <•--------- _) per cu. yd.------ -------------11

Excavation: AU claaeee, for upstream out-otr trench In foundation of dam.

35,000 cu. yds., at _----------.-----------------'War .II)

------- __ • --- __ --- (1-. ---- ____ ) per cu. yd.---- ••• --.----------

(1)
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SCHEDULE-Continued
Construction of Dam, Power Plant, and Appurlenanlll'orb-Continued
-------~---,,.--,

.-~:;

-.--,-----:-.--;---::--;

..

,-,-,.~--,--,--:.~···-,-;,,-c--.--~;,-....,--~-----

Work or material

Quantity and prioo

12· Excavation: Allclaeaea, forepiUways, in open cut.

.\moun&

-- --------------1,012,000 cu. yds., at ________ .: __________________ _
. . . ___ _
(Words)
•

~--

-

--~-

----------------- _ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______

13

Excavation: All claaees, in inclined spillway tunnels.

1--------····

144,000 cu. yda., at----------------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ ------------··

14

Excavation: All claaees, for canyon wall valve houses.

255,000 cu. yda., at .• _- _-. -------- ............. .
(Words)

'
------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ --------------

15

Excavation: Allclulellforintake 300,000 cu. yds., at--------------------"-------towers.
(Warda)
------------------ ($ ___ ·_______ )per cu. yd _______ -------------·

16

Excavation: All claaeea1 in ehaftel 29,000 cu. yda., at __________________________ ---for outlet works and connect(Words)
ing galleries.
·
------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ --------------

17

Excavation: All claaeea, in penstock tunnels, outlet tunnels
and power penstocks.

176,000 cu. yds., at

----~-----------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ ----------·--·

18

Excavation: Rock, for power
houae.

122,000 cu. yda., at ----------------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ ) per cu. yd ••••••• --------------

19

Excavation: All claeeee,
switching station.

for

16,500 cu. yds., at ------------------·-----------(Worda)

---------- ____ ·--- ($ __________ )per cu. yd ••••••. -------------20

Excavation: All clallee, for
inclined freight elevator structures.

40,000 cu. yda., at

-----------------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ --------------

21

Excavation: Common, for_highway.

3,700 cu. yda., at --------------·-----------~----(Words)
------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ --------------

22

Excavation: Rock, for highway __ 109,000 cu. yds., at

.

.

-----·(wo.:da)-----------------

------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ --------------

23

Excavation: All claaaee, for highway structures.

1,000 cu. yda., at ------------------------------(Words)
------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ --------------

24

--------(wo.:da)---------------------------------- <•----------> per ou.yd _______ --------------

Back fill for power house •••••••• 1,300 cu. yds., at

Digitized by
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SCHEDULE-Continued

: ', \ . r. . .. ~. .- .

-.

I

I

'

; •

~

Conatrudion of Dom, Puwer Plant, and Appurtenant W orb---Continued
I

ltaD
No.

25

work or material

Amount

Quantity aod price

Back fill for switching station____ 4,400 cu. yds., at_ ______________________________ _
(Worda)

------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ $ ___________ _

26

Back fill on roofs _______________ 35,000 cu. yds., at.·---------~--~---------------(Worda)

__________________ ($ _________ .) per cu. yd. _____ - --------------

27

Rock fill in upstream cofferdam.. 151,000 cu. yds., at _____________________________ _
(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ --------------

28

Rock fill in downstream cofferdam.

63,000 cu. yds., at ______________________________ _
(Words)

__________________ ($ __ --- _. __ .) per cu. yd._---- __ ---------- _--

29

30

Rock protection in river channel
and elsewhere.

84,000 cu. yds., at _________________ ---_._. ___ ---_
(Words)

------------------($ _______ _. __ )per cu. yd _______ -------------Rock blanket on upstream coffer- 13,000 cu. yds., at. .. __________ . _____ . ___ . _____ ._
dam.

(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ -------------31

Rock barrier below downstream
ootrerdam.

127,000 cu. yds., aL.---------------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ --------------

32

Earth fill in upstream cofferdam. 568,000 cu. yds., at. .•• -------------------------.

(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ -------------33

Earth fill in downstream cofferdam.

230,000 cu. yds., at.. _________ -_-_-------- ------(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ -------------34

Rubble masonry walls __________ 7,500 cu. yds., at------------------------------(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ -------------35

Drilling grout holes in tunnels,
adits, and shafts.

232,000 lin. ft., at----------------------------(Worda>

___________ ---- ___ ($. _________ ) per lin. ft ____ • ________________ -

36

37

Drilling grout holes in found&tiona for dam and spillway
crests, not more than 60 feet
deep.

6 500 lin. Ct., at --------------------------------'
(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per lin. ft ________ --------------

Drilling grout holes in found&-

25000 lin. ft., at------------------------------tions for dam and spillway
'
(Words)
cresta more than 50 feet and
not more than 100 feet deep. __ ---------------- ($ ____ - --- __ ) per lin. ft ___ - ---- --------------
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SCHEDULE-Continued
Comtrucnon of Dt~m, Power PltJm, tJnd ApputWftt.lm Worka-Continued

-----------------------------Item
No.

W orll: or material

Qwmtitylllld prloe

AmOUDt

38

Drilling grout holes in found&- 17,000 lin. ft., at _____________ ---- ______________ _
tiona for dam and spillway
(Words)
crests, more than 100 feet and
not more than 150 feet deep. ------------------ ($ __________ )per lin. ft ________ $_ -----------

39

Drilling holes for anchor bars and
grouting bars in place.

23,500 lin. ft., at ---- _____ • ---- _____ . _______ . ___ _
(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per lin. ft ________ -------------40

41

42

43

Drilling drainage holes in foundation for dam, not more than 50
feet deep.
Drilling drainage holes in foundation for dam, more than liO feet
and not more than 100 feet.

5,600 lin. ft., at . _. _________ • _______________ . _. _.
(Words)

------------- _____ ($ ____ ----- _) per lin. Jt. ___ .. __ . _. _. _. ______ _

28,000 lin. ft., at __________ . __ . ___ .. ____ . _____ . __
(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per lin. ft ........ -------------Drilling drainage holes in foun- 500 lin. ft., at ___ ... _________ •.• ______ ... _.. _.. __
(Words)
dation for dam, more than 100
feet and not more than 15()
------------------ ($ __________ )per lin. ft _______ -------------feet deep.
Pressure grouting in tunnels, 376,000 cu. ft., at. ________________ . ___ . ____ . ___ _
(Words)
adits and shafts.
------------------ ($ __________ )

44

Pressure grouting in foundations
for dam and spillway crests.

per cu. ft.--------------------

12,000 cu. ft., at_ _. __ • ________ . _. __ . ________ . ___ _
(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per

46

grouting contraction
joints in dam.

Prellaure

cu. ft •••.... --------------

34,000 cu. ft., at__ •. ____________ •. _. ____ .. _.. _._
(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ ) I * cu. ft _______ -------------46

Manufacturing tmd placing poroua concrete draintile in dam.

38,400lin. ft., at-------------------------------(Words>

------------------ ($ __________ ) per lin. ft _______ -----------·--

47

Placing tile roofs _______________ 10,000 sq. ft., at ________________________________ _
(Words)

------------------ (1----------) per sq. ft _______ ------------·48

49

Placing aaphalt saturated felt
roofing, complete with ftaahing.
Concrete in inlet l'tructures for
inner diversion tunnels.

120,000 sq. ft., at. ___ ----------- ............ _. __
(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ ) per sq. ft _______ --------------

li,600 cu. yds., at--------------------_. __ .. __ . __ (Words)

------------------ <•--------- ->
50

Concrete in inlet structures for
outer diversion tunnels and
bulkhead gates.

per cu. yd.----- ------- -·. ---13,400 cu. yds., at. _________ • ____ . _____ .....•... _
(Wortb)

------------------ <•---------->
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SCHEDULE-Continued
Corutruction of Dam, Power Plafll, and AppurleMfll Work.t-Continued

u-

AmOUDt

No.

Work or material

QuaatltJ'IDd prloe

51

Concrete in outlet structures for
diversion tunnela.

5,800 cu. yds., at-------------------------------(Wordl)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ 1-----------52

Concrete in linings of diversion
tunnela.

312,000 cu. yda., at-----------------------------(Wordll)

______ • _ __________ ($. _________ ) per cu. yd _________________ - _--

63

Concrete in paving for upstream
cofferdam.

3,600 cu. yda., at __ .-- _- ••••.• _----.--------. _. _
(Wordl)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ -------------64

Concrete in

dam---------------

3,f00,000 cu. yds., at---------------------------(Wordll)

_ _ ___ _ _ ___ _ __ _ _ __ _ ($ ______ • __ • ) per cu. yd ____ ••..... _. _......•

55

Concrete in parapets. __ .-- •• --_ 6,600 cu. yda., at __ --.-.- ---.----------------- ..
(Worda)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ -------------66

Concrete In spillway structures __ 51,000 cu. yda., at -----------------------------(Wordll)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______
57

Concrete in linings of inclined
spillway tunnela.

--------------

29,000 cu. yds., at __ - _- - - - -.- . ------- --.- ---.--.
(Worda)

_____ _____________ ($ _________ • ) per cu. yd- - - - -- •.• - . - • - .. - - • - -

68

Concretelndiveraiontunnel plup. 121,000 cu. yda., at ------------------------------(Wordll)

------------------ ($ __________ )per

&9

Concrete in linings of outlet and
penstock tunnela.

28,000 cu. yda., at __ • _- _----.- ---------.-.----.(Wordll)

------------------ ($_- ----60

Concrete in lininp of abaft& for
outlet worb and connecting
plleriea.

61

Concrete in canyon wall outlet
works.

cu. yd _______ --------------

---> per cu. yd_------ --------------

10,200 cu. yde., at---------------.--------.-----CWordll

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ -------------51,000 cu. yda., at------_--- .• --. __ ------_---_-._
(Wordl)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd ••..••. -------------62

Concrete in intake towers, foundationa, and auperetructurea.

108,000 cu. yde., at-------- ·cwo~d.) _-- .. _. --.---.- .,

------------------($ __________ )per cu.
83

Concrete in bridges to intake
towers.

1,000 cu. yda.,

yd.------~--------J·----

at-------------------------------(Wordl)
1

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ --------------
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SCJIEDULE-Continuecl
Conatructitm of Dam, Power Plant, and .AppurleMftt Works-Continued
Item

Work or material

No.

.o.mount

Quantity 1111d prlet•

---~-------------------------1----------------------------------------~-64

Concrete in power house above
generator ftoor.

28,000 cu. yds., at ______________________________ _

-------

(Words>

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ $ ___________ _
65

Concrete in power house below
generator ftoor and in pen-

115,000 cu. yds., aL----------------------------(Words)

•iock .

88

Co.'l:r't.!!:i~~~tation and ~-~:.·;:.: -~: ~.-.:.~~~----~~;;~: ~":~~: :::::: ------------·
!---- --------------

67

Concrete in inclined freight elevator structures.

($ ___ ----- __ ) per cu. yd.----- __ -------------

4,800 cu. yds., at-------------------------------(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ ------------··

68

Concrete in highway structures ___ 900 cu. yds., at---------------------------------(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per cu. yd _______ -------------69

Gunitc surfacing on concrete, 1
inch thick.

50,000 11q. yds., at. _____________________________ _
(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per sq. yd _______ -------------70

71

Special finishing of walls in power
house, parapeta, and other concrete sUrfaces.
Placing ~-inch finish on concrete
ftoors.

250,000 sq. ft., at. ______________________________ _
(Wordl)

------------------($ __________ )per sq. ft ________ -------------50,000 sq. yds., at. _____________________________ _
(Words)

____________ ----- _ ($ ______ -- __ ) per sq. yc:L __________ ----------

72

Thin walls of metal lath and
plaster.

4, 000 sq. yds., at-------------------------------(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per sq. yd _______ -------------Placing reinforoementlbars and

73 · ralls.

35,000,000 pounds, at.--- _______________________ _

I

(Words)

I

------------------ (1----------> per pound-------~------------

7f

75

Plaoing-ancho(~ in rock •• ----

168,000 pounds, at ________ (w~) -- ______________ .!

.
------------------ (1----------> per pound·------1-------------Installing standard steel and cast- 6,600,000 pounds, at. ____________________________ j
iron pipe, fittinga,'_and valves.
(Wordl)
·

------------------ (1--------- .) per pound. _____________ ------76

Installing control piping for highpressure gates.

51,700 pounds, at _______________________________ _

<:=)

------------------ (1.....

Digitized by
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SCHi:DutE-contiriued'
Conatn.u:titm of Dam, PotDer Pl4nt, tind Appurten11nt Worka-Continued
Item

Wort or ma\«<al

No.

Qu11.11tlty 11.11d price

77 LayiDg metal pipe for highway
drains and culverta.

10,000 pounds, at-------------------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ ____ --78

AmoUDt

---> per pound.______

S. __________ _

Installing conduit lining castings. 9,670,000 pounds, at. _____________ • _____________ _
(Words)

------------------ (1---------->
79

Installing plate-steel conduit
linings for outlet works.

per pound _______ -------------6,436,000 pound&, at __________ - _- _________ - ____ _
(Words)

_----- _----- ______ ($ ____

80

Installing plate-eteel conduit
linings for power penstocks.

------> per pound.--- ________________ _

13,916,000 poUDds, at--------------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per pound _______ --------------

81

Installing structural steel, except
btidges to intake towenL

17,875,000 poWlds, at -- __ -- _- --------------- _--(Words)

_______ ----- _ ----- ($ __________ ) per pound.------ ------- ______ _

82

lllBtalling structural steel
bridges to intake towers.

in

677,600 poundJ, at-----------------------------(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per pound _______ -------------83

Installing trash rack metal work. 2,340,800 pounds, at---------------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per pound _______ --------------

84

Driving steel sheet piling for upstream cofferdam.

704,000 pounds, at-----------------------------(Worm)

__________________ ($ __________ ) per pound. ___________________ _

85

Installing track rails ____________ 413,000 pounds, at---------- .. -------------------

86

Installing metal work in inclined
freight elevator guide atruc-

I.

(Wordl)

------------------ <•----------> pel' pound~-------------------ture.

87

330,000 pounds, at.. ________ .. __________________ _
(Words)

------------------ (1---------->fper pound)--------------------

lnatalling metal floor plate. _____ 132,000 pounds, at-----------------------------(Words)

------------------($ __________ )per pound _______ -------------88

lnatallingmetalatairways ••••••• 303,000 pounds, at------------------------------

89

Furniahing and ereotiDa steel ribs,
steel Hner plate., and areh ring

(Words)

------------------ (1----------> per pound---------------------

::m.:J

3, 170,000 pounds, at ________ - __________________ _

ah~. In tUDDela, ------------------

(Wordl)

(1----------> per pound---------------------
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SCHEDULE-Continued
COtUirvt:liota oJ DG-, Po_,. Pia,.,_ cmd A~ Wor~tillued
Uem
No.

90

Warll: or materiel

I~

60-foot by 60-foo~
Stoney gatee and hol8tl.

2,800,000 powaclll, at---------------------------CWordl)

------------------ ($ __________ )per pound------- •------------

91

IDBtaJ.ling high-pre.ure hydraulically operated gatee.

10, 340,000 pounda, _. --------.-----------------<Wordl>

------------------($__________ )per pound--------------------92

cylinder gatee and
hoists 1n intake towers.

loatalling

4,620,000 pounda, at ___ -- _________ - _______ - _- _- _
(Wordl)

------------------ <•----------> per pound--------------------93

IDStalJing Deedle valv•--------- 4,070,000 pounda, at __ •• ----------------- _____ -(Warda)

------------------ ($ __________ )per pound---------------------

94

IDBtalling
kaveling cranell------- 296,000 poUDd8, at-----------------------------.
(Wordl)

96

Fumiahing, inatalliDg, and oper-

--------------·-·· (1 •••••••••• ) per poUDd ------- -------------·

ating cooling plant.

Complete, for the lump sum of ____ • __ • _________ • _
----------------------------------------do~---------------·
(Words)

96

lnatalling electrical cable for
realat&Dce thermometer~ embedded in concrete.

20,000 lin. ft., at-------------------------------(Warda)

------------------ ($ __________ )per lin. ft ________ --------------

97

lnstaJling electrical metal conduit not larger than l-inch diameter.

76,000 lin. ft., at-------------------------------(Warda)

------------------ ($ __________ )per lin. ft ________ --------------

98

lnstaJling electrical metal conduit larger than l-inch di&meter and not larger ~ball 2*
inch diameter.

60,000 lin. ft., at-------------------------------(Warda)

------------------ <•----------> per liD. ft________ -------------99

IData1ling electrical metal conduit larger than 23i-f.nch diameter and not larger than f.

2,000 Hn. ft., a~--·-----------------------------(Wordl)

inch diameter.
____ ----- _________ (1. _________ ) per Un. ft ••. _____ --------------

100

lnataJ.Ung electrical metal conduit larger than f-inch diameter and no~ larger than 6inch diameter.

500 Un. ft., at---------------------------------(Words)

------------------ (1----------> per liD. ft ________ ------------··

-- - - - - - - - - - - -.......=----~ --
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SCHEDULE-Continued
~

Jea

Wart ar IIIMcllll

No.

101

of Dom, Povwr Pltam, and

Apput'Wn~Jm

Worb-Continued

QWIIIUt:r aDd price

lnatallfng fiber conduit__________ 2,000 Hn. ft., at __ ----- __ ----- ____ --- ___________ _
(Words)

------------------ (1---------->
102

IDBtalling meW BUh windows
and partltioDB.

per lin. ft--------1•------------

75,000 sq. ft., at-------------------------------(Worda)

------------------ ($ __________ )per sq.

103

IDBtalling metal BUb window
operators.

120,000 pounds, at ______ --- ____ --- ____ • ________ _
(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per

104

ft ________ --------------

pound _______ --------------

Installing metal swing doors _____ 3,200 sq. ft., at--------------------------------(Warda)

------------------ <•----------> per sq. ft ________ -------------106

lnatallfng metal rolling doors ____ 600 sq. ft., at-----------------------------------

108

lnaUJUng wooden doors _________ 800 sq. ft., at-----------------------------------

(Wordl)

------------------ <•----------> per sq. ft_ ------- -------------<Words)

------------------ <•----------> per sq. ft ________ -------------107

Placing hollow clay tue walla and
ceilinp.

2,000 sq. yds., at ____ ---------------------------(Warda)

------------------ ($ __________ )per sq.

108

Placing oeramic tile walla and

ftoors.

yd _______ --------------

210 sq. yds., at---------------------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ __________ )per sq. yd _______ --------------

109

IDBWling plumbing fixtures and
hardware aooe.oriee.

lO,OOOpounda, at-------------------------------(Warda>

__________________ ($ •• _______ .) per pound .••.• --- --------------

110

lnaW1ing steel parUtloDB ••••• --- 10,000 pounds,

at ____ ---------------------------(WCII'dl)

------------------ ($ __________ )per pound ________ --------------

111

IDstaDing sheet-meW work ______ 33,000 pounds,

&t-------------------------------(Wordl)

------------------ (1---------->
112

Placing copper apanaion strips

in contraction joints.

per pound ________ --------------

UiO,OOO Hn. ft., at------------------------------(Warda)

------------------($ __________ )per lin. ft ________ -------------113

lnaWling mfaoeJianeoua items of

meW work.

231,000pounda, at_____________________________ __
(Words)

------------------ <•----------> per pound________ --------------
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seJ!imUti..-C~ntinued
' . '
:.

Construdion of Dtsm, PotHr Planl, atld AppvrtenaM Worb--Contlnued
Uem
No.

114

Qaanttt:v aacl price

Work or material

Transporting freight of all kinda 60,000 cwt., at--------------------------------on the construction railroad for
(Warde)
the Government or iu apnte,
other than the contractor, in ------------------ ($ __________ )per cwt __________
lese than car lots between delivery yard and end of construction railroad.

1-----------·

115

Transporting freight of all kinds 1,000 e&rll, at----------------------------------on the construction railroad
·
(Warda)
for the Government or ita
agents, other than the contrae- ___ --------------- ($_ ---- _. ___ ) per car _____ ----- _--------·····
tor, in car lots1 between delivery yard ana end of construction railroad.

116

Unloading freight of all kinc:IJ·for
the Government or ita agents,

t::e~:r:f t~eco!'!:::tt:!

railroad and placing in Government warehouse.
117

118

Tranaportingfreight of all kinds
for the Govenunent or its
agents, other than the contractor, between end of construction railroad, in lese than
car Iota, or between Government warehouse, in any
amount, and power house.

60,000 owt., at--------------------------------(Words)

------------------ ($ _______ -- _) per cwt _____ ----- -----------···

60,000 owt., at--------------------------------(Warda)

------------------($ __________ )per cwt _________ --------------

Tranaporting freight of all kinds 600 e&rll, at ______ ------------------ ___ --------for the Government or its
(Warda)
agents, other than the contractor, between end of con- --------------- ___ (1--per car ___ .---- __ -----------···
struction railroad and pOwer
house, in car lots.

------->

t'•J:tU.:=·-··'· -.........____
____,............_

·~. ·-r.:::••
. .Af'TVS

... ~·,.

-

,.

~--.--'~'

-

'

Total for Schedule. __ -----------------------------------------------------------.---·-··
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STATEMENT OF EQUIPMENT
Each bidder shall ft1l in the following blanks stating the equipment with which it is propoeed to do the work:
Excavating equipment:
!4uckingDl&Chinea __________________________________________________________________________ _
Powerahov~------------------------------------------------------·-----·--·--------------
~Uneescavators ........................................................................••

Tranaporiiq equipment:

~~·1•--------------------------------------------------------------------·------------_________________________________________________________________________________ _
~amways

Locomotives ________________________________________________________________________________ _

~-----------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------_____________________________________________________________________________________ _

~ucka

~omDP~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drlxera ___________________________________________________________________________________ _
Con~

Con~

placing equipment, incluCHngguna __________________________________________________________ _

PUIDPI-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Blo~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DtOHng~uipmen~----------------------------------------------------------------------------·---~equipment

__________________________________________________________________________________ _

-·--------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------

{11)
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STATEMENT OF ELECTRIC POWER REQUIREMENTS
Each bidder ehall fill in the following blanks, stating the maximum amount of electric power, in ho~pl)wer,
whioh it·ia enmated will be required for hie operations during each year of the coDetruotion period:

Year

HorarpotHr

1931-----------------------1932 _______________________ _

1933-----------------------1934_______________________ _
1936 _______________________ _

1936-----------------------1931-----------------------1938-----------------------(12)
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SPECIFICATIONS
GENERAL CONDITIONS
1. Performance bond.-Unless another sum is specified in the invitation for bids, the
contractor shall fumish bond in an amount not less than 20 per cent of the estimated aggregate
payments to be made under the contract. Bonds in amounts of $1,000 or less will be made
in multiples of $100; in amounts exceeding $1,000 but not exceeding $5,000, in multiples of
1500; in amounts exceeding $5,000, in multiples of SI,OOO: PrOfJ'ilkd, That the amount of the
bond shall be fixed by the contracting officer at the lowest sum that fulfills all conditions of the
contract.
I. Kongolian labor prohibited.-Pursuant to section 4 of the act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat.
388, 389), no Mongolian labor shall be employed under this contract.
3. Climatic conditions........:.The contracting officer may order the contractor to suspend any
work that may be subject to damage by climatic conditions.
'· Bights of way.-The site for the installation of machinery or the right of way for the
works to be constructed under this contract and for necessary borrow pits, channels, spoil banks,
ditches, roads, etc., will be provided by the Government.
6. Quantities and unit prices.-The quantities noted in the schedules are approximations
for comparing bids, and no claim shall be made against the Government for excess or deficiency
therein, actual or relative. Payment at the prices agreed upon will be in full for the completed
work and will cover materials, supplies, labor, tools, machinery, and all other expenditures
incident to satisfactory compliance with the contract, unless otherwise specifically provided.
8. Staking out work.-The work to be done will be staked out for the contractor who shall,
without cost to the Government, provide such material and give such assistance as may be
required by the contracting officer.
7. Bench marks and survey stakes.-Bench marks and survey stakes shall be preserved
by the contractor, and in case of their destruction or removal by him or by his employees, they
will be replaced by the contracting officer at the contractor's expense, and his sureties shall be
liable therefor.
8. Data to be furnished by contractor.-The contractor shall furnish the contracting officer
reuonable facilities for obtaining such information as he may desire respecting the character of
the materials and the progress and manner of the work, including all information necessary to
detennine its cost, such as the nwnber of men employed, their pay, the time during which they
worked on tho various classes of construction, etc. The contractor shall also furnish the contracting officer copies of freight bills on all machinery, materials, and supplies shipped to or from the
project in connection with the work under the contract.
8. Sanitation.-The contracting officer may establish sanitary and police rules and regulations for all forces employed under this contract, and if the contractor fails to enforce these rules
the contracting officer may enforce them at the expense of the contractor.
10. BDras.-The contractor shall, when ordered in writing by the contracting officer,
perform extra work and fumish extra. material, not covered by the specifications or included in
the schedules, but forming an inseparable part of the work contracted for. Extra work and
material will ordinarily be paid for at a lwnp-sum or unit price agreed upon by the contractor
and the contracting officer and stated in the order. Whenever in the judgment of the contracting
(13)
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officer it is impracticable because of the nature of the work or for any other reason to fix the price
in the order, the extra work and material shall be paid for at actual necessary cost as determined
by the contracting officer, plus 15 per cent for superintendence, general expense, and profit.
The actual necessary cost will include all expenditures for material, labor, and supplies furnished
by the contractor, and a reasonable allowance for the use of his plant and equipment, where
required, to be agreed upon in writing before the work is begun, but will in no case include any
allQwance for office expenses, general superintendence, or other general expenses.
11. Cleaning up.-Upon completion of the work the contractor shall remove from the
vicinity of the work all plant, buildings, rubbish, unused materials, concrete forms, and other
like material, belonging to him or used under his direction during construction, and in the event
of his failure to do so the same may be removed by the Government at the expense of the contraetor, and his surety or sureties shall be liable therefor.
12. Failure of Co:qresa to appropriate funds.-If the operations of this contract extend
beyond the current fiscal year, it is undel'Btood that the contract is made contingent upon Congreea
making tb.e necessary appropriation for expenditures thereunder after such current year has
expired. In case such appropriation as may be necessary to carry out this contract is not made,
the contractor hereby releases the Government from all liability due to the failure of Congreas to
make such appropriation.
13. Patents.-The contractor shall hold and save the Government, its offices, agents, servants, and employees, harmless from liability of any nature or kind for or on account of the use
of any patented or unpatented invention, article, or appliance furnished or used in the performance of this contract, excepting patented articles required by the Government in its specifications,
the use of which the contractor does not control.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
14. The requirement.-lt is required that there be constructed and completed, in ace.ordance with these specifications and the drawings listed in paragraph 22 hereof, the Hoover Dam,
power plant, and appurtenant structures. The work is located on the Colorado River at the
Black Canyon dam site approximately 30 miles southeast of Las Vegas, Nevada, as shown
on the location map.
16. Description of diversion works.-The diversion works, as shown on the drawings, will
consist of an upstream cofferdam, a downstream cofferdam, rock protection of part of the
river ch&DJlel abOve the upstream cofferdam, a rock barrier below the downstream cofferdam, and
four diversion tunnels in the canyon walls through the abutment rock. The upstream cofferdam
will be of the earth and rock-fill type, the upstream earth-fill slope being protected by a rock
blanket eovered with reinforced concrete paving. Steel sheet piling will be driven in a trench
at the upstream toe to form a water-tight cut-off wall in the river bed and the top of this piling
will be incased in the concrete wall at the toe of the concrete paving. The downstream cofferdam will also be of the earth and rock-fill type, the downstream earth-fill slope being protected
from eddy action by a rock barrier. The rock barrier will be placed downstream from the
downstream cofferdam and will consist of a massive embankment of dumped rock. The four
diveraion tunne1s will be circular in cross-section, lined with concrete and 50 feet in diameter
inside of the lining. Two tunnels will be placed on each side of the river and all four tunnels will
be in approximately the same horizontal plane. The two tunnels nearest the river on each side
of the river are referred to in these specifications as the "inner" divel'Bion tunnels and the other
two tunnels as the "outer" diversion tunnels.
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18. Deearipdon of dam.-The dam will be of the m888ive concrete arch-gravity type.
It will be about 1,180 feet long on the crest and about 730 feet iD height above the lo1n111t point
of foundat.ioa bedrock. The radius of curvature of the a.xis will be about 500 feet. A cut-oft'
trench will be excavated in the foundation rock along the upstream toe. The foundation &D.d
abutment rock will be drilled and pressure grouted, the holes being located at 5-foot intervals in
one line in the trench. The grout holes will. vary in depth up to a maximum of about 150 feet,
with alternate holes about two-thirds the depth of adjacent holes. The main drainage gallery
will be parallel to the axis of the dam, with the upsta-eam wall of the gaJ.lery at a horizontal
distance of 6 feet downstream from the a.xis of the dam. In elevation the gallery will pnerally
follow the CI'08B section of the canyon, rising by steps with the abutment. of the dam. Spiral
stairways will be provided in the vertical sections of the gallery. Drainage holes varying in
depth from about 15 feet near the crest of the dam, to a maximum of about 100 feat at the lowest
pointe, will be drilled into the abutments and foundation from the main drainage gallery. Tlwae
holes will be located in a single line, and will be spaced at 5-foot intervals. The maindraiaap
gallery will connect with radial drainage conduits discharging at the downstftam toe of the dam.
To provide for expansion and contraction the concrete will be built up in seotioDB or colUDIDS.
The upstream and downstream vertical faces of these columns will be curved on a 600-foot radiua.
The other facee from the bottom of the dam to elevation 800 will be appro:Dmately parallel fa
the river channel; from elevation 1100 to the top of the dam they will be ·radial, or normal to
the am of the dam; and the faces at intervening elevations will be warped between tho• below
and above. The joints thus formed between adjacent columns will be equipped with pipe ud
fittiDgs, installed in systems 100 feet in height, by which, after the conorate embedding each
ays~m is placed and after the setting heat has been dissipated, the jointe wiD be filled with
grout under pressure. The setting heat will be reduced by means of a refrigeration plaat supplying and forcing cooled water through 2·inch pipes embedded in the concrete of the clam.
In addition to the drainage galleries there will be a number of inspection galleries. Two elevator
ahafta with edits at the elevation of the generator floor of the power house will oonnect the two
wings of the power house with the top of the dam. The top of the dam will be provided with
concrete parapets, and other architectural features.
1'1. Deacrip&ion of apillwars.-Two spillways will be constructed, one on each Bide of the
river. Each of these will consist, in downstream order, of a 50-foot by 50-foot Stoney gate, a
concrete ogee overflow crest about 700 feet long, a reinforced concrete-lined open obNII"el, aad
a OO.foot diameter concrete-lined inclined tunnel through which the water will p- into tlle
outer diversion tunnel, which tunnel, after having served its purpose as a diversion tUDIUII,
will be .pluged with concrete immediately upstream from ita junction with the iDolined
spillway tunnel and the downstream portion will become a part of the spillway a,.tmn. In
order to unwater the ouw diversion tunnel so that the concrete plug may· be GOD8v.eteci, a
large concrete bulkhead will be constructed directly in front of and abo-v:e the upetream portal
of the tunnel. This concrete bulkhead will rest on three supporting ~bmms of CJOilCfMe ·at
each side of the portal opening. The bases of the columns willl'fl8t on sand. plaoed in ocmenfle..
lined wells, the sand being sealed in the wells by the concrete bases of the cohmuuJ aDd by copper
sealing strips embedded in the bases of the columns and in the walls of the wells. The bulkheads will be lowered into place by jetting the sand from the wells through pipes plaoed mt.be
columns.
18. Description of outlet worJu.-Outlet works similar in deaip will be COII&tauofled C8l
both sides of the river, the capacity on each side being the same. The O\ltJ.et works on each li.de
of the river will consist of two separate systems, each being regulated br a cylinder gam ia *e
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bottom of an intake tower, the two towers being about 165 feet apart in a direction parallel
witb the river. The system regulated from the upstream intake tower will consist, in downstream order, of the tower with a cylinder gate 31 feet in diameter discharging into a 30-foot
diameter inclined tunnel connecting with the inner diversion tunnel, the upstream tunnel plug
in the diversion tunnel with temporary slide gates installed therein, the inner diversion tunnel
below the upstream tunnel plug, the downstream lower and upper canyon wall outlet gates and
needle valves, the downstream tunnel plug with outlet gates and .Beedle valves installed therein,
and the 50-foot by 50-foot Stoney gate at the outlet end of the inner diversion tunnel. An adit
will connect an inspection gallery in the dam v.ith the operating chamber for the gates in the
upstream tunnel plug and another adit will be constructed from the power house to the downstream tunnel plug, with elevator shafts to the upper and lower canyon wall valve houses.
The system regulated from the downstream intake tower will consist of the tower with a cylinder
gate 31 feet in diameter discharging into a 30-foot diameter horizontal penstock tunnel leading
to the upstream lower and upper canyon wall outlet gates and needle valves. Power penstocks
which divert from each system are described in paragraph 19. The lower and upper canyon
wall outlet gates and needle valves on each side of the river are housed in separate buildings,
known as the lower canyon wall valve house and the upper canyon wall valve house, respectively.
~ 19 -Mr Description of power plant.-The power house will be located immediately downstream from the dam. It will beaU-shaped structure of concrete and structural steel with one
wing of the U on each side of the river and with the connecting portion constructed aci'OIB the
downstream toe of the dam. Each wing of the building will be constructed sufficiently large to
accommodate at least 6 and possibly 8 main power-generating units together with transformers,
•switching, and control equipment, and auxiliary apparatus. The length of the front or river
·face of each wing will be about 500 feet, the depth from this face to the excavated cUJ.yon wall
will be about 66 feet, and the height from the generator :floor to the top of the roof will be about
86 feet. Where the power house roof is extended beyond the back wall of the power house to
connect the roof with the canyon wall, extension roof trusses will be used, with one end notched
into and supported by the rock in the canyon wall. The construction of the power house is
covered by these specifications. The hydraulic and electrical machinery, equipment, and
wiring will be installed by the Government. The contractor will be required to place all concrete around such machinery as is installed prior to completion of the dam. Half of the
power penstocks on each side of the river will divert from the 30-foot diameter horizontal penstock tunnel, and the other half will divert from the inner diversion tunnel. The power penstocks will be lined with plate-steel conduit lining, having a thickness varying from 1~ t.o 2
inches, and the space between the steel lining and the rock will be filled with concrete.
20. Description of inclined freigh~ elevator.-The inclined freight elevator guide structure
wm be located on the slope of the canyon wall immediately downs1a'eam from the power house
on the Nevada side of the river. The top of the structure will connect with the highway at
about elevation 1261 and the bottom elevation will be at about 667. It v.ill consist of a channel
excavated In the rock wall and lined with concrete, in which track rails, structural guides, and
other metal work will be in6talled to guide the elevator car. This guide structure will be connected to the power house by a spur track constructed in a concrete foundation. The hoisting
equipment, hoist structure, and trr'usfer or elevator car with the necessary control and operating
mechanisms will be furnished and lllstalled by the Government. The concrete guide structure
for the elevator and the spur track to the power house shall be constructed by the contractor.
The inclined freight elevator and spur track will be used by the Government for general operation and maintenan.ce purpoees ,Utt)l" the construction of the dam, power plant, and appurtenant

works is completed.
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21. Deaorlption of hilhway.-A highway will connect with the end of the construction
highway being constructed under a aeparate contract and will descend by light grades to the
crest of the dam on the Nevada side of the river, pasaing the top of the inclined freight elevator.
Alter croesing over the eany~n to the Arizona side on the roadway along the crest of the dam,
the highway grade will rise to a terminus above the canyon rim, where it will .connect with a
State highway which, it iB contemplated, will be eoostructed at a later date. 'It iB aontem.plated
that the length of the highway on the Nevada side of the river will be about 4,000 feet, with a
muimum grade of 6 per cent, and the length on the Arizona side of the river will be about 1,400
feet, with a maximum grade of 8 per cent.
22. LIM of d.rawbaca.-The following drawings are made a part of these specifications:
1. (14101) 45-D-901~lorado River basin-General map.
2. (14101) 45-D-902-Dam and appurtenant worb-Loeation map.
3. (14108) 45-D-903-Hydrograph of Colorado River-Lees Fer.ry.
4. (14104) 45-D-904-Hydrograph of Colorado River-Bright Angel.
5. (14106) 45-D-905-Hydrograph of Colorado River-Topock.
6. (14108) 45-D-906-Gage heights of Colorado River-Yuma (1878-1915).
7. (1410'1) 45-D-907-Hyd.rograph of Colorado River-Yuma {1902-1930).
8. (14108) 45-D-908-Black Canyon gaging station-Diacha.rp curves.
9. (14109) 45-D-909-Profile and log of drill holes--Centerline of river.
10. (14110) 45-D-91o-Profile and log of drill hole.-Line "U" 9404
11. (14111) 45-D-911-Profile and log of drill hole.-Line "U" 200.
12. (14111) 45-D--912-Profile and log of drill hole.-Line "D.'"'
13. (14113) 45-D-913-Profile and log of drill hole.-Line "D" 200.
14. (14114) 45-D-914-Profile and log of drill holes--Line "D" 400.
15. (14116) 45-D-915-Profile and log of drill holes-Line "D" 600.
16. (14116) 45-D-916-Profile and log of drill holee-Line "D" 1000.
17. (14117) 45-D-917-:Area and capacity curvee-Blaek Canyon dam site.
18. (14118) 45-D-918-Government space reeervation.
19. (14119) 45-D-919-Mus concrete yardage.
20. (14110) 45-D-920--Conatruction progress chart-By featurea.
21. (14111) 45-D-921~natruction progreu diagram-Pictorial.
22. (14111) 45-D-922--Dam and appurtenant worb--Generallayout.
23. (14113) 45-D-923--Dam and appurtenant werb-Seoticmal elevation.
24. (14114) 45-D-924--Muimum section of dam-Grout and drainage system.
25. (14116) 45-D-925-Contraction joint layout-Plan and sections.
26. (14116) 45-D-92tr-Contraetion joint Jayout-Detail perapective.
27. (14117) 45-D-927-Grouting system. layout.
28. (14118) 45-D-928-Cooting system. layout.
29. (14119) 45-D-929-Shafta and galleries.
30. (14130) 45-D-93o-Parapet and roadway.
31. (14131) 45-D-931-Tunnel alignment layout.
32. (14131) 45-D-932-Upper and lower tunnel plug adit&
33. (14133) 45-D-933-Profilea and aectiona-Spillway tunnela.
34. (14134) 45-D-934-Profiles and sections-50-foot peDStock tunnels.
35. (14136) 45-D-935-Profiles and aections-30-foot penstock tunnels.
36. (1-4.136) 45-D-936--{)uter diversion tunnel portal-Inlet structure.
37. (!4137) 45-D-937-0uter divemion tunnel portal-col;l~W b~~-
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45-D-138-Inner diversion tunnel portal-Trash rack etl'ucture.
45-D-939-6eneral plan and sectione-A.rizona apilway.
~D-94o-General plan and sectioos-Nevada spillway.
45-1).....9.41-5pillway tunnel plug-Typical design.
45-D-942-8pillway ~unnel portal-Outlet structure.
(14.1.48) 45-D-943-Upstream plug outlet works--Nevada Bide.
(141.U) 46-D-944-Upstream plug ou~et works--Arizona side.
(14146) 46-D-945--Upstream plug outlet worb-Reinforq details.
(14146) 45-D-946-Upstream plug outlet works-Gate ins~on.
(14141) 46-D-947-High pressure emerger1cy gates-General Ulembly.
(1414.8) 45-D-948-Canyon wall outlet works-Typical design. .
(14149) 45-D-949-Canyon wall outlet worka-Seetiona-A.rizona side.
(14160) 45-D-950--Canyon wall outlet works-SectiQ118-N8VJ'da side.
(14161) 45-D-951-canyon wall outlet work&-Reinforcing deta.ihr-Elevation
945.
62. (14161) 45-D-962--0anyon wall outlet works-Reinforcing details-Elevation
820.
68. <14168) 45-1)..:.963-canyon wall outlet works-Gate and valve 8888mbly.
54. (14164) 45-D--964-Downatream plug outlet works-Typical desip.
56. (14166) 46-D-g65-Downstream plug outlet works-Gate and valve assembly.
56. (14168) 46-D-i66-50 foot by 50 foot Stoney gaUr-Typical design.
57. (14167) 4~D--967-SO foot by 50 foot Stoney gaUr-Leaf 8888Dlbly.
58. (14168) 46-D--968-50 foot by 50 foot Stoney gaUr-Hoist assembly.
59. (14169) 46-D--959-50 foot by 50 foot Stoney gate-Counterweight assembly.
60. (14160) 46-D--960-Cylinder gate intake towenr-Typical design.
61. (14181) 46-D-961-cylinder gate intake towent-Conerete bridge.
81. (14161) 45-D-962-cylinder gate intake towera--Cytinder gate assembly.
63.. (14168) 45-D-963--{)ylinder gate intake towere-Gate-hoist 8888Dlbly.
64. (14164) 45-D-954---,-Hoover power pl&Dtr--:Elevations.
65. (14186) 45-D-966-Hoover power plant-General plan.
66. (1.4188) 46-D-966-Hoover power pl&Dtr-Typieal \ring aectiona.
&f. (14161) 46-D--967-Hoover power plantr--Partial wing plaos.
II. (14/118) 46-l}-g68-Hoover power plant-Central eection.
81. (141111) 46-D-969--Hoover power plant-Central· port.ion floor pia.n.-Above
elevation 710.
70. (14170) 45-D-97o-Hoover power plant-Central PQttion floor plana-Below
elevation 710.
71. (14171) 45-D-971-Hoover power plant--Structural steel details.
72. (14171) 45-D-972-Hoover power plantr-Section through peDJtock tunnels.
73. (14178) 45-D-973-lnelined freight elevator.
74. (14174) 45-D-974-Paueoger elevator layout.
75. (14176) 45-D-975-Black Canyon highway.
76. (141111) 45-D-976-Canyon CfOIB secuons.
The drawings show the general arrangement of all features. Where required, as determined
necessary by the contracting officer, additional drawings showing details of the work will be furnished to the contractor during the progress of the work. The contractor will be furnished such
.add.ition.t eopi~ 9f tpe specifip~tions and drawings as may be required fOI' carrying Gut the work.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
.U..
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

·I,
i

(14118)
(14119)
(14140)
(14Lf.1)
(14141)
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Contact printe of the original drawinp from which the attached reduotions were made will be
fumiahed to the contractor for construction purpoees upon request. Two reproductions from
photographs (Plates 1 and 2) are included in these specifications. The reproductions show the
topography and general nature of the lite of the work. Prior to the reproduction of the photoII'&Phe, the dam and other features were sketched thereon u they may appear after completion.
18. Pref•enoe ricllta of ex-aeniae aen and aitiHu of the Vaited States.-The contractor
Uld/or hia subcontractor or aubcontracton shall, eo far as pracucable, give pJ"eference at the time
of employment, first, to qualified penona who have served in the United States Army, Navy,_or
Marine Corps duriug the War with Germany, the War with Spain, or in the &uppression of the
iDaUll'80tion in the Philippines, and who have been honorably separated or discharged therefrom
or pJaced in the Regular Army or Navy Reserve, and second, to qualified citizens of the United

Staa.
M. Commencement, proaeoutioa, and completion of work.-The contractor shall begin
wolk within thiny (30) calendar days after date of receipt of notice to proceed. Each part of the
work shall be completed within the number of calendar days after the date of receipt of notice
to proeeed u foUowe:
(a) .All that portion of the two wings of the power house sufficient to permit installation of the
6 upstream power uniu on each aide of the river; the pll'tiea ef the lnliWielae•aefliBC the Mre
..._.; the aubsuucture of the power house, for inatallation of two additional power units on each
.W. of the river immediately downstream from the other power unite, up to elevation 660; and
all other poraona of the power plant and other worb which muat be completed before the necessary power machinery and other equipment to be installed by the Government for the operauon
of power unite N1, N3, No, AI, A3, and A5 can be placed, within one thousand six hundred
(1,600) calendar days.
(6) All other portions of the dam, power plant, and appurtenant works which will permit,
wi&hout damage to any part of the required works, the ·permanent storage of water up to a muimum elevation of 93o and the operation of power uniu Nl, N3, No, AI, A3, and Ao, within one
t.hoUJ&nd nine hundred and sixty-five (1,965) calendar days.
(c) All of the remainder of the work under the achedule, including the completion of the
power houee and power plant for 6 power unit. on each aide of the river, within two thousand
five hundred and sixty-five (2,66o) calendar days: ProrJitkd, That if the Government gives the
contrac~r written notice within one thousand six hundred (1,600) calendar days, after date of
nceipt of the original notice to proceed, that a total of 7 or 8 power units will be requiled on each
side of the river, instead of 6, then tbe work required for ~e additional units shall be completed
within $he same period, i.e., within two thoUI&Dd five hUDdred and sixty-five (2,66o) calendar
day.. The conwactor shall at all times during 'he continuance of the contract prosecute the
WOJk with IIUCb fo:roee and equipment as, in the judgment of the contracting officer, are eufficient
to complete it within the epecified periods of time.
16. J.iquid&ted d&m.a,ea.-The damages that may result from any delay in completion
of any part of the work by the time agreed upon will be difficult., if not impollible, of aacertainIDM'- If uy part of the work is not. completed on or before the date fixed for its completion
by the terms of the contract, the contractor shall pay to the Government u fixed, agreed, aod
liquidated damages the aum of three thousand dollan (13,000) per day for each part of the work,
• subdivided in paracrapb 24 for each calendar day's delay until it is satisfactorily completed or
until such time 88 the Government may reasonably procure the completion of the work by
another contractor orlcomplete the work iteelf. Whatever sums may be due 88 liquidated
damtp~ for delay may be deducted from paymeDte due tD the contractor or may be collected
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from the contractor or the contractor's surety or sureti~. The provision for liquidated damages
shall not prevent the Government from tenninating the right of the contractor to proceeci in
case of default, as provided in article 9 of the contract.
26. Construction program.-The construction program shall be at all times subject to the
approval of the contracting officer. The capacity of the construction plant, sequence of operations, and methods of operation shall be such as to insure the completion of the work within the
periods of time of completion specified. The construction program shall meet all the requirements
of these specifications in connection with the stripping of the canyon walls of loose rock; the
construction of the diversion tunnels, cofferdams, and other diversion works; exeavatiom for
foundation; sequence in placing concrete; installation of gaw.s and the control of river flow;
grouting of contraction joints; and other parts of the work. A tentative construction program
has been outlined by the Government, which, if followed, would permit all parts and features
to be completed as specified in paragraph 24, and is shown on the drawings. This program
assumes that the date of receipt by the contractor of notice to proceed will be April 15, 1931.
It calls for completion of the diversion tunnels by October 1, 1938; the cofferdams by May 1,
1934; and the placing of the first mass concrete in the dam not later than December 1, 1934. It
contemplat.es that the construction of all necessary features for the beginning of storage of water
by June 15, 1936, and of all other necessary features for the generation of power, as provided in
paragraph 24, by September 1, 1936, with the storage of water to elevation 935, will be completed
by the required dates. The necessary features include installing the Stoney gates in the outlets
of the inner diversion tunnels; placing the upstream tunnel plugs, with high-pressure slide gates
for temporary use, in the inner diversion tunnels during the fall of 1935; constructing the bulkheads for the inlets of the outer diversion tunnels, lowering the bulkheads into position by June u;,
1936, and constructing the solid tunnel plugs in the outer diversion tunnels immediately thereafter; completing portions of the power house and other work as specified in paragraph 24 (a),
by-September 1, 1935; completing the intake towers and appurtenant parts, except the bridges,
by July 1, 1936; and completing the entire canyon-wall outlet works connected with the doWDstream intake towers by September 1, 1936. Although the tentative construction program calls
for completion of the spillways by November 1, 1933, this date could be postponed a year or more,
but the spillways and the concrete in the dam, except the parapets, should be completed by
"Such dates as will permit ample time for building up the storage to the spillway crests; the construction of the downstream plugs, including the installation of the needle valves therein and the
construction of the canyon-wall outlet works connected with the upstream intake towers; and
other work required before the date of completion of the contract, the construction of which is
dependent on the prior completion of the spillways. It is contemplated that, if required, the
completed upstream intake towers and the tunnel plug and· downstream canyon-wall outlet works
will sene as spillways in passing the flood water of 1937, and posaibly a portion of the flood water
of 1936. The construction program shown on the drawings is tentative only and the Govemment assumes no responsibility for any use that bidders or the contractor may make of this
program or for any deductions or conclusions that may be made by them from the study thereof.
It is included in the specifications solely to assist bidders and the contractor in preparing their
own construction programs, and takes into consideration work whieh has been, or will be performed, under other contracts or by the Government. None of the statements in this paragraph,
nor anything on the tentative construction program, shall relieve the contractor from the
obligation to commence, prosecute, and complete the work as provided in paragraph 24.
27. :Materials furnished by the Government.-The Government will furnish cement for
use in concrete, grout, gunite, and mortar; reinforcement bars, rails, and fabric; anchor ban.
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rods, and bolts; me~al pipe and fittings; conduit lining castings and plat&-steel conduit linings
for power penstocks and outlet works; copper sheets and rivets for contraction joints and other
aeals; gates and hoists; needle valves; traveling cranes; operating machinery; structural
steel for trash racks, bridges, and other structures; sheet piling; rails and structUI'al-steel
guides for the inclined freight elevator; pipe for hand railings; all necessary doors, windows,
uad hardware except as otherwise provided; metal door plates and stairways; steel partitions;
fabricated parte for sheet metal work; metal lath, hair or fiber, and hydrated lime for lath and
plaster wall; paint materials; plumbing and hardware; hollow tile, lime putty or plastiofire
clay, and white Portland cement for hollow-tile walls; ceramic tile for walls and doors; roofing
materials except back fill; corrugated metal pipe and coupling bands for highway drains and
culverts; resistance thermometers; electrical conduits; forms for concrete relief work as provided in paragraph 122; well casing and steel pipe forms for concrete bulkhead gate supports
as provided in paragraph 116; and all other materials not specifically mentioned in this paragraph or in paragraph 28 that will become a part of the completed construction work. All
materials furnished by the Government will be delivered to the contractor f. o. b. cars at the
delivery yard near Boulder City as shown on the location map and further described in paragraph 40 for construction railroad. The contractor shall haul all such materials from the point
of delivery to the work, shall provide suitable warehouses or other means of protection satisfactory to the contracting officer for such of the materials as, in the opinion of the contracting
officer, require storage or protection, and will be charged for any materials lost or damaged
after delivery, except as otherwise specifically provided, the same amounts that the materials
cost the Government dt the point of delivery to the contractor. The contractor shall be responsible for the prompt unloading of material delivered and the proper care of the materials, and
will be held liable for any demurrage charges incurred due to failure to unload cars promptly,
and for any rental or other charges incurred on rolling stock while in the possession or under
the control of the contractor. The contractor shall report to the contracting officer in writing,
within 24 hours after unloading, any shortage or damage to materials when delivered. The
cost of unloading, hauling, storing, and caring for all materials furnished by the Government
for use or installation by the contractor shall be included in the prices bid for the work in which
the materials are to be used. The cost of handling and installing minor miscellaneous items of
timber or other work, except metal work, for which specific unit prices are not provided in the
achedule shall be included in the unit prices bid for the work to which they are appurtenant.
The contractor shall return to the Government at the delivery yard, at the dam Bite, or at any
point on the construction railroad, as directed by the contracting officer, all unused materials,
and will be charged for any materials not used and not returned the same amounts that the
materials cost the Government at the point of delivery to the contractor.
18. Kateriala to be furDilhed by the oonvaotor.-The contractor will be required to furnish
all sand, broken rock or gravel, and cobbles for concrete; sand for grout, sand blastiDg, gunite,
and mortar; stones for rubble-masonry walla; all form materials, including oil for oiling form8,
except as otherwise provided in paragraph 122; all lumber for temporary timbering in tunnels,
shafts, and adits, if required, apd for stop planks for inlet of inner diversion tunnel; steel liner
plates, steel ribs, and arch ring segmental bars or I-beams for tunnels, if required; all spikes and
nails for forms and other uses; all wire, wire ties, or other appliances used for holding forms and
for securing reinforcement steel; all embankment and back-fill materials; all water used for mixing, cleaning, and curing concrete, for grouting, for cooling plant and accessories, and for drinking purposes at the site of the work; joint compound for joints in gate control piping and cooling
pipes; pipe and fittings not required for the permanent installations; oakum or other suitable
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materials for calking grout pipes; brazing and soldering materials for copper expaDSion and sealing strips; muriatic acid for use in the construction of hollow-tile walls; and also all o~er required
materials not specifically mentioned in this paragraph or in paragraph 27, that will not become
a part of the completed construction work. The contractor shall haul all theee materials as wall
as all materials delivered to the contractor by the Government from the point of delivery to the
site of the work. The cost of hauling, storing, and handling all the materials deaoribed above uad
of furnishing all the materials required to be furnished by the contractor shall be included in the
unit prices bid for the work for which the materials are required.
29. Preference for domestic articles or materials.-Pref~nce will be given to articles or
materials of domestic production, conditions of quality and price, including duty, being equal.
Unless otherwise stated in the bid, it will be understood that domestic articles or materials
only will be used, and the use of foreign articles or materials will not be permitted unless (1)
they are of better quality, or (2) being equal in quality, will be furnished at lower cost to the
Government, or (3) domestic articles or materials are not available. The term "domestic
articles or materials" in this connection means articles or materials manufactured or assembled
in the United States or its possessions.
80. :roundation and other test drilling records.-The drawings included in these specifications show the available records of test drilling done at the diUil site during 1922 and 1923.
The Government does not guarantee any interpretation of these records. Additional drilliog
is in progress at the date of the issuance of these specifications and available infonnation, including logs of holes and drill cores, for all of the drilling done, will be available for the information
of bidders and the contractor at the office of the Bureau of Reclamation at Las Vegu, Nev.
The contractor must &BSume all responsibility for deductions and conclusions as to the nature
of the rock or other materials to be excavated, for the difficulties of making and maintaining
the required excavations and doing other work affected by the geology at the site of the work,
and for the final preparation of the foundations for the dam, power plant, and other structures.
81. Bepon on geolOCJ.-A report on the geology of the Boulder Canyon and Black Canyon
dam sites and reaervoir sites on the Colorado River was prepared in 1923 by Geologist F. L.
Ransome, then with the United States Geological Survey. A copy of this report is available
at the office of the Bureau of Reclamation at Denver, Colo., and another copy at the office of
the Bureau of Reclamation at Las Vegas, Nev., where prospective bidders and the oonk~r
may consult it, but permission will not be given to remove the copies from the respective offices.
The Government 881Umes no responsibility for the interpretation of this repor1 and the prospective bidders and the convactor must asaume all responaibility for deductions and oonclulions aa to geologic fonnatiou and eonditiou which might affect the required operatiou under
these speeificatiou.
81. River discharge reoords.-Hydrographs of the Colorado River at di1feren.t pointa are
shown on the drawinp. Except for hydrographs alter October 1, 1929, the data-usedin preparing the hydrographs were taken from water supply papers published by the United State&
Geological Survey. Eatimated discharge curves for the Colorado Rivel" at Black Ca.nyon
dam lite above and below the dam have also been prepared an~ are incJuded with the drawings.
The hydrographs and the discharge curves are included in the drawings for the convenience of
bidders and the contractor, but the Government does not guarantee their reliability or the
accuracy of any of the figures on these drawings.
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SS. Approval of plana by Coloraclo River Board.-Public Resolution No. 65 adopted by the
Seventieth Congress and approved by the President on May 29, 1928 (45 Stat. 1011), authorized and directed the Secretary of the Interior to appoint a board of engineers and geologists,
designated the Colorado River Board, to examine the proposed site of the dam and to review
and approve the plans therefor. The drawings included with these specifications are those
which have been submitted to the Colorado River Board for approval. Final approval has been
given to the designs for the diversion works and other features which must be completed during
the early stages of construction. Final approyaJ of plans for the section of the dam and for the
spillways is deferred awaiting the results of further analysis &nd of tests on models of these
featlll'e8. These tests are being conducted at the time of issuing these a~cations and the
final design drawings, for these features, as approved by the Colorado River Board, will be made
available to the contractor early in the construction period and in advance of the requirements
therefor. Construction of the dam and spillways shall not be commenced until these final
approved drawings are furnished to the contractor. Required changes in all features will be
handled under the provisions of articles 3 &nd 4 of the contract. The contFactor's plant shall
be laid out and his operations shall be conducted in a manner to accommodate any reasonable
change in the location and design of the dam, power pl&nt, and appummant works, or any part
thereof, without additional cost to the Government.
84. Use of Boulder City as camp site.-Owing to the inaccessibility of the work, the magnitude of the operations, and the severe weather conditions during a large part of the year on
account of extreme heat, and having in mind the health, comfort, and general welfare of thoee
engaged on the work, it has been decided to establish the Government town of Boulder City,
Nev., located approximately 23 miles southeast of Las Vegas, Nev., as shown on the drawings.
A general plan of the town has been made, including provision for water supply and sewerage
disposal and a. layout of streets, sidewalks, city lighting, and other municipal improvement..
CoDBtruction of these improvements will be in progress at the time award is made for the work
under these specifications and it is expected that the water supply and sewerage systems for
the town will be completed ready for use within six months thereafter. The town will be for
the. joint use of the Government, the contractor, and the employees of both, and for othera
who may be pennitted, through leases or otherwise, to engage in busineaa therein or to follow
their trades or practice their professions. Certain areas as determined by the contracting
officer will be set aside in Boulder City for the use of the contractor as sites for office aad headquarters buildings, warehouses, garages, commissary, hospital, dormitories, boarding houses,
homes for the contractor's employees, and other incidental purp0888. The plans and type of
construction of the buildings to be erected by the contractor and his employees in Boulder City
sb&ll be subject to the approval of the contracting officer and all such buildings slia.U be connected with the water supply and sewerage sys~ms of the town. Expensive or permanent
types of construction will not be required, but the buildings erected by the oontl'a.etor or his
employees shall have a reasonably attractive appearance and no unpainted shanties or tar
paper shacks 'Yill be permitted. When the water supply system is completed and in operation,
the contractor and his employets may obtain water from it for domestic and other purposes,
as required for use in those portions of Boulder City set aside for the use of the contractor and
his employees. The contractor shall furnish and install at his own expense all necessary piping
for obtaining the water from the city mains, such installations to be in accordance with plans
and specifications approved by the contracting officer. For the use of the land set aside for the
CODkactor and for the municipal services and facilities made available for the benefit of the
contractor and his employees, the C?Qntractor will be charged at the rate of five thousand doll&I'B
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($5,000) per month for and during the entire period from the date when the water syatem-for
the town is first put in operation to the date of final acceptance of the work under theae specifications by the Government, such cha.rge to also cover the contractor's proportionate part
of the cost and expense of operation and administration of the town. In addition to such
charge the contractor will be cha.rged monthly for all water used at the rates to be established
for water service, not to exceed fifty cents (10.50) per thoUI&Ild gallons. Electricity for domeati.c
purposes wiU be made available to the contractor upon request, from the electrical distribution
system to be provided by the Government in Boulder City, for which the contractor will be
charged at the rates to be established. The contractor will be permitted to sublease to his
employees for home. sites any part of the land set aside for his use, but such land shall not b.
used or subleased for business or professional enterprises or concessions, except commi-ery,
hospital, dormitories, boarding houses, and clubhouses equipped with barber shops and other
facilities for the use of the contractor's employees. After the date of final acceptance of the
work the contractor shall have the right to lease the land at the regular estab.liahed rates and to
pay for water and electricity or other conveniences at the regular established rates: P~,
That should the contractor not elect to exercise the right to lease the land, the improvements
placed thereon shall be removed by the contractor within six months from the date of ·final
acceptance of the work, subject to the supervision and approval of the eontl'acting officer: ARtl
prO'IJided j'Url~r, That if such improvements are not so removed by the contractor they &hall
become the property of the Government. It is contemplated that Boulder City will be under
the exclusive administration and control of the Government through the instrumentality of
a commission to be appointed by the Secre~ of the Interior. The contractor will be afforded
the privilege of nominating one member of such commission. Nothing contained in this paragraph shall be construed as in any wise obligating the Government to continue to operate the
town of Boulder City beyond such date as may be determined by the Secretary of the Interior,
or to preclude the Secretary of the Interior from transferring the control and operation of auch
town to any instrumentality other than the Government after the date of final acceptanee of
the work under these specifications. The main camp of the contractor and homes for not
less thRn eighty (80) per cent of the contractor's employees shall be established and maintained
in Boulder City, and except as may be permitted in writing by the contracting officer for email
isolated camps, such as at the Arizona gravel deposits, and for neceasary boarding and lodging
facilities at the dam site, the contractor and those operating or aasociated with the contractor
will not be pennitted during the period of the contract to establish oamps at other sites. The
contractor may, with the consent of the contracting officer, use for plant, storage, and incidental
purposes any land which is the property of the Government in the vicinity of the work but
outside the area to be flooded by the reservoir, except such reservations as are made by the
Government for its use or the use of other contractors: ProrNkd, That if private land is so
used by the contractor, the contractor shall make all necessary arrangements with the owner
and pay all rentals or other costs connected therewith: 'ProrJidMl jurl'IIM, That such use &hall
not interfere with any part of the work or with the work of other contractors or the Govemment: And prO'IJidedjurl'IIM, That the Government will &SBume po responsibility for damage~
or interference with the contractor's use of such land due to any operations under the contract
or to floods due to construction of the dam or otherwise.
36. Drinking water at site of worts.-During the construction period the contractor shall
provide an adequate supply of pure cool water for drinking purposes at the site of all works. This
water shall meet all local or State requirements for domestic water, and the quality and adequacy
of the supply of water shall be subject to the approval of the contracting officer. The entire cost
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of furnishing drinking water as required by the provisions of this paragraph shall he included
in t.ha UDit prices bid for the various items of work in the schedule. The contractor shall furnish
water for uae by the Government in the testing laboratory and for other purposes at the site of
the work and payment therefor will be made at the price per thousand gallons established for use
of water by the contractor in Boulder City.
38. Bleomc power for ooaatruction purposes.-A contract bas been entered into with the
Southern Sierras Power Co. and the Nevada-California Power Co. to furnish power for construction purposes. This power will be delivered at 2,300 volts, 3-phase, 60 cycles, at a substation
near the dam Bite in auch amounts as desired up to a maximum of 15,000 kilowatts. The power
will be transmitted from San Bernardino or Victorville, Calif., over a single tra.nsmission line
about. 240 miles in length and the power service will be subject to such inteiTUptions as may be
expec~ in the nonnal operation of a line of this length. The contractor shall provide, at his
own expeDSe, whatever amount of stand-by power he may consider necessary to supplement the
delivery of power over a single transmission line, to insure continuity of operation of the essential
part of his construction plant. The contract with the Southem Sierras Power Co. and the
Nevada-California Power Co. requires that power shall be available for use not later than June
25, 19at, and the power may be available thirty days or more previous to that date, but the
Government does not guarantee that power will be available for use by the contractor by June
26, 1931. Beginning with the date when power is first used, but in no event later than June 25,
1931, unless power is not available on that date, in which event beginning on the date when
power is available, the contractor will be charged monthly for such power as is used by the
contractor at the following rates:
(a) Powr jvmi8h«lhy 'JI01DM' companiu.-A readiness to serve charge of seventeen thousand
oaehundredsixdollars (117 ,106) per month plus an energy charge of six mills (10.006)perkilowatthour. For fractional months at the beginning or end of the period, the readiness to serve charge
shall be computed in accordance with the actual number of days that pewer is so obtained.
Should auspensions occur in the delivery of power exceeding twenty-four (24) hours in duration,
the total elapsed time during which the delivery of power is suspended in any calendar month
in exeeae of twenty-four (24) hours will be ascertained and a deduction of twenty-five dollars
(125) will be made from the monthly bill to the contractor for each one quarter 00 hour of such
suspenaion in excess of twenty-four (24) hours. Suspensions of less than twenty-four (24)
hoU1'8 or prearranged suspensions of longer duration which are approved in writing in advance
by the contractor will not be considered in determining the total elapsed time during which
delivery is suspended in any one calendar month.
(b)PowrjumiBMdjromHooverpot~Jerpla:ni.-Whenpower becomes available from the power
plant at the Hoover Dam the Government will terminate the contract with the Southern Sierras
Power Co. and the Nevada-California Power Co. and will thereafter serve power to the contract.or from the Hoover power plant. The contractor will be charged monthly for such energy
as is received from the Hoover power plant at the rate of six mills (10.006) per kilowatt-hour
and no readiness to-serve charge will be required. After termination by the Government of
the oontraot with the Southern Sierras Power CO. and the Nevada-California Power Co., no
deductions will be made for suspensions in the delivery of power. The contractor shall furnish,
coostruct, and maintain at. his own expense the necessary circuita, equipment, and material for
distributing the power from the substation and from the Hoover power plant, and all equipment, material, and work in connection with the contractor's electrical installation shall conform to apeeificationa and pla.ns acceptable to the contracting officer and shall be maintained
in a safe and satisfactory operating condition. On each circuit leaving the substation or the
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Hoover power plant, the contractor shall furnish ·and inet&ll an automatlo oil circuit breaker,
having an interrupting capacity of not less than 26,000 amperes at 2,500 volt-., so that troubles
on one circuit will not interfere with the operation of other parts of the distribution aysta,
and a watt-hour meter for measuring the energy used on the circuit. Meters shall be sub~
to test by the Government at any reasonable time at the option of the Government and will
also be tested upon the request of the contractor. If test discloeee that the error of a meter
exceeds two per cent (2%) it shall be adjusted so that the error shall not exceed one per ceDt
(1 %) and proper correction shall be made in the amount of energy recorded by said meter u
used in the thirty (30) day period immediately preceding the test and such oorrection shall constitute full adjustment of any claims arising out of such inaccuracy. The energy deliveted will
be determined from the readings of these meters: PrmNled, That should the meters fail to regilter,
the energy delivered will be estimated from the beat information available. Power f\ll'llisMd to
the contractor at the substation near the dam site and from the Hoover power plant ia for UBe
in the contractor's operations in that vicinity only and power will be made available from the
Boulder City electric distribution system for the contractor's camp and other requirements in
Boulder City at rates to be established for the sale of power in Boulder City.
37. Sand and gravel deposits.-8and, gravel, and cobbles for concrete and sand for moriar,
grout, and gtmite shall be obtained by the contractor from natural deposita on the Arisona
side of the Colorado River about 8 miles upstream from the dam site. Thfl&e deposits will be
referred to in these specifications as the Arizona gravel deposits and are so deaignated on the
drawings which show their approximate location. The deposits are the property of the Govem·
ment and will be turned over to the contractor at the time the contractor commences operations,
for the purpose of furnishing the aggregates required by these specifications. No charge will be
made to the contractor for sand, gravel, and cobbles taken from these· deposita. The fact ~
the Govemment is hereby designating the deposits from which the aggregates are to be obt.ained
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as is required, of top oic:Mt8a~ b12~ loam un uitable sand, gravel and cobbles,
and other obj tionabl matt r ~d~alld v l p and maintain the deposits in a suitable eondition for the excavation and removal of the required material in a manner satisfactory to the
contracting officer and so as to utilize at all times in the most economical and practicable
manner the entire yield of suitable materials in the portion of the deposits being worked. Com·
bustible materials taken from the deposits shall be burned and other rejected materials shall
be disposed of by the contractor in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer. Since
the provisions of these specifications, as stated in other paragraphs, require that water be stored
in the reservoir prior to the completion of the work and as such storage will flood the granl
deposits, it will be necessary for the contractor to remove and store sufficient material from
these deposits to complete the work after the deposits have been fiooded. The storage of Uris
material may be above the water surface of the required storage at any location whieh may
be selected by the contractor and approved by the contracting officer. The contractor aaall
assume.all risk of damage to his plant and equipment at the gravel deposits, by reasonof88880nal
floods in the river adjacent to the gravel deposits which possibly may, after oonswction of
the cofferdams, reach an elevation of 720 or higher. The cost of all work required by this
paragraph shall be included in the unit prices bid in the schedule for the items of wol'k in which
the materials obtained are used, which unit prices shall also include all expenses of the COD·
traetor in screening, washing, furnishing, hauling, storing, mixing, and other operaaons n~
on the aggregates.
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8'1. Sand and ll'avel deposits.-8and, gravel, and cobbles for concrete andsandformortar,
grout, and gunite shall be obtained by the contractor from natural deposits on the Arizona
side of the Colorado River about 8 miles upstream from the dam site. These deposits will be
referred to in these specifications as the Arizona gravel deposits and are so designated on the
drawings which show their approximate location. The deposits are the property of the Government and will be turned over to the contractor at the time the contractor commences operations
for the purpose of furnishing the aggregates required by these specifications. No charge will
be made to the contractor for sand, gravel, and cobbles taken from these deposits. The fact
that the Government is hereby designating the deposits from which the aggregates are to be
obtained shall not be construed as constituting the approval of all materials taken from the
deposits, and the contractor will be held responsible for the specified quality of all such materials used in the work. The contractor shall carefully strip the site of the deposits or so much
thereof as is required, of topsoil, vegetation, roots, brush, sod, loam, unsuitable sand, gravel,
and cobbles, and other objectionable matter. Disposal of all materials wasted by stripping
shall be as approved by the contracting officer. Measurement for payment. for stripping the
gravel deposits will be made in excavation and will include only the stripping in locations and
to the depths as directed by the contraetin~ offi('.er. Payment for stripping and disposal of
materials wasted by stripping as describetl in this paragraph will be made at the unit price
per cubic yard bid under item No. 119 of the schedule. No payment will be made for any
other material wasted from the gravel deposits, including excess material of any of the sizes into
which the aggregates are required to be separated by the contractor, or materials which have
been discarded by reason of being below the minimum or above the maximum sizes specified
for use. The contractor shall develop and maintain the deposits in a suitable condition for
the excavation and removal of the required material in a manner satisfactory to the contracting
officer and so as to utilize at all times the greatest practicable yield of suitable materials in the
portion of the deposits being worked. It is specified in paragraphs 98, 99, and 100 of thelf'
. specifications that if washing of the aggregates is required it shall be done at the gravel deposits.
Water used for· washing aggregates shall meet the requirements for water for mixing as covered
by paragraph 102. Since the provisions of these specifications, as stated in other paragraphs,
require that water be stored in the reservoir prior to the completion of the work and u such
storage will flood the gravel deposits, it will be necessary for the contractor to remove and
store sufficient material from these deposits to complete the work after the deposits have been
flooded. The storage of this material may be above the water surface of the required storage
at any location which may be selected by the contractor and approved by the cont.racting officer.
The contractor shall assume all risk of damage to his plant and equipment at the gravel deposits,
by reason of seaeonal floods in the river adjacent to the gravel deposita. The cost of all work
required by this paragraph, except as provided for stripping under item No. 119, shall be included
in the unit prices bid in the schedule for the items of work in which the materials obtained are
used, which unit prices shall also include all expenses of the contractor in screening, washing,
furnishing, hauling, storing, mixing, and other operations necessary on the aggregates.
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88. Boada and highways, 1eneral.-The approximate locations of existing roads in the
. vicinity of the dam site and also of the construction highway described in paragraph 39, are
&bown on the drawings. The Government &SBumes no responsibility for the condition or maintenance of any road or highway or structure thereon that may be used by the contractor in
performing the work under these specifications, or in traveling to and from the site of the work.
payment will be made to the contractor by the Government for any work done in
improving, repairing, or maintaining any road, highway, including the oonstruction highway, or
1tructures thereon for use in the performance of the work under these specifications.
39. Construction highway.-A highway between Boulder City and the rim of the canyon
above the dam site on the Nevada side of the river, terminating about 1,500 feet west of the
dam near the end of the construction railroad, will be constructed by the Government as shown
on the location map. This highway will have an oiled gravel·surface, and it is planned to construct it so that the maxitnum grade toward the dam will be 4 per cent and from the dam 6.7
per cent. It is contemplated that the highway will be completed and ready for travel by July
l, 1931, but the Government does not guarantee that·it will be completed by that date. The
coostruction of additional highway, as described in paragraph 21, is covered by these specifications. The term construction highway shall include the portion of the highway to be constructed
·under a separate contract as above described, and the highway to be constructed under these
fpeclfications, shown on the drawings as the Black Canyon Highway. The construction highway is to be constructed by the Government for the use of its employees, the contractor for the
qam, other contractors, and the public in general. The contractor will not be required to maintain and repair the oiled surf:ace portion of the construction highway, but should the contractor
desire to do so, all such maintenance and repair work shall be subject to the approval of the
<'.ontracting officer. The contractor shall at all times maintain the portion of the construction
highway to be constructed under these specifications in a condition suitable to provide access
tp the work, and upon the completion of the work covered by this contract shall leave the
!riJhway in a finished condition as described in paragraph 70, and if necessary, as determined
by the contracting officer, to accomplish this purpose, shall scarify, blade, and roll the subgra.de
as described in said paragraph 70. The cost of the work required by this paragraph shall be
included in the unit prices bid in the schedule for the items covering the construction of the
highway and transporting freight. The contractor shall not use the construction highway for
· •ny vehicle, machinery, or other use that, in the opinion of the contracting officer, would unduly
injure the road surface or ·subgrade, and shall obey all rules set up by the contracting officer
for the use of the highway.
'
40. Construction railroad.-A railroad for use in transporting construction materials to the
vicinity of the dam site will be constructed by the Government. This railroad v.ill run from its
junction with the branch line of the Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad, of the Union Pacific
"System, at the railway delivery yard near Boulder City to a point about 1,500 feet west of the
dam on the Nevada side of the river, a distance of about 10~ miles, as shown on the location map.
, ~here will be no up grades toward the dam and the maximum grade from the darn will be about
3 per cent. The railroad will be standard gauge, of substantial construction, and will consist of a
Single track, with no.siding, passing, or spur tracks, except side tracks to Government warehouses
ud storage yards. It is contemplated that the railroad will be completed and ready for operation by September 1, 1931, but the Government does not guarantee that it will be completed
, and turned over to the contractor for the dam by that date. Upon completion, the railroad
will be turned over to the contract-Or for the dam, by a written order from the contracting officer.
·Upon the receipt of this written order, the contract-Or shall immediately accept the railroad and
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assume its operation and maintenance. The oontri!-Ctor shall construct at his own expense all
siding, passing, spur and switching tracks, and wyes required for his operations and shall furnish
all necessary rolling stock and other equipment required for the operation and maintenance of the
railroad. The contractor shall operate and maintain the railroad and haul and handle all materials delivered to the contractor by the Government as provided in paragraph 27 for UBe
in constructing the dam and related works, and the entire cost thereof shall be included in the
unit prices bid in the schedule for the items of work in the performance of which the railroad is
used. The engines used by the contractor shall not be heavier than 150 tons and carloads sball
not be heavier than 100,000 pounds: Prouitlld, That for infrequent loads, carloads heavier than
100,000 pounds may be transported subjec.t to t.he specific approval of the contracting officer:
And prwidedjurfMr, That all materials delivered in carload lots to the contractor by the Government may, at the option of the contractor, be hauled unchanged over the railroad. In addition
to the materials to be transported over the railroad as specified above, the contractor shall also
transport from the delivery yard to the end of the construction railroad or from the end of the
construction railroad to the delivery yard, materials of every kind and nature required to be
transported for the Government or for other contractors or agents of the Government engaged
on work on any part of the Boulder Canyon project. Such additional transportation service
shall be promptly and efficiently handled to the satisfaction of the contracting officer and the
contractor shall be liable for any damage to material while it is in the care of the contractor
during loading, transporting, and unloading. The rules and regulations under which such additional transportation service shall be furnished shall be subject to the approval of the contracting
officer. Payment for such additional transportation service will be made to the contractor at
the unit prices bid under items 114 and 115 of the schedule. All. portions of the materials or
freight which have been transported for the Government under items 114 and 115 and which are
designated by the contracting officer for temporary storage in the warehouse shall be unloaded
at the end of the construction railroad and placed in the Government warehouse which will be
located at the end of the construction railroad. Payment for unloading and placing such materials will be made to the contractor at the unit price bid under item 116 of the schedule. The
unit of measurement for payment under item 114 will be one hundred pounds, and under item
115 will be a car. In making payment to the contractor for any shipment in one car the rate
will be used which wiU result in the lower cost to the Government. The unit prices bid under
items 114 and 115 shall apply to transportation of freight in either direction between the points
stated. The contractor will not bo paid under items 114 to 118 inclusive for any materials and
equipment which are furnished to the contractor by the Government for installation or use in
the work to be done by the contractor under these specifications. All transportation and unload- ·
ing service to be paid for under items 114 to 118, inclusive, of the schedule will be ordered in
writing by the contracting officer, and the unit prices bid shall include the cost of all rental of or
demurrage or other charges for railroad equipment while in the contractor's possession and the ·
cost of returning the empty cars to the railroad company at the interchange yard. In the event
of any dispute or doubt as to the payment to be made for any transportation or unloading service
specified here~ or as to the rules or regulations applicable thereto, the matter shall be submitted
to the contracting officer, whose decision shall be final. In so far as practicable and applieabl~,
u determined by the contracting officer, the practices, rules, and regulations current with the
Union Pacific System will be used as a guide by the contracting officer in approving practices,
rules, and regulations and deciding questions regarding them or their application. The contractor shall install all crossing and warning signs and will be held responsible for the safe and
proper operation of the railroad. The joint section of the railroad, being that portion between
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Mile Post 22.39 and Mile Post 22.71 of the railroad now being constructed by the Los
Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad Co., including the delivery yard near Boulder City, will be uaed
in common by the Government, the railroad company, and the contractor for delivering oars and
equipment fro~ one party to the other, but the operation of the joint section will be under the
direction and control of the railroad company, and before making use of the joint section the
contractor shall agree, in writing, with the Government and the railroad company to observe, so
far as applicable to the contractor, the terms and conditions of the agreement between the United
States of America and the Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad Co. dated August 1, 1930, copy of
which may be examined in the office of the Bureau of ReClamation at Washington, D. C., Denver,
Colo., or Las Vegas, Nev. All operations of the contractor in connection with the railroad
shall be subject to the approval of the contracting officer. The contractor shall maintain the
railroad in good operating condition for the entire period during which the construction railroad
is being operated by the contractor. U, in the opinion of the contracting officer, the contractor
does not at any time properly maintain the railroad or any part thereof, the Government reserves
the right to do any work which, in the opinion of the contracting officer, is necessary for its proper
repair, maintenance, or operation, and to charge the cost thereof to the contractor. Within
ninety (90) days after the date on which the railroad is turned over to the contractor, the eontractor shall inaugurate regular train service at least twice each week until the railroad is returned
to the Government. If, in the opinion of the contracting officer, the contractor fails at any time
to provide proper transportation service as required, the Government reserves the right to assume
complete control of the railroad, to take over any or all of the contractor's railroad equipment in
use on the railroad and to operate the railroad for the purposes required by the contract, at the
expense of the contractor. The Government reserves the right to operate its own trains or
motor cars of any nature desired for any period of time over the railroad: Pro1lided, That such
operation of trains or motor cars will be arranged to interfere as little as practicable, as determined by the contracting officer, with the necessary work of the contractor, and the trains shall be
dispatched by the contractor. Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, the cost of all
work described in this paragraph shall be included in the unit prices bid for the various items of
work in the schedule in the performance of which the railroad is used.
41. Transporting Government freight from construction railroad to power house.-As stated
elsewhere in these specifications, the Government contemplates doing certain work at the dam
site during the period of the contract for the work under these specifications, and it is possible
that work other than that now contempJated will be done by the Government during the contract
period. It is expected, however, that the major feature of work by the Government will be the
installation of the hydraulic and electrical power machinery. As provided in paragraph 40,
the contractor will be paid for transporting freight of all kinds on the construction railroad for the
Government, or its agents other than the contractor, to the end of the construction railroad and
for unloading some of this freight and placing it in the Government warehouse. Items have
been provided in the schedule to cover the transportation of such freight from the end of the
construction railroad, and from the Government warehouse, to the generator floor in the power
house or, as directed by the contracting officer, at intervening points which are on the contractor's
line of travel for such freight. The contractor shall unload and haul, or otherwise transport, all
such freight from the end of the railroad, from the Government warehouse, or from a point on the
construction highway at the end of the railroad, whether delivered on trucks traveling on the
highway or delivered on cars on the railroad, to the generator floor or intervening points, regardless of size, shape, or kind of material or equipment. The contractor will be charged for any
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such freight lost or damaged after delivery to him at the end of the construction railroad or at
the Government warehouse and prior to the time it is delivered in proper condition at the required
destination, the same amount that the freight cost the Government at the end of the construction
railroad. The contractor shall be .responsible for the prompt unloading of freight delivered and
will be held liable for any demurrage eharges inc\Jl'Nd due to failure to unload car& promptJ.y, and
for any nmtal or other chatges incurred on rolling stock while in the poB8688ion or under the control of the contractor. The contractor shall report to the contracting officer in writing, within
24 hours after unloading, any shortage or damage to materials when delivered. In the transportation of the Government freight 88 described in this paragraph the contractor may use the inclined
freight elevator after ita completion as provided in paragraph 42. Payment for unloading, hauling, or otherwise transporting and caring for the Gove.mment freight described in this paragraph
during the time of transportation will be made at the unit prices bid in the schedule for transporting Government freight from the Government· warehouse to the power house or from the end of
the construction railroad to the power house, the division for payment between the two items for
hauling from the end of the construction railroad being determined on the same basis 88 the division between items 114 and 115 88 provided in paragraph 40. The unit pricQB bid under items
117 and 118 shall apply to transportation of freight in either direction between the points stated.
42. Use of inclined freight elevator by oontractor.-It. is contemplated that the inclined
freight elevator to be furnished and installed by the Government as provided in paragraph 20
will be designed for the following conditions:
Weight of transfer ear, estimated ______________________________________________ 100,000 pounds.

Load:
Special ear _____________________ --- ________ -- _______ • _________ •• ________ 100,000 pounds.
Live load •• _------ ___ ._-------- ___ --------------------------_ •• ___ --- __
Distance between upper and lower landings ____________________________________
Speed of car________________________________________________________________
Size of car platform _________________________________________________________

150,000 pounds.
594 feet.
60 feet per minute.
12 feet by 50 feet.

The hoisting equipment will have the necessary electrical control apparatus, brakes, take-up
adjustment, indicator, safety devices, and other necessary appurtenances to insure reliability
and safety of operation. Should the contractor desire to use the inclined freight elevator for
transporting labor, equipment, materials, and supplies for work under these specifications the
Government will, upon request, immediately proceed with the purchase and instalJation of the
elevator equipment which will then be tmned over the the contractor: Provided, That the contractor shall maintain and operate it at no expense to the Government, and shall, after completion of the contract, return the freight elevator to the Government in as good condition as when
received, reasonable wear and tear excepted. It is contemplated that the purchase and installation of the freight elevator can be accomplished within 300 calendar days after receipt of request.
from the contractor for its instaJlation.
43. Acceptance of cofferdams by Government.-After the upstream cofferdam, rock blanket
in the river channel, the downstream cofferdam and rock barrier, and the rock protection on the
two excavated slopes to bedrock have all been completed in accordance with these specifications
and as directed by the contracting officer, they will be accepted by the Government in writing:
Provi.dld, That the four diversion tunnels have been completed and the river satisfactorily
diverted through them. After the date of this written acceptance the Government will assume
liability for any damage to the accepted works, and damage resulting thereby to other features
of required construction due to flood or other causes not the fault of the contractor, but the
Government will not assume any liability for damage to the contractor's plant and equipment
nor for any incidental damages not specifically provided for in this paragraph: PrO'IJ'ickdjurlht:r,
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That after the date of acceptance the contractor shall enlarge, repair, and maintain the accepted
works as directed by the contracting officer, and payment, for any enlargement repairs, or
replacements will be made to the contractor at the appropriate prices bid in the items of the
schedule for such work as determined by the contracting officer, and if such items are not included
in the schedule, payment therefor will be made as extra work under the provisions of article 5
of the contract and paragraph 10 of these specifications: And pr01lidtdjurt'Mr, That if the contractor shall fail to use due diligence in the enlargement, repair, and maintenance of the accepted
works as directed by the contracting officer, the contractor shall assume liability for all damage
to the accepted works or other features due to his failure to diligently perform such enlargement,
repair, and maintenance. Prior to the date of the written acceptance of the cofferdams, the
contractor shall assume all liability for any damage to the cofferdams and other parte of the diversion works, and damage resulting thereby to other features of required construction work and
to the contractor's plant and equipment, by flood or any other causes.
4:4:. Development of power prior to completion of dam.-The Government reserves the right
to commence the generation of power from the Hoover power plant at any time after water has been
stored to elevation 900. It is expected that four units will be placed in operation about one year
and eight months previous to the completion of the dam, and that about one year later two additional units will be placed in operation, all of these units being operated by water from tho downstream intake towers. The completion of all of the power house substructure work below
water level and the removal of the downstream cofferdam and rock barrier shall be arranged and
timed, subject to the approval of the contracting officer, to permit such generation of power.
No operation of the contractor shall interfere with or prevent this generation of power unless
specifically approved in writing by the contracting officer. No payment for any part of the work,
in addition to that provided at the unit prices bid in the schedule for the various items of work,
will be made to the contractor on account of the generation of power as provided for in this
paragraph, or elsewhere in these specifications.

EARTHWORK
45. Stripping canyon walls of loose rock.-Ea.rly in the construction program and before
any extensive construction operations are carried on in the river bed either in the construction of
the diversion works or in excavating for the base of the dam or otherwise, the canyon walls,
outside of the area to be excavated for the construction of the dam, spillway, power plant, outlet
works, and other features to be located on the canyon walls shall be stripped of loose rock or
semidetached masses of rock that, in the opinion of the contracting officer, are liable to fall or
are otherwise in a condition dangerous to the safety of workmen when performing the other
construction operations. The areas over which these stripping operations shall extend and the
depth thereof shall be as directed by the contracting officer. All loose material that is liable
to be dislodged by any construction operation and thus become a menace to the safety of workmen or the work shall be effectively removed in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer.
The methods used shall be such as not to shatter or render unstable and unsafe any rock that
was originally sound and safe. The material removed shall be disposed of in cofferdams, waste
banks, or otherwise in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer and in accordance with
these specifications. Nothing contained in this paragraph shall be construed as relieving the
contractor of full responsibility for the safety of persons or damage to property in any operations
under this contract. Nothing in this paragraph shall prevent the contractor from taking any
suitable steps to protect life or property or from removing material in addition to that ordered
by the contracting officer: Prwided, That such operations shall not be permitted to cause detri·
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ment to the work or to the site of future work or to increase the net cost of the work to the
Government: AfU'l prouided further, That no work will be paid for except that ordered by the
contracting officer. No additional payment will be made for the removal of any of the material
required to be removed by this paragraph on accotmt of the nature, condition, or position of the
material nor on account of the number of times the material is handled. Any material which,
in the opinion of the contracting officer, was originally sufficiently sound and stable to not require
removal as contemplated by this paragraph but which is loosened or otherwise rendered unstable
by any unnecessary or careless operation of the contractor so that, in the opinion of the contracting officer, it is a menace to the safety of workmen or the work, shall be removed by the contractor
in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer and at the contractor's expense. Measurement for payment of the material moved in stripping will be based on its original volume in
place, and the manner and method of making this measurement will be determined by the
contracting officer. The entire cost to the Government of all work required by this paragraph
shall be included in the unit price bid in the schedule for "Excavation: All classes, stripping canyon
walls of loose rock."
48. Classification of excavation.-Except as otherwise provided in these specifications,
materials moved in excavation will be measured in excavation only and v.ill be classified for
payment as follows:
Rock excavation.-All solid rock in place which can not be removed until loosened by baning,
wedging, or blasting, and all bowJders or detached pieces of solid rock more than one cubic yard
in volume. Solid rock under this class, as distinguished from soft or disintegrated rock under
common excavation, is defined as sound rock of such hardness and texture that it can not be
effectively loosened or broken down by hand drifting picks.
Common 6ZCafJati&n.-All material required to be excavated except solid rock, including earth,
gravel, and also indurated material of all kinds such as hardpan, cemented gravel, and soft or
disintegrated rock, which may require blasting before removal by team-drawn scrapers or
excavating machinery; also all bowlders or pieces of rock not exceeding one cubic yard in volume
that are detached or are embedded in common excavation material.
No additional allowance above the prices bid in the schedule for the excavation of materials
will be made on account of any of the materials being wet or frozen. It is desired that the contractor or the contractor's representative be present during measurement of materials excavated.
On written request of the contractor, made within ten (10) days aft-er the receipt of any monthly
estimste, a statement of the quantities and classifications between successive stations, or in
otherwise designated locations, included in said estimate will be furnished the contractor within
ten (10) days after the receipt of such request. This statement \\ill be considered as satisfactory
to the contractor unless specific written objections thereto with reasons therefor are filed with
the contracting officer within ten (10) days after receipt of said statement by the contractor or
the contractor's representative on the work. Failure to file such \\'Tit ten objections with reasons
therefor within said ten (10) days shall be considered a waiver of all claims based on alleged
erroneous estimates of quantities or incorrect classification of materials for the work covered
by such statement.
47. Lines and grades.-The contractor shall provide such drill holes, forms, ladders, spikes,
nails, troughs for plumb-bob lines, light, and such assistance as may be required by the contracting officer in giving lines and grades. The contracting officer's marks shall be carefully
preserved by the contractor until they have served their purpose. Work in the shafts, tunnels,
and open excavations or elsewhere shall be suspended for such reasonable time as the contracting officer may require to transfer lines and to m.nrk points for line and grade. No additional
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oompensation will be paid to the contractor for required usistance in setting lines and grades
nor for loBS of time on account of such neceBSary suspension of work or otherwise on account
of the requirements of this paragraph.
48. Blaating.-Blasting will be permitted only when proper precautions are taken for the
protection of persons, the work, or private property, and any damage done to the work or private
property by blasting shall be repaired by the contractor at the contractor's expense. Caps or
other exploders or fuzes shall in no case be stored, transported, or kept in the same place in which
dynamite or other explosives are stored, transported, or kept. The location and design of powder
magazines, methods of transporting explosives, and in general the precautions taken to prevent
accidents shall be subject to the approval of the contracting officer, but the contractor shall
be liable for all injuries to or deaths of persons or damage to property caused by blasts or
explosives.
49. Open-out ezoavation, general.-Except as otherwise provided for definite features of
open-eut excavation in these specifications or shown on the drawings, open-cut excavation,
including excavation for structures, will be measured for payment to slopes of 1 to 1 for common
excavation and~ to 1 for rock excavation, and in the case of excavation for structures to lateral
dimensions 1 foot outside of the foundations of the structure: ProtJ'itkd, That where the character of the material cut into is such that it ean be trimmed to the required lines of the concrete
structure and the concrete placed against the sides of the excavation, without the use of intervening forms, measurement for payment will be made only for the excavation within the neat
lines of the structure: A1Ul prOfJ'ld..ld f'urlhtr, That for any structure or open cut where, in the
opinion of the contracting officer, the conditions warrant, the excavation will be measured for
payment to the most practicable dimensions and lines as staked out or otherwise established
by the contracting officer. Where the concrete in walls, slabs, and floors of the power house,
outlet valve houses, hoist house for the inclined elevator, inlet and outlet structures for the
diversion tunnels and highway structures is to be placed upon or against rook, and for the
spillway crests and channels, the excavation shall be sufficient to provide for the minimum
thicknesses of concrete at all points and the average thicknesses shall be exceeded as little as
possible. Measurement of such excavation for payment will be limited to the excavation
required for the prescribed average thicknesses of the concrete for which measurement for
payment is made as provided elsewhere in these specifications. Any and all exceBB or overexcavation performed by the contractor for any purpose or reason, except as may be ordered
in writing by the contracting officer, and whether or not due to the fault of the contractor,
shall be at the expense of the contractor. No blasting that might injure the work will be
permitted, and any damage done to the work by blasting, including the shattering of the
material beyond the required excavation lines, shall be repaired by the contractor at his expense
and in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer. Except as otherwise provided for
payment for the construction of the upstream and downstream cofferdams, the rock barrier,
and the rock bJanket in the river, the unit prices bid in the schedule for excavation in open cut
and for the various structures shall include the cost of all labor and materials for temporary
construction and of all pumping, bailing, draining, and all other work necessary to maintain
the excavation in good order during construction.
60. Preparation of rock foundations for the dam and other structures.-The surface of the
rock foundations for all structures in which the concrete of the structure is to be placed directly
upon or against rock in open cut without the use of intervening forms shall be left rough so as
to bond well with the concrete. Care shall be taken not to shatter or disturb the rock foundations unnecessa.rily. All dirt and other objectionable materials must be re~QV~ ~ro~ the rock
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surfaces. Immediately before placiug concrete upon or against any rook surface, the surface
shall be thoroughly cleaned by the use of stiff brooms, hammers, picks, streams of water and
air, separately or in combination, steam, sandblasting, or other effective means satisfactory
to the contracting offic.er. After clearing and before concrete is placed, all water shall be removed
from depressions so as to permit thorough inspection and proper boDd of concrete with the
foUDdation rock. In the preparation ol rock foundations for the dam and spillway eresta, the
contractor shall take particular care to remove from the foundation surface all loose rook
fragments, spalls, dirt, gravel, or other objectionable material. Where necessary, as determ.ived by the contracting officer, the surface of the excavation for the dam and spillway crests
shall be cut to J()ugh benches ()f steps to secure the required roughness. If flov.ing springs are
encountered in the foundations for any structure, the sprinp shall be closed by pressure &routing, for which payment will be made at the price bid in the schedule for pressure grouting for
foundation of dam and spillway crests. The cost of all work described in this paragraph,
except a<J otherwise provided for pressure grouting, shall be included in the unit prices per
cubic yard bid for excavation.
61. Tunnel, adit, and shaft excavation, general.-The tunnels, adits, and shafts shall be
excavated to the lines and grades shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer.
Pennanent timbering will not be permitted. The contractor shall use every precaution to avoid
.excavating beyond the outside lines of steel ribs and steel tunnel liner plates and beyond the
specified outside neat concrete lines where no steel ribs or liner plates are required. The required
minimum thicknesses of concrete lining shall be provided for at all points and the average thicknesses shall be exceeded as little as possible. No points of unexcavated material will be allowed
within the minimum prescribed distance from the finished inside surface of the concrete lining.
Measurement of tunnel, adit, and shaft excavation for payment will be limited to the specified
sectional dimensions and, except as otherwise provided in these specifications, will be made along
the located center lines of the tunnels, adits, and shafts only for reaches of the tunnels, adits, and
shafts that are excavated by tunneling methods. Where steel ribs and steel liner plates are not
required, measurement of excavation for payment will be limited to the excavation required for
the prescribed average thicknesses of concrete lining for which measurement for payment is made
as provided in paragraphs 113, 118, 125, and 127. "\\"'here steel ribs without liner plates are
required, measurement of excavation for payment will be made to lines formed by the outer. perimeter of the steel ribs, as used in sets of which the design and locations are approved by the contracting officer in advance of installation. Where steel ribs and steel liner plates are required,
measurement of excavation for payment will be limit.ed to the area of a circle of which the radius
is 6 inches greater than the outside rad~us of the steel lining, the outside radii to be as directed by
the contracting officer. Any and all excess or over-excavation performed by the contractor to
provide space for any purpose, except as may be ordered in writing by the contracting officer.
and whether or not due to the fault of the contractor, shall be at the expense of the contractor.
No additional allowance above the unit prices bid in the schedule for excavation of tunnels, adits,
and sha!ts will be made on acccoWlt of the class, nature, or condition of any of the materials
encountered. No blasting that might injure the work will be permitted, and any damage done
to the work by blasting, including the shattering of the material beyond the required exca¥ation
lines, shall be repaired by the contractor at his expense and in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph 53 for steel ribs and liner plates, the
cost of all work or materials required for or incidental to the excavation of the tunnels, adits, and
shafts, and including, but not restricted to, all draining, pumping, ventilating, lighting, and
temporary timbering or other temporary supports shall be included in the unit prices bid in the
schedule for the various items of tunnel, adit, and shaft excavation.
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61. TempolVJ timbering in tunnela.-8uitable temporary timbering, including lagging,
may be used to support. the roofs and sides of tunnels and adits and the sides of all shafts until
the concrete lining is placed at any points where temporary timbering is necessary. Lumber for
timbering, if required, shall be furnished by the contractor, as provided in paragraph 28. The
cost of furnishing and erecting temporary timbering shall be included in the unit prices bid for
excavation of tunnels, adits, and shafts. Nothing contained in this paragraph shall prevent the
contractor, at his own expense, from erecting such amounts of temporary timbering as he may
consider necessary, nor shall it be construed to relieve the contractor from sole responsibility for
the safety of the tunnels and for liability for injuries to or deaths of persons or damage to property.
68. Steel ribs and steel liner plates in tunnels, adita, and ahafts.-Where approved or
onlered in writing by the contracting officer, steel ribs or steel liner plates and arch ring segmental
bars shall be installed in the tunnels, adits, and shafts as shown on the drawings or as directed by
the contracting officer. The steel ribs, steel liner plates, and arch ring segmental bars or 1-beams
for this purpose, complete with all required bolts and accessories, shall be furnished by the contractor as provided in paragraph 28. They shall be installed by the contractor in a workmanlike
manner, true to line and grade as established by the contracting officer, and shall be maintained
by tho contractor in proper condition and alignment until the concrete lining is completed against
them. All excavated space behind the steel liner plates shall be solidly packed with clean washed
gravel or spalls in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer. The design, material, and
ins~allation of the steel ribs and liner plates and arch ring segmental bars shall be subject to the
approval of the contracting officer. For all steel ribs, liner plates, and arch ring segmental bars
ordered in writing by the contracting officer and which are installed under the foregoing provisions, payment will be made at the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for furnishing and
erecting steel ribs, steel liner plates, and arch ring segmental bars in tunnels, adits, and shafts,
which unit price shall include the cost of furnishing, hauling, handling, storing, placing, maintaining the installed liner plates until completion of the concrete lining, and packing the space
back of the plates as described in this paragraph. The amount of steel ribs, steel liner plates, and
arch ring segmental bars required is uncertain and the contractor shall be entitled to no additional allowance above the unit price& bid in the schedule by reason of none or any amount of
steel ribs, tiner plates, and arch ring segmental bars being required, although changes in the
schedule quantities \\ill be covered in the estimates. Nothing in this paragraph shall prevent
the contractor from using at his own expense any amount of suitable temporary supports for the
roof and sides of the tunnels, nor shall it be construed to relieve the contractor from sole responsibility for the safety of the tunnels during construction and for liability for injuries to or deaths
of penons or damage to property.
64. Open•01l~ esoaY&tion for diversion tliDB.els.-Open-cut excavation for diversion tunnels
consists of all required open-cut excavation, as shown on the drawings or directed by the contracting oflieer, at the inlet and outlet ends of the diversion tunnels, both for chBilD.els leading to
the inlets and away from the outlets and for all inlet and outlet structures with their appurtenant parts, and includes the open-cut excavation that may be required for portals and portal
structures above portions of the tuDD.els. Berms shall be provided where and as directed by the
contrading officer. It may be desinble during the progress of the work to vary the slopeH a.nd
dimensions of the excavation from those indicated on the drawings. The contractor shall he
entitled to no additional allowance above the unit prices bid in the schedule for excavation in
open cut for diversion tunnels by reason of the lines, grades, berms, and slopes required by the
contracting officer, although changes in the estimated quantities will be covered in the estimates. In the channe.fs leading from the outlets, rock bottoms and banks, within the maxi-
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mum probable wetted perimeter at any section, as estimated by the contracting officer, must
show no points of rock projecting more than 1 foot into the prescribed sections of the channels.
Above the maximum high-water line the rock will be allowed t.o stand at its steepest safe angle,
and no finishing wiU be required other than the removal of rock masses that are loose and liable
to fall. Payment for the excavation described in this paragraph will be made at the unit prices
per cubic yard bid in the schedule for excavation in open cut for diversion tunnels.
66. Excavation of diversion tunnels.-The excavation of the 50-foot diameter diversion tuont>ls shall be in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 51. Only excavation that is actually
performed by tunneling methods will be measured for payment for excavation of diversion tunnels, and the item of the schedule covering the excavation of diversion tunnels will be further
limited, in the vicinity of the connecting inclined spillway tunnel in each outer diversion tunnel,
by a horizontal plane at an elevation 64 feet above the center line of the outer diversion tunnel;
in the vicinity of the connecting inclined tunnel from the upstream intake tower in each inner
diversion tunnel, by a horizontal plane at an elevation 64 feet above the center line of the inner
diversion tunnel i and in the vicinity of each power penstock and the riser shaft to the canyon
wall outlet works, in each inner diversion tunnel, by the theoretical excavation surfaces in the
inner diversion tunnel as determined by the specified average thickness of concrete. The item
for excavation of diversion tunnels will include all excavation outside of the regular section of
the diversion tunnels required, as shown on the drawings or determined by the contracting
officer, for the construction of the tunnel plugs and installation of the gates and needle valves,
and includes the excavation of each gallery or adit from the upstream plugs in the inner diversion tunnels to their connection with the inspection galleries in the dam at the surface ofthe
excavation for the foundation for the dam. In the excavation of the diversion tunnels the r.ontractor will be permitted to make one additional adit to each inner tunnel, and one adit from
each inner diversion tunnel to the adjacent outer tunnel or to enlarge required adits: PTOFJi.dal,
That the location of the additional adits and the amount of enlargement of required adits shall
be subject to the approval of the contracting officer: .And prouided jurl'Mr, That the additional
adits shall be solidly backfilled with concrete for such lengths as directed by the contracting
officer and that the entire enlargements of required adits shall be solidly filled with concrete:
And prouidt.djurther, That the entire expense of excavating for additional adits and for enlargements of required adits and the filling of both with concrete as required, after they have served
their purpose, including the cost of the cement required for concrete, shall be home by the
contractor.
68. Care of river and unwatering foundations.-As provided elsewhere in these specifications
the contractor shall construct the diversion tunnels, with plugs, gates, and other appurtenant
parts, the upper and lower cofferdams, rock protection in the river channel above the upper
cofferdam., rock protection of part of the excavated slopes to the foundation of the dam, and the
rock barrier, for which payment will be made at the unit prices bid in the schedule. Except
as otherwise provided for paying the contractor for construction of the above-mentioned diversion works, the contractor shall, at the contractor's entire expense, construct and maintain all
necessary temporary cofferdams, flumes, or other protective works, shall fumish all material
required, and shall install, maintain, and operate all necessary pumping and other equipment for
unwatering the site of the work, including the sites of the cofferdams, and for maintaining the
foundations of the dam and cofferdams, cut-off trenches, and other parts of the work free from
water as required for constructing each part of the work, including constructing the diversion
tunnels, cofferdams, and other parts of the diversion works. The contractor shall be responsible
for and shall repair at the contractor's expense any damage to the foundations of the cofferdams
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or other parts of the diversion works caused by floods or failure of any part of the protective
works constructed by the contractor incidental to constructing the required work under the
contract. The contractor shall pump all water from the site of the dam and power house and
shall maintain the foundations for these structures dry while excavating, preparing the foundat.ions, and placing concrete, and, except as otherwise provided in paragraph 43, shall be entitled
to no claim for damages or additional compensation by reason of any amount of water that may
result from leakage through the cofferdams or from other works which have been coDStructed by
the contractor. After having served their purpose, the downstream cofferdam and rock barrier
or so much ther'eof as directed by the contracting officer shall be removed to give a sightly
appearance and so as not to interfere in any way with the operation or usefulness of the reservoir
and power plant. Payment will be made to the contractor for this work as provided in paragraph 67. The contractor will not be required to remove the upstream permanent cofferdam
or any temporary cofferdams constructed above the dam: PF'OfJUUd, That such temporary
cofferdams do not interfere with the satisfactory use, as determined by the contracting officer, of
the diversion tunnels. In the event that such temporary cofferdams interfere with the satisfactory operation of the diversion tunnels, they shall be removed by the contractor to the
extent necessary to avoid interference with the satisfactory operation of the diversion tunnels aa
determined by the contracting officer and at no cost to the Govemment. The contractor shall
not interrupt the natural or required flow of water for inigation or other purposes past the dam
without the approval of the contracting officer. The cost of all work required by this paragraph
for which items of payment have not been provided in the schedule, shall be included in the unit
prices bid in the schedule for the construction of cofferdams and for excavation for foundation of
dam and power house.
67. &emoval of downst.ream cotrerdam and rock barrier.-After the downstream cofferdam
and the rock barrier have served their purpose they, or such portions of them as directed by tpe
contracting officer, shall be removed from the river channel. Disposal of the excavated materials
shall be in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 83. The contractor shall use such excavating equipment, methods, and care in the removal of the materials from the river as may be
required to insure a minimum amount of loss of materials down the river. Any such loss of
materials due to carelessness on the part of the contractor or due to the use of equipment and
methods which are not approved by the contracting officer will be subtracted from the quantities of excavation measured for payment. Measurement for payment will be made of the
materials in excavation in the cofferdam and rock barrier. Payment for the excavation and
removal of materials as described in this paragraph will be made at the unit price per cubic
yard bid in the schedule for removal of rock fill in downstream cofferdam and rock barrier.
68. Common excavation for foundations of dam, power house, and col'erd8Dl8.--common
excavation for the dam and power house shall extend to rock. Excavation for the foundation'S
of the cofferdams shall extend through the silt aild into the coarser strata below only to the
extent and as directed by the contracting officer. Measurement for payuient for common
excavation for the foundations of the dam, power house, and cofferdams will be made on the basis
of slopes and berms at the toes of slopes as established by the contracting officer. Payment
for common excavation for foundations of dam, power house, and cofferdams will be made at the
unit price bid therefor in the schedule. The contractor shall excavate the cut-off trench at the
upstream toe of the upstream cofferdam to the lines and grades established by the contracting
officer. Measurement for payment of material excavated in the cut-off trench will be made
after the general excavation for the foundation of the cofferdam has been made. Payment for
excavation in open trench for concrete cut-off in 11pstream cofferdam will be made at the unit
prices per cubic yard bid therefor in the schedule.
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69. Root excavation for foundation of dam.-The excavation for the dam and its abutments
shall be made to sufficient depth to secure foundation on sound ledge rock, free from open
seams or other objectionable defects as detennined by the contracting officer. All necessary
precautions shall be taken to preserve the rock below and beyond the lines of excavation in the
soundest possible condition. Blasting may be done only to the extent approved by the contracting officer, with explosives of such quantity and moderate power and in such locations as
will neither crack nor damage the rock outside of the preseribed limits of excavation. The depth
of blasting holes, the size of the charges, and the number of charges fired at one time shall be
subject to the approval of the contracting officer. Whenever, in the opinion o~ the contracting
officer, further blasting is liable to injure the rock upon or against which concrete is to be placed,
the use of explosives shall be discontinued and the excavation oompleted by wedging and barring,
or other suitable methods. The excavation for the base of the dam at all elevations shall be
so shaped and roughly stepped where necessary, as determined by the contracting officer, to
produce surfaces of contact between the concrete of the dam and the foundation rock which
are as nearly normal to the stresses in the dam as is practicable without excessive excavation.
Bock shall be excavated as closely as practicable to the neat lines of the structure, as shown on '
the drawing1 or as established by 'he contracting officer, and payment will be made only for the
volume actually required by the contracting officer to be excavated. Measurement for payment of roek excavation for the foundation of the dam will be limited at the downstream faee
of the dam, where the dam and power house are in contact, to the volume of rock excavated
within the neat lines of the dam as shown on the drawings or as actually constructed. Payment
for rook excavation for the foundation of the dam will be made at the unit prices per cubic
yard bid therefor in the schedule, which price shall include the cost of all labor and materials,
shoring, pumping, draining, and all work necessary to maintain the excavation in good order
during construction. All cavities in any part of the foundation caused by careless excavation
or by the removal, as directed by the contracting officer, of rock needlessly damaged by blasting
or other careless operations of the contractor, shall be solidly filled with concrete, at the entire
expense of the contractor.
80. Excavation for upstream cut·o• trench in foundation of dam.-A cut-off trench shall be
excavated under the upstream toe of the dam, as shown on the drawings or as directed by the
contracting officer. In performing this excavation, all provisions of paragraph 59 relating to
care in excavation shall apply. The cut-off trench excavation will be measured for payment
to the actual excavated lines as approved by the contracting officer below the general level of
the adjacent excavated dam foundation and payment will be made therefor at the unit price
bid in the schedule for "Excavation: All classes, for upstream cut-off trench in foundation of dam,"
which unit price shall include the cost of all labor and materials, shoring, pumping, draining,
and all other work necessary to maintain the excavation in good order during construction.
61. Bxcava\ion for spillways, in open cut.-The item of the schedule covering excavation
for spillways in open cut covers all excavation upstream from the faces of the required excavation
for the portals of the inclined spillway tunnels and includes the open-cut excavation that will b~
required for the Stoney gate structures, channels thereto, spillway crests, spillway channels,
and portal walls above the upper portions of the inclined spillway tunnels. The excavation
for the spillway crests shall be performed in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 59 for
rock excavation for foundation of dam, and the excavation for the spillway channels shall be
performed in aC'cordance with the provisions of paragraph 49 for open-cut excavation, where
the provisions of these paragraphs are appli<"able as determined by the contracting officer.
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81. lzcavaaon of inclined spillway tUIUlela.-Excavation of t.he 60-foot diameter inclined
apillway tunnels shall be made m accordance with the provisions of paragraph 61. The item
of the schedule covering this excavation will be limited for each inclined spillway tunnel by the
face of the required excavation for the upstream portal wall and by a horizontal plane through
the inclined spillway tunnel at an elevation 64 feet above the center line of the outer divenrion
tunnel into which it discharges.
83. Excavation for canyon-wall valve houaea.-The item in the schedule covering excavation
for canyon-wall valve houses includes all required excavation, for both upper and lower canyonwall valve houses on both sides of the canyon. The excavation for these structures shall be
made to the lines and grades established by the contracting officer, and in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph 49 where applicable as determined by the contracting officer. As
shown on the drawings the concrete in the canyon-wall sides of the valve houses ia to be placed
directly against undisturbed rock without the use of intervening forms.
84. Excavation for intake towers.-The item mthe schedule covering excavation for intake
towers includes the required excavation for all intake towers, terminating at the base of the
concrete foundation for the superstructures of the intake towers, as shown on the drawings or
directed by the contracting officer. The excavation around the intake towers shall be sufficient
to provide a 10-foot berm, and the rock cut above the berm shall be excavated to " to 1 slopes
or to slopes as established by the contracting officer. These slopes must show no points of rocks
projecting more than 2 feet into the prescribed lines of the slopes.
66. Excavation of shafts for outlet works and connectiq plleriea.-The item of the schedule
covering excavation of shafts for outlet works and. connecting galleries includes all lengths and
sections of the 24-foot 3-inch diameter and 15-foot 9-inch riser shafts for the outlet works which
are adjacent to concrete linings in shafts for outlet works as described in paragraph 128. It
abo includes all excavation of the elevator shafts for the canyon wall outlet works, and the adite
leading to these elevators from the lower canyon wall outlet works and from the power house,
as limited by the concrete in the walls of the upper canyon-wall valve houses, the excavation
for the power house, or the face of the canyon walls. It also includes excavation of the adite,
from the excavated surface of the entrance to the valve chamber in the downstream inner
diversion tunnel plugs to the elevators for the canyon-wall outlet works. The excavation described in this paragraph shall be in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 51, where
applicable, as determined by the contracting officer.
88. Excavation of penstock tunnels, outlet tUIUlels, and power penstocks.-Excavation of
the penstock tunnels, outlet tunnels, and power penstocks shall be in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 51. Only excavation that is actually performed by tunneling methods will
be measured for payment for excavation of penstock tunnels, outlet tunnels, and power penstocks.
The item of the schedule covering this excavation includes the excavation of 30-foot diameter
inclined tunnels from the upstream intake towers to the inner diversion tunnels, a.Slimited by
the description of other items of excavation in paragraphs 55 and 64; the 30-foot diameter penstock tunnels from the downstream intake towers with all diverting power penstocks to the
prescribed outside neat lines of the power-house structure, and all diverting tunnels to the prescribed outside neat lines of the canyon-wall valve houses, but not the shafts for the outlet
works as described in paragraph 65; the other power penstocks between the prescribed outeide
neat lines of the power-house structure and the limits of the excavation of the inner diversion
tunnels as described in paragraph 64; and all outlet tunnels from the 24-foot 3-inch riser shafts
to the prescribed outside neat lines of the canyon-wall valve hoU888, but not the shafts for the
outle~ works as described in paragraph 66.
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8'1. Rock excayation for power houae.-The item in the schedule covering rock excavation
for power house includes all required solid rock excavation for the power house downstream
from the theoretical downstream face of the dam and within the prescribed outside neat lines
of the power-house structure, down to the surfaces of the required excavation for power-houae
and turbine foundations, and includes notching out the canyon walls for the roof truss suppol'Y.
The excavation described in this paragraph shall be performed in accordance with the provisions
of paragraphs 49 and 50, where applicable, as determined by the contracting officer.
68. Excavation for switching statien.-The item of the schedule covering excavation for
switching station includes all required excavation for footings of structural-steel switch structures, bases for oil circuit breakers and other apparatus required for the switching station. It
also includes the excavation for footings for the transmission line towers, which shall be constructed at locations designated by the contracting officer. The excavations shall be made to
the lines and grades established by the contracting officer, and in accordance with the provisions
of paragraph 49.
69. Excavation for inclined freight·eleYator struotures.-The excavation for the inclined
freight-elevator structures, including hoist house, guide structure, loading and unloading platforms, and spur track foundation, shall be made to the lines and grades shown on the drawings
or established by the contracting officer. The excavation for these structures and the measurement for payment for excavation shall conform to the requirements of paragraph 49 for open-cut
excavation. Payment for excavation for inclined freight-elevator structures will be made at the
unit price bid therefor in the schedule.
70. lxoavation for highway.-The term "subgrade" refers to the top of fills or the bottom
of excavations. The roadbed for the highway shall be constructed to the full dimensions
shown on the drawings or established by the contracting officer and shall be finished to the
prescribed lines and grades in a workmanlike manner. It shall be widened near the top of the
inclined freight elevator, as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer, to
provide ample space for turning around and for temporary storage for loaded vehicles. In
rock excavation the bottom shall, in all cases, be taken out to six (6) inches below subgra.de,
and all loose rock or bowlders and all ridge rock encountered in common excavation shall be
removed or excavated to a depth of not less than six (6) inches below the surface of the subgrade.
Payment for such excavation will be made at the unit prices bid in the schedule for excavation
for highway. Rock excavations and all holes or depressions resulting from removal of rock or
bowlders from common excavation below subgrade elevation shaU be back filled to subgra.de
with material, satisfactory to the contracting officer, obtained from excavation for the roadbed
or from borrow pits designated by the contracting officer. Where fills are to be built on sloping
ground, the surface of the ground shall be deeply plowed or stepped as directed by the contracting officer, or, in the case of steep rock slopes, benches shall be blasted in the rock surface, as
directed by the contracting officer. The cost of this work shall be included in the unit prices
bid for excavation: P1'0fJithd, That if the material in benches blasted in rock slopes is required
to be excavated, payment therefor will be mado at the unit prices bid for excavation for highway. Fills shall be built of material satisfactory to the contracting officer and in accordance
with his instructions, either by dumping from grade or in layers of such thickness as he may
direct. Where fills are formed of rock, the material shall be carefully placed so that the large
rock will be well distributed and the interstices shall be completely filled with smaller rock and
earth so as to form a dense, solid fill. Except as otherwise specified, all suitable material excavated in the construction of the roadbed shall be used in the construction of fills and refills to
subgrade. Should any material for fills or refills to subgrade, in addition to the material
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obtained from required excavation for roadbed, be required, it shall be fumished by the contractor
from borrow pits and shall be hauled and placed by the contractor. Payment for borrowed
material, regardless of length of haul, will be made at the price bid in the schedule for excavation
for highway. The necessary material will be measured in excavation at the borrow pits.
Wherever the construction of drains or dikes on the uphill side of the roadbed is not ordered
by the contracting officer, and where the slope on the uphill side of the roadbed consists of
material subject to erosion, the contractor shall plow a furrow to keep surface water away
from such slopes. Alter all drains have been built and the road has been constructed to
subgrade, it shall be shaped by means of a blade grader, and scarifying, if required, to a uniform
cross-section and at such height above subgrade elevation that when compacted it will conform
accurately to the established subgrade elevation and cross-section. It shall then be brought
to a firm, unyielding surface by rolling the entire area with a roller having a weight of at least
400 peunds per linear inch of tire width. Measurement for payment, and payment for excavation for highway will be made in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 49 !or open-cut
excavation. Except as otherwise provided, the price bid in the schedule for excavation for
highway shall include the cost of all labor, materials, and plant required in carrying out the
provisions of this paragraph, including excavating, constructing fills and refills, plowing furrows,
and compacting and finishing of subgrade.
71. Excavation for highway structurea.-Excavation for corrugated metal pipe culverts and
drains, rubble masonry. waiJs, a concrete arch culvert if required, and other highway structures
shall be made in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 49. Suitable materials for excavation refill and for back fill after completion of the structure, shall be furnished, placed, and
compacted by the contractor, as directed by the contracting officer. The compacting shall be
equivalent to that obtained by the tramping of well-distributed scraper teams, depositing the
material in layers not over eight (8) inches in thickness when compacted. Excavation for
highway structures, or the portion of such excavation not included in the highway prism, will
be measured for payment in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 49, and payment
therefor will be made at the unit price per cubic yard bid in the schedule, which unit price shall
include the cost of all work and materials required in excavating for highway struc.tures, and in
back filling such structures in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph.
'12. Back 1lll for power house.-Depressions between the back walls of the power house and
the cliffs shall, if required by the contracting officer, be back filled with materials from spoil
piles or elsewhere to give a neat and finished appearance to the structure. No special compacting
of back fill is contemplated and any special compacting required by the contracting officer will
be ordered in writing and paid for as extra work under the provisions of article 5 of the contract
and paragraph 10 of these specifications. Back :6.11 for power house will be measured for payment
in place and will be paid for at the unit price per cubic yard bid therefor in the schedule: Prouided, That payment will not be made for any material used in such back fill which may be
moved directly from required excavation into place in the fill. Any excavation outaide of the
limits prescribed for excavation which is required to be back filled shall be back filled by and at
the expense of the contractor.
73. Back ftl! for switching station.-Depressions in the natural ground surface at the
switching station shall, if required by the contracting officer, be back filled with materials from
spoil piles or elsewhere to give a neat and finished appearance to the structures. No special
compacting of back fill is contemplated and any special compacting required by the contracting
officer will be ordered in writing and paid for as extra work under the provisions of article 5 of
the contract and paragraph 10 of these specifications. Back fill for switching station will be
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measured for payment in place and paid for at the unit price per cubic yard bid therefor in the
schedule: Prouid«l, That payment will not be made for any material UBed in IRlch baek fill whidl
may be moved directly from required excavation into place in the fill. Any excavation outaide
of the limits prescribed for excavation for the switching station which is required to be back
filled shall be back filled by and at the expense of the contractor.
74. Back 1lll on roofs.-In order to provide a cushion for protection against falling rooks a
back fill composed of a layer of pea gravel, a layer of broken rock or gravel, and a layer of rock
will be required on the roofs of the power house, the canyon-wall valve houses, and other buildings if directed by the contracting officer. The layer of pea gravel shall be not less than six (6}
inches in depth, the broken rock or gravel not less than twelve (12) inches, and the rock no I
than four and one-half (430 feet. The pea gravel, broken rook or gravel, and rock shall
furnished by the contractor as provided in paragraph 28. The pea gravel shall meet the requirements of the smallest size gravel for concrete as provided in paragraph 99 of these specifications.
The gravel or broken rock shall meet the requirements of paragraph 99 of these specifications
and shall not exceed in size the maximum specified therein. The rock must be hard, dense,
durable rock fragments not exceeding one (1) cubic foot in volume and which will be retained on
a screen having 8-inch square or 9-inch round openings. The fills shall be carefully placed, as
directed by the contracting officer, to the grades established by the contracting officer. Baclt
fill on roofs will be measured for payment in place, and payment will be made at the unit price
per cubic yard bid therefor in the schedule, which unit price shall include the cost of furnishing, hauling, and placing the pea gravel, broken rock or gravel, and rook as provided in this
paragraph.
76. Embankment construction, general.-For the purpose of these specifications, the term
"embankments" includes the rock-fill portions and the earth-fill portions of the upstream and
downstream cofferdams, the rock blanket on the upstream face of the upstream cofferdam, the
rock protection in the river bed above the upstream cofferdam, the rock protection of the excavated slopes to the foundation of the dam, and the rock barrier below the downstream oofl'enlam,
and does not include any works constructed by the contractor for his use in performance of the
contract or fills constructed for the highway and for the elevator spur track. Embankments
shall be constructed to the lines and grades shown on the drawings or established by the eon·
tracting officer. Embankments shall be built to the heights designated by the contracting
officer to allow for settlement. No brush, roots, sod, or other perishable or unsuitable material,
as determined by the contracting officer, shall be placed in embankments. The suitability of
all materials for construction of embankments shall be subject to the approval of the contracting
officer. No material shall be placed in embankments when either the material or the found&·
tion or embankment on which it is to be placed is frozen. The contractor shall care for and
maintain all embankments in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer until the completion and acceptance of· the feature of work of which they are a part. Any approved material
placed in embankments that is lost before the date of the written acceptance described in paragraph 43, by floods or other action of the river, by weathering, by any operation of the contractor,
or by other causes, shall be replaced by the contractor in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer and without cost to the Government. Each portion of the embankments shall be
constructed in accordance with the specifications therefor, including the provisions of this
paragraph. All portions of required embankments, whether constructed of materials e:xcava~
for other required parts of the work, from borrow pits, or from quarries, will be measured and
paid for in embankment, and where the materials are excavated for other required parts of the
work payment for placing the materials in embankments will be in addHiOD to the payment
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made for the required axeavation. It should be feasible to aoausport a large poriion of the
materials, which are excavated for other required parts of the work and which are suitable for
embankment conatruetion, direct to the embankments at the time of making the excavations.
The contractor, however, shall be entitled to no additional compensation above the prices
bid for excavation and embankments by reason of it being necessary or required, for any reason,
that such excavated materials be deposited in spoil banks prior to being placed in the
embankments.
78. Borrow pits and quarries.-Where the amount of required excavation does not furnish
sufficient suitable material for embankments the contractor shall obtain the neceesary material
from borrow pits or quarries in the vicinity of the work: The location of all borrow pits and
quarries and the suitability of the material for the purpose for which it is required shall be
subject to the approval of the contracting offioor. Where borrow pits and quarries are located
outside of the area to be .flooded by the reservoir and where they are exposed to view from the
dam and the highway from Boulder City the excavated surfaces shall be left in a reasonably
smooth and even condition IS approved by the contracting officer. Drainage ditches shall be
constructed by the contractor from borrow pits and quarries to the nearest natural outlets to
avoid the formation of pools. The cost of all work prescribed in this paragraph shall be included
in the unit prices bid for the various items of embankment construction.
77. Rock 1lll in diversion col'erdams.-The rock fill portions of the upstream and downstre&Dl cofferdams shall consist of a freely draining mixture of durable gravel and cobble or
rock fragments from natural deposits, from borrow pits, or quarries in the vicinity of the work,
or from the excavations required for other parts of the work. The largest rock permissible in
the rock fills shall be not more than one (1) cubic yard in volume and the materials in the fills
shall be equal in grading to quarry-run material for rock in that vicinity. J..The inclusion of
fine muck, spalls, or gravel in the mass in an amount not in excess of that required to fill the
voids in the coarser material, as determined by the contracting officer, will be permissible:
Provid.Ml, That the contl·actor shall not sluice silt from the river into the rock fills. H is contemplated that material ii.rect from any of the required rock excavation will be suitable. The
rock in the rock embankments need not be especially compacted but shall be built up by dumping
and roughly leveling oft' the dumped piles in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer,
and such as to insure that the completed fill will be stable, without tendency to slide, and that
there will be no unfilled spaces within the fill. Measurement, for payment, of the materials
placed in the rock-fill portions of the cofferdams will be made in the embankments, and payment. therefor will be made at the unit prices per cubic yard bid in the schedule for rock fill in
cofferdams, which unit prices shall include the entire cost of all excavation in the borrow pita,
if necessary to get material from such pits, loading, hauling, dumping, and other operatioDS
required in placing the materials in the finished embankments IS described in these specificUions.
78. Rock protection.-The upstream and downstream slopes of the common excavation for
the foundation for the dam, and the river channel immediately u~ from the toe of the
paving on the up~tream cofferdam, the latter for such distance upstream as shown on the drawings or as directed.. by the contracting officer, shall be protected by loose dumped rock. The
thicknesses of the rock protection shall be as shown on the drawings or as othetwiae specified
by the contracting officer. The largest rock permissible in the rock protection shall no~ exceed
two (2) cubic yards in volume, and quarry-run material below this maximum me will be acceptable. The inclusion of muck, spalls, or gravel in the m888 in an amount not in exeeas of that
required to fill the voids in_, the material will be permissible. The rock in rock protection shall
be so dumped and roughly leveled oft' in the fill as to insure that the completed fill is stable,
29919--30---4
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without tendency to slide, and ao that there shall be no unreasonably large UDfilled spaces
within the fill. Measurement of rock protection will be made in place on the basis of the acwal
thicknesses placed up to the specified thicknesses. Payment for placing rock protection in
the locations described in this paragraph, as shown on the drawings and elsewhere on the work,
as directed by the contracting officer, will be made at the unit price per cubic yard bid in the
schedule for rock protection in river channel and elsewhere, which unit price shall include .the
entire cost of procuring the .rock, hauling, handling, and placing the material in the fills.
79. :Rock blanket on upstream col'erdam.-The upstream slope of the upstream cofferdam
shall be covered with a S-foot layer of rock as shown on the drawings, or as directed by the
contracting officer. This rock blanket shall consist of sound, durable rock fragments or
bowlders the maximum dimensions of which shall be not less than 4 inches nor more than
30 inches. The rock for this blanket may, at the option of the contractor, be obtained from
stripping of the canyon walls or foundation, from excavation for tunnels, from other required
excavation, or from borrow pits approved by the contracting officer, and shall be dumped loose
on the upstream slope of the cofferdam. The rock shall be evenly distributed or leveled to a
roughly uniform layer of the required thickness, on which the concrete paving is to be placed.
The placing of the rock blanket may proceed in lifts as the earth fill of the cofferdam is built
up, or the materials for the blanket may be dumped in place after the placing of the earth fill
is completed. The method used in placing the rock blanket shall be at the option of the contractor: ProviJ.«l, That the method used shall, in the opinion of the contracting officer, secure
the required compactness necessary as a foundation for the concrete paving. In preparing the
face of the rock blanket for the 6-inch layer of concrete paving, the contractor shall furnish
and place, as directed by. the contracting officer, any gravel or small rock fragments, which, in
the opinion of the contracting officer, are necessary to fill the voids in the upper surface of the
rock blanket and furnish a suitable surface on which to lay the concrete paving. Measurement, for payment, of the materials used in the rock blanket and for preparing the surface of
the rock blanket for paving will be made in place on the basis or the actual thickness, but not
to exceed three (3) feet, and payment therefor will be made at the unit price bid in the schedule
for rock blanket on upstream slope of upstream cofferdam, which unit price shall include the
entire cost of procuring, hauling, handling, and placing the material, including gravel in the
blanket, and of preparing the face of the rock blanket as a suitable foundation for the concrere
paving.
M,t,.80. :Rook barrier below downstream col'erdam.-The rock barrier below the downstream
cofferdam shall consist of hard, dense, and durable rock, equivalent in this respect, in the opinion
of the contracting officer, to the best rock for resisting wear or erosion that exists in the vicinity
of the work and that may be readily obtained from near-by borrow pits, quarries, or, at the
option of the contractor, from required excavation. There will be no limit to the size of rock
permitted in the rock barrier. The inclusion of muck, spalls, or gravel in the mass in an amount
not1,in excess of that required to fill the voids in the material as specified above will be permissible. The rock may be loosely dumped but in such order and in such a manner as will,
in the opinion of the contracting officer, insure that the completed fill is stable, without tendency
to slide, and so that there shall be no unreasonably large unfilled spaces within the fill. Measurement, for payment, of materials in the rock barrier will be made in place, and payment therefor
will be made at the unit price per cubic yard bid in the schedule for rock barrier below downstream cofferdam, which unit price shall include the entire cost of procuring the rock and hauling,
handling, and dumping it in the fill.
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81. Barth 1l1l in oo•erdams.-The earth fill portions of the cofferdams shall colllist of a

mbture similar to the natural mixture of silt, sand, and gravel in Hemenway Wash and may be
obtained from borrow pita in Hemenway Wash or other places in the vicinity of the work or
from required eommon excavation in the river channel: Profl'iJ.«l, That only the gravelly material
from the river chaDDel excavation, which will form a stable and compact embankment when
placed and rolled in 12-inch layers as provided elsewhere in this paragraph, will be acceptable,
as determined by the contracting officer after actual excavation is in progress. No separation,
sorting, blending or segragation of the materials will be required: Profl'iJ.«l jurtw, That material
from different parta of the borrow pits or required excavation shall be placed on certain parts of
the embankments as designated by the contracting officer: And pror!i,dldjvnlwo, That no stones
having maximum dimensions of more than nine (9) inches shall be placed in the earth-fill embankments. Should stones of such size be found in the otherwise approved embankment
materials, they shall be removed by the contractor either at the site of the excavation or after
tra.Dsporting to the embankments but prior to rolling and compacting the materials in the
embankment. Such stones may be used in the rock-fill portions of the embankments or in the
rock blankets on and above the upstream cofferdam if their maximum dimensions are not in
excess of the requirements for these features. The mixture of silt, aand, and gravel shall be
placed in the embankment in approximately horizontal layers not more than twelve (12) inches
in thickness after rolling. All materials shall be uniformly moistened by sprinkling on the
embankment. The full thickness of each 12-inch layer shall be moistened to such degree that,
in the opinion of the contracting officer, the maximum compactness of embankment will be
asaured after rolliDg as specified. The roller used for compacting the embankment shall be of
the "Rohl" type, having cast-iron ball feet equally spaced over ita cylindrical surface and ita
weight shall be not less than 1,000 pounds per linear foot of width of tread. The entire surface
of each layer of embankment rolled shall have the roller paas over it at least three times. If,
in the opinion of the contracting officer, the rolled surlace of any layer of material is too smooth
to bond properly with the succeeding layer it shall be roughened or loosened by harrowing or
otherwise to the satisfaction of the contracting officer before the succeeding layer is placed
thereon. Measurement, for payment, of the materials placed in the earth-fill portions of the
cofferdams will be made in embankment after compacting by moistening and rolling as specified,
and payment will be made at the unit prices per cubic yard bid in the schedule for earth fill in
coft'erdams, which Unit prices shall include the cost of clearing, grubbing, and stripping the
approved borrow pita, if required, and the entire cost of all excavating in the borrow pita, load·
ing, hauling, spreading, moistening, harrowing, and other operations required in placing the
materials, as described in these specifications, in the finished embankments.
81. Rubble masonry walla.-The contractor shall construct rubble masonry walls along the
canyon rim above the power plant and intake towers and below the highway on both sides of the
canyon, as directed by the contracting officer, wherever necessary for protection of the perma-nent works from injury by falling rocks, as determined by the contracting officer. Rubble
masonry parapets and retaining walls, where and if required as determined by the contracting
officer, shall also be constructed by the contractor, as shown on the drawings or as directed by
the contracting officer. The rock used for the rubble masonry shall be clean, hard, dense,
a.nd durable. Either bowlders or broken rock from excavation may be used if fulfilling the
requirements as to quality and dimensions. If broken rock is used, excessive projections and
acute angles shall be removed, and the stones used as headers shall have a roughly squared and
reasonably flat exposed face. At least one-fourth of the total volume of masonry shall consist
of headers of a length equal to t.he thickness of the wall for walls less than 18 inches in thick-
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ness, and headers at least 18 inches in length for walls over 18 inches in thickness. The headers
ahall be distributed uniformly throughout the wall. The stones in the wall shall be placed u
olosely as practicable to ~e linea and grades established by the contracting officer. The largest
stones shallibe used in the foundation and lower part of the wall, and all stones shall be laid
upon their broadest face. Cement mortar of a mix and oonsisiency approved by the contracting
officer shall be used for filling the joints beween stones. The surfaces of all sk>nes used in
the wall shall be thoroughly cleaned and wetted before being firmly embedded in the layer of
mortar}'previously spread over the preoediDg layer of stones. The contractor shall not use
mortar that has taken an initial set before being placed in the wall, and shall place all stones
before the mortar in which they are embedded has taken an initial set. The headel'S and other
large masses of stone shall be brought to an even bearing on the layer immediately below, aad
the interstices between the larger masses of stone shall be filled by thrusting rock fragments or
spalls ink> the mortar. No unfilled spaces will be permitted in the wall. In order to provide
sufficient lateral bond in the wall, the stones in any layer shall break joints with the stones of
the preceding layer. Transverse bond shall be provided by the use of headers. H it is Dece&sary to move a stone after it has been placed upon the mortar bed, it shall be lifted clear without
sliding and reset, so that no injury will result to the mortar bond of stones already laid. After
the stone has been laid as above specified, the joints of all exposed faoes shall be thoroughly
cleaned and pointed in a workmanlike manner satisfactory to the contracting officer. Measmement for payment for constructing rubble masonry walls will be made in place on the basis of
the sectional area specified by the contracting officer. Payment for rubble masonry walls will
be made at the unit price per cubic yard bid therefor in the schedule, which unit price shall
include the coat of procuring, handling, hauling, and placing the broken roek or bowlders, and
materials, except cement, required for constructing the rubble masonry walls.
83. Dispoaal of excavated materials.-AB provided elsewhere in these specifications, portions of the excavated materials may be used in required embankments, but the remainder of
the excavated materials must be wasted. The disposal of all excavated materials that are wasted
llhall be subject to the approval of the contracting officer. All spoil banks or waste piles Bhall
be located where, in the opinion of the contracting officer, they will not harmfully interfere
with the natural flow of the river, with the operation of the future power p1ant, or with the
discharge of water through the diversion tunnels and the outlet works. No materials shall be
wasted in the river channel, either above or below the dam site, below the maximum high-water
surface except by written pennission of the contracting officer. Spoil banks. shall be located
where they will not detract from the appearance of the completed structure, or interfere wiUI
the accessibility of the structure for operation. Where required by the contracting officer, spoil
baDke which are visible from the dam or highway shall be roughly leveled and trimmed to reasonably regular lines, and the contractor shall not be entitled to any additional compensation on
account of such work. The cost of dispoeal of all excavated materials that are wasted shall be
included in the unit prices bid in the schedule for excavation. Materials excavated from the
dam and power house foundations and from other required work may be used in the construction
of coBerdams and other embankments: PrOfJided, That such materials shall fulfill the requirements for these structures, as specified in paragraphs 77 to 81, inclusive. As provided elsewhere in these specifications payment for placing materials from required excavation, in embankments, except temporary embankments that are to be constructed at the expeDSe of the
contractor and except fills required in the construct.ion of the highway and for:the elevator spur
track, will be made at the unit prices per cubic yard bid in ~e schedule for the items of embankment oonswction, which payment will be in addition k> the payment for excavation of the
material.
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GROUT AND DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
84:. Drilling grout holes in tunnels, adits, and shafts.-Except for considerable portions of
the diversion tunnels upstream from the tunnel plugs in the outer diversion tunnels and upstream
from the upstream plugs in the inner diversion tunnels, holes for high-pressure grouting shall
be drilled through the concrete linings of the tunnels, adits, and shafts and into the surrounding
rock as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. At the option of the
contractor, pipe connections for high-pressure grouting may be placed prior to placing concrete
by attaching one end of the pipe to the forms and cutting the pipe so that the other end will be
not less than 6 inches from the rock, or the pipe connections may be set after the holes have been
drilled through the concrete. In the first case drilling will be through the portions of concrete
lining only beyond the end of the pipes and into the rock, and in the second ease will be continuous through the entire thickness of the wrlng and into the rock. The location, direction,
order of drilling, and depth of each hole shall he as ordered by the contracting officer. The
diameter of each hole at the bottom shall be not less than 1 inch. Each hole shall be pro*ted
from becoming clogged or obstructed by a grout connection grouted into the grout hole and
suitably capped or otherwise protected until the hole is grouted, and any hole becoming
obstructed before it is grouted shall be opened up to the satisfaction of the contracting officer
by and at the expense of the contractor. Plate-steel liner plates furnished by the contractor
shall he provided with properly located holes through which grout holes may be drilled, or, at
the option of the contractor, holes may be drilled through the steel lining after it is placed.
The grout holes will be measured for payment after the holes are drilled and only the length of
holes actually drilled by direction of the contracting officer will be considered in making the
measurements. Payment for drilling grout holes in tunnels, adits, and shafts will be made at
the unit price per linear foot bid therefor in the schedule: Prwided, That any hole required to
be drilled to a greater depth than 25 feet will be ordered in writing and the drilling of the entire
hole will be paid for as extra work under the provisions of article 5 of the contract and paragraph
10 of theAe specifications.
85. Drilling grout holes in foundations for dam and spillway crests.-Grout holes shall he
drilled in the foundations of the dam, spillway crests, inlet structures for the outer diversion
tunnels, and elsewhere if required, as shown on the drawings or directed by the contracting
officer. It is intended that grout holes shall be drilled in the bottom of the upstream eut-ofl'
trench of the dam at about 5-foot intervals. It is expected that in general these grout holes
will be required to be drilled to varying depths up to a maximum of 150 feet. The direction,
order of drilling, and depth of each hole shall be as ordered by the contracting officer. The
diameter of each hole at the bottom shall be not less than 1 inch. It may be found necessary
to drill grout holes in other parts of the foundations than as shown on the drawings, or it may
be found necessary, after all the holes in a given region have been drilled and grouted, to drill
additional holes. No additional allowance over the unit prices bid in the schedule will be
made to the contractor for drilling such holes nor for the expense of moving equipment or other
operations incidental to returning to an old area or moving to a new area. Each hole shall be
protected from becoming clogged or obstructed by b~ing suitably capped or otherwise protected
until it is grouted and any hole becoming obstructed before it is grouted shall be opened up to
the satisfaction of the contracting officer by and at the expense of the contractor. The grout
holes will be measured for payment after the holes are drilled and only the length of holes actually
drilled by direction of the contracting officer will be considered in making the measurements.
Payment for the drilling as described in this paragraph will be made at the unit prices per
linear foot bid in the schedule for drilling grout holes in foundations for dam and sp~way
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crests, which unit prices shall include the cost of all labor, materials, plant, and operations
required in drilling the holes and maintaining them free from obstruction until grouted.
86. Drilling drainage holes in foundation for dam.-Drainage holes shall be drilled in the
foundation for the dam, and elsewhere if required, as shown on the drawings or as directed by
the contracting officer. In general, the elevation of the bottom of drainage holes shall be
higher than the bottom of adjacent grout holes, and drainage holes will not be required to be
drilled to a greater depth than 150 feet beyond the surface of contact between the concrete of
the dam and the foundation rock. The depth of each hole shall be as ordered by the contracting officer. Drainage holes shall not be drilled until all adjacent grout holes within a
minimum distance of 150 feet have been drilled and grouted. The diameter of each drainage
hole at the bottom shall be not less than 2 inches. If after a given area is grouted and drilled
for drainage it is found desirable to drill and grout additional grout holes, the contractor may
be required to open up previously drilled drain holes by redrilling to secure perfect drainage.
Such redrilling of old holes will be ordered by the contracting officer in writing and will be
paid for as extra work under the provisions of article 5 of the contract and paragraph 10 of these
specifications. Drainage holes will be measured for payment after the holes are drilled a.nd
only the length of holes actually drilled by direction of the contracting officer will be eoDSidered
in making the measurements. Except as otherwise provided for redrilling, payment for the
drilling as described in this paragraph will be made at the unit prices per linear foot bid in
the schedule for drilling drainage holes in foundation for dam, which unit prices shall include
the cost of all labor, materials, plant, and operations required in drilling the holes and maintaining them free from obstruction until the work is completed.
87. Pressure grouting, general.-Sand for pressure grouting shall be furnished by the contractor and shall be clean and of such fineness that 100 per cent will pass a No. 8 standard sieve,
and 30 per C4:'nt will pass a No. 50 standard sieve. Cement for grouting will be furnished by the
Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. When required by the contracting officer,
the cement shall be screened before it is used in grout for pressure grouting. All high-pressure
grouting shaJl be done with a neat cement mixture and by the pumping method. Before pressure grouting is begun, all holes and contraction joints shall be thoroughly washed out. with
water of a quality pro,ided in paragraph 102, under continuous pressure, as required by the contracting officer, up to the required grouting pressure. Grouting shaJl not be stopped in any hole
until the hole takes grout at the rate of not more than one cubic foot in ten minutes when the
required grouting pressure is applied. After the grouting of the hole is finished, the pressure
shall be maintained by means of a stop-cock or other suitable device until the grout has set
sufficiently so that it will be retained in the hole. The apparatus for mixing and placing grout
shall be of a type approved by the contracting officer and capable of effectively mixing a.nd
stirring the grout and forcing it into the holes at any desired pressure up to the maximum required.
Measurement for payment for pressure grouting will be made on the basis of the number of sacks
of cement and cubic feet of sand, counted separately, actually forced into the holes or grout
connections at the direction of the contracting officer. In measuring the grout for payment the
volume of one sack of cement "ill be consid&ed as 1 cubic foot and the volume of the sand will be
taken as that of the sand in its loose dry state. Pressure grouting will be paid for at the unit
prices per cubic foot bid therefor in the schedule, which unit prices shall include the cost of aU
labor, materials except cement, plant, and operations required for the grouting. No payment
will be made for grout lost due to improper anchorage of grout pipes, or for grout rejected by the
contracting officer on account of improper mixing, and the contractor will be charged for cement
used in such wasted or rejected grout the same amount that the cement cost Ule Government at
the point of delivery to the co~tractor,
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88. Presaure croufiiD.r in tunnels, adits, and shafts.-After the concrete lining in the tunnels,
adits, and shafts and in the tunnel plugs is in place and the required holes have been drilled and
grout connections, including vent pipes, provided for, the material surrounding the linings and
tunnel plugs shall be pressure grouted as directed by the contracting officer. No grout hole or
grout connection shall be grouted until the adjacent concrete is placed and has set a sufficient
length of time up to a maximum of 60 days, as determined by the contracting officer. Each drilled
grout hole, ~rout connection, and vent pipe where required shall have forced into it under a
pressure of not less than 50 pounds and not more than 500 pounds per square inch, as directed
by the contracting officer, a grout composed of cement and water, or cement, sand, and water in
proportions to be determined by the contracting officer. In describing grouting operations in
these specifications for tunnels, adits, and shafts, pressure grouting is referred to under two
general divisions; viz, low-pressure grouting and high-pressure grouting. It is contemplated that
the pressure ordinarily used in low-pressure grouting will vary from 50 to 100 pounds per square
inch and in high-pressure grouting from 100 to 500 pounds per square inch. Low-pressure grouting shall usually precede high-pressure grouting, and will be used principally to fill the voids
between the lining and the rock, particularly above the arches. If, during the grouting of any
hole, grout be found to flow from adjacent grout connections iu sufficient quantity to seriously
interfere with the grouting operation, or to cause appreciable loss of grout, such connections may
be temporarily capped. Where such capping is not essential, ungrouted holes shall be ]eft open
to facilitate the escape of air and water as the grout is pumped in. Where necessary, vent pipes
sh&ll be set, as shown on the drawings and provided in paragraph 145, to permit the excape of air
and water from pockets in the material surrounding the concrete linings. Plate steel conduit
linings for outlet works and power pe.nstocks will be furnished with tapped holes for making
grout connections. The contractor shall pressure grout around all metal conduits, gate frames,
and transitions, where directed by the contracting officer, and payment for this work will be
made at the unit price per cubic foot bid in the schedule for pressure grouting in tunnels, adits,
and shafts.
89. Pressure crouting in foundations for dam and spillway crests.-Each drilled grout hole
and grout connection for pressure grouting the foundations for the dam, spillway crests, and
inlet structures for the outer diversion tunnels shall have forced into it under a pressure of not
less than 100 pounds and not more than 300 pounds per square inch, as directed by the contracting officer, a grout composed of cement and water, or cement, sand, and water in proportions
to be determined by the contracting officer. In general, the unit grout pressure required for all
pressures above the minimum of 100 pounds per square inch will be determined by the contracting
officer on the basis of the full reservoir hydrostatic head at the elevation of the grouting connection and an addition of 50 pounds per square inch. No grout hole or grout connection for
grouting the foundations for the dam and spillway crests shall be grouted until all concrete
required within a radius of 50 feet and to a thickness of 10 feet is placed and has set a sufficient
length of time, as determined by the contracting officer. No grout hole or grout connection for
grouting the foundations for the inlet structures of the outer diversion tunnels shall be grouted
until all concrete within a radius of 50 feet is placed and has set a sufficient length of time, as
determined by the contracting officer. H, during the grouting of any hole, grout be found to
flow from adjacent grout connections in sufficient quantity to seriously interfere with the grouting
operation or to cause appreciable loss of grout, such connections may be temporarily capped.
Where such capping is not essential, ungrouted holes shall be left open to facilitate the escape of
air and water as the grout is forced in. Measurement of and payment for pressure grouting as
described in this paragra:ph will be made as provided in paragraph 87.
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90. Contraction joints in dam.-Contraction joints in the concrete of the datn will be provided for convenience in construction and to provide for the expansion and contraction of the
concrete in horizontal directions. The details of these joints are shown on the drawings Bbd no
contraction joints shall be made except in accordance with these details or as directed by the
contracting officer. The contraction joints will divide the dam into sections. Horizontal keys
shall be built into the circumferential joints and vertical keys into the other contraction joints as
shown on the drawings. The entire face of each contraction joint in the dam including the copper
expansion strips but not including the grouting unite, shall be painted with one thin ooat of watergas tar paint, as directed by the contracting officer. The water-gas tar paint used for this purpose
will be furnished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. Copper expansion
sealing strips consisting of 20-ga.uge soft copper sheets shall be placed across the radial contraction
joints as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. The copper sheets and
rivets for connecting them will be furnished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph
27. The copper sheets will be furnished bent and punched in convenient lengths for riveting,
and the contractor shall carefully join the sheets together, as shown on the drawings, in a workmanlike manner and so as to form complete continuous watertight diaphragms. The contractor
shall take suitable precautions and means satisfactory to the contracting officer to support and
protect the copper during the progress of the work and shall replace or repair at the contractor's
expense any copper strip punctured or damaged before final acceptance of the work. Brazing
and soldering materials for joining the copper sheets shall be furnished by the contractor and the
contractor shall carefully rivet and solder these sheets as shown on the drawings and in a workmanlike manner to the satisfaction of the contracting officer. Copper expansion strips will be
measured for payment in place and no allowance will be made for lap at joints. Payment for
placing copper expansion strips in contraction joints will be made at the unit price per linear foot
bid in the schedule. The cost of all work described in this paragraph, except as otherwise
provided herein, shall be included in the unit price bid in the schedule for concrete in dam.
91. Pressure grouting contraction joints in dam.-The contraction joints in the dam shall
be pressure grouted with cement grout pumped into the pipe grouting systems to be provided for
this purpose, as shown on the drawings and specified in paragraph 147. The program of this
grouting, the time when each joint or portion of joint shall be grouted, the grout mixture used,
the pressure applied, and all details of the operation shall be in accordance with these specifications and as directed by the contracting officer. The grout shall be pumped into the bottom
header of each grout system and forced to travel to all parts of the system in the shortest practicable time. In so far as practicable, as determined by the contracting officer, the outlet end
of each pipe shall be left open until grout commences to flow from it, whereupon it shall be capped
and every other practicable precaution shall be taken to insure that every part of the system and
of the contraction joint in the concrete is filled with grout. The grout shall be pumped into each
grouting system at a pressure to be determined by the contracting officer, but which will not exceed 600 pounds per square inch at the grout machine. The required pressure shall be maintained after the system ceases to take an appreciable amount of grout by means of a stop~k
in the header pipe or other suitable device approved by the contracting officer. The time consumed in grouting any individual grouting system shall be as short as practicable in order to
insure that the grout does not set in any part of the system until after the complete system is
grouted, and in no case shall the time consumed in filling any system with grout exe.eed one-half
hour. The equipment used shall have ample capacity for this purpose, and the right is reserved
to require the simultaneous application ofJgrout at several points in any one system. The contractor shalllnot pump grout into any system until the concrete forming the joint or joints in
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which that system is located has sufficiently set and cooled u determined by· ·iJie~ ~traeting
officer.
·
· ··. ·· .··
91. Anehor bars in rook.-Wherever shown on the drawings or required by the oonkacMDg
officer, holes shall be drilled into the rock to receive rods for anchoring the spillway chaBI\81 ·.
lining and other structures or parte thereof to the rock. These holes shall be filled with cement: .. ·
grout or mortar of a mix and consistency specified by the contracting officer, and steel anchor · · ·
rods shall be placed in the holes before the grout or mortar sets. Anchor ban shall not be disturbed until the grout has thoroughly set. The size, length, and spacing of the ban and the diameter and depth of the grout holes shall be as shown on the drawings or as specified by the contracting officer: Pror!Uled, That the diameter of holes shall be dependent on the size of bar used
and that the diameter of the bottom of each hole shall be at leut fifty per cent (&0%) greater
than the diameter or maximum dimeneion of the bar for that hole. Measurement for payment
for drilling holes for anchor bars and grouting b&rl!l in place will be based upon the length of
hole drilled beyond the face of the excavation or rock surface and payment will be made at the
unit price per linear foot of hole bid therefor in the schedule, which unit price shall include the
coat oi furnishing all labor and materials, except cement and steel bars, used in the work. The
cement and the steel. bara will be furnished to the contractor by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. Measurement for payment for placing anchor b&rB in rock, which shall
include cutting, bending, and ·placing the bars, will be based upon the total length of anchor
b&l'B as placed. Payment will be made at the unit price per pound bid therefor in the schedule,
which payment will be in addition to the payment for drilling holes for anchor bars and grouting
b&l'B in place.
93. Porous concrew tile drains in dam.-Porous concrete tile drains shall be placed in the
dam near its upstream face and shall be connected to the drainage gallery, all as shown on the
drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. The tile shall be carefully placed, true to
line and position, and shall be securely held in position during the placing of the concrete. The
joints in the tile shall not be cemented. Special care shall be taken to avoid displacing or breaking the tile during the placing of concrete, and the contractor shall provide and use suitable
means satisfactory to the contracting officer to prevent and insure against mortar or concrete
entering the drains or the drains becoming clogged with mortar, concrete, or otherwise during
the progress of the work. In case any such drain becomes partially stopped up or clogged
during the progress of the work it shall be completely opened by and at the expense of the contractor and to the satisfaction of the contracting officer. The concrete tile used for this purpose shall be manufactured by the contractor. It shall have an internal diameter of not less
than 20 inches, a wall thickness of not less than 4 inches, and:shall be manufactured in units
not less than 60 inches long: The end joints shall be suitably grooved or formed in a manner
acceptable to the contracting officer so that the tile will fit together to hold the adjacent sections
in alignment and prevent the infiltration of mortar from the concrete in the dam. Tongue and
groove type, beveled type, or bell and spigot type joints will be acceptable if meeting all other
requirements. The walls of the tile shall be uniformly porous so as to permit the passage of water
freely through them. The tile shal(be made of 1 part Portland cement and 4 parts total aggregate, the aggregates being so proportioned as to give~ a degree:'o(porosity~such that a 60-inch
length of tile when set on end on a water-tight base shall discharge water poured into it at the
rate of not less than 20 gallons per minute. Dry tile shall have a crushing strength, when tested
by the 3-edge bearing method of making strength tests for draintile of the American Society for
Testing Materials, of not less than 1,000 pounds~per linear foot of tile. Cement for the tile will
be furnished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. Any tile manufactured
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that fails ttl • •the requirements specified or that is damaged in handling or otherwise, so that,
in the..opinibn of the contracting officer, it is unfit for use, will be rejected and the cost of the
cement·nsed in its manufacture will be charged to the contractor. The parts of the tile forming
. •th, .8hd joint grooves shall be made of well-graded sand that will p888 a screen having ~eh
._ . _ round openings. Commercial porous concrete draintile may be furnished by the contractor in
. ·. ·::·.: · 'lieu of manufacturing the tile as specified above: Provitkd, That it meets the requirements, and
· ·: ·
in this event the contractor will be credited with the estimated cost of the cement, as determined by the contracting officer, that would have been furnished by the Govemment for manufacturing the tile. The tile drains will be measured for payment in place in the dam, and no
allowance will be made for lap at joints.": Placing and manufacturing or furnishing porous concrete draintile will be paid for at the unit price per linear foot bid in the schedule for manufacturing and placing porous concrete draintile in dam, which unit price shall inolude the cost of
all work and materials described in this paragraph, except cement.

ROOFS
94. Tile roofs.-The contractor shall place tile roofs on any building, if directed by the contracting officer. Lumber, tile, roofing felt, and all other materials required for the construction
of the roof systems will be furnished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27.
The contractor shall place and attach all these materials in a workmanlike manner as shown on
the drawings and satisfactory to the contracting officer. The contractor shall be responsible
for all roofing materials delivered and shall use care in handling the roofing tile to avoid breakage.
The contractor will be charged for all tile in excess of two per cent (2%) of the number of tile
furnished that is damaged in handling to 'such..an extent that, in the opinion of the contracting
officer, it is unfit for use.~;_Tile:willlbe measured for payment in place and payment will be
made at the unit price per square foot bid in the schedule for placing tile roofs, which unit price
shall include the cost of unloading, hauling, handling, and placing all materials required for
placing the tile roofs.
95. Asphalt saturated felt roo1lng.-Built-up asphalt-saturated felt roofing shall be placed
between the two slabs of concrete on the roofs of the power house and on other buildings where
directed by the contracting officer, in accordance with Federal specification, symbol ~R-569,
for the "Construction of built-up roofing, type 5 ACS," except that no slag or gravel is required.
The roofing shall consist of 5 layers or plies of asphalt-saturated rag felt cemented together with
asphalt. Flashings of the type shown on the drawings shall be installed where required. Tht>
concrete roof surfaces before applying the roof coverings shall be smooth, finn, dry, and fl't'e
from high spots, depressions, and all loose and foreign material. The asphalt shall not be
heated above 400° F. and shall be hot when the felts are laid. The layers of felt shall be laid
so as to be free from wrinkles and buckles. The surfacing material shall always be dry when
applied and in addition shall be heated in cold weather. The roofing material shall be applied
in the following manner:
First.-Coat the roof surface unifonnly with asphalt primer, using not.less than one gallon
per 100 square feet, and allow to dry.
..
-Btrmul.-()n. this coating of asphalt lay five layers of 32-inch asphalt-saturated felt over the
entire roof surface, lapping each sheet 26 inches over the preceding sheet. Le.p the ends of
the sheets not less than 6 inches. When 36-ineh felt is used, lap the sheets 29 inches. Mop
each of these sheets the full width of the lap with hot asphalt, using not less than 20 pounds per
100 square feet in each mopping. Cut off these layers of felt at abutting vertic::al surfaces.
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71ird.--Over the l'lntire surface apply a uniform coating of asphalt, using not leas than 60
pounds per 100 square feet.
Fourlh.-When the slab of concrete hae been poured over the felt roofing, the slot around
the edge of the slab, ae shown on the drawings, shall be poured level full with hot asphalt. The
roof will be meaeured for payment between the bounding lines of the main surface. ·Areae
taken out of the roof surfaces.. by hatchways and other openings will be deducted from the
measured surface. All materials required for the aephalt-sa.turated felt roofing will be furnished
by the Govemment as provided in paragraph 27. Payment for placing asphalt-saturated felt
roofing will be made at the unit price per square yard bid therefor in the achedule, which price
shall include the cost of all work required in placing the roofing and flashing in aeeordance with
the provisions of this paragraph.

CONCRETE
98. Composiuon.---Concrete shall be composed of cement, natural or crushed aggregates,
and water well mixed and brought to a proper consistency. The exact proportions in which theseo
materials are to be used for different parts of the work shall be as determined by the contracting
officer from time to time during the progress of the work, and as analyses and tests are made of
samples of the aggregates and the resulting concrete. In general, the proportions shall be
determined by the contracting officer to produce concrete of maximum practical economy to
the Govemment and having an ultimate compressive strength at the age of 28 days varying from
not less than 2,500 pounds per square inch for the mass concrete of the dam to not less than 3,500
pounds per square inch for slabs, beams, and other thin reinforced membel'S. The determination
of compressive strength in pounds per square inch will be made by testing 6-inch by 12-inch or
8-inch by 16-inch cylindel'B, as determined by the contracting officer, made in accordance with the
standard practice of the American Society for Testing Materials as outlined under serial designation c-39-27 in the latest yearbook of that society. Where the size of the cylinder mold or
character of the concrete used in making the test cylinders is such that the cylinder strengths are
not directly indicative of the compressive strength of the concrete entering the work,
appropriate convetsion or equalizing factors, determined by the contracting officer, will
be applied to the cylinder strengths obtained. The mixes will be based upon securing
concrete having suitable workability, density, and impermeability, and required strengths,
without the use of an excessive amount of cement, and using, in so far as practicable,
the entire yield of suitable materials from the natural deposits from which the concrete aggregates are obtained. U, in the opinion of the contracting officer, it is impracticable to utilize in
the concrete the entire pit-run yield of suitable material, the contractor shall not be entitled to
additional compensation due to the necessity of wasting any of the excess material. The eontractor shall provide such facilities and equipment as are required to accurately determine and
control the relative amounts of the various materials, including water, cement, and each individual size of aggregate entering the concrete, and such facilities and equipment and their operation shall be subject to the approval of the contracting officer. The amount of cement and of
each individual size of aggregate entering each batch of concrete shall be determined by direct
weighing equipment approved by the contracting officer, and complying with the following
requirements:
(a) The accuracy of the weighing equipment shall conform to the requirements of the United
States Bureau of Standards.
(b) The equipment shall include a visible dial or equally suitable device which will accurately
register the scale load at any stage of the weighing operation from zero to full capacity.
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(c) The equipment shall include an accurate automatic recorder, capable of beiDg locked, for
visibly and graphically recording the time of 'weighing and the actual amount of each sepuat.e
concrete ingredient weighed out.
(d) The equipment shall be capable of ready adjustment for compensating for the varying
weight of moisture contained in the aggregates, or for ehangiDg the proportionate batch weights.
(e) The equipment shall be capable of controlling the delivery of material for weighiag to
within 1 per cent of the specified weight of cement and 2 per oeat of the specified weight of each
aeparate ~~ggregate.
(j) The equipment shall be so arranged as to permit the eoo.Yenient removal of overweigh'
matmial in exceea of the preeeribed tolerances.
The amount of water used shall be changed as required to secure concrete of proper consistency and to adjust for any variation in the moisture content in the sand or other aggregates
as they enter the mixer: PrOf!idd, That the inundation method of controlling the water content
will not be required. The quantity of water entering the mixer shall be measured by weight,
·volume, or other suitable method. The measuring device shall be subject to the approval of the
contracting officer and shall be capable of meac;uring the water in varying amounts within a
t.olerance of 1 per cent. The equipment shall include an accurate automatic recorder, capable
of being locked, for visibly and graphically recording the time of measurement and the actual
quantity of water used in each batch of concrete. The operating mechanism must be such that
leakage will not occur when the valves are closed. The quantity of water entering any batch
of concrete shall be just sufficient, with a normal mixing period, to produce concrete of· the
required. consistency, a.S determined by the Government inspector. Excessive overmixing,
requiring additions of water to preserve the required concrete consistency will not be pennitted.
Uniformity in concrete consistency from batch to batch will be required and the contractor
shall equip each mixer with an efficient recording consistency gage and timer or provide equally
suitable equipment or means, satisfactory to the contracting officer, for indicating and recording
consistency. All graphic charts pertaining to equipment mentioned in this paragraph shall,
after recordation, become the property of the Government. When directed, broken rock or
gravel and cobbles shall be suitably moistened to prevent a variable quantity of water being
introduced into the concrete. Tests and analyses of the aggregate and the resulting concrete
will be made by the Government at frequent intervals and the mixes used shall be changed whenever necessary or desirable, in the opinion of the contracting officer, to secure the required economy, workability, density, impermeability, or strength, and the contractor shall be entitled
to no additional compensation because of such changes. The contractor will be permitted, when
approved by the contracting officer, to use proportions producing concrete of equal quality
but with less economy than the proportions determined by the contracting officer: ProrNUtl,
That any increase of cost as a result thereof shall be home by the contractor. Only sufficient
water shall be used to secure a plastic concrete of suitable workability, as determined by the
contracting officer, and which, without segregation, will flow or can be worked properly into
place with thorough spading or working. In general, a wetter consistency than that corresponding to a slump of 3 inches at point of placement, when tested in accordance with the
"Tentative Specifications for Workability of Concrete for Concrete Pavements" of the American
Society for Testing Materials, will not be permitted for the main portions of the concrete struc-tures. A greater slump than 3 inches at point of placement, but not exceeding a maximum of
6 inches, will be permitted, where specifically authorized by the contracting officer, for concrete
in positions difficult to place, such as thin reinforced walls or slabs, where it may be impracticable
to properly place concrete having a slump of only 3 inches. The slumps stated herein are
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muimum elumpe and the GoTenunent reMrTes tile right to require a lower water~t ratio
in any or all mixes than required to produce theae slumps whenenr, ia the opinion of the eon-"
tractmg oflioer, such lower water-cement ratios are practicable and will produoe concrMe of
better quality.
97. Cemea,.-Portl&nd cemeat for the concrete, grout, gunite, and monar will be fumiab.ed
to the coatrador by the Govemment as provided in paragraph 27, and the cemea~ wiU he
deliTered to the contractor in e&rload Iota iB bulk: ProridMJ, That, at the ~equeat of the contractor, cement for grout, gunite, and isolated minor items of concrete work, u deMrmiDecl by tM
eoaV&cUDc officer, will be fumiahed in sacks. The contractor shall return to the deliTery
yard, as the contracting eflicer may direct, all empty sacks cleaned of cemea' in a mumer
saUafaetory to the contraCting oftieer, eeourely bound in bundles in euch maDBAP and of such
size u the OOD.UaeUng officer may direct. For all sacks not returned iD aerrieeable coaditioa
the coavactor will be charged the same amount $hat the sacks oost the Govenunen,. In order
~t cement will not become unduly aged af~r delinry, the contractor shall not uae cement ill
the work direct from hie fl'eighthtg or other hauling or transporting operUioas w1leaever any
cement is available that has been stored more than sixty (60) days after delivery to the coavactor. Any cemeat in exceas of five hundred (500) bar.rels that is kept by the ooatnctor in
excees of two hundred (200) days before it is Ul8d in the work will be condemned aad ita entire
coat to the Govemment at the point of delivery to the contl'aetor will be charged to the contractor. &Grage bins for cement shall be eo coutructed that there will be no dead sterage.
Cement will be tested at the mills to see that it conforms to the requiremeata of the Govemment. The contractor shall give the oonV.Cting officer not leas than thirty (30) da;,s' notice
in writing of his cemmt requiremenu. The requirements shall be stau,d, in eo far as practicable,
in quantities of not lese Utu carload Iota. The contractor shall be reepcmaible for the proper
unloading of the bulk cemmt in such a IIlall.IW' tlaat D.ODe of the cement will be d&JD811d or wasteci.
Ally cement damaged or wasted by ~e contractor due to carel818Dt188 in unloading and storing
or otherwise will be charged to the contractor at ita entire cost to the GovermneDt at the point
of delivery to the eontractor. It is now estimated that fer all the items of concrete illoluded in
Ule schedule an average of between 1.1 and 1.2 barrels of cement per cubic yud of concrete
will be used, this average including the cement used in grouting rock folUldationa and in horizontal COD&truction joints. However, as provided in paragraph 96, the concrete mixtures
shall be under the directional control of the contracting efficer, and Do adjustm.mt in compensation to the contractor will be made on account of any variation in the amo1.mt of cement
used in the concrete and grout, should the actual average amount of cement per ouhie yard
be greater or less than the esUma.ted limits. The unit pricee bid in the aohedule for the various
items of concrete, grouting, gQnite, ud other work ahall include the oost of the required hauling,
handling and atoriDg of the cemeat that is used in the concrete, guaite, grout, aDd other work.
88. Sead.-8and for concrete, gunite, grout, and mortar sball be obtained from natual
deposita, under the provisioDs of paragraph 37. The sand particle& shall be hard, dense, dunble,
uncoated, nonorga.nic rock fragmeo.ta that will paes a ~h square or a ~ lOllnd openmg. It UluM be free bom injurious unOWlts of dust, lumps, Mt or~ panicles, shale, alkali,
OJganie matter, loam, mica, or other deleteriowlsubstanoes. The saad as it is tl8ecl iD the concrete must be so graded that eoncrete of the required workability, density, and streagth oan
be made without the
of &D. ex~of water or cement. The sand for COD.CNM shall haTe a
fiDenees modulus of not less than ~n.or more than 3.26, unless approval is givea ~ tee ·con·
tracfiDg officer to use saud not meeting this requirement. The fi.nueas modulua will be determined by dividiDg by 100 tt.. sum of the percentages retebled on Tyler IIMIJdard sievear lll1lHerB
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4, 8, 14, 28, 48, and 100. The suitability of the sand will be determined by the contracting
officer with the aid of tests made in accordance with the standard practice of the United States
Bureau of Standards. The sand shall be washed unless specific written authority is given by
the contracting officer to use unwashed sand. The contractor shall screen and, if required,
wash all sand at the gravel deposits. The sand shall be such that tests of briquettes, made in
proportion of three parts sand to one part cement, by weight, shall develop a tensile strength
of not less than the strength developed by such tests with standard Ottawa sand. Any crushing,
rolling, blending, screening, washing, or other operation on the sand required to meet these
specifications shall be done by the contractor and the cost thereof shall be included in the unit
prices bid in the schedule for the items of work in which the sand is used.
99. Broke:a rook or cravel.-The broken rock or gravel for concrete must be hard, dense,
durable, uncoated rock fragments free from injurious amounts of soft, friable, thin elongated or
laminated pieces, alkali, organic or other deleterious matter. It shall be so graded that concrete
of the required workability, density, and strength can be made without the use of an excess
of sand, water, or cement. The suitability of the broken rock or gravel will be determined by
the contracting officer with the aid of tests made in accordance with the standard practices of
the United States Bureau of Standards. Any crushing, blending, screening, washing, or other
operation on the broken rock or gravel required to meet these specifications shall be done by
the contractor and the cost thereof shall be included in the unit prices bid in the schedule for
the items of work in which the broken rock or gravel is used. The broken rock or gravel shaD
be washed unless specific written authority is given by the contracting officer to use unwashed
broken rock or gravel. The contractor shall screen and, if required, wash all gravel at the
gravel deposits. The broken rock or gravel shall all pass through a screen having 2"-inch square
or 3-inch round openings and shall be retained on a screen having *-inch square or ",-inch
round openings. It shall also be separated into three intermediate sizes by screens having
"-inch square or ~inch round openings, and 1M-inch square or 1"-inch round openings. Screens
having openings of other sizes or shapes may be used: Prwi.dal, That equivalent results, as
determined by the contracting officer, are obtained. The relative amounts of each size of
broken rock or gravel to be used in each mix of concrete and in all parts of the work will be
determined by the contracting officer, and will be based on securing concrete having the required workability, density, impermeability, strength, and economy, without the use of an
excess of sand, water, or cement and using in so far as practicable, the entire yield of suitable
material from the natural deposits from which the broken rock or gravel is obtained. The
contracting officer will determine the maximum size of broken rock or gravel to be used in each
part of the work. For very thin or heavily reinforced parts, the maximum size will be that
determined by the screen having "-inch square or ~-inch round openings; for somewhat heavier
portions of the work the maximum size will be that determined by the screen having 1*'-ineh
square or l"·inch round openings; and for the more massive portions the maximum size will
be that determined by the screen having 2"-inch square or 3-inch round openings.
100. Cobble rook.-Cobble rock shall in general be added to the mix. Such cobble rock
shall be sound, clean gravel or broken rock of such size as will pass through a screen having
8-incb square or 9-inch round openings and be retained on a screen having 2"-inch square or
3-inch round openings. The amount of such cobble rock to be used shall be as determined by
the contracUng officer, based on producing the most economical concrete of the required strength
and in so far as practicable, utilizing the entire yeild of the natural deposit or quarry from which
the broken rock or gravel is obtained. The contractor shall screen and, if required, wash all
cobble rook at the gravel deposits. The use of cobble rock will not be required or permitted
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where the concrete is reinforeed, or in any concrete structure the least dimension of which is
leas than 30 inches.
101. Samples of oonorete agregates.--suitable samples of aggregates, as they are tolbe
used in the concrete, gunite, grout, or mortar, shall be furnished and delivered to the contracting
officer, either at the laboratory of the Bureau of Reclamation at Boulder City or at the laboratory
at the dam site or at both, as required by the contracting officer, at least sixty (60) days in advance
of the time when the pouring of the concrete is to begin, and at other times and in such amounts
and manner as directed by the contracting officer. These samples shall be sufficient in quantity
to permit the making of such teet specimens as may be required for detennining the suitability
and proportions of the materials. The contractor shall give the contracting officer all necessary
assistance in securing and handling the samples. The cost of all work required to carry out the
provisions of this paragraph and the cost of hauling and handling cement used in testing concrete shall be included in the unit prices bid in the schedule for the items of work in which
aggregates are used.
101. Water for mhriug.-The water used in concrete, grout, gunite, and mortar must be
reasonably clean and free from objectionable quantities of silt, organic matter, alkali, salta,
and other impurities. It is contemplated that water equal in chemical analysis to the Colorado
River water at the dam site prior to the beginning of construction work under these specifications
will be satisfactory for mixing water. Water shall not be taken directly from the Colorado
River and used in mixing but shall first be stored in settling basins so that the water used in
mixing will be practically free from silt, or, at the option of the contractor, the silt may be
removed by other methods as approved by the contracting officer. The entire cost of furnishing
the mixing water of a quality as provided in this paragraph shall be included in the prices bid
in the schedule for the items of work in which mixing water is used.
lOS. Kixing.-The cement, sand, broken rock or gravel, and cobbles shall be so mixed and
the quantity of water added shall be such as to produce a homogenous mass of uniform consistency. Dirt and other undesirable substanoes shall be carefully excluded. All concrete
shall be thoroughly mixed in a batch mixer of an approved type and size, and one so designed
as to positively insure a uniform distribution of all the component materials throughout the
ID88B during the mixing operation. Each mixer and its operation shall be subject to the approval
of the contracting officer, and the use of any mixer that, in the opinion of the contracting officer,
at any time produces unsatisfactory results shall be promptly discontinued until it is repaired
or replaced. In general, only sufficient water shall be used in mixing to give a workable mix.
The mixing of each batch shall continue not. less than the number of minutes as stated in the
tabulation at the end of this paragraph, after all materials, including water, are in the mixer,
during which time the mixer shall rotate at the speed for which it has been designed or at such
speed as will produce a mass of uniform consistency at the end of the mixing period. The
drum of the mixer shall have a peripheral speed of about 200 feet per minute. Overloading of
mixer& will not be permitted. A mechanioally operated timing device, satisfactory to the contracting officer, shall be installed by the contractor as provided in paragraph 96.
Capacilfl of miur
TirM of mizing.
2 yards and •-----------------3 yards·------------------------yards·------------------------54 yards
__________________________
6 yards __________________________

-

1~ minutes.
2 minutes.
2~Ddnu~
2"
minutes.
3 minutes.

-- ------------
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UN. Temperature of coaerew.-concre~ whea deposited ahall have a temperature of -not
less than 40° F. nor more than 100° F. In freezing weather suitable means shall be provided for
maintaining the concrete at a temperature of at leut 40° F. for not less than 72 hours after placing
or until the concrete has thoroughly hardened. The methods of heating the materials, if required, and protecting the concrete shall be subject to the approval of the oontracting officer.
105. l'orm.s.-Forms to confine the ooacnte and shape it to the required lines shall be used
wherever neoesaary. Where the character of the material cut into to receive a conuete structure
is· such that it can be trimmed to the prescribed lines, the uae of forms will not be required.
The forms shall be of sufficient sY.ength aud rigidity to hold the concrete and to withstand the
necessary pressure and ramming without defieotion from the prescribed lines. The surfaces of
all forms in contact with the concrete must be rigid, tight, and smooth. hl order to secure smoo~
surfaces on the main body of the dam Uld in the ooBCI'ete linings in twmels, adits, and shafts,
the forms, if not entirely of metal coDBtruotion, shall be faced with sheet steel or with other suitable metal material. The sheets shall be carefully selected and shall be placed and maintamed
on the forms without wrinkles, bumps, or other imperfections. When such metal-faced forms
have been used repeatedly and a.re, in the opiDion of the contracting officer, unfit for further use
they shall be discarded by the contractor and new forms shall be provided by the contractor, and
the contractor shall be entitled to no additioD&I. compensation by reason of the neoessity for
discarding any forms which are unsuitable for Wle, as determined by the contracting officer.
Suitable devices shall be U88d to hold adjacent ends and edges of panels or other forms together
and in accurate alignment. Metal surface& will not be required on forms which are to be used
only once: ProWJ.d, That the lagging of fonna for concrete surfaces that will be exposed to view
and for all other concrete surfaces that are to be finished smooth, shall be tight, smooth-surfaced,
and bevel-edged or matched. Forme without metal facing may be used more than once on such
portions of the work as m&y be determined by the contracting officer, if, in the opinion of the
oontraeting officer, they are maintained in serviceable condition and thoroughly cleaned before
Ning reused. Metal roda or other simila.r devices to hold the forms will be permitted in the
structures if proper means are used to take out or omit. a portion of each of the rods from the
nearest surface of the conuete to a depth of at least 2 indles. All boles left after removal of the
rods ahall be immediately and completely filled with cement mortar and the surface left smooth
and in good ooodition. Wire ties will be permitted oDly where approved by the contracting
officer and if used they shall be cut off flush with the concrete surface after the forma are removed.
Before pla.cWg concrete the surfaces of all wooden, metal, and metal-faoed forms shall be oiled
with a suitable nonstaining oil of a quality satisfactory to the contracting officer, and just before
placing conorete precaution shall be taken ~ see that all form anchors and ties are thoroughly
see~ and Ught. Where forms are placed in successive units for continuous surfaces, care shall
be exercised to fit. the forms tightly over the completed surface so as to prevent leakage of mortar
from the concrete. Where the thickness of tunnel, adit, or shaft liDiDg is not sufficient to permit
men to work behind the forms, inspection openings shall be provided in the forms as dineted
by the convactiDg officer. Forms shall be left in plaee until their removal is authorized by
the contracting officer, and shall then be removed by the contractor with care so as to avoid
injury to the concrete. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph 122, the contractor shall
furnish all equipment, labor, and materials for forms, including lumber, metal forms or metal
facing, bolts, spikes, nails, metal rods or wire ties, and oil, and the cost thereof shall be included
in the unit prices bid in the schedule for concrete.
108. Placi.Dg.-Concrete shall be placed in the work before the cement takes its initial set.
The contractor will be charged for any cement wasted at its cost to the Government at the point
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of delivery to the contractor. All foundation surfaces upon or against which concrete is to be
placed shall be free from mud and debris. After cleaning, and immediately before placiDg
CODC1'8te, all approximately horizontal foundation surfaoes for the dam and other parts of the
work, as directed by the contracting officer, shall be covered with a layer of mortar 1 inoh thick,
consisting of the regular concrete mixture without the coarse aggregates, or as directed by the
oontracUJ~c oflicer. The concrete mortar shall be thoroughly worked with brooms or otherwise
into all irregularities of ~he surfaee. Concrete shall then be placed immediately upon the fresh
mortar. When the placing of concrete is to be interrupted long enough for the concrete to
take its final set the working face shall be given a shape, as determined by the contracting officer,
by the uae of forms or other means, that will secure proper uaion with subsequent work. All
concrete surfaces, such as the horizontal construction joints of the dam, upon or against which
concrete is to be placed and to which the new concrete is to adhere, shall be roughened, and all
l&itance and loose or defective surface concrete shall be removed by thorough scrubbing, brushing, chipping, sand-blasting, washing, and blowing with compresaed air. The cleaned surfaces
shall be thoroughly moist when concrete or mortar is placed upon or against them, but shall be
free from pools of water. The cleaning of oonorete surfaces 88 d.eacribed above shall be done while
the concrete is still sufficiently soft to permit thorough cleaning. Any surface which is allowed
to become thoroughly hardened befon cleaning shall be completely chipped to a depth as directed
by the contracting officer. All horizontal construction joints in the dam shall be provided with
keys 88 shown on the drawings, or as directed by the contracting officer. All horizontal concrete
surfaces for the dam, and other parts of the work as directed by the contracting officer, which
have set for 48 hoUl'B or more, and upon which concrete is to be placed, and to which the new
concrete is to adhere, shall be covered with a la.yer of mortar approximately ~ inch thick, consisting of the regular concrete mixture without the coarae aggregates, or in proportions determined
by the contracting officer. Concrete shall then be placed immediately upon the fresh mortar.
Methods of placing which will deliver concrete of the required consistency into the forms and
into final position without segregation shall be used. Placing of concrete in the dam shall, in
general, be done by means of bottom-dump buckets or other methods whereby each complete
mixer batch or combination of mixer batches is conveyed in one mass to its location in tbe dam.
Methods of conveying concrete to any of the structures, by which the mixed batch or combination of batches is progressively loaded into chutes, belts, conveyors, or other similar equipment and carried in a thin continuous flow to the forms, will not be permitted: ProrJickd., That
such methods of conveyance may be used, if approved in writing by the contracting officer, fGr
very limited, isolated sections of the work. The continuous fiow methods of conveyance are
u:cluded under these specifications: First, beoau86 of the haurd to workmen from falling
rook; and second, because of the difficulty of controlling the consistency of the concrete mix.
Concrete shall be deposited in all cases as nearly as practicable directly in its final positioo and
shall not be caused to fiow in the mass in a manner to permit or oause segregation. Dropping
the concrete vertically a distance of more than 5 feet or depositing a large quantity at any point
and running or working it along the forms will not be permitted. Except as intercepted by
contraction joints, all concrete shall be placed in continuous horizontal layers, the thickness ol
which generally shall not e.xceed 12 inches. All lifts in placing concrete shall be rammed, tamped,
or worked with suitable appliances, tamping bars, shovels, or forked tools until it completely
fills the fonns, closes snugly against all surfaces, and is in perfect and complete contact with any
Aee1 used for reinforcement. Where smooth surfaces are required, and for all surfaces which
will be permanently exposed to the weather, and for all surfaces next to metal conduits or other
embedded metal around which it is desirable to prevent leakage, the adjacent c.<mcrete shall be
29919-30---6
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worked, tamped, and stirred so that the coarser material is forced back and a mortar layer
is brought next to the metal surface. No concrete shall be placed except in the presence of a
duly authorized Government inspector. No concrete shall be placed in water except with
the written permission of the contracting officer and under his supervision. H dispositiDg
in water is allowed, the concrete shall be carefully placed in the space in which it is to remain,
in a compact mass by means of a tremie, bottom-dump bucket, or other method approved by
the contracting officer, that will not permit the concrete to fall through the water without
adequate protection. Concrete deposited under water ehall not be disturbed after being
deposited. No concrete shall be placed in running water. Concrete which is not placed in
accordance with these specifications and is of inferior quality, 88 determined by the contracting
officer, shall be removed and replaced by the contractor. The entire cost of removing and
replacing such rejected concrete shall be home by the contractor, including the cost of all materials required in the replacement.
107. JiDilhing.-The surface of concrete finished against forms must be smooth, free from
projections, and thoroughly filled with mortar. Immediately upon the removal of forms all voids
shall be neatly filled with cement mortar of the same proportions 88 the monar in the. collCI!ete.
All unsightly ridges or lips shall be rubbed down, and any local bulging on exposed sqrfiiC88
shall be remedied by tooling and rubbing. All patching required shall be done 88 directed by
the contracting officer and only by akilled workmen and in the presence of a Government inspector. The upstream face of the dam shall be surfaced with gunite aa provided in paragraph
136. Expoaed surfaces of concrete not finished against forms, such 88 horizontal or sloping
surfaces, ahall be brought to a uniform surface and worked with suitable tools to a smooth. steel
trowel finish, except 88 otherwise provided in paragraphs 123, 137, and 138. All sharp anglea
on surfaces which will be exposed to view and on other surfacea where required, including reentrant angles in contraction joints, shall be rounded, beveled, or filleted by the use of molding
strips or suitable molding or finishing tools. Hand-rubbed finish may be required on portions
of the power house and parapet walls and elsewhere 88 provided in paragraph 123. Special
care lhall be taken in the form work and finishing in all tunnels which will be subject to high
velocities, and all projections or oftsets in the surfaces shall be removed by rubbing or grinding
with carborundum or by other methods satisfactory to the contracting officer.
108. Proteotion.-The contractor shall protect all concrete from injury until final acceptance by ·the Government. All horizontal construction joints in the dam and spillway Cl"8Bt8
lhall be kept continuously moist, regardless of time, until they are covered with concrete. The
upstream and downstream faces of \he dam, the surfaces of all contraction joints in the dam and
spillway crests, and the expoeed surfaces of concrete in all other structures shall be kept continuously moist for at least 2 weeks after the concrete is placed. Horizontal, or approximately
horizontal surfaces of concrete pavements shall be covered with sand or earth 88 soon 88 set and
kept moist for' at leaat 2 weeks after placing. The method of keeping concrete moist shall be
by continuoua1sprinkling, spraying, or other methods approved by the contracting officer.
Concnte placed or cured in freezing weather shall be protected from freezing by such means as
are approved by the contracting officer. All water used in curing shall be free from exC818ive
amounts of silt and other impurities and mall be equal in quality to that required for mixing
water 88 provided in paragraph 102.
109. Damacecl or defeoUve con.arete.-concrete damaged by freezing, or from any other
cause, or any concrete which shall be found defective in quality or workmanship at any time
before the completion and acceptance of the work shall be removed and replaced with acceptable
concrete by the contractor, 88 directed by the contracting officer, at no expeD88 to the Govern-
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meot, and the contractor will be charged for the cement used in such concrete the same amount
&h&t the cement cost the Government at the point of delivery to the contractor.
110. -...,oraemat ban ud. raila.--8teel bars and rails for reinforcementishall be placed

in the ooncrete wherever shown on the drawings or prescribed by the contracting officer. Unless
otherwise shown on the drawings or directed by the contracting officer, measurements made in
placiag the reinforcement shall be to the center line of the bar. The steel will be furnished to
$he oontractor by the Government as provided in paragraph 27. The exact position, size, and
shape of reinforcement b&rB and rails are not shown in all eases ou the drawings, and where
not shown they shall be in aU respects as specified by the contracting officer, and where necessary, 88 detennined by the contracting officer, the contractor will be furnished supplemental
detailed drawiags or lists which will give the information necessary for cutting, bending, and
placiDg the b&rB and rails. The steel used for concrete reinforcement shall be so secured in position that it will not be displaced during the depositing of the concrete, and special care shall be
exercised to prevSDt any disturbance of the steel in concrete that has already been placed. The
OOBt.ractor shall weld all hoop reinforcement around all outlet gates and conduit linings appurtenant thereto. The reinforcement b&l'B shall be rolled to form hoops of the required diame~r,
and ·butt-welded by the arc-weld prooess. The weld shall develop the full strength of the metal
in the bar. Each weld shall be tested in an approved type of testing machine furnished by the
contractor in such a manner that the test load will develop 65 per cent of the yield point of the
metal 88 determined by tensile tests of the bars made by the Government. In addition to this
teat the contractor shall furnish welded test specimens 88 required by the contracting officer.
Ill ease a test specimen breaks in the weld, two additional similar specimens may be broken,
and if either of the two additional specimens breaks in the weld, the welding machine shall be
adjusted to produce welds that develop the strength of the bar 88 required herein. The cost
of funUshing and attaching wire ties, of unloading, hauling, storing, cutting, bending, placing,
and securing in position reinforcement bars and rails for reinforcement, and welding reinforcement bara where required shall be included in the unit price bid in the schedule for placing
reinforeemSDt b&rB and rails.
111. Keaauremat of ooorew.-Except as otherwise provided in paragraphs 113, 114, and
eJsewhere in these specifications, concrete will be me88ured for payment only to the neat lines
shown on the drawings or prescribed by the oontracting officer, and no payment will be made for
conerete outside of the prescribed lines. In measuring concrete for payment, deductions will
be made for the space occupied by all galleries, shafts, pusageways, chambers, air duets, waterways, drainage conduits, cavities, depressions, and all openings of every description, and for embedded pipea, tile, wood and metal work, except that the space occupied by reinforcement bars,
rails, and anchors wiD not be deducted. In the event cavities resulting from careless excavation,
aa determined by the contracting officer, are required to be filled with concrete, the materials
furnished by the 0oT8l'B.JD.ent and used for such refilling will be charged to the contractor at
their cost to the Government at the point of delivery to the contractor.
111. PaJlllW for oonore~.-Payment for all required concrete will be made at the unit
prices bid therefor in the schedule. Any required concrete for the dam or appurtenant works
not definitely covered by an item of the schedule shall be included for payment under the item
of the achedule which most nearly applies 88 determined by the contracting officer: Provided,
That if it diftera materially, as determined by the contracting officer, from all of the items listed
in the achedule, ita construction will be ordered in writing by the contracting officer, and payment
will be made therefor 88 extra work under the provisions of article 5 of the contract and paragraph
10 of ~ specifications. The unit prices bid in the schedule shall include the cost of all work
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and materials required in the construction, except that cement will be furnished by the Government as provided in paragraph 27, and payment for placing reinforcement bars and rails will be
made at the unit price bid therefor in the schedule. The cost of all labor aad material UJed in
forming the construction joints in the dam and in other conc:rete WOJ'k, where and if required,
shall also be included in the uait prices bid.
113. Concrete liDiD.gs in tUJUlela, adita, ud ahafta.-Except as otherwise provided, the
tunnels, adits, and shafts shall be lined throughout with concrete as nearly as practicable of the
average thicknesses shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. Concrete
shall conform to the requirements of paragraphs 96 to 112, inclusive, where applicable, as
determined by the contracting officer. The spillway aDd pressure tunnels will be subject to
very high velocities and every precaution shall be taken to secure concrete of the highest possible
qua.lity in the linings of these tunnels. The order of placing concrete in sections in a circumferential direction around the tunnels, adits, and shafts, the maximum length of linings to be
placed each day, the design of joints between circumferential and transverse sections, and all other
operations in placing the concrete linings shall be subject to the approval of the contracting oflioer.
In all tunnels where the concrete lining is of sufficient thickness, as determined by the contracting officer, so that men can work behind the forms, the concrete shall be delivered into the
forms at sufficiently close intervals to permit placing in horizontal layers. Methods of placing
wherein the concrete within the forms is allowed to flow within the mass,. or drops vertically
more than 5 feet, will not be permitted: Prwided, That in small tunnels, where the concrete
lining is not thick enough to permit men to work behind the forms, methods of placing, wherein
the concrete is delivered at the top of the tunnel sections and flows to place within the forms
on a uniform grade, will be permitted, subject to the requirement that satisfactory settlement
and compacting . of the concrete is obtained as determined by the contracting officer. All
concrete lining placed within steel tunnel liner plates shall have the full thicknesses shown on
the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. Minimum thicknesses, as shown on the
drawings or as prescribed by the contracting officer, will be permitted only between the finished
inside circumference of the lining and rock points. If, in the judgment of the contracting officer,
a changed thickness is desirable at any point, it will be so ordered in writing and the contractor
shall place the same at the unit price bid in the schedules for concrete lining in the particular
tunnel, adit, or shaft involved. Where steel sets are used, they shall be set back a sufficient distance from the inside face of the lining to provide for a minimum covering of concrete over the steel
sets of not less than the prescribed thicknesses. Where steel liner plates are used and left in
place, measurement of concrete lining for payment will be made on the basis of the thicbess
to the inside surface of the liner plates of concrete actually placed up to and including the
aver
thickness as s ecified or directed by the contracting officer. Where steel sets are
erected
er plates are not used," measurement of concrete lining for payment will be
made on the basis of the average thickness of concrete actually placed at each measured section
up to and including the average thickness shown on the drawings or prescribed by the contracting officer. The location of the sections to be measured and the distances between sueh
measured sections will be detennined by the contracting officer. In determining the average
thicknesses at the measured sections, consideration will not be given to any thicknesses which
are greater than 6 inches in excess of the prescribed average thicknesseS. Where plate-steel
tunnel lining is installed, measurement of concrete lining for payment will be made on the
basis of the thickness of concrete actually placed up to and including the average thickness as
specified or directed by the contracting officer. Payment for concrete in tunnel, adit, or shaft
lining will be made at the applicable unit prices per cubic yard bid therefor in the schedule for
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each particular size tUllJ').el, adit, or saaft. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph 53 for
steel liner plates in tunnels, if the tunnels, adits, or shafts are excavated to greater dimenaions
than neeeseary for. placing the prescribed average thicknesses of the concrete liDing, the excess
space shall be solidly filled with concrete. The entire expense of such filling shall be borne by
the contractor, except that no charge will be made for cement, which will be furnished by the
Government under the provisious of paragraph 27: Pr011itkd, That where such exoess spaces
are caused by careless excavation, as de~ed by the contractiag officer, the contractor will
be charged for such cement, as provided in paragraph 111.
114. Concrete liDiDga, walls, and llabs acainst rook ill open ou.t.-The concrete in all
linings, walls, and slabs placed against rock in open cut without the use of intervening forms
shall be as nearly as practicable of the average thicknesses shown on the drawings, or as directed
by the contracting officer. Concrete for these structures or members of structures shall oonform to the requirements of paragraphs 96 to 112 inclusive, as determined by the contracting
officer. Minimum thiokneslles, as shown on the drawiag& or as pNSCribed by the contl'&Ct;ing
officer, will be permitted only between rook points and the finiab.ed surface of the cOJlellete. H,
in the judgment of the contracting officer, a changed thioknees is desirable at aay point, it will
be so ordered in writing and the contractor shall place concrete of the specified thickneaa at the
unit price bid in the schedule for concrete in the particular structure involved. Measurement
for payment for the. concrete placed against rock in open cut without the use of intervening
forms will be made on the basis of the average thickness of concrete actually placed at each
measured section, up to and including the average thickness shown on the drawiogs or prescribed
by the contracting officer. The location of the sections to be measured and the distances
between such measured sections will be determined by the contracting officer. In determining
the average thickness at each measured section, coDSideratioo will not be given to any thickneasea
which are greater than 6 inches in excess of the prescribed average thicknfJIIII.. Payment for
concrete placed directly against rock in open cut will be made at the unit priee per cubic yard
bid in the schedule for concrete in the particular structure involved. If the open-cut excavation
against which con~rete is to be placed is made to greater dimensions than necessary for placing
the prescribed average thicknesses of concrete, the excess spaces shall be solidly filled with concrete. The entire expense of such filling shall be borne by the contractor, except that no charge
will be made for cement, which will be furnished to the contractor by the Government under
the provisions of paragraph 27: PrOfJ'ided, That where such excess spaces are O&UMKi by careless
excavation, as determined by the contracting officer, the contractor will be charged for such
cement, as provided in paragraph 111.
116. Concrete in inlet struotvea for inner diversion twmela.-The item of the schedule,
"Concrete in inlet structures for inner diversion tunnels," includes, for each inner diversion
tunnel, the concrete in the trash rack and all concrete outside of the tunnel, as determined by
the contracting officer. The contractor shall furnish. and iDStall the timber stop-planks for this
structure, and the cost thereof shall be included in the unit price per oubio yard bid in the ached·
ule for concrete in inlet structures for inner diversion tunnels.
116. Concrete in inlet structures for outer diversion tUJlJlels and bulkhead l&tea.-The
item of the schedule, "Concrete in inlet structures for outer dinrsion tunnels and bulkhead
gates," includes, for each of these structures, all concrete upstream from the concrete face of
the tunnel portal, which face corresponds with the concrete bulkhead gate seat or downstream
face of the bulkhead gate, and includes the concrete in the bulkhead gates, supports therefor,
sand wells, guides, and all other parts of these structures. After the wells have been constructed
and the concrete has set for a sufficient length of time, as determined by the contracting officer,
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the contractor shall furnish fine sand od fill the wells therewith, attM which he shall coll8t.r1lct
the concrete gate supporfAI and gates, as shown on the drawings or u directad by the contnetmg
officer. Great care shall be taken to construct all parte of the gate guldea and gates to aeetll'ate
lines, grades, and dimensions so that the gates will fit properly in th6 guides and there will be
no danger of binding when the gates are lowered. Th6 contractor shalllnstall all pipiDg for
jetting the sand out of the wells and shall perform the operation of closing the gatea in ample
time so that other neeeeaary operations may be performed and the reservoir will be filled to the
height and within the time required by the pro-riaions of paragraph M. The contractor ahall
fabricate and install the copper seals, well cuing, and pipes for jetting the sand with water, u
shown on the drawings or u direeted by the contracting officer. Copper sheets and rivets for
connecting the well easing and jetting pipe, and also the penna.n8nt metal pipe forms fabricated
in sections for the supporting columns will be furnished by the Govel'nment under the pro.WODI
of paragraph 27. Payment for installing the required well casing and jetting pipe will be made
to the contractor at the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing atand&l'd steel and
cast-iron pipe, fittings, and valvea. The cost of fumishing and placing fine sand jn the wells, of
fabricating, connecting, and installing the copper seals, of installing the penn ment sheet metal
pipe forms, and the cost of the complete operation of lowering the concrete bnlkhead gates by
jetting the sand from under the supporfAI shall be included in the unit priee per cubic yard bid
in the aehedule for concrete in inlet structures for outer diversion tunnels and bulkhead gates.
11'1. Conore&e in ouUet ancturea for cli-rerllon h!lnela.-The item of the acbedule, ''Concrete in outlet structurea for divenion tunnels," includes, for each inner divenion tunnel, the
concrete in the Stoney gate structure, including the operating towers and house, the counterweights, and all concrete outside of the tunnels and downstream from a vertical plane normal
to the center line of the tunnel and 15 feet upstream from the gate seat. It also includes the
concrete in the outlet portal wall of the outer tunnele. Great care sh&ll be taken to construct
all parts of the gate structure to accurate lines, grades, and dimensions so that the gatee will fit
properly. The contractor shall fabricate and install the well casings for draining the taJmela,
u shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting offieer. The well casings will be
furnished by the Govemment under the provisions of paragraph 27. Payment for fabricating
and installing the well easing will be made to the contractor at the unit price per pound bid iD
the schedule for installing standard steel and cast iron pipe, fittings, and valves.
118. Concrete iD liniDc• of cli-rerllion tannela.-As to each outer diversion tunnel, the item
of the schedule, "Concrete in linings of diversion tunnels," includes all concrete p~Med in the
outer diversion tunnels between the inlet and outlet structurN, as defined in paragraphs 116
and 117, exct"pt that included in the item of the schedule, "Concrete in divenion tunnel plugs,"
and limited in the vicinity of the connecting inclined spillway shaft by a horizontal plane at an
elevation 64 feet above the center line of the divenion tunnel. As to each inner diversion
tunnel, the item of the schedule, "Concrete in linings of diversion tunnels," includes all concrete
placed in the inner diversion tunnels between the inlet .and outlet stmcturea, as defined in paragraphs 115 and 117, except that included in the item of the schedule, "Concrete in diversion
tunnel plugs," and limited in the vicinity of the connecting inclined tunnel from the upstream
intake tower by a horizontal plane at an elevation 64 feet above the center line of the diversion
tunnel and in the vicinity of the diverting power penstock tunnels and riser shalt toithe canyon
wall outlet works by the theoretical excavation surfaces in the diversion tunnel, as determined
by the specified average thickness of conerete.1.The item for concrete in linings of diveni.on
tunnels shall also:include the lining of the galleries or adits from:the upstream plugs in the inner
diversion tunnels to the inspection galleries in th(dam:at the excavated foundation surf-.eo
for the dam,
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118. Ooaore&e ill pams; I• ape&rt&m oo~erctam.-The entire upstream slope of tJ1e
upetzeam coBenlam shall be surfaced with a 6-inch thickneea of continuous reinforced concrete
paviag, u ahown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. The paving shall
terminate in the concrete cut-off wall, into W'hich the top of the steel aheet-piling at the upstream
toe of the coBerdam sh&ll extend. The top of the sheet-piling shall be encased in the concrete
at the bottom of the eut-oB wall so as to form a oontinuous structure. The concrete paving
shall be placed on the rock blanket which has previously been prepared for paving, as provided
under paragraph 79 of these specifications. The concrete paving shall be laid in strips not
over 16 fee~ in width running up and down the slope of the cofferdam, and construction joints,
acroes which the reinforcement bars shall be continuous, shall be provided between the Btrips,
as shown on the drawing& or 88 directed by the contracting officer. When, for any reuon, it is
neceaaary to interrupt the placing of concrete in a strip for a sufficient length of time to permit
the concrete taking a penna.nent set, thereby forming a definite CODStruet.ion joint, the contractor shall pro-ride a auitable temporary fonn which will produce a clean, unbroken keyed
lnll'faee normal to the slope of the ooBerdam, which surface shall intersect the face of the paving
in a ho~talline. The steel reinforcement shall be continuous 8Cl'088 the construction johlt.
After the removal of the temporary form at the joint, and immediately before placing of the
coDCl'ete in the strip is 1'81umed, the contractor shall -carefully clean and wet the surface of the
joint to insure a good bond between the fresh concrete and the concrete pre-riously placed.
Feather-edged or irregular coDBtruction joints will not be pennitted. The surface of the eoncrete paving shall be floated to a unifonn and d81188 finish by means of wooden floats. Measurement of the concrete paving for payment will be made to the neat lines, 88 shown on the drawing&
or 88 prescnDed by the contracting officer. No additional compensation will be paid for the
slightly thicker paving necesaary to fill such irregularities 88 may exist on the surface of the rock
blanket. Payment for concrete in the cut-off wall and for the paving described in this paragraph
will be made at the unit price per cubic yard bid in the schedule for concrete in paving for
upstream cofferdam, which unit price shall include the cost of furnishing all labor, machinery,
tools, and materials, except cement, required in the mixing, placing, curing, and protecting of
the paving until acceptance.
110. Oonoret~a in dam.-The item of the schedule, "Concrete in dam," includes all OODC1'8te
within the upstream cut-off trench and within the lines of the theoretical or regular seetioDB of the
dam above the foundations, ae shown on the drawings, and does not include any attached
concrete above the roadway elevation or outside of the regular section of the dam. The placing
of concrete in the dam shall begin in the panel having the lowest foundation. The concrete
shall be placed in horizontallayem not exceeding 5 feet in thickness: Prorri.cUd, That the placing
of individual layem in alternate panels bounded by contraction joints, or contraction joints
and outside faces of the dam, will be required: A11ll prOfJif:Udjv:rlher, That in placing the concrete
the top of any two of these panels or columns outside of the slot on line of centem shall at no
time differ in elevation more than 35 feet. The forms for surfaces between adjacent panels or
columns may be removed as soon as the concrete has sufficiently hardened, 88 determined by the
contracting officer. The rate of placing concrete in any panel or column of the dam shall be
such that not more than 5 feet in depth shall be placed in 72 houm, and not more than 35 feet in
depth shall be placed in thirty (30) days unless otherwise specifically authorized in writing by
the contracting officer. All concrete in the dam shall be permitted to set for a period of not less
than 6 days before cooling is started, as provided in paragraph 121. After the concrete in any
100-foot grouting lift has been satisfactorily cooled, 88 determined by the contracting officer,
all contraction joints in this grouting lift mar be grouted, as provided in paragraph 91. The
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limitations on the placing of e0ncrete, as stated in this p&l'8gl'8ph, will be modified only when
approved in writing by the contracting officer. In mixing concrete that is to he plued in the
upstream 6-foot layer of concrete in the dam, the contrae~r shall, if directed by the contracting
officer, add to the regular mix an additional one-half or fullsuk of cement for each oubie ya.rd
of concrete. The drawings do not show any reinforcement steel around the inspection and
other galleries in the dam. However, the Government reserves the right at any time before
these galleries have been formed to require that reinforcement steel be placed around them.
The contractor shall be entitled to no additional allowance above the unit price bid in the
schedule for concrete in dam by reason of such steel being required, but the placing of this steel,
it required, will be paid for at the unit price bid in the schedule for placing reinforeement bars
and rails. A curve showing the estimated volume of concrete in the dam for all elevations to
the top of the roadway is shown for the connnience of the contract.or.
111. Cooling concrete in dam.-Mter any portio• of the concrete in the dam and tunnel
plugs has set for a minimum period of 6 days, it shall be cooled by removing the excess hea~
above 72° F. The temperature of the concrete shall be reduced by nmning water of lower
temperature through pipes placed in the concrete, as provided in paragraph 149. The contractor shall furnish, install, and operate a complete refrigeration plant for removing the excess
heat. This plant shall have a capacity sufficient to reduce from 47° F. to 40° :F. the temperatUN
of a flow of 2,100 gallons of wBter per minute. Water may leave the embedded pipes at any
temperature between 42° F. and 65° F., and the quantity of cooling water may vary from 350
to 2,100 gallons per minute, but the temperature of the cooling water entering the embedded
pipes shall in no case be lower than 35° F. The capacity of the cooling water circulating water
pump &Dd the condensing water pumps shall be such that, with one unit out, the remaining uuits
will deliver not less than 75 per cent of the total water required. If river water is used for cond(>U8ing purposes the plant shall be desjgned for condensing water at a temperature of 82° F.
The rehigeration plant shall have a capacity sufficient to provide for all transmission loesee and
to deliver the above-mentioned quantity of refrigeration to the cooling pipes embedded in .the
concrete. The refrigeration plant shall be divided into three units, each of which shall be
complete in itself, but all units shall be interconnected so that they may be used in oombination
as well as separately. Installation of the plant shall include the excavation for and the building
for housing the necessary machinery. The building shall be sufficiently large to accommodate
the installation of an additionaltmit including auxiliaries, and the design of the 3-unit plant shall
be such as to permit the furnishing and installing of an additional unit at minimum cost. In
addition to the refrigeration plant the contractor shall furnish, install, and operate all piping,
pumps, tanks, and equipment necessary for the satisfactory operation of the 3-unit refrigeration
plant described in this paragraph and the circulation of the cooling water through the pipes
placed in the dam. The average temperature rise due to setting of concrete is approximately
40° F. above placing temperatures. The amount of heat to be removed is approximately 700
B. T. U. per degree per cubic yard of concrete. The estimated amount of heat to be removed
from a cubic yard of concrete and the time required are shown in the tabulation following, bu~
the actual amounts may vary considerably from these estimates in any one year.
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Janu~------------------Febru~-----------------____________________
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April ______________________
~aY---------------------______________________
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July ______________________
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~--

October·----------------~_________________
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I>ecember _________________
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oF.

oF.
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52.0
57.2
63.6
71. 2
78.6
87.6
93.8
91.9
83.0
70.8
59.4
51.5

92.0
97.2
103.6
111.2
118.6
127.6
133.8
131.9
123.0
110.8
99.4
91.5

20.3
25.5
31.9
39.5
46.9
55.9
62.1
60.2 I
51.3
39.1
27. 7.
19.8

14,200
17,900
22,400
27,700
32,900
39,200
43,500
42,200
35,900
27,400
19,400
13,900

1.14
1. 33
1.60
1. 83
2.06
2.28
2.40
2.37
2.17
t:83
1. 39
1. 10

71.7

111.7

40.0

28,000
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Cooling of concrete, in which the necessary pipes for this purpose have been placed, shall
begin as soon as the concrete has set for a period of 6 days and shall be completed as soon as
possible and by using the full capacity of the refrigeration plant unless otherwise directed by
the contracting officer. The velocity of water in the cooling pipes shall be not less than 2 feet
per second. A.n-angements shall be made by the contractor for reversing the direction of flow
in the pipe loops in the concrete in order to equalize the temperaiures if considered advisable as
determined by the contracting officer. The 01ethod of applying the cooling water to the pipes
placed in the da01 shall be such that the pressures in the pipes are nowhere in excess of 100
pounds per square inch. Cooling water shall be applied until the mean temperature of the
concrete around each e01bedded pipe is reduced to 72° F. or less. The refrigeration plant and
all other cooling equip01ent required to be furnished by the contractor and the operation of
the plant and method of applying the cooling water shall at all times be subject to the approval
of the contracting officer. Payment for furnishing, installing, and operating the cooling plant
will be made at the lump sum price bid therefor in the schedule, which price shall include the
cost of furnishing and installing the 3-unit plant with required auxiliaries as described in this·
paragraph, the cost of excavating for and providing a building sufficiently large to house the
3-unit plant and an additional unit, and the cost of operating the 3-unit plant and cooling all
concrete, as required by the provisions of this paragraph. The cooling plant and all cooling
equipment shall be and re01ain the property of the contractor.
122. Concrete in parapets.-The item of the schedule, "Concrete in parapets," covers all
concrete attached to the dam, except the power bouse and outlet tower bridges, which is above
the roadway elevation or outside of the regular or theoretical section of the dam, as shown on
the drawings, and includes, in addition to parapets, the elevator and special stairway houses,
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balconies, elootroliers, curbs, and other arcbiteetural features ort or attached to the dam, as
shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. Casts, molds, or apeeial fonns
to produce the intricate relief work of the architectural decorations will be furnished by the
Go~mment under the provisions of paragraph 27. Exceptional care shall be used in all oonerete
construction covered by this paragraph to insure high quality of workmanship, accurate dimen·
sions, and strict adherence to alignment and grade, and no irregularities in alignment due w
inaccurate finishing of top surfaces, bulging of forms, or other defects will be pennitted. ExCt'18sive troweling of surfaces while concrete is yet plastic will not be permitted. All necessary
precautions shall be taken to keep the concrete described in this paragraph thoroughly wet
for at leut 14 days after placing.
113. Special ftnishing of walls in power houae, parapeu, &Jld other oonoreY aurfacea.-It
is contemplated that it may be desirable to finish, by rubbing, the inside and top surfaces of
t.he parapets, the surfaces of other architectural features on the dam, power house, and other
buildings, possibly some of the walls of the power house, and portions of other concrete surfaces
of the dam or appurtenant works. An item for this work has accordingly been placed in the
schedule. This work shall be done only on the surfaces designated by the contracting officer.
The Government does not guarantee that any concrete surfaces of the dam or appurf:alant
works will be required to be so finished by rubbing, and the contractor will not be entitled w
&ny additional compensation by reason of no work being required under the item of the schedule
covering the special finishing of concrete surfaces. Where and if this finishing is required the
forms may be removed while the concrete is yet green but not earlier than 24 hours after the
placing of the concrete. Immediately after stripping the forms, any required patching shall
be done and major imperfections of finish removed or corrected. The entire surface shall then
be thoroughly rubbed with a carborundum stone using plenty of clean water in the pl'0Ce81.
After this rubbing the surface shall be thoroughly cleaned by washing. A sand-cement wash of
a mixture determined by the contracting officer shall be applied during the rubbing process if
directed by the contracting officer. A perfect finish of smooth uniform surface and color will
be required. The cost of all work described in this paragraph shall be included in the unit
price bid in the schedule for special finishing of walls in power house, parapets, and other
concrete surfaces.
124. Concrete in apillway atructurea.-The item of the schedule, "Concrete in spillway
structures," includes all concrete in the spillway crests and spillway channel linings, the latter
terminating at the upstream face of the portals of the spillway tunnels and all concrete in the
Stoney gate structures. Vertical joints in the concrete of the crest, normal to the axis of the crest,
will be provided for convenience in construction and to provide for the expansion and contraction
of the concrete. The contraction joints will divide the spillway crests into sections. The entire
face of each vertical joint in the crests shall be painted with one thin coat of water-gas tar Uld
allowed to dry before the adjacent concrete is placed against it. The water-gas tar for this purpose
will be furnished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. The provisions of
paragraph 114 shall apply in the placing of the concrete in the channel linings. No part of the
concrete channel lining shall be placed until all grouting of the foundation of the adjacent spill·
way crest within a radius of 100 feet has been completed. The contractor shall construct the
drains through the lining, as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting offioer.
The pipe for this purpose will be furnished by the Government in random lengths and shall be
cut and placed by the contractor so that the mouth of the pipe is flush with the surface of the
concrete lining. Payment for cutting and placing the pipe will be made at the unit price per
pound bid in the schedule for installing standard steel, cast-iron pipe, fittings, and valves. The
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gravel at the head of the drains shall hfl furnished and placed by the contractor and the
cost thereof shall be included in the unit price per cubic yard bid in the sr.hedule for concrete in
epillway structures.
116. Conorete mJiDiDcs of inclined spillway tlDUlela.-The item of the schedule, "Concrete
in lining& of inclined spillway tunnels," includes all concrete in each inclined spillway twmel from
the upstream face of the portal wall to a horizontal plane passing through the inclined spillway
tunnel at an elevation 64 feet above the center line of the connecting outer diversion tunnel.
116. Ocmorete ill cii'renioa tunel plqs.-The item of the schedule, "Concrete in diveraion
tunnel plugs," includes all concrete required to be placed for the solid plugs in the outer diveraion
tunnels and for the upstream and downstream plugs and for the installation of gates and valves
therein in the inner diversion tunnela. After the concrete linings in the divtnion tunnels along
the reaches of the plugs have been placed in the wedge-ehaped steps or depressions, as saown on
the drawings, the depressions shall be filled up with timber lining or a lean mixture of concrete to
the nonnal circular section of the tunnel. At the option of the contractor the concrete surface
on which this filled concrete is placed may be painted with a water-gas tar paint to prevent a bond
between tee old and new concrete, and to aid in the later removal of this filled concrete. The
paint for this purpose will be furnished by the Government. After the filling of timber or coacrete
has been removed and the other necessary excavations-have been made for the various plugs at the
proper time in the construction program, the surfaces of the concrete tunnel linings against which
the concrete in the plugs are placed shall be thoroughly cleaned and roughened by tooling or otherwise to the satisfaction of the contracting officer so ~ to insure an effective bond between the
concrete of the linings and the plugs. The wedge-shaped depressions shall be carefully filled with
concrete integral with the concrete in the plugs to key the plugs and linings together. A system of
grout pipes shall be set, as directed by the contracting ofticer,in the surfaces of contact between the
plugs and the tunnel lining or at other points, and after the concrete in the plugs has hardened and
cooled, grout under high pressure, as provided in paragraph 153, shall be forced into the grout
eonnections to insure a water-tight connection at all pomts bet~ the plugs and the lining.
If the character of th.e rock permits, as determined by the contracting officer, the diversion tunnel
lining along the reaches of the tunnel plugs may be omitted and the excavated keyways built up
to the normal circular section by timbering. The cost of filling the wedge-shaped keyways with
timber or with lean concrete shall be included in the unit price per cubic yard bid in the schedule
for concrete in diversion tunnel plugs: PrOflidMl, That cement for the concrete will be furnished
by the Government. If timber is used for this purpose it shall be furnished by the contractor.
The contractor shall furnish all drainpipe required for keeping the work unwatered while placing
the tunnel plugs.
11'1. Oonorete In outlet and penll&ook tunela.-The item of the schedule, "Concrete in
linings of outlet and penstock tunnels," includes all concrete in the inclined tunnels between the
bottom of the upstream intake towel'& and the inner diversion tunnels, as limited by the concrete in these structures as provided in paragraphs 118 and 130, and all concrete in the peBBtock
tunnels~between the bottom of the downstream intake towers and the beginning of the metal
lining plates in the 7-foot 7-inch diameter tunnel to the farthest downstream valve in the lower
tier ,of(.thetlcanyon wall outlet works, and further limited in the vicinity of tbe 15-foot 9-inch
diameter liserlshaft and of the diverting power penstocks and the other three 7-foot 7-inch
diameter diverting outlet tunnels by the theoretical excavation surfaces in the penstock tunnel,
as determined by the specified average thickaesaes of concrete. It also includes the concrete
lining in the horizontal portions of this tunnel· after it leaves the 15-foot 9-inch riser shaft, this
portion of the lining being limited by a vertical plane through the point of tangency with the
CO&I'Be
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elbow to the riser pipe, by the beginning of the metal lining plates in the 7·foot 7-inch diamets
tunnel to the farthest downstream valve in this upper tier, and further limited in the vicinity
of the other three 7-foot 7-inch diameter diverting outlet tunnels by the theoretical excavation
surfaces in the main penstock tunnel, as dMennined by the specified average thicknesses of the
concrete. It also includes the corresponding concrete lining for the upper tier of valves in the
horizontal section above the 15-foot 9-inch riser shaft from the 50-foot inner diversion tunnel,
and the corresponding concrete in the horizontal section for the lower tier of valves, except that
the limiting vertical plane p881e8 in this case through the point of tupncy with the elbow to the
24-foot 3-inch diameter riser pipe.
118. CODorete in JiDinga of ahafta for o•tlet works and ooBUCiiJac c&Ueriea.-The item of
the schedule, "Concrete in linings of shafts for outlet works and coDIIIBOting galleries," includes
all concrete in the 24-foot 3-inch diameter riser shafts from the inner diversion tunnels and in the
15-foot 9-inch diameter riser shafts, 88 limited by the descriptions of other items of concrete
in paragraphs 118 and 127. It also include& all coDcrete in the elevator shafts for the canyon
wall outlet works and the adits leading to these elevatol'S from the lower canyon wall outlet works
· and from the power house, as limited by the concrete in the walls of the upper canyon wall valve
houses and in the walls of the power house. It also includes all concrete in the adits from the
downstream inner divel'Sion tunnel plugs to the elevatol'S for the canyon wall outlet works.
118. Concrm in canyon-wall oldlet worka.-The item of the schedule, "Concrete in
canyon-wall outlet works," includes all concrete in both the upper and lower canyon-wall valve
houses, including concrete around slide gates and needle valves, and all concrete in the 7-foot
7-inch diameter tunnels leading directly to the slide gates and valves, as limited by the description of the concrete in outlet and penstock tunnels as given in paragraph 127. In constructing
the valve houses, special care shall be used to insure a high quality of workmanship, accurate
dimensions, and strict adherence to alignment and grade, and no irregularities in aligl!ment due
to inaccurate finishing of surfaces, bulging of forms, or other defects will be permitted.
180. Concrete in intalr.e towera, foundationa, anclallpel'Btruotve.-The item of the schedule,
"Concrete in intake towel'S, foundations, and supel'Structure," includes all concrete in the
towel'S and the foundations thereof above the inlets to the 30-foot diameter outlet and penstock tunnels, all concrete in the gate houses, parapets, and other features on top of the towers,
and in the seats to serve as supports for the movable ends of the intake tower bridges. Extreme
care shall be taken by the contractor to construct all parts of the intake towel'S, including the
gate hotl888 on top, accurately to the lines and dimensions 88 shown on the drawings or directed by
the contracting officer. No irregularities in alignment due to inaccurate finishing of surfaces,
bulging of forms, or other defects will be permitted. All anchor bolts, gate guides and seats,
and other metal parts to be embedded in concrete shall be carefully cleaaed and firmly and
accurately anchored in place before the placing of concrete. Uniting of the outside surface
of the towers below the elevation of the gate-house flool'S shall be done by the contractor under
the provisions of paragraph 136.
181. Conorea in brid.gea to intake &owera.-After the structural steel through plate girder
bridges from the top of the dam to the downstream intake towers and from the latter to the
upstream intake towers have been completed and all supports removed, they shall be partly
encased in concrete, as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. Prior
to placing concrete, all parts of the structura.l steel to be in contact with the concrete covering
shall be thoroughly cleaned of all paint, rust, scale, and other loose particles whieh might interfere in any way with an effective bond between the steel and the concrete. Should any reinforcement fabric or metal lath be used in addition to bar reinforcement, as determined by the
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contracting officer, in the concrete covering these bridges, these materials wiD be fnmiahed
by the Government UDder the provisions of paragraph 27. Payment for plaeing reinforcement
fabric or metal lath, if required, in the concrete of ·these bridges will be made at the uait price
bid in the schedule for placing TeiDforoement bars and Nils. The item of the aehedule, "Concrete in bridpe to intake towers," includes all concre~ in each bridge between the fixed and
movable end.
181. Concrete iD power houe aad penatooka.-For the purpdee8 of payment tile COilCrete
in the power house and peiiAockB is sepan.ted into two items in the eehedule; viz., "Concrete
in power house above generator floor," and "Concrete in power house below generator floor
and in penstocks." The first item is self-explanatory but includes, in addition to the eoncrete
in co111JDD8, walls, amd other members of the building, oonerete in peciestala, anchors, and
foundations for machinery. The aeeond item includes, in addition to all the concrete in the
po~er house and concrete anchors and foundatiohs for machinery below the elevation ~ the
generator floor, all conCJ8te in the power ~stocks fmm their diversions from the imler diversion
tunnels and the pen&took tunnels, as limited by the description of other concrete items in paragraphs 118 and 127, respectively. The concrete in both of the above items is limited or bounded
upstream by the theoretical downstream faee of the dan. ID constructing the power ·house,
exceptional care shall be used to insure high quality of w«kmanabip, aoeur&te dimflllSioDS, and ·
strict adherence to alignment and grade, and no in'egularities in alignment due to inaccurate
finishing of surfaces, bulging of fonns, or other defects will be permitted. It is coatemplated
that the parapets and other parts may be required to be specially finished, as provided in
paragraph 123.
188. C011cre'e for awi&ohillg ~dation and neel k»wer footiJals.-The item of the schedule,
"Concrete in switching station and. steel tower footings,, includes all concrete for the footings
of svucturalsteelswilch structures, bases for mounting oil circuit breakers, and other apparatus
as may be required for the switching station, and also includes all concrete in footings for steel
towers which will support the transmilllion lines from Ule power houae to the switching station.
The switching station shall be located as shown on the drawings or as directed by Ule contracting
officer. The footings for the transmission line steE~l towers are not shown on the drawing&, but
shall be constructed at the locations, and to the lines, grades, and dimensiona as directed by the
coniraeting officer. The steel towers will be erected by the Government.
1M. Oo:a.orete in incliD.ed freight eleva,or atruomrea.-The item of the schedule, ''Concrete
in inclined freight elevator structures," includes all concrete in the guide structure for the elevator, loading and unloading platforms, the foundation for the spur track from the bottom of the
elevator to the power hoUBe and the concrete in the hoist house, and any other concrete that may
be requiled to be placed, as determined by the contracfling officer, for permanent construction
of the inclined freight ellwator. The aections of the guide structure and spur track foundation
shall be as shown on the drawings or directed by the contracting officer.
186. COBCII'Me in blshway atruoturea.-The concrete in all highway structures, including
parapets, retaining walls, collars, and headwalls for COJ'I'Upted metal culvens, and in a reinforced concrete areh culvert, if required, shall conform to the requirements of pangraphs 96 flo
112, inclusive, and of paragraph 114, where applicable, 18 determin.ed by the contracting officer.
Measurement for payment and the coN to be included in the price bid for eoncrete in highway
structures shall conform ro the provisions of paragraphs 111, 112, and 114.
188. &unite surfaoi:ar on oourew.-The entire upstream face of the dam up to the bottom
of the coping, the outside surface of the intake towers up to the elevation of the gate house floor
and the upstream face of all plugs in the inner diversion tunnel., shall be surfaced witll gunite
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plaoed. u shown on •• drawing~ or u directed by the contraoting officer. Unleaa othenriae
directed by the contracting officer, the total $hiolm818 of ._ oompleted 8U1'facing aball be 1
inch, meuured normal to the expoaed surface. The gunite eurfacing shall be continuous without
ooDStruetion joint., except u otherwiee provided in this paragraph. Gunifle shall wmally be
a mixture of 1 part cement by volume, measured Jooee with 3 parts of sand, but the relative
proportions of sand and cement used will be subject to change by the contracting officer u
the maWiala UleCi or reeulta obtained indicate desirable a~ any t.ime during the progre~~~ of
the work, and the contractor will not be enatled to any additioul compensation by reason
of such changes. The sand and cement shall be thoroughly miDcl in a relatively dry ate
before being plaoed. in the gu.nite machine or ita hopper. Machine mixing will be required
unless specific au.ori~y to uae hand mixing is given by the contracting oflioer. The machine
and its operation shall be subject to the approval of ._ contracting ofticer. The mixing
operation ahall continue for a period of no~ leas than one minute after all II&Dd aDd cement
a.re placed ia the mixer. H there is an excessive amount of moisWI'e in the sand, the sand
shall be dried before mixing or it shall be mixed wi• the eement immedi&Wy before pl&cing
in the hopper, to ineure that partial setting ·of dae cement hu not taken plat.e. Oblent for
gu.nite will be furnished to the contractor by the Government, as provided in paragraph 27.
The requirements for cement for use in gwdte shall be the same as thoee for cement for concrete,
aa given in paragraph 97. Sand for gunite shall be fUJ'Ilished by the contractor and shall meet
the requirements of paragraph 98. In placing gunite the contractor shall employ u foremen
and nozzlemen only men who can show to the satisfaction of the contracting officer that they
have been employec(in a similar capacity on at least two other similar jobs, and that they are
fully qualified to do the work properly and carry out the terms of these specifications. Gunite
shall be placed with the machines operating at an air pressure of not Jess than 35 pounds per
square inch and a water pressure of not less than 50 pounds per square inch. In ease of increase of
air pressure, the water pressure shall be increased proportionately. Care shall be taken by
the nozzlemen to direct the line of flowing material as nearly nonnal to the surface being covered
as possible, and the nozzle shall generally be held about 3 feet and not more than 5 feet from
the surface. The nozzlemen shall also take precaution to use only sufficient water necessary
to properly hydrate the cement. Care shall be taken to prevent the occurrence of sand pockets,
and if any should develop they shall be immediately cut out and replaced with perfect gunite
at the expense of the contractor. No hand patching will be allowed. The gunite shall be
applied in a continuous sheet for the full length of section in lifts approximately equal in height
to the lifts of concrete. The joints of th.e gunite surfacing for the dam at the radial contraction
joints and at the top and bottom edges of each lift shall be as shown on the drawings or as
directed by the contracting officer. The contractor shall apply the surfacing in such a manner
that no sloughing of the gunite OCOUI'B at any time during or following its appHcation. H the
required total thickness of surfacing is built up by layel'B, the intervening time between the
application of each layer shall not be such as to permit the gunite t.o take a permanent set.
When, for any reason, it is necessary to interrupt the placing of gunite for a sufficient length
of time to permit the gunite taking a pennanent set, thereby forming a definite construction
joint, the contractor shall cut back the irregular edges of the gunite last placed with a trowel
or othel' suitable tool to a clean unbroken surface perpendicular to the face of the dam or intake
tower, such as will provide a suitable connection or construction joint between such gunite
and the gunite to be subsequently placed. Care shall be taken in performing this work not
to shatter the remaining gunite or to disturb ar iestroy the bond between the gunite and the
eonereua. Before gunite is placed against the surfaces of such joints, these surfaces ahall be
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canfully cleaned and wetted by the contractor to iDsure a good bond between the fresh gunitc
aad the gunite previously placed. Feather-edged construction joint. will not be permitted.
The contractor ahall take such steps 88 the contracting oflioer may deem neceaaary to prevent
injury to the completed gunite IUI'faciDg by particles of rebound from the gwdting operatioDs
at higher elevations falliDg on such completed surfacing. The fiDiahed surfacing shall be free
from cavities or &DgUlar p10jeotioD1 and aball have a UDiformity and amoothneaa, u directed by
tbe oonkacting officer. At the option of the contractor the gunite surfacing on the upetream face
of the dam and on the intake tow81'8 may be placed from barges after storage of water in the
reaervoir is begun, but the Government 881umes no responsibility for the rate of rise in the water
level or for u.y inierferanee with the guniting operations on this account, and permission te uae
tWa method will not reJien the contractor from the obligation to eomplete the gunite surfacing
in full compliu.ce with the apeoifications. Before placing the gu'flite the l'lll'face of the concrete
ahall be throughly cleaued and roughened by sand bluting or other methods, u directed by the
ooat.nctiDg oflicer. The concnte surface thall then be thoroughly wetted immediately before
tile plaoiDg of the gwaite. During the period immediately following the plaeiDg of the gunite, it
aha1l be protected against injury by freezing, by wute water flowiDg down O'ftl' the gunite, or
from otJaer causes which, in the opinion of the oontraetiDg officer, may result in a weakeniDg of
the bond between the gunite and the ooacrete. AI soon 88 the gunite hu hardened sufticiently,
in the opinion of the contracting oflioer, it shall receive the same treatment and protection 88
apeci8ed for concrete, u provided in paragraph 108. No gunite surfacing ahall be placed in
freaiDc wea1her except with the approval of the contracting officer and then only under sue!h
reet.rictiou aud regul&tioDS u the contracW., officer may prescribe. Any gunite damaged by
freezi.og or otherwise before final uceptanoe H.an be removed Uld replaeed at the up8D88 of the
contracwr. Meuurement of gunite surfaciug for payment will be made of the entire surface
are& of tbe completed surfacing. The unit of meaaure shown in the achedule is a square yaTd of
surface area for gunite one (1) inoh in tbickness. No additional compensation will be paid for
the ali&'htly thiok.er guDite neceaaary at re.oDtnmt anglee. The coutracwr will be charged for any
cement wuted due to improper mixing or other fault, of the contracwr. Payment for gunite
will be made at the uait price per square yard bid in the schedule for l-inch gunite surfacing
oa ooncrete, which unit price shall include the coat of f11l'DiahiDg all labor, machinery, toola, Uld
materials, except cemeat, required in the preparation of the concrete to receive the gunite, Uld in
mixing, plaeiug, curiDg, and protecting the gunite until aeceptanee. The Governmeat reserves
the npt to inoreue or deoreue the thiclm881 of all gunite surfaciug, and no increase or reduction
in payment shall be made on account of 1111ch changes, u:oept that where thiclmeasee otber than
1 inch are required the payment to be made therefor will be in cfuect proportion to the required
thicbeaa baaed on the unit price bid in the aohedule for gunite surfacing on concrete, 1 inch

t.bick.

187. &oach blah for We 8oors.-The top of the concrete in all floon in the power ho111e
and 81lCh other structures as may be deeipated by the contracting oflieer shall be left approximately two and one.half (2") inohes below the finished floor elevation, unleaa otherwise directed
by the contracting officer. When anohor bolt. Uld pipes are placed, proper allowance shall be
made for floor finish to be placed later. The type of floor finish has not yet been determined and
where a special finished floor is required, 88 determined by the contracting officer, such special
finished floor will either be placed later. by the Government or if required to be placed by the
eontracwr will be ordered in writing by the contncting oflioer and paid for as extra work under
the proviaioDa of article 6 of the contract &Dd paragnr.ph 10 of these speoifications.
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188. Cement m011&r blah for ooaarete loon.-Floor furlsh) ooDSistiDg of mortar in the
proportions of one part of eement to two parts of clean, well-graded sand which will pass a No. 8
sieve, shall be applied to all conorete floom in the outlet valve houses and such other structures
as may be designated by file ooatracting olftaer, altlll' tM iut.natiOil of machinery is completed. The t1op of the concrete shall be left approxima.tely % inoh below the finished floor
elevation shewn on the drawiuga, and allow&nce lhall be made for this fioish when anchor
bolts, pipee, and other metal parts 81'8 placed. Before applying the floor finish the aurfaee of
the coDCrete shall be thoroughly washed &D.d rougheaed. The finished surfaces shall be given a
slope for drainage, aa directed by the contracting offieer. The floor finish shall be at least Yr
inc:b thicik, and shall be brouglit :to a tnae and evan · surface by means of & straight-edge and
tAeo. carefully floated to c1cJee all voids and hdloWB. Ta '811l'face shall be finiahed by sp:rinkJing
dey cement evenly over it by meiiDB of i. fiDe eiew, after which it shall be carefully floated· and
troweled. A second st.l troweling shall be given after ihe cemat has set sufficiently oo fiaish
hard and smooth. The floom shall be marked into 30-iDch. squares by means of a small expa.nsion
joint tool or other means satisfactory to tAle contracting officer. Cemeat floor finish will be
measured for payment to the required neat lines and all openings will be deducted. Payment
.for placing the %-inch furlsh for concrete flOOl'B, aa deacribed in this paragraph, will be mad~! at
the unit price per square yard bid therefor in the schedule.
139. Thin willa of metallUh ud plallter.-Thin walls of met&llath and plaster having a
finished :thiekneu of approxi.m.ate-'1- 3 inehea shall be constructed in the power pla.nt anti other
buildings wh81'8 and as directed by the oont.ra.eiing oftioer. The framing shall consist of vertical
steel channels spaced on about 24-inch centers, bent oa each end and faetened to iD86118 in the
floor and ceiliDg. Espanded metal lath sheets, similar or equal to By-rib, with the ribs in a
horizontal position, shall be fastened to ~ vertical channels with Bdft iron wire ties at six-inch
cen~, and the ends of the sheet. plaeed in grooves in the walla. All metalla.th sheets shall
start at the ceiling, be stagered with one another, and Jap around earners. The la.ps at sides
shall be formed by nesU,ag outeide ribs and the aheets shall Jap not lesa than one inch at ends.
The sheets shall be braced temporarily on the cltanael aide at intervals not exceeding five feet
vertically before the application of plaster. Grounds and bucks shall be set as directed by the
contracting officer. The plastering shall fint be applied on the side on which the expanded
metal is fasteaed, with about "inch over the ribs, ~pushed through to form a good key; and
this operation shall be carried on continueualy from the bottom up without allowing the pluter
to dry at the edge. When this coat hasaet dry, a similar coat shall be applied on the other side
of the partition with
coveri.Dg over the· vel1ical cha.nnela. To the materi.&la for these
first coats sball'be added sufficient hair or fiber to bond the mortar. As soon as the first coat has
become firm, but not fully dry or hard, the entire suriace shall be 01'0• se2atched diagon&l)y.
Scratching shall be deep enough to provide good bond for the following plaster coat but not
deep enough to injure the keys. Before applying the finish coat the plaster shall be wetted to
saturation*<> prevent absorption of water from the fresh mortar. The·finiab. coat shall then be
applied, uaiDg for this purpoee one part of cement to two parts of fine sand with hydr&ted Hme,
but without hair or fiber. The finish coat shall be troweled smooth with u ·little rubbing as
neceiJ8ai'Y to produce a workmanlike finish reasonably free from irregularities, and matching in
color and tenure the adjoining conorete walls to the satisfaction of the contracting officer.
The material composing the plaster ahall be as follows: Portla.nd cement, 1 part; sand, which is
practically free from organic matter and uniformly graded in size from eoa.rae to fine, all to pass
through a sieve having eight (8) meahea per iaeh for the ground coats and 12 meshes per .inch
for the finish coats, 3 parts; hydrated. lime, which is uniform in quality and perfectly hydrated,

*-inch
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Jfo part; Jaai:r or fiber IIJftioieat $o lload ihe .ortar. The cemen' &Dd 10reened hydrated lime,
after beiDg thorourh.Jy dry-miucl
UDiform eolor, man be 81Clcled. to tile dry sand and the whole
manipulated until evenly mixed. Water aha1l then be added to secure proper coDSisteDCy.
The mortar ahall then be thoroughly WCII'ked u•til perl.etly homogeneous. Mortar shall be
made up only in Iota tba' can be bnmecliately applied, and any material dlat has been mixed with
water longer than 30 minuHa shall be rejected. The oement, lime, ami hair used in any rejected
plaster will be charged to the contractor a• im cost to the Government at the point of delivery.
Measurement for payment of ibe completed walls will. be made of one side only, to the neat
required dimeDsioos and all openiDga will be deducted. Sand and water for plastered partitiou
shall be furnished by the contTactor and all other mat.erials in t.he finished partitioDS will be
furnished by tile Government under tM pro'Ybions of paragraph 27. Payment for all work
described in ~ paragraph will be maM at the unit price per aquare yard bid in tbe schedule
for thin wan. of metal lath and plaaw, which
price &hall inolude dle coat of hauling, handJin.g,
and placiDg all materiaJs required for the oompleMd waD., flD'Dillhiog all sand and water required,
and constTuctin.g the wall as deeoribed in this paragraph.

t.o.
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METAL WORK AND PAINTING, GENERAL

.

140. InstalliDg metal wort.-The high-pressure gates with their operating mechanisms,
metal conduits, needle valves, Stoney gates, frames and hoists, power intake cylinder gates
and shutter gates, traveling cranes, trash-rack metal work, structural steel, elevator guide
inserts, metal stairways, handrails, hatchways, manholes, floor plates, pipe and fittings, valves,
tubing, metal doors and sash, crane runway rails, inclined elevator guides, track in floor of power
house and for inclined elevator spur track, anchor bolts, and other miscellaneous metal work
required as parts of the completed structures, will be furnished to the contractor by the Government, as provided in paragraph 27. The contractor shaJl attach to or build into the dam,
power house, and appurtenant works all such metal work, and shall install all such gates, valves,
hoists, and machinery in a workmanlike manner, as shown on the drawings or as directed by
the contracting officer. The installation of the two electrically operated elevators in the dam
will not be required under these specifications. All gates, gate hoists, and valves will be completely assembled and tested for operation before shipment from the factory and will be marked
and match-marked to facilitate assembly in the field. All moving parts and control mechanisms
and other machinery shall be carefully installed, tested for operation, and adjusted so that all
parts move freely within each other and properly function to secure satisfactory operation, as
determined by the contracting officer. Any changes or adjustments required to secure satisfactory operation shall be made by the contractor at his own expense: Pf'Of!idtd, That if any
part of the machinery or mechanisms is found to be defective due to no fault of the contractor,
as determined by the contTacting officer, the contracting officer may order the contractor to
correct such defects, aud payment therefor will be made as extra work under the provisions of
article 5 of the contract and paragraph 10 of these specifications. A part of the metal work
as furnished will have been given one or more shop coats of paint. This paint coating shall
be protected as much as practicable during the handling and storing of metal work, and after
installation all unfinished surfaces not to be in contact with concrete shall be painted as provided
in paragraph 142. Except as otherwise provided in these specifications, payment for installing
and painting all metal work and machinery will be made at the unit prices bid in the schedule
for installing the various items of metal work, which unit prices shall include the cost of unloading, hauling, storing, handling, assembling, installing, erecting, adjusting, and painting all
metal work and machinery furnished by the Govemmeut, and maintaining the same in position
29919--10--6
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and proper operating condition until final acceptaaoe by the Government. The cost of unloading, hauling, storing, ha.ndliug, iDstalliDg, and paintiug miaeeli&Deous items of metal work, not
directly appurtenant to gates, valves, or o&her features specifioally provided for, such as brackets,
anchor bolts, and any other metal work to be permaaently installed as parts of the completed
work, will be paid for at the unit price bid in the schedule for "IDstalliDg miaeeJianeous items of
metal work." The unit price bid for installiDg gates, val•es, control mechanisms, piping, and
other miscellaneous items of metal work shall include the ooet of making minor changes and the
cost of correcting such minor errol'S and inaccuracies in the various parts as may be expected
to occur in the ordinary commercial grade of shop work and manufacture of IRlCh ma~,
as determined by the contracting officer.
141. Weicht& of maobinUJ and meW part..-The weights of metal and other parts, the
handling and placing of which is to be paid for on the buia of weight, will be determined by the
contracting officer. The weights of these items given in the schedule are advance estimates for
the purpose of comparing bids only, and the actual weights may vary widely therefrom. The
contracting officer will determine the weight of each part or item involved in the most praetieable
manner, and will use for that purpose, where possible, weights obtained from such sourees as
railroad shipping weights, manufacturers' weights, catalog weights, and estimated weights,
subject to the provisions of ar£icle 15 of the contract, in case of dispute. In estimating weights
of metal parts, the unit weights of the various materials as given in Carnegie Pocket Companion, 1923 edition, will be used, and t.he method of computing such weights will be in accordance with t.he current "Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges" of the .American Railway
Engineering Association. Net weights only will be paid for and the weight of all tare, packing,
blocking, etc., will be deducted.
142. Paintinc.-All exposed, unmachined metal surfaces shall be painted by the contractor
unless otherwise directed by the contracting offic.r. All painting shall be done by the contractor in accordance with these specifications or 88 directed by the contracting officer for each
part of the work, and the contractor shall be entitled to no additional compensation on account
of the kind of paint, number of coats, or method of application prescribed by the contracting
officer. Where metal parts have been painted before delivery to the contractor, care shall be
taken in unloading, handling, hauling, and installing such parts to preserve the shop paint in
best practicable condition. After installation, the contractor shall thoroughly clean all painted
surfaces and repair all damaged placee in the original paint film, as directed by the contracting
officer. After these repaired areas have thoroughly set, one or more field coats of paint shall
be applied to the exposed surfaces as herein provided. The unmachined. surfaces of conduit
linings, leaves, and other uposed submerged parts of high-pressure gates, 50-foot by 50-foot
Stoney gates, cylinder gates in the intake towers, the interior of needle vaives, gate guides, trashrack bars and castings or frames, and similar miscellaneous metal work, not in contact with
concrete, shall be given one coat of water-gas tar, if not painted in the shop, followed by two coats
of coal-gas tar applied hot, or, where so directed by the contracting officer, painted with one or
more coats of an equivalent metal preservative paint applied hot or cold according to the specifications of the paint manufacturer. The outside surfaces of needle valves, machinery, piping,
handrails, metal trim around doom and windows, and other metal work not to be coated with
coal-gas tar shall be carefully cleaned of all rust, scale, and oil and given one or more coats of
paint or enamel, 88 directed by the contracting officer. All painting shall be performed in a
skillful and workmanlike manner and thoroughly brushed, satisfactory to the contracting officer,
and each coat of paint shall be permitted to dry thoroughly before the succeeding coat is applied.
Application of paint by dipping or air-brush may be used by the contractor if approved by the
contracting officer. All tar and other paint materials will be furnished to the contractor by the
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Government, as provided in paragraph 27. The cost of unloading, hauling, storing, handling,
and applying the paint, and the· cost of all work, operations, and equipment required for painting
shall be included in the unit prices bid in the schedule for installing the various items of metal
work and machinery.
PIPES AND STRUCTURAL STEEL
148. Standard steel and cast-iron pipe, fittings, and valves.-All pipe, fittings, couplings,
companion flanges, hangers or supports, valves, and specials used in control, drain, bypass, and
vent-pipe lines, pipe for concrete cooling system, pipe and fittings for grouting operations, pipe
and fittings for draining foundations of dam, steel and east-iron plumbing, piping, pipe and fittings for handrailings, and any other piping not otherwise specifica.lly mentioned in the schedule
or specifications, to be attached or built into the dam and related works, complete with bolts,
screws, packing, gaskets, white lead, and other accessories, will be furnished to the contractor
by the Government, as provided in paragraph 27. All standard steel pipe in sizes 12-inch and
smaller will be furnished in random lengths, threaded and coupled, and it sba.ll be cut, threaded,
fitted, and placed by the contractor in a workmanlike manner, as shown on the drawings or as
directed by the contracting officer. Flanged valves and fittings will be furnished faced and drilled.
Flanged cast-iron pipe will be furnished to the required lengths, faced and drilled. Bell nnd
spigot cast-iron pipe, if used, will be furnished in standard lengths, and sha.ll be cut, if required,
by the contractor. Pipe and fittings to be embedded in the concrete sba.ll be firmly held in po~i
tion and protected from damage during the depositing of concrete. Pipe hangers or supports shall
be placed as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. Care sha.ll be taken
to insure that a.ll pipes are clean and to avoid clogging from any cause during the progress of the
work, and should any pipe become clogged before final acceptance of the work it sha.ll be cleaned
out in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer or replaced by, and at the expense of, the
contractor. Pipe and fittings to be buried in concrete sha.ll not be painted on the outside, but
shall be thoroughly cleaned of a.ll excessive rust, dirt, and grease before being embedded in
concrete. The cost of installing and painting the materials described in this paragraph will be
paid for at the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for "Installing standard steel and castiron pipe, fittings, and valves." Steel pipe or tubing in sizes larger than 12-incb will as far as
practicable be furnished cut to length and with flanges fitted in place, or with ends prepared for
couplings, but any cutting or fitting of such larger pipe or tubing shall be done by the contractor,
as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer, and the cost thereof included
in the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing and painting standard steel and
cast-iron pipe, fittings, and valves.
144. Pipe handrailing.-Pipe and fittings for handrailings with bolts, pins, rivets, flanges,
and a.ll other accessories will be furnished by the Government, as provided in paragraph 27.
Pipe will be furnished in random lengths and sba.ll be cut to the required lengths and threaded
by the contractor. The contractor sha.ll assemble, insta.ll, and paint this material wherever it
may be required on any part of the work, as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. Railings to be set in concrete sba.ll either be completely assembled and placed
when concrete is poured, or recesses shall be left, or boles drilled in the concrete to receive the
railing posts and the railings completely assembled and accurately grouted in position and alignment at some later time. Payment for all work described in this paragraph will be made at
the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing standard steel and cast-iron pipe,
fittings, and valves, wlticb price sha.ll include the cost of setting the railing in concrete and grouting it in where required. The estimated amount of standard steel and cast-iron pipe and fittings
required for pipe bandrailing is 31,500 pounds.
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145. Pipe for grouting t1lllllela, aclits, ud ehafts.-Exoept for considerable portioDS of the
diversion tunnels upstream from the tunnel plugs iD the outer diveraion twmels and upatream
from the upstream plugs in the inner diversion t'Wlllels, the contractor shall place metal pipes
for grout connections and for vent pipes in the diversion tunnels, adits, and shafts at such points
as may 8e designated by the contracting officer. As provided in paragraph 86, pipe for highpressure grout connections may be set either before or after placing concrete. If the grout
connection pipe is set in the drilled hole after the placing of concrete, the contractor shall completely fill all space, if any, between the pipe and the concrete with grout or mortar, or shall
otherwise provide a perfectly tight fit between the pipe and the concrete. No high-pressure
grout pipe connections shall extend nearer than 6 inches to the excavated surface of the surrounding rock. All vent and low pressure grout pipes shall be set in position prior to the placing
of concrete. This may be done by anchoring one end of the pipe to the forms, using temporary
pipe fittings, or by other suitable means. The length, location, and direction of each vent pipe
and of each low pressure grout pipe connection shall be as directed by the contracting officer.
All grout and vent pipes and pipes for the concrete linings of tunnels, adits, and shafts shall
end not less than 1 inch back of the finished inside surface of the concrete lining, and at this
point a recess shall be provided in the lining which shall be filled with concrete after the grouting
is done. The size of the grout pipe for each hole -will be determined by the contracting officer
to meet the requirements of the drilling and grouting equipment used. Pipe and fittings for
grout connections and vent pipes will be furnished by the Government under the provisions of
paragraph 27, only as required for the permanent installations. All other pipe and fittings and
all equipment used for grouting shall be furnished by the contractor. The pipe furnished by
the Government will be in random lengths, and it shall be cut, threaded, and fabricatOO as
required and placed by the contractor. Payment for all work described in this paragraph will
be made at the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing standard steel and cast
iron pipe, fittings, and valves, and only for the amount of pipe and fittings required to be left in
place, as determined by the contracting officer. The estimated amount of standard steel and
east-iron pipe and fittings required for permanent installation is 120,000 pounds.
146. Pipe for grouting foundations for dam and spillway crests.-Metal pipe for grout
holes shall be placed in the concr~te of the upstream cut-off wall in the foundation and abutments
of the dam, in the foundations of the spillway crests and inlet structures for the outer diversion
tunnels, and elsewhere if required, as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting
officer. Pipes for grouting shall also be set over springs or crevices in the rock or other foundation defects wherever directed by the contracting officer. As the work progresses the development of leakage or the condition of the surrounding foundations may indicate that parta of the
foundations already covered require grouting, in which event holes shall be drilled through the
concrete and into the underlying foundations, if required by the contracting officer, and pipes
for grout connections placed as directed by the contracting officer. The size of grout pipe for
each hole will be determined by the contracting officer to meet the requirements of the drilling
and grouting equipment used. The space between grout pipes and the rock or concrete inw
which they are inserted shall be carefully caulked with oakum or other suitable material w
prevent entry of concrete or other materials prior to grouting. All oakum or other suitable
material shall be furnished by the contractor. Where a pipe grout connection is to be grouted
before being solidly embedded in concrete, the space around the pipe shall be thoroughly filled
with grout or mortar. Pipe and fittings required for the work described in this paragraph will
be furnished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27, only as required for the
permanent installations. All other pipe and fittings and all equipment used for grouting shall
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be furnished by the contractor. The pipe fumished by the Government will be in random
lengths, and it shall be out, threaded, and fabricated as required and placed by the contractor.
Payment for inst.alling the pipe and fitti!lga, as required by this paragraph, will be made at the
tmit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing standard steel and cast-iron pipe, fittings,
and valves, and only for the amount of pipe and fittings that are required to be left in place, as
determined by the contracting officer, which amount is estimated to be 34,000 pounds.
147. Pipe for groutiDg ooatracdon joints in dam.-A system of pipes and fittings shall be
plaeed in the contraction jointe in the dam, as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. All pipe, fittings, and parts, except nails and tie wire required for the grouting
systems, will be f111'1lished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. The pipe
furnished will be in random lengths, and it shall be threaded, cut, and fabricated ready for installation as required. The pipe and fttiings shall be carefully 8888mbled and placed and shall be
firmly held in position during the coDStruction of the dam. Great CMe shall be exercised to
insure that the two companion members of each conduit box cover grouting unit are maintained
in accurate alignment and position with respect to each other, and that each member becomes
an integral part of and moves with the concrete mass to which it is anchored. The method of
attaching the first member of each unit to the forms and, in tum, the second member to the first
is shown on the drawings. This method shall be accurately adhered to unless it is modified by
the speoifio instructions of the contracting officer. Great care shall also be taken to insure that
all parts of the system are maintained free from dirt or any foreign substance whatever. After
e&eh grouting system is placed and the concrete around it completed and at such other times as
the contracting officer may direct, the pipe shall be tested by forcing a current of air under
plfJISure through it to the satisfaction of the contracting officer, after which it shall be immediately
temporarily capped or otherwise closed to avoid the possibility of any foreign substance entering
it until it is pressure grouted. Any pipe that is found to be or becomes clogged due to any cause
during the construction of the dam and before it is pl811ure grouted, shall, if practicable, be
cleaned or opened up to the satisfaction of the contracting officer. For any pipe which the
contractor fails to open up or to replace to meet this teat the contractor shall pay to the Government as fixed, agreed, and liquidated damages the sum of two dollars (12) per linear foot of the
total length of that pipe which is thereby made ine«ective as determined by the contracting
oilieer. Payment for all work deacribed in this paragraph, except as otherwise provided, will
be made at the UDit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing standard steel and castiron pipe, fittings, and valves. Payment will be made.only for the pipe and fittings, including
oonduit box covers actually installed, aad the computed weight for payment will not include
the weight of naila or tie wire. The estimated amount of standard steel and cast-iron pipe,
&ttiDgs, and conduit box covel'S required for permanent installation in contraction joints is
1,156,000 pounds.
lt8. Pipe faa' drelniDc foundatioll of dam....:-The contractor shall install all metal pipe and
fittings for draining the foundation and abutments of the dam, as shown on the drawings or as
direcUKI by the contracting officer. All required pipe and fittings for this drainage will be furDished by the Government under the proviaions of paragraph 27. The pipe furnished will be
iD random lengths and it; shall be cut, threaded, and fabricated ready for installation as required.
The pipe shall be held firmly in position and protected from damage during the depositing of
tbe concrete. Care shall be taken to aToid clogging of the pipe from any cause during the
progress of the work, and should any pipe become clogged from any cause before final acceptance
of the work it shall be cleaned out in a manner satisfactory to the contracting officer or replaced
~y and at the expense of the contrac~:r. Paymep.t for ipstalling the pipe and fittings describt>d
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in this paragraph will be made at the unit priee per pound bid in the schedule for iustiDiDg
standard steel and cast-iron pipe~ fittings, and valves. Payment will be made only for the
pipe and fittings actually installed. The eetimated amount of standard steel and cast-iron pipe,
fittings, and valves required for permanent installation for draining foundation of dam is 121,000
pounds.
149. Pipe for cooling concrete.-As provided in paragraph 121 and as shown on the drawings or directed by the contracting offieer, the contractor shall install metal pipe in the con~
of the dam and tunnel plugs, through which water of a low temperature will be run for the plD]IOII!
of cooling the concrete. It is contemplated that 2-inch standard pipe and fittings or boiler
tubing of approximately the same diameter will be used and that there will be required the
installation of about 800,000 linear feet of pipe, involving about 16~000 couplings. Pipe loo}l8
may be connected in series up to a total length of approximately 1,600 feet. An pipe or tnbiDg
and fittings required for embedding in the concrete for cooling purposes will be furnished by the
Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. The pipe furnished will be in random lengths
and it shall be cut, threaded, and fabricated ready for installation as required. Couplings of the
expansion type will be furnished for use where the cooling pipe C1'0IB88 contraction joints. All
screw joints shall be made up with a standard joint compound. The joint compound shall be
furnished by the contractor and shall be subject to the approval of the contracting officer.
All pipe joints shall be made tight and so that they will withstand a pressure of 100 pounds per
square inch. The pipe spacing, length of pipe, diameter of pipe, and amount of concrete to be
cooled may be changed to meet changed conditions which may develop during the progress of the
work, and the contractor shall be entitled to no additional allowanee above the unit prices bid
in the schedule by reason of such changes. Payment for installing the pipe and fittings, or tubing, as required by the provisions of this paragraph will be made at the unit price per pound bid
in the schedule for installing standard steel and cast-iron pipe, fittings, and valves, and only for
the amount of pipe and fittings that is embedded in the concrete.
150. Control piping for high-presnre gates.-All pipe, fittings, hangers, valves, gauges,
oil tanks, and accessories, for controlling the operation of high-pressure slide gates, will be
furnished by the Government, as provided in paragraph 27. The pressure pipe will be 2-ineh
and smaller, double extra-strong, black pipe; and will be furnished in random lengths, with ao
assortment of nipples, couplings, and other fittings. Fittings will be steel hydraulic screwed
fittings, and control valves will be of the straightway plug type. A comparatively small part of
the piping will be standard weight. The pipe shall be cut to the required lengths and threaded,
and the control-pipe system shall be carefully installed in a workmanlike manner, u shown on the
drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. The control pipe system will be operated
under a pressure of 1,500 pounds per square inch, and special care shall be taken to insure that all
threads are full cut and free from tom and ragged surfaces. The control-pipe system will be
tested at the above pressure, and any leaky joints or other defective work shall be repain!d
or made over to the satisfaction of the contracting officer. A mixture of litharge and glycerine,
or similar compound satisfactory to the contracting officer, shall be furnished and used by the
contractor on all threaded pipe joints in all high-pressure control piping. Care shall be used in
cutting and fitting to have pipe run parallel and to have the complete control-pipe systems neat
in appearance and securely fastened in place. Exposed contr<i piping shall be painted as
directed by the contl"acting officer. Payment for installing control piping will be made at the
unit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing control piping for high-pressure gates, which
price shall include the cost of all work required in canying out the provisions of this paragraph.
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161. Jletal pipe tor htchway c1raiu &Del cab·ena.-The corrugated metal pipe and connectiDa banda for highway drains and culverts and plain metal pipe for drainage of the highway on
the top of the dam will be furnished to the contractor under the provisions of paragraph 27.
No damaged pipe shall be placed in the trenches or structures except as permitted by the contracting officer. For all pipe damaged in handling by the contractor to such an extent that, in
the judgment of the contracting officer, it ia unfit for use, the contractor will be charged the
same amount that the pipe cost the Government at the point of delivery to the contractor.
The trench in which the culvert pipe ia to be laid shall be excavated carefully to line and grade,
so that the pipe 'Will be fully aupported at all points by the unexcavated ground over the bottom
quarter of its circumlerenee: ~' That where rock is encountered in the bottom of the
trench, the trench shall be excavated to a depth of at least four (4) inches below the grade
established for the bottom of the pipe, and this additional excavation shall be back filled with
material satisfactory to the contracting officer, which material shall be thoroughly tamped in
place before the pipe is placed. All pipe shall be laid to the lines and grades established by the
contracting officer, with eeparate sections firmly jointed together. All back filling around the
pipe up to thJ'ee.quarten of the .height of the pipe shall be made of selected material carefully
compacted to the satisfaction of the contracting officer by puddling or tamping. Travel over
the culvei'Y shall not be permitted until back fill has been placed to a depth of at least 1 foot over
the top of tile pipe. All corrupted metal pipe culverts 48 inches or more in diameter shall be
strutted with timber, u shown on the drawiDgB or u directed by the contracting officer, before
any back fill ia placed &round the pipe. All struts shall remain in place until the embankment
over the pipe is completed. All lumber required for struts shall be furnished by the contractor.
In constructing highway drains, coiT'llpted metal drainpipe shall be laid along the rim of the
canyon below the highway and immediately above the rubble masonry wall and elsewhere, as
shown on the d.rawiop or u directed by the contracting officer. An even bedding for the
drainpipe shall be prepared by excavating or by filling in with gravel or small rock fragm.ents to
the prescribed grade for the pipe inVert, u established by the contracting officer. After laying,
the drainpipe shall be back filled with gravel or small rock fragments to a minimum depth of
one foot over the top of the pipe. Payment for laying meW pipe for highway drains and culverts
will be made at the UDit price per pound bid therefor in the schedule, which price shall include the
cost of all labor, materials, aad plant required in unloading, hauling, handling, storing, preparing
an even bedding, laying, attaching the connectbag bands, and strutting of culvert pipes, in
accordance with the provisioua of this paragraph. Required excavation for corrugated metal
drlin and culvert pipes will be paid for at the Wlit price per cubic yard bid in the schedule for
excavation for highway structuree, which price shall include the cost of all required back fill,
including that a.round the corrupted metal pipe along the rubble masonry walls.
161. Condai& J.iDiJlc outmp.-A portion of the metal conduit linings in the upper and
lower canyon wall ouUets ud tunnel plug outJ.ets will be steel or semisteel castings, made in
sections not ov:er 6 feet in length. These conduit lining sections will be circUlar, square, and rectangular in croa section, with conduit 1iniDg tranaitions from circular at one end to square or
rectaDgular at the other end, and will, in all cues, be embedded in concrete. Allft.anges will be
faced and drilled for bolted joints. All conduit lining castings, with bolts and gaskets, will be
fumished. by the Govemment as provided in paragraph 27. The contractor shall assemble and
iDstall these cast. conduit linings, as Bb.owa on the drawings or as directed by .the contracting
oflicer, with finished surfaces of all joints smoothly coated with white lead, which will be furnished
by the Government, or gaskets inserted, if specified, before being bolted together.}. The metal
po~~t ljnin~ s)Jall be held rigidly j.p. place, ~e t.o line and grade, until the placing of concrete
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is completed. All offsets at joints shall be ohipped to praaent a smooth flow line. AD bolta shall
be drawn tight, and shall be tightened several times at. intervals until it is poeitiftly 888ured that
there will be no leakage. The contractor shall allo elose the joints between sections by ucwelding at the point of contact to insure watertightne., and BeCUI'e a contmuoua inside surface,
if required by the contracting officer. After aocept&lloe by the contracting officer the inside
surfaces only of conduit linings shall be given two coata of preservative paint applied hot, if so
specified. The outside surfaces of conduit lininp in contact with concrete shall not be pamtA!d,
but shall be cleaned of all excessive rust, grease, and dirt before concrete is plaeed. Rich concrete, free from cobbles or co8J'88 stone, shall be thoroughly spaded around all conduit liDingll,
pipe connections, and reinforcement steel to secure proper adhesion and prevent leakage. Pressure grouting shall be used, if required by the contracting officer, to seeure this result. Payment
for pressure grouting, if required, will be made at the unit price bid in the schedule for preBBUl'e
grouting in tunnels, adits, and shafts. Payment for inatalling oonduit liniDg outings will be
made at the unit price per pound bid therefor in the tchedule, which price shall include the cost
of all work, except pressure grouting, required in hauling, 818811lbling, installing, arc-welding,
cleaning, and painting the conduit lining castings in accordanee with the provisions of this paragraph.
158. Plate-steel oondub liDiDp for outlet worb.-A portion of the metal conduit linings
in the upper and lower canyon wall outlet works and in the tunnel plug outlets will be platesteel pipes embedded in concrete. It is contemplated that these plate-ateellinings will have an
inside diameter of 91 inchee, with the plate thickness varyiDg from 1~ inches to ,.._inch, fabricated
in lengths convenient for shipment, with welded longitudinal lle8DlS and bolted ftmged joints.
All plate-steel conduit linings, with flanges, bolta, and guketa, will be fumished to the contractor
by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. The oontzacior shall asaemble and
install plate-steel conduit linings, aa shown on the drawiDga or u directed by the contracting
officer. Gaskets shall be ea.refully placed and, if so directed by the contracting officer, flanges
shall be smoothly coated with white lead, which will be fumished by the Government. All bolts
shall be drawn tight, and shall be tightened several times at intervals until it is positively assured
that there will be no leakage. The contJ'actor shall o1oee the joints between pipe sections by arowelding at the point of contact of flanges to insure watertightne11 and seoure a continuous inside
surface, if required by the contracting oftieer. The platMteel conduit 1iniDgB shall be held
rigidly in place, true to line and grade, until the placing of concrete is completed. After aeeepfr
ance by the contracting officer, the inside aurlaee only of ~e ooDduit Jininp shall be given two
coats of 'Preservative paint, applied hot, if so specified by the eontraoting officer. The outside
surface of conduit linings in eon tact with concrete shall DOt be painted, but shall be cleaned of all
grease, dirt, and excessive rust before concrete ia placed. Rich conente, free from cobbles or
coarse stone, shall be thoroughly spaded around all plate-eteel OORduit liDinga to secure proper
adhesion and prevent leakage. Pressure grouting, if required by the contracting officer, will be
paid for at the unit price bid in the aehedule for pre81ure grouting in tunnels, adits, and shafts.
Payment for installing plate-steel conduit linings for outlet works will be made at the unit price
per pound bid therefor in the schedule, which unit price shall include the coat of all work except
pressure grouting, required in hauling, asaembling, inatalling, are--welding, cleaning, and paintiag
the plate-steel conduit lining, in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph.
164. Plate-steel conduit 1iaiDp for power p-..toeka.-The power peuatocka connecting
the turbines with the 30-foot penstock tunnels and the inner diversion tunnels will be lined
with plate steel embedded solidly in concrete. The inside diameter of the power penstocks will
be 11 feet, with platHteel tiDing v~~ ~m " inch to 2 inohea ill tbiclmeae. 'fhe lining
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will have welded longitudinal se&Dis and bolted flanged joints, and will be furnished to the
contractor in lengths convenient for shipment, complete with flanges, bolts, and gaskets. All
requirements and provisions of paragraph 153 for pla~teel conduit linings for outlet works
shall apply to pla~teel conduit Ji:aillgs for power penstocks.
166. Structural aeel, gneral.-All structural steel building framework, crane rail supporta, roof trusses, purlins and girders, oolumn bases, tempora;ry end walls, and other structural
materials, with a supply of rivets and erection bolts for field erection, will be fumished by the
Governinent, as provided in paragraph 27. Built-up members will be completely fabricated and
assembled in the shop and knocked down for shipment. Erection in the field may be by riveting
or by arc-welding, and the contractor shall be prepared to perform both classes of work.
(a) AINmbling.-All parts sh~ be accurately assembled and erected, as shown on the
drawings or as directed by the contracting officer, and all match-marks shall be carefully
followed. The material shall be carefully handled so that no parts will be bent, broken, or otherwise damaged, and hammering that will injure or distort the members will not be permitted.
Members shall not be over-etressed during the ptocess of erection. Bearing surfaces and
surfaces to be in permanent eontaet shall be carefully cleaned, and all contact sur!acee of riveted
joints shall be painted immediately before members are usembled. All bases or columns
having bases fabricated as integral parts of the columns shall be set level in exact position, and
shall be given full and even bearing by means ·of cement grout. In bolted connections, bolts
shall be drawn tight and threads butted so that nuts can not become loosened. Where bolted
connections are specified, the bolt holes shall be reamed in the field to provide a light drive fit.
Field connections shall have one-half of the hole& filled with erection bolte and cylindrical erection
pins before riTeting. All drilling aad other work required for connection of door and window
fnunee, omamantal metal work, pipe hangms, and similar pmpOBeB shall be done by the contractor. For main columns and columns adjacent to elevator shafts, t.he total error from plumb
shall not exceed 1 to 1,000 for the total column height. For other individual parts the error
from level, line, and plumb shall not exceed 1 to 300. The plumbing of columns shall be done
before riveting. Compression joip.ts depending on. contact surfaces for bearing shall have full
and even bearing after alignment and riveting l.ftt completed. Corrections of minor nWdits
and a reasonable amount of reaming md cutting of exoe11 stock from rivets shall be CODBidered
a legitimate part of erecti011. For the purpose of determining what coo.stitutes a reasonable
amount of reaming, it shall be considered that where the opening in any rivet hole is not more
than ~ inch oft of cornet center after the connection is temporarily assembled, the same is a
minor error in shop work. Cutting of membel'8 with a cutting-torch will not be permitted unless
approved by the contracting officer. Structural steel to be embedded in concrete shall not be
painted. After erection is COD:lpleted and accepted by the contracting officer, all structural
steel not to be embedded in concrete shall be given one or two coats of paint, as directed by the
contracting officer. Only expert riveters or weldera shall be used to perfonn the riveting or
welding, and, if required by the contracting oi&cer, they shall submit suitable evidence of
ability, by sample of work or otherwiae, before being allowed to perfonn this work.
(6) Biwtitlg.-RivetiDg shall be done with pneumatic riTetenl and buckera. .All connections shall be accurately and aecurely fitted up before the rivets are driven. Light drifting to
briDg the parts together will be allowed, blit drifting to match unfair hol• will not be permitted.
All unfair holes shall be reamed or drilled. An unfair hole is considered as one in which a cold
riTet of the size specified will not enter with light tapping after light drifting has been resorted
to. Rivets ahall be heated to a light cherry red color, and when driven shall completely fill
the holes &Dd shall. firmly grip the oo~eeted puts together. lllvet ~~~ shall be of ~e
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same shape and size as the shop rivets, full and symmetrical, concentric with the shank, and
shall have full bearing on the plate. Recupping or caulking of rivets will not be permitted.
Loose, burned, or otherwise defective rivets shall be removed. When removing rivets the surrounding metal shall not be injured, and, if necessary, rivets shall be drilled out. Cup-faced
dollies, fitting the rivet heads closely to insure good bearing, aba.ll be used. Field rivets shall
not be painted until they have been inspected and accepted by the contracting officer.
(c) Arc welding.-In assembling and during welding, the component parts of a built-up
member shall be held by sufficient clamps or other adequate means to keep parts straight and
in close contact. Surfaces to be welded shall be well cleaned, by wire brushing, chipping, or
hammering, of loose scale, rust, paint, or other foreign matter, except that a thin coat of linseed
oil need not be removed before welding. Weld metal de~ted in two or more layers shall have
each layer brushed with a wire brush or otherwise cleaned before subsequent layers are depositAMI.
In welding, precautions shall be taken to minimiM stresses due to expansion or contraction and
distortion due to heat. Upon completion, welds shall be brushed with wire brushes, and shall
show unifonn section, smoothness of weld metal, feather-edges without overlaps, and freedom
from porosity and clinkers. Visual inspection at edges and ends of fillets and butt-joint welds
shall indicate good fusion with and penetration into base meta1s. Welding shall not be covered
with paint until after inspection and acceptance by the contracting officer.
(d) Imtallation.-The cost of assembling, installing, erecting, and painting structural steel
materials as described herein will be paid for at the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for
installing structural steel, except bridges to intake towers.
158. Struc'ural ateel for briqea.-Plate-eteel girder bridges, encased in concrets, for
connecting the intake towers with the dam, shall be constructed as shown on the drawings
or as directed by the contracting officer. The girders will be fabricated in the shop in sections,
with provision for all necessary field connections. All structural steel girders, floor beams,
pedestals, pins, checkered plates, and other members and connections, with a supply of rivets
and erection bolts for field erection, will be furnished by the Government as provided in paragraph 27. The assembling and riveting of structural steel for bridges shall be in accordance
with the requirements of these specifications for the erection of "Structural steel, genera1,"
paragraph 155. The bearing areas on the concrete abutments under pin and roller pedestals
shall be uniform and level. Pedestal cutings shall be set level in exact position and shall have
full and even bearing on the masonry. Unless otherwise direeted by the contracting officer
they shall be placed on a layer of canvas and red lead applied by first coating each bearing area
with red lead paint, then placing upon it Slayers of 12 to 14-ounce duck, each layer being thoroughly coated on its top surface with red lead paint, then placing the pedestal castings in position while the paint is still plastic. The surfaces of all structural steel shall be thoroughly cleaned
of all loose mill scale, rust, grease, paint, and dirt, and only those surfaces not encased in eoncrete shall be given one priming coat, if required, and two coats of preservative paint, applied
hot, if so specified. The contractor shall haul, assemble, erect, and paint the structural steel
girders, floor beams, stringen, and other metal work for bridges, as shown on the drawingsor
as directed by the contracting officers, and the cost thereof shall be included in the unit price
per pound bid in the schedule for installing structural steel in bridges to intake towers.
16'1. Trash raot metal wort.-Trash bars, castings, and structural steel supports for trash
racks for intake towers and inner divenion tunnel inlets and elsewhere, if required, will be furnished by the Government, as provided in paragraph 27. Castings or steel anchorages for the
structural steel supports sh&ll be securely anchored to the structures with anchor bolts or bars
provided for this purpose. For the trash racks at the tunnel inlets, the bars shall be set into
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place in the spaeen and supports which are set into the concretAt. For the truh racks on the
intake towers, the bars will be shipped separately and shall be 8888Dlbled into trash-rack sections of several bars, by bolting the bars together, with suitable pipe spaeers, or by welding to
spacing members, 88 shown on the drawings or 88 directed by the contracting oftieer. All
t-xpoeed metal work in trash racks shall be painted with one or two coats of paint, applied hot if
so specified, as directed by the contracting officer. Payment for hauling, handling, installing,
and painting metal work in trash racks will be paid for at the unit price per pound bid in the
schedule for iDStaJ.JiDg tnsh rack metal work. Dipping of trash bars will be permitted in lieu
of brush painting.
168. Bwel aheet pi1iDg fw upmeam ool'erd&m.-StAtel sheet piling shall be driven by the
contractor at the upstream toe of the upstream cofferdam. The piling shall be driven to bedrock or to a depth satisfactory to the contracting offieer. The piles will have a continuous rolled
interlock integral with the pile throughout its entire length, eo designed as to permit an angular
movement between adjoining piles of at least 15 degrees on either side of the cenw line. The
piling shall be driven as closely as practicable to lines established by the contracting officer.
The piles shall be so driven 88 to insure perfect interlocking throughout their entire length.
Methods of driving shall be subject to the approval of the contracting officer. .AssembliDg
frames of capped wooden piles or other suitable guide structure shall be used and the steel
piling shall be asaembled agaiDst the guides so that they are plumb at both edge and side. A
protecting cap shall be used for all driving. Piles ruptured in the inwlock or otberwile injured
in driving shall be pulled and replaced at the expense of the contractor: PrOI!itUd, That the
contractor will not be charged for the damaged piles. Should bowlders be encountered above
bedrock, the contractor shall make every effort to drive the piling to bedrock, either by moving
or shattering the bowlder or by deviations in the line of the piliug. H at any time the forward
edge of the steel piling wall is found to be out of plumb, the piling already 8888Dlbled and partly
driveu shall be driven to rook or to a depth satiafaotory to the contracting officer and taper
piles shall then be used to bring the forward edge plumb before additional piling is 88881llbled
or driven. The maximum permissible taper in a single pile shall be 6 inches in iO feet of length.
Spliced piles shall be fabricated and driven by the conta-&CWr where the st&Bdard laagtbs furnished by the Government are inadequate, 88 determined by the oontractiDg officer: Provid«l, That where piling less than 60 feet in length is adequate, no splicing will be permitted.
The steel sheet piling in lengths up to 50 feet, splice plates for taper piles, and platee and channels
for spliced piles, together with required rivets and bolts for making the splicee, will be furnished
to the contractor by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. The contractor
shall give the oontracting officer not less than 90 days' notice in writing of requirements for
piles and splioing materials and shall state his requirements in so far as practicable in carload
lots. After the sheet piling has been driven to bedrock or to a depth satisfactory to the contracting officer, any piles extending above the lille of the upper surface of the concrete paflllg,
as established by the contracting officer, shall be cut off by the contractor. Any pilee of which
the top elevation after completaon of driving is more than 24 inches below the specified top
grade shall have an additional section of suitable length spliced to the driven section by methods
satisfactory to the contracting officer. In detennining the weight for payment, all materials
in the completed and accepted work, including splice plates, and channels, bolts, and rivets,
will be included. Payment will be made at the unit price per pound bid in the schedule· for
driving steel sheet piling for upstream cofferdam, which unit price shall include the cost of all
labor and plant required in hauling and driving the piling, fabricating taper piles and spliced
piles, pulling and replacing unsatisfactory piling, and cutting off or splicing on top sections of
the piling after completion of driving in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph.
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118. Tn.ck raila.-Ail track nita, with apliee plates, rail etipa, anchor bolts, bearing plates,
and apibl if used.,'for orane runways and permanent vaoks in the power plant, adits, or other
structlllW, will be- f1ll"Diahed by the Government as provided in par6graph 27. Track rails
may vary in weight. from 4:0 to 100 pounds per yard. Circular crane runway rails for the intake
~wers will be furnished bent to the required diameter. Crane runway rails for the larger cranes
shall be placed on metal plates and bolted in place. The rails for the 6-ton erane in the Stoney
gate structures shall be placed oD wooden sleepera and held in place wiih anchor bolts and rail
clips. Timber for the wooden sleepers will be furnished by the Gova"Dment. Rai1s for the spUT
track from the foot of the inclined freight elevator into the }h>wer plant and in adiw shall be
embedded in the conerete floors. The contnotor shall install all track rails in permanent lltructures, as shown on the drawings or aa directed by the contracang oftieer. Special care shall be
taken in installing crane runway rails to insure that the gauge is aoourately maintained, the
rails truly Jevel and at the same elevation, and firmly held in place. Payment for installing
track rails will be made at the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing track rails,
which unit price shaH include the cost of placing the wooden sleepers in the Stoney gate strucwres.
180.
wort in inched freilht eleYator pide muetve.-All track rails, structural- .
steel pides, anchor bolts, i1118ris, and other metal work to be attached or built into the concrete pide structure for the inclined freight elevator will he furnished by the Government, as
provided in pangraph 27. The oontraotot aball asaemble, install, and paint all such metal
work, ullhown on the drawbags or as directed by ihe oontraeting officer. Metal work in contact
with eoncrete shall not be painted. All metal work not in contact with concrete shall be given
one or more coats of preservative paint, applied hot if so speeified, 88 ctireoted. by the contracting
oftleer. PaymflDt for installing and pai•tinc ihe materia1B deeeribed in $hie paragraph will be
made at the unit prices per pound bid in the schedule for installing metal work in inclined
freight elevator guide structure.
181. Ketal 6oor platea.-All metal floor plates wiUi metal frames set in concrete where
U8ed will be furnished by the Government, 88 provided in paragraph 27. Floor plates will be
steel plates with raised pattern tread, or open grating of the subway type, made to the proper
dimensions before ehi.pm.ent from the faotery. The eonvaotor shall paint this equipmen' and
place it in position wherever required on the work, u shown on the drawings or as directed by tile
oonvaoting officer. Dipping or air bnJahing of metal floor plates or grating will be permitted in
lieu of brush painti~ag. Payment for bsstalling metal floor plates will be made at the unit price
bid therefor in the schedule.
181. Ketal stainraya.-AH straiRht-nm and spiral metal stairways, with metal landings,
treads, columns, rails, hatchwaya, anchor bolts, and other aecessories for metal stairways, will
be furnished by the OovemmeDt completely fabricated for inM&Uat.ion, 88 provided in paragraph
27. The contractor shall haul, asaemble, erecl, and paint this material, as shown on the drawings
or u directed by the contracting olieer. All exposed metal shall be given oM or two coatf of
pain~ applied hot, if 10 specified, as directed by the contracting officer. Payment for installing
metal stairways will be made at the unit price per pound bid therefor in the schedule.

••tal

GATES AND OTHER MECHANICAL MACHINERY

. 183. Stoney gates and hoiata.-The four 50-foot by 50-foot structural steel Stoney gates
with their hoists, counterweights, structural steel guides, and other appurtenances, will be furnished under the provisions of paragraph 27. One of these gates shall be installed in the upstream end of each spillway structure. The other two gates shall be installed at the downstream
end of the inner diversion tunnels. E.,.ch ga~ will h• 50 feet in height b;v 54 feet 7J' inches ~
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width, made up of structural..aeel plate Prdera approximately 72 iDohee in depth, and mou.ntecl
on caterpillar roller traias, running on hea'f'Y structural H·beama attached to the eoacrete atnaoture. The e.roes and end gi.rd8l'l, oatMpill&r roller trama, ch&iaa, frames, oountenreight h&Dg81'8,
and principal 888embJeci eectioas of the hoist. will be ibipped u separate units. The oontraoa
shall assemble and inst.e1l theee gat., hoist., countetweiglds, md appurtienaneee, complete in
acoordanoe with the spe<Ucatiou and drawiDgs or u directed. by the contracting olioer. The
field join&s in the gates shall be ooeected by rivetmg or 1&'0 weldi.Dg or by both methode, u
specified on the dr&winp. Special care shall be taken in installing the gat-At frames and guides
to insure that they are adjusted for proper alignment and contact with the gate seats. Each
hoist shall be accurately placed and aligned with relation to its «ate and oouaterweighte, and
after the control wiring for the hoist motors hea been inatalled by- the Governm&Pt each gat-At
and hoist shall be properly adjuated and optl'&tad by the COD$taotor, to the satMfacaon of the
contracting officer. The concreoo counterweight. shall be e&refully inatalled by the contractor
and lowered into place in such a mUUler aa to avoid damap to the gates or hctiats, preferably
by the use of "B&nd jacks." This method oouiata in filling the countMweiaht wells in the gate
stzuctures with clean, dry sand to an elevation that will permit installaaOD of each counterweight slightly higher than its suspended positaon. After the chaius are properly connected to
the gate and hoist, the coun$erweights are connected. to the oh&ins and lowered until they are
properly suspended by slowly withdrawing sand from the wells through a small pipe at the bottom of each well provided for that purpose. After installation of counoonveighta is completed,
the wells &hall be thoroughly cleaned of all sand aad the drainpipes capped or plugged with
concrete. The construotion of tbe conCI'Me counterweights is provided for in paragraph 117 of
these specifications. All wiring qd open 0011duite for the hoist motor and control apparatus
will be fumished and installed by the Govemxnent. Payment for hauling, assembling, and installing the bulkhead gates, frames, hoists, and counterweights, and painting all metal parts
will be made at the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing 60-foot by 60-foot
Stoney gates and hoists.
1M. Jlich-preuure, hydraalically operaMcl pMa.-The hydraulically operated highpressure gates, which inolud& the emergenoy gates in the upper and lower c&llyon wall outlet
works and the slide gates in the upper concrete plup in the inner tunnels, with their automatic
hangers and other appurtenant metal work required for .installation and operation of the ga$es,
and oil, including that for operation, will be furnished complete ready for installation under the
provisions of paragraph 27. It is contemplated that 66 auch gates will be required. The gates,
hoist cylinders, automatic hancers, and appurtenant metal work shall be a.ssembled and installed
by the contractor, as shown on the drawinp or as diree~ by the contracting officer. The finished
surfaces of all joints shall be smoothly coated with white lead, to be furnished by the Govemment, or gaskets placed, before being bolted together. Rich concrete, free from cobbles o.r
coarse stone, shall be thoroughly spaded around gates, conduit linings, by-pass and vent piping,
and reinforcing steel, as directed by the contracting officer, to secure proper adhesion and prevent leakage. Pressure grouting shall be used, if required by the cont.racting officer, to secure
this result. Payment for pressure grouting, if required, will be made at the unit price bid in
the schedule for pressure grouting in tunnels, adits, ud shafts. Alter the gates, control apparatus, and piping have been installed, the control system shall be filled with· oil and each gate
ahall be tested by the contractor by being raised and lowered several times throughout it.t full
stroka, until the operation of eaoh gate md of the control piping and machinery is satisfactory
to the contracting officer. An automatic gate hanger is provided for each pte, designed for
installation on the head of the hoist cylinder. for the purpose of automatically holding the Jate
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leaf in the open position or in any intermediate poaiaoa, if desired. Theee ha.ngen are 10
designed that oil from the preasure pump must p888 through them before entering the hoist
cylinder for raising or lowering the gate, thus eauaing the hanger to function without fail. Payment for inatalling high-pr&l81lr& hydraulically operated gates will be baaed on the weight of
the gatea only, which will include for each gate the upatnam aad doWDStream frames, bonnet,
leaf, stem, hoist cylinder, hanger, and other part. integral with the gate, but will not eover metal
conduit linings or transitioos connected above or below the gatea. Payment for installing and
painting high-pressure hydraulically operated gates will be made at the UDit price per pound bid
in the schedule for iostalling high-pressure hydraulically operated gates. Payment for installiDg
control pipiDg for the gatea will be made at the unit price per pound bid in tile aohedule for
iostalling control pipiDg for high-pressure gatea.
186. Cylinder gates u.d hoiata in iJltake towera.-The cylinder gates in the intake towers,
with their water-pusage liners, stems, stem guides, hoists, shutter gates, and 8008880riea, will
be furnished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. Four concrete intake
towel"B will be coostructed above the dam; two near each end of the dam, the nomiDal inside
diameter of the towel"B beiDg 30 feet.· One cylinder gate will be installed in each tower. The
cylinder gates will be steel castings, each gate being made in 12 sections, bolted together. The
stems will be 6-inch diameter shafting. Stem guides, connected to the tower by anchor bolts,
will be placed on about 14-foot eentel"B. The hoist will be of the worm-gear type, with one
central motor-driven driving unit operating the three worm-gear stem hoists. Semisteelliners
for the 12 water passages will each be made in four sections, bolted together. Twelve 8-foot
by 10-foot metal shutter gates will be provided for each tower, to be used for closing the water
passages for repairs to the cylinder gates. They will be lowered by a movable hoist not shown
on the drawing, and installation will consist in placing a gate in each bay of each tower underneath the floor, as shown on the drawings. The contractor shall haul, assemble, install, and
paint the cylinder gates, water-p888age liners, stems, guides, hoists, and 8CC8880ries, ready for
operation, complete as shown on the drawings or as directed by the conta'acting officer. The
hoists shall be carefully installed, filled with lubricating oil, and tested for operation to insure
that all parts move freely within each other and are in proper adjustment. Gate-stem guides
shall be accurately installed and plumbed, for which purpose shims will be provided to iusure
that the stems move freely and are in proper alignment. After gates, stems, and hoists are
installed, and before being put into service, all gates shall be raised and lowered several t.imes
to insure that all of the apparatus is functioning properly and to the satisfaction of the contracting officer. Rich concrete, free from cobbles and CO&l"88 stone, shall be thoroughly spaded
around the water-passage linel"B, to secure proper adhesion and prevent leakage. Pressure
grouting shall be used, if required by the contracting officer, to secure this result. Payment
for pressure grouting, if required, will be made at the unit price bid in the schedule for pressure
grouting in tunnels, adits, and shafts. Payment for installiDg the gates and hoists will be made
at the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for installiDg cylinder gates and hoists in intake
towers, which unit price shall include the cost of all work required in hauling, assembling,
installing, painting, adjusting, and testing cylinder gates, hoists, '1tems, guides, water-passagt"
linel"B, shutter gates, and accessories, in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph.
188. Beedle valves.-All 72-ineh needle valves, with their control mechanisms, and control,
drain, and pressure piping, will be fumished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph
27. It is contemplated that forty (40) of these valves will be installed. The contractor shall
assemble and install the needle valves with their control mechanisms, as shown on the drawings
or as directed by the contractiDg officer. Special care shall be taken in handliDg and iDstalliDg
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to avoid damage to the fiDiahed surfaces of the various parts, and to install and lubricate all
control mechanisms so that all parts move freely within each other. and are in proper position and
adjustment. The fiDiahed surfaces of joints shall be smoothly coated with white lead, or gaskets
inserted if specified, before being bolted together. The pistons shall be moved full stroke several
times to insure freedom from binding, by means of water applied under not to exceed 15 pounds
pressure per square inch through means provided in the control mechanism. Payment for assembling, installing, and painting theae needle valves will be made at the unit price bid mthe
schedule for installing needle valves. Payment for installing all cont.rol, drain, and preBBure
piping for needle valves is provided for in paragraph 143.
187. Traveling or~mea.-Fourteen traveling cranes will be furnished by the Government
under the provisions of paragraph 27, for use for installation and maintenance of gates, hoists,
and valves in the intake towera, upper and lower canyon wall outlets, and Stoney gate structures.
The cranes in the four intake towera will be of 15-ton capacity, 36-foot span, designed for operation on a ci.reular traek, with hand-operated bridge and trolley travel and motor-operated
rope-drum hoist. The four cranes in the upper and lower canyon wall outlets will be of 20-ton
capacity, 36.5-foot span, with motor-operated bridge travel, hand-operated trolley travel, and
motor-operated hoist. The cranes in the two tunnel plug outlets will be similar to those in the
canyon wall outlets except that the span will be 22 feet. The cranes in the Stoney gate structures will be of 5-ton capacity, 12-foot span, with hand-operated bridge and trolley travel and
motor-operated rope-drum hoist. The crane capacities and spans stated herein are approximate and may be revised. All cranes will be shipped in sections convenient for loading on
freight cara. The contractor shall haul, assemble, paint, and install the cranes on the runway
rails, ready for operation, as shown on the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer,
except that all electric wiring for crane operation will be fumished and installed by the Government, and the coat of all work required to be perfonned by the contractor, deacribed in this
paragraph, shall be incJuded in the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing traveling
cranes. All cranes will be delivered at the site of the work in time for installation and use by the
contractor for placing gates and valves.
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS

188. Electrical equipment, ceneral.-Electrical conduit and fittings, conduit boxes, distribution cabinets where embedded in concrete, anchor bolts, and any other materials entering into
the installation, but not in the nature of construction equipment and supplies, will be furnished
by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. The contractor shall install all
electrical equipment, as directed by the contracting officer, in a workmanlike manner ancl in
accordance with the current National Electric Code rules. In case of a conflict between the
National Electric Code and these specifications, the specifications shall govem. Payment for
installing electrical equipment will be made to the contractor at the unit prices bid for the
various items in the schedule, which unit prices shall include the cost of unloading, storing,
handling, installing, painting, and maintaining in position and good condition until final
acceptance by the Government. The contractor shall provide all ne0888&ry tools and equipment
for perfonning the work. The Government will install all wiring, lighting fixtures, ball globes,
lamp globes, transformem, and switch boards, and will make all electrical connections.
USB. Resistance thermomeiera.-Reaistance thermometera for measuring the temperatures
in the concrete of the dam shall be installed by the contractor, as directed by the contracting
officer. These thermometera will consist of a resistance coil inclosed and sealed into a section of
standard pipe and will weigh not to exceed ten pounds each. These will be furnished by the
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Govemtnent with two leads, a splieing clWnlter for attaching leads, and B88ling compound for
making the splice waterproof. The cable, which shall be attached by the contnctor, will be
three-conductor, No. 16, A. W. G., with auitable proteotiYe covering to minimir.e mechiDical
injury while placing and to keep out wa~r and moieture. Theile cables will be of suftiaent
length to reach from each thermometer to t.ll6 downatream face of t.he dam, at which point the
cable will eater a junction box and thence be connected by a conduit system to a central point,
or points. Thermometers will be located in groups u a rule, each group being placed at a eom·
mon elevation, as directed by the contracting offioer. Each cable shall be placed in a shallow
groove, which may be made as soon as the concrete has taken its initial set, with two inches
minimum distance between grooves. After the t.benaometen, le&ds, and j uncdon boxes are in
place they ahall be covered with oonorete. Paymeat will be made at the unit price per lineal foot
of cable bid therefor in the schedule for inatalliog eleoWical cable for resiatanoe thermometers
embedded in concrete, which unit price bid al:uill inolude the ooet of the complete inaWlation of
the cable, as described in this paracraph, and the iDstallation of thermometer& &ad junction
boxes. Any oonduit installed by direction of the ooD.tracting officer in connection with the
inatallaaon of the thermometer will be paid for sep&ra*ely at the unit prices bid for installation
of electric conduits.
170. Bleovioal ooaduiu.-Eleetrieal conduits and oonduit fittings will be furnished by the
Government, u provided in paragraph 27. The contractor shall install aD electrical conduits
and conduit fittings in the various structures, as &Bown on the drawings or u directed by the
contracting officer. Conduits or fittings embedded in concrete shall be 18Curely held in position
while concrete is being placed. All8Kp08ed conduits shall be rigidly aupportAMI in place, and the
runs shall be straight and parallel with each other and with the center linea of the galleries, shafts,
or rooms in which they are located, unless otherwise indicated on the drawings or directed by the
contracting officer, and all bends shall be of standard radii and shall be free from kinks, indenta·
tions, or fiattened surfaces. After exposed conduit& are placed in pennanent position and fastened, they shall be given one coat of paint, neatly applied. Burrs and sharp comers on the end
of each piece of steel conduit shall be removed with a taper reamer. At outlet boxes and fittings,
lock nuts and bushings shall be used to protect the wires from abrasion. Provision shall be made
for draining conduit, as directed by the contracting officer. The joints in fiber conduit shall be
painted with hot asphaltum, then wrapped with burlap dipped in the asphaltum, and the
wrapping again painted with asphaltum. All wires and cables will be installed by the
Government. All other work described in this paragraph will be paid for at the unit
prices bid in the schedule for placing the different sizes of steel and fiber conduit aud fittings.

WINDOWS, DOORS, AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
171. ••tal-~ wiadowa and panitiou.-The contractor shall install metal-sash windows
and partitions in the various buildings and structures in connection with the dam and power
house where directed by the contracting officer. All metal-sash windows and partitions, together
with hardware, glass, clips, paint, and putty, will be furnished by the Government under the
provisions of paragraph 27. The contractor shall install and grout the windows and partitieDs
in grooves, complete in accordance with the drawiDgs, in a workmanlike manner and to the
satisfaction of the contracting officer. Metal-sash windows and partitions will be measured for
payment to the neat linea of the openings before the sash is placed. Payment for installing metalsash windows and partitions will be made at the unit price per square foot bid therefor in the
schedule, which price ahall include the cost of unloading, hauling, storing, handling, installiag,
glazing, and painting as required.
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171. Ket&l-auh wiladow operators.-The contractor shall install hand or motoNiriven
window operators in various buildings and structures in connection with the dam and power
house, where directed by the contracting officer. All window operators, together.with motors,
gears, hardware, shafts, paint, and other necessary accessories, will be furnished by the Govern.
ment under the provisions of paragraph 27. The contractor shall install the window operators,
oomple~ in accordance with the drawings, in a workmanlike manner and to the satisfaction of
the contracting officer. If the window operators are electrically operated, the Government will
install the necessary electrical wiring and connections. Payment for installing metal-sash
window operatom will be made at the unit price per pound bid therefor in the schedule, which
priee shall include the cost of unloading, hauling, storing, handling, and erecting and painting
the window operators as required.
178. Jlet&lawiq doors.-The contractor shall install metal swing doors in various building&
and aV\lCturea in connection with the dam and power house, where directed by the contracting
otlieer. All metal swing doors, together with metal casings, hardware, paint, and other n~
sary aecessories, will be furnished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27.
'rhe contractor shall install the doors, complete in acooroa.nce with the drawings, in a workman.
like m&DDer and to the satisfaction of the contracting officer. Metal swing dool'B will be measured
for payment to the neat lines of the openings before the doors are placed. Payment for installing
metal swing doors will be made at the unit price per square foot bid therefor in the schedule,
which price shall include the cost of unloading, hauling, storing, handling, installing, and painting
the d001'8 as required.
1'74. •eat rollinc doers.-The contractor shall install metal rolling doors in the various
buildinp and structures in connection with the dam and power house, where directed by the
contracting officer. All metal rolling doors will be furnished to the contractor by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. The contractor shall install the doors, complete
with operating mechanisms, in a workmanlike manner and to the satisfaction of the contracting
officer. If the doors are electrically operated, the Government will install the necessary elec$rical
wiring and connections. Metal rolling doors will be measured for payment to the neat linea of
the openings before the doors are placed. Payment for installing metal rolling doors will be
made at the unit price per square foot bid therefor in the schedule, which price shall include the
ooet of unloading, hauling, storing, handling, installing, and painting the doors as required.
176. Wooden doors.-The contractor shall install all wooden doors in the various buildings
and structures in connection with the dam and power house, as directed by the contracting
officer. All wooden doors will be furnished to the contractor by the Government under the
provisions of paragraph 27. The contractor shall properly trim, fit, and install the doors, eom..
plete with casings and hardware, in a workmanlike manner and to the satisfaction of the COD•
firacting officer. After installation the doors shall be given one priming coat and two additional
coats of paint to be furnished by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27. All
painting shall be done in a workmanlike manner and each coat shall be allowed t-o dry before the
succeeding coat is applied. Payment for installing wooden doors will be made at the unit price
per square foot bid therefor in the schedule, which unit price shall include unloading, hauling,
handling, storing, installing, and painting as required. Wooden doors will be measued for payment to the neat lines of the openings before the doors are pla.oed.
176. Hollow tile.-The contractor shall install hollow tile walls and ceilings in passageways
in the dam and in other structures, as shown on t.he drawings and as directed by the contracting
officer. It is contemplatAKl partieularly that the galleriee from the power house to the foot of
the elevator shafts in the dam will be thu& lined. All hollow til' ~b.U. b_, installed as shown 011
29919--30--7
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the drawings or as directed by the contracting officer. All tile shall be soaked in elean wa~r
before setting. Tile shall be set to true surfacea and with utllform joints of not more than
~. inch in width. Buttered joints will not be allowed. Before mortar is set, joints shall be
raked out ~ inch deep to allow for grouting. Mortar for setting tile shall be in the proportion
of one part Portland cement, one part lime putty or plastic fire clay, and six parts clean sharp
sand, by volume. Joints shall be grouted with equal parts of white Portland cement and fine
sifted clean sand or marble dust, mixed with water to consistency of thick cream and colored
as directed by the contracting officer. Grout shall be forced or brushed into joints and brought
to level of face of tile. When directed by the contracting officer, the entire surface shall be
given a thorough cleaning with muriatic acid of a strength not to affect cement grouting, and
the surface shall then be rinsed with clean water. To insure perfect joints all cutting and fitting
and pipe chases shall be cut on a tile cutting machine. No rough euts will be a.llowed. The
contractor shall provide all necessary tools for installing the el•y tile amd Bhall protoot it from
injury until final acceptance by the contracting officer. The hollow clay tile, llme, putty ot
plastic fire clay, and white Portland cement will be furnished by the Government under the
provisions of paragraph 27. The muriatic acid shall be furnished by the contractor. The
contractor shall use care in handling the tile to avoid breakage and will be charged for all tlle
in excess of two per cent (2%) of the total amount delivered to the contractor that is damaged
ia handling to such an extent that, in the judgment of the contracting officer, it is unfit for UBe.
The tile will be measured for payment in place and the area detflnnined by m~asurement of the
inside face only. Payment for placing hollow clay tile will be made at the unit price per square
yard bid therefor in the schedule, which unit price shall include the cost of unloading, handling,
hauijug, and storing materials furnished by the Government, furnishing materials required
to be furnished by the contractor, and placing the tile as provided in this paragraph.
177. Ceramic-tile walla and floora.-The contractor shall install ceramic-tile walht and
floors in rooms in the various buildings, where directed by the contracting officer. All ceramic
tile and eement will be furnished to the contractor by the Government, as provided in paragraph 27. Sand and water shall be furnished by the contractor. The contractor shall use
care in handling the tile to avoid breakage and will be charged for all tile in excess of one per
cent (1 %) of the total amount delivered to the contractor that is damaged in handling to such
an extent that, in the judgment of the contracting officer, it is unfit for use. The floor tile will
be hexagonal in shape and of 1 inch standard size, and wall tile will be 6 inches by 3 inches
in size, although special sizes and shapes may be used for corners anrl caps. The contraetor
shall install the tile in walls and floors in a workmanlike manner, in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and to the satisfaction of the contracting officer. The tile will be
measured for payment in place and the area determined by the measurement of the e~
area only. Payment for placing ceramic-tile walls and floors will be made at the unit price
per square yard bid therefor in the schedule, which unit price shall include the cost of unloading,
hauling, handling, and storing the tile and cement, furnislJing sand and water, the preparation
of the necessary mortar bed to bring the finished floor to the proper elevation, and the necessary
scratch coats for wall tiling, cutting and drilling the tile if required, and placing the tile, as
provided in this paragraph.
178. Plumbing and hardware.-The contractor shall install all plumbing fixtures and
hardware accessories including lavatories, sinks, closets, shower baths, urinals, hot water heatel'S,
hot water storage tanks, and drinking fountains and other plumbing fixtures in the various
buildings and structures in connection with the dam and power plant. All plumbing fixtures
and hardware, as shown on th9 drawings or as directed by the contracting officer, will be furoished
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by the Government under the provisions of paragraph 27 and will be of standard commercial
types. The contractor shall install. this apparatus in a workmanlike manner satisfactory to the
contl'acting officer. The Government will install the nece8sary electrical wiring and connections
for electric water heaters. At the completion of the work the water supply systems to the plumbing fixtures shall be tested to a hydrostatic pressure of 100 pounds per square inch. ·All defects
in the work disclosed by the tests or prior to acceptance by the Government shall be corrected
or the work replaced by and at the expense of the contractor and to the satisfaction of the contracting officer. The test pump and gauge for testing shall be provided by the cont1'8Ctor.
Except as otherwise provided in this pal'agraph, payment for installing plumbing fixtures and
hardware accessories will be made at the unit price per pound bid in the schedule for installing
plumbing fixtures and hardware accessories, which unit price shall include the cost of unloading,
hauling, handling, storing, and the complete installation of the plumbing fixtures and hardware
aecessories. The installation of all pipe and fittings required in connection therewith will be paid
fol' separately at the unit price bid in the schedule for installing standard steel and cast-iron pipe,
fittings, and valves.
179. Swel partitions.-The contractor shall install steel partitions in toilets, lavatories, and
elsewhere in the various struct.ures in connection with the dam and power house, as directed by
the contracting officer. These partitions will be furnished by the Government, as provided in
paragraph 27, and will be baked enamel steel or similar construction, and will be furnished by the
Government in proper sizes for the required installations. The contractor shall install these
partitions in a workmanlike manner in acoordance with the manufacturer's standards and to the
satisfaction of the contracting officer and shall carefully protect them against cracking or scratching of the enamel or other injury until final acceptance by the Government. Payment for
installing steel partitions will be made at the unit price pel' pound bid therefor in the schedule,
which unit price shall include the cost of unloading, hauling, storing, handling, and the complete
installation of the steel partitions, as provided in this paragraph.
180. Sheet metal work.-Sheet metal work consisting of gutters, downspouts, louvres, and
other sheet metal accessories in the various structures in connection with the dam and power
house, and metal cornices, protected metal, or similar corrugated covering, for the temporary
end walls in the power house will be furnished by the Government, as provided in paragraph 27,
and shall be installed by the contractor. The contractor shall provide all necessary tools and
equipment and shall install all such metal work in a workmanlike manner and to the satisfaction
of the contracting officer. Payment for installing sheet metal work will be made at the unit price
per pound bid therefor in the schedule, which unit price shall include the cost of unloading, storing
hauling, handling, painting where required, and the complete installation of the sheet metal work,
as provided in this paragraph.
181. Temporary end walls in power house.-The contractor may be required to install
temporary end walls in the power house to isolate and weatherproof portions of the building in
which machinery is to be installed and operated prior to the completion of the entire structure.
These walls will c.onsist of structural steel members covered with galvanized or protective covered
corrugated metal. The structural steel members and metal covering will be furnished to the
contractor by the Government, as provided in paragraph 27. The walls shall be installed as
directed by the contracting officer. Payment for installing the structural steel in end walls wili
be made at the unit price bid in the schedule for installing structural steel, except bridges to
intake towers. Payment for installing the covering of the end wall will be made at the unit
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priee bid in the schedule for iMtalling sheet-me$&1 work. The ual$ prioee hid io .U acWW.
shall include the cost of unloading, storinr, haulinc, handling, painq where required, and "complete installation of the temporary walla, as directed by the eoatracting o.ftieer.
182. lliacellaaeoua i•eaa of metal work.-Installing and paiaeg hakilwaya, manholea, oil
tanks, metal ladders, ladder nmp in eoncrete, gratiag, stall- nosinp, aaehor ban, zocle lid
bolts set in concrete for installation of permanent equipmeet, elevator nij iuena aad ladllen,
chain boxes and ooveJ&, bracket&, and other miscellaneous metal work no$ apeei¥allJ iacllldell
in other items of the schedule, for which iaetallatioa and ~eat baa not been apecifiealb' Jll&'
vided for elsewhere in these apecifications and whieh are to t.. flll'lliabed b,y ,... Gonnu•\
and become a pert of the completed work, wW \)e paid for at the
prie6 per pou.od bid ill
the scheclule for "lnstalliag miseellaneou.. i\ems of metal work," 1tbioh ui' priee aball iactW
Ule cost of unloading, storing, haulbla, haadliag, paintiag w1tere requbM, aad tee
installation of this metal wotk, as allown oa the drawiags ot u dire()ted by tate coaW.CU.
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NOTES
Typical Assembly for Upper and Lower Canyon
Wall Outlets, for both Ne vada and Arizona Sides
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NOTES
Skin Pla te to be Field Riveted to Cross Girders with
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NOTES
The required overaqe weiqht for each counterweight
block is 11,200 Pounds.
After counterweight blocks ore placed in final position
on hanqer the stem hole shoula be filled with
concrete ofproportions I part ofcement to 10
porfssandand qravel well rammed in place.
Provide I"~ qroufholes leadinq fo hoisfinqeye recesses.
As each block is placed in final position on hanger
pour thin qrouf of I part of cement and 5parls
sand fhru qrout holes to Fill hoisfinq eye recesses.
Parficularcare shall be observed to make hole in top
block around counterweight stem wafer tirJhf.
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All Rivets shall be
All Rivet Holes shall be
All Stiffener Anqles shall have milled ends and bear
aqainst the outstanding leqs offh9 horizontal
anqles at top and bottom.
IO " H Column members forming stems ofhanqers
shall be sfraiqhtand true wifhinf'in lOFt. oflenqth.
Painting- Two Shop Coats of Red Lead.
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E.L£CTRICAL DATA
MOTOR. 3 Phose, 60 Cycle, 220 Jblts, 800 RP.M.
Full Load 5pBiJd. IA!rfica/ Mounlinq wifh Ball Beorinqs.

Indoor Mounfinq. 4 Hour !TI:1firt~.

Minimum Starting !fJrque•/05 Lb. Ft.
Mirinun Runnirq 'TOrque·• 54 Lb. Ft.

HOIST DATA
ffoisfing Speed. .............. .............. 0.044 F. P.M.
Hoist [Dad ................................. ~s,ooo•
Hoist Capacity............................... 600,000 11
\...sCREW STEM
HOIST
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NOTES
Two Possenq~r Elevators required
Capacity 5000 Lbs. at 500 F. P.M.

Total Travei•56Z ft. with 6 Landinqa at Elevations qiven

Platform and Enclosure opproximofely as shown.
All Elevators complete with fnclosure1 Guides, Wirinq
and Bolts to be furnished and insralled by the
Gov~rnment.

All Metal Inserts, Stoirways and Ladders will be furnished
by the Government ana installed by +he Con+rac+or.
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